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A Welcome from our Managing Director

Dear Marketer,

Preparing our first-ever research catalog was a unique experience. When we founded this research lab, the Internet 
was in its infantile stages. So much has happened. I now look back on those early days and smile. In 1990…

      •  The number of Internet users was just 3 million, compared to today’s 2.2 billion (a 73,200% increase). 
      •  Tim Berners-Lee had just created the first functional HTML page. 
      •  The only browser was WorldWideWeb (later Nexus), with bandwidth limitations of 14.4 kilobits per second. 
      •  YouTube wasn’t even possible.
      •  Mark Zuckerberg, co-founder of Facebook, was just five years old.
      •  Amazon.com wouldn’t exist for another five years.
      •  The Stanford students who founded Google hadn’t even met one another. 

We didn’t even release our first research brief until May 5, 2001. In that project, we tracked the prevailing conversion 
rates of 100,000+ products, over a period of six months, across 12 search engines. Now, some 11 years later, none of 
the original 12 are major factors in the marketplace. 

Today, the lab has conducted more than 15 years of research, spanning more than 10,000 pages/paths, and 1 billion 
emails. We have recorded and analyzed more than 5 million calls. We have produced more than 36,980 company 
benchmarks, 3,831 charts and tables, 1,000+ case studies, 150+ hours of multimedia lectures, 100+ conferences, 
and 40 different publication series. We are now the world’s largest independent research lab focused exclusively on 
marketing and sales.

      •  You can read more about our story in the “About Us” section of this catalog. 
      •  You can review our most recent experiments in the MECLABS Research Directory section
      •  You can examine our most recent case studies in the MarketingSherpa Interviews and Case Studies section

The point of this catalog is to provide a simple reference to our research output over the past three years. Its use is 
very limited (we don’t expect it to be a “bestseller”). But, for the serious practitioner or the interested scholar, it is a 
window into the work of our institution, and may prove helpful as a starting point for new work.

I’d like to especially thank the analysts and scientists and practitioners who have contributed to this initial body of 
research. This catalog represents more than 80,000 hours of their thoughtful labor. I am most grateful.

As a final note, I want to stress that our entire research program is in a continual state of improvement. While I 
appreciate the work that has brought us this far, there remains so much more to do. We didn’t even file patents for 
our test protocol system until 2006; it was just granted last month. And, I confess that I remain unsatisfied with our 
current level of quality and output.

This is an evolution. MECLABS is only a few years into a 50-year plan. We hope to do better in the future. We want 
to achieve a truly unique blend of philosophy, science and practice. We don’t just want to study marketing; we want 
to understand marketers. And so I am especially grateful for the guidance we have received from the community of 
scholars and practitioners.

Dr. Flint McGlaughlin
Managing Director (Founder)
MECLABS

P.S. This is only a selection of our work between 2008 and 2012. In the interest of creating a manageable book, we 
have excluded more than 1,200 items.
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MECLABS at a Glance

MECLABS is the world’s largest independent research institution focused exclusively on marketing and sales. Its 
scientist and analysts have conducted rigorous scientific tests across more than 10,000 pages. They have recorded and 
analyzed more than 5 million calls. And they have conducted interviews with more than 500,000 key decision-makers. 

Marketing leaders from around the world…

1. Draw on our extensive 
research library to make 
critical decisions. (36,980 
company benchmarks, 3,831 
charts and tables, 3,500+ 
creative samples, 1,000+ 
case studies.)

2. Enroll in our rigorous 
science-based training 
programs and major 
summits to improve their 
performance. (4,847 pages 
of insights, 1,857 pages 
of research-supported 
principles, 200+ hours of 
multimedia lectures, 100+ 
conferences, and 50 different 
publication series.)

3. Work with our applied 
research team to help 
solve important problems 
(developing micro-research 
labs for companies around 
the world such as Reuters 
News Service, The Royal 
Bank of Canada, The New 
York Times, The Boston 
Globe, Google, Microsoft, 
Bottega Verde [Italy], Opodo 
[UK], Maquarie [Australia] 
and many others).

You may have seen this research in action and never even realized it. MECLABS, with its publishing imprints 
MarketingExperiments, MarketingSherpa, and The B2B Lead Roundtable has worked with and trained thousands 
of marketers from more than 50 countries. The Institution’s discoveries, heuristics, and methodologies power the 
marketing performance of companies all over the world.
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  1990   1999
     1997   2000

MECLABS Preliminary 
Research Begins

MECLABS Research 
Program Established

InTouch is established 
at 2150 Third Street 
in White Bear Lake, 
Minnesota

First exclusive 
MarketingSherpa 
Case Study is 
researched and 
written for a 
small circle of 
industry insiders

MarketingSherpa 
is established

 2001   2002     2003          2004         2005            2006                                 2007

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Email Marketing 
Benchmark 
Guides

Testing of 
Research 
Partnership 
Model 
Begins

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Best Practices in 
Marketing: Email 
Newsletters 

Conduct first 
MarketingSherpa 
Email Newsletter 
Publisher’s Profit 
Workshop

First MarketingSherpa Summit: 
Demand Generation B2B 
(Boston, Q3)

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Internet Content 
Subscriptions 
Guide

MECLABS establishes HQ at 60 
Ocean Blvd in Atlantic Beach, FL

Offer 
Response 
Optimization 
Theory 
Validated

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Search 
Marketing 
Benchmark 
Guides

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
IT Marketing 
Metrics Guide

MarketingSherpa 
office is 
established at 
499 Main Street 
in Warren, RI

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Email Marketing 
Metrics Guides

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Search Marketing 
Metrics Guides

Publish first in our series of 
MarketingSherpa Landing 
Page Handbooks

First MarketingSherpa 
Subscription/Content 
Marketing Summit 
(New York, May 10-11)

InTouch expands to Pine 
Tree Drive office location

MarketingSherpa is acquired by MECLABS (November)

MECLABS expands to Jacksonville 
Beach office at 412 Boardwalk

The Minneapolis/St. 
Paul Business Journal 
names InTouch a winner 
of the magazine’s 
“Great Places to Work in 
the Twin Cities” award

First Certified Online 
Testing Professional 
Certification Programs 
(May, June) 

The first 
MarketingSherpa 
Email Summit 
(Chicago, April 
20-21)

Publish first in our series of 
MarketingSherpa Business 
Technology Marketing 
Benchmark Guides

Publish Lead Generation for 
the Complex Sale, by Brian J. 
Carroll (McGraw-Hill) which 
debuts in Amazon’s Top 100 
Sales and Marketing Books

Publish first in our series of 
MarketingSherpa Ecommerce 
Benchmark Guides

InTouch Inc is acquired 
(November)

Publish first Marketing
Experiments 
Compendium

Conduct first 
B-to-B Web Site 
Homepage Design 
Research Study 
and Homepage 
Website Design 
Report

The MarketingExperiments Conversion 
Index is developed and tested for the 
first time

Publish 
MarketingSherpa 
Online Advertising 
Handbook and 
Benchmark Report

MEC Conversion Formula:
C = 4m + 3v + 2(i-f) - 2a ©

    2008            2009                             2010                          2011                                                            2012

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
CAN-SPAM 
Guidance

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Buyer’s Guides

Publish First 
MarketingExperiments 
Research Report Pay 
Search Engines Tested: 
5 Pay Search Engines 
Are Compared in 
an 8 Month Study
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    2008            2009                             2010                          2011                                                            2012

MarketingExperiments 
online email marketing 
training offer launch

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
B2B Lead 
Generation 
Handbooks

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Online 
Advertising 
Benchmark 
Guides

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Video Marketing 
Benchmark Guides

Patent Filings for Research 
Findings (10 Heuristics) U.S. 
Patent Application Serial 
No. 11/968,734: Internet 
Marketing Assessment and 
Associated Methods

First MarketingSherpa Email 
Summit Europe (Germany)

Partner with Adobe Omniture and 
presents at Omniture Summit

Partner with ExactTarget 
and presents at Connections 09

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Social Media 
Marketing 
Benchmark Reports

Publish first 
in our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
B2B Marketing 
Benchmark Reports

MECLABS HQ moves to Marsh Landing 
Parkway, Jacksonville Beach

MECLABS/MarketingSherpa/
MarketingExperiments rebrand

Present 
at the 
Dutch Email 
Association 
Summit

First 
MarketingSherpa 
Live Workshop 
Tour Email/B2B/
Social

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Social Marketing 
ROAD Map 
Handbooks

Publish first in our series 
of MarketingSherpa CMO 
Perspectives reports

Publish first 
in our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
B2B Marketing 
Advanced 
Practices 
Handbooks

Present at Cisco 
channel partner event, 
Barcelona Spain

New web store launch: 
MECLABS.com/training

Launch new website 
MECLABS.com

Partner with WSI to 
deliver certification 
training

Publish first in our series 
of MarketingSherpa 30 
Minute Marketer reports

The MECLABS Value proposition 
spectrum is developed 

The MECLABS Inverted Funnel 
model is developed

Partner with 
Facebook 
to Present 
Webinar on 
Strategically 
Driving Return 
on Social Media 
Investment

Publish first quarterly 
editions of the 
MarketingExperiments 
Journal

HQ expansion – including collaboration 
spaces and video production studio

First annual MarketingSherpa 
MarketingExperiments Optimization 
Summit (Atlanta, June)

Patent Application 
(2008) approved by 
the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Landing Page 
Optimization 
Benchmark Reports

Publish first in 
our series of 
MarketingSherpa 
Special Reports
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MECLABS is the world’s largest independent research institution focused on serving marketers with a deeper 
understanding to the answer of a simple, but essential question: Why do people say “yes” to a particular offer?

While this question, at first, may seem tangential, it is in fact vital. Its answer transcends the ordinary work of the 
marketer. Wherever choice exists, marketing may exist. Indeed ultimately, marketing is messaging a choice.

Politicians, scientist, and pulpiteers all engage in messaging. In each case they are asking for a yes - to their candidacy, 
their theory, or their gospel. At MECLABS, we seek to know why some people respond with a “Yes.” 

We seek to know “why,” so that we can know “how.”  To this end, the institution blends three unique, but interrelated, 
disciplines: philosophy, science and practice. 

• With science we postulate theories which are rigorously tested

• With philosophy we challenge the warrants underlying our entire inquiry

• With practice we measure the functional application of our findings

All three of these disciplines our expressed in our two primary research approaches: Customer-focused Behavioral 
Experimentation and Marketer-focused Research Instruments (case studies and survey tools).

1. Customer-focused Behavioral Experimentation – These experiments, managed by our patented test protocol, 
are used to produce our key clinics and briefings such as Banner Ad Design: The 3 key banner objectives that 
drove a 285% lift, SEO Landing Pages - How we achieved 548% more conversions without damaging organic 
rankings.

2. Marketer-focused Research Instruments – These instruments are used to produce our key research titles, such 
as the 2012 Lead Generation Benchmark Report, the 2012 Email Marketing Benchmark Report, and the 2012 
Website Optimization Benchmark Report.

With each of these approaches, we are seeking two levels of achievement (practical) validity and a (functional) truth. 
Practical validity ensures that our research projects generate accurate, actionable data. Functional truth guarantees 
that our findings achieve a high standard of efficacy. 

MECLABS has aggregated the world’s largest collection of research in its field. The Institution offers academic 
fellowships for those interested in furthering our work. We recognize that our efforts thus far, while helping us to 
achieve certain fundamental objectives, are still being constantly refined. We welcome more rigor and critique.

For more information about our:

• Test Protocol documentation, you may visit http://www.meclabs.com/methodology#test_protocol

• Approach to validity, you may visit http://www.meclabs.com/methodology#data_analysis

• Design of experimentation process, you may visit http://www.meclabs.com/methodology#compounding_gains

•   Testing methodology, you may visit http://meclabs.com/training/online-course/online-testing/overview

MECLABS Research Methodology
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MECLABS Research Methodology

•   Messaging methodology, you may visit http://meclabs.com/training/online-course/landing-page-optimization/overview

•   Certification programs, you may visit http://meclabs.com/training/online-course

•   Variable cluster/radical redesign approach, you may visit  
     http://www.marketingexperiments.com/site-optimization/radical-redesign.html

•   Process for gaining insights from any test (positive or negative), you may visit  
     http://www.marketingexperiments.com/site-optimization/negative-lifts.html

Inverted Funnel Model

The Value Exchange Model



MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks
(2008-2012)

Harnessing and analyzing the collective data and wisdom
of thousands of successful marketers
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

Research-based publishing and training cycle

MarketingSherpa helps marketers improve the performance of 
their marketing programs by providing them with the most up-
to-date tactics and insights. To this end, we research, write and 
speak about what works (and doesn’t work) in marketing today. 
Our annual research-based publishing and training cycle fuels 
and guides these activities, and falls into four stages. This cycle 
produces three types of research:

1. Benchmark Reports guide strategic planning and 
tactical optimization by arming marketing practitioners 
with comprehensive research data and insights for 
comparing an organization’s practices and performance 
against industry benchmarks.

2. Special Reports support the strategic planning and 
decision-making of senior marketing executives by 
providing them with concise research, insights and 
actionable advice, specific to unique market segments 
contained in our research results.

3. Handbooks present research-supported best practices for improving the performance of marketing 
programs. The content also serves as curriculum for self-instructed and professional career advancement 
training programs. Handbooks include case studies, methodologies, best practices, worksheets and data to 
support the recommended practices.

2008-2011 Research Publication Statistics

•  24 Benchmark Reports, 9 Handbooks  
    and Toolkits, and 10 Special Reports

•  36,980 companies and marketers  
    surveyed (cumulative)

•  3,831 charts and tables produced

•  4,847 pages of insights and analysis

•  1,857 pages of research-supported  
    tactics and recommended actions

The Appendix includes examples of the kind of research and data included in Benchmark Reports, Handbooks 
and Special Reports, along with a listing of our recent publications. For current listing of our active titles, visit the 
MECLABS store at http://meclabs.com/training/publications.

MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks
(2008-2012)

Harnessing and analyzing the collective data and wisdom
of thousands of successful marketers
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ID: 32032
Description: 170 charts and tables, 2,735 surveyed marketers used. Top email marketing challenges for 2012. Special 
sections on email tactics, list growth, relevancy, deliverablity, and metrics. Testing and optimization methods for 2012, 
and much more. Success Stories: "Tales from the Email Marketing Trenches."
Title: 2012 Email Marketing Benchmark Report
Published: Monday, 10 October 2011
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-936390-33-5
Pages: 194
Charts: 170

ID: 32019
Description: Top social marketing tactics. Charts comparing level of social tactics effectiveness. Integrating social media 
into the marketing mix. Six-step strategy for social media effectiveness. Mapping an effective social media strategy. The 
Social Marketing ROAD Map Cycle.
Title: Top Tactics of Strategic Social Marketers
Published: Tuesday, 20 September 2011
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-936390-24
Pages: 12
Charts: 5

ID: 32018
Description: Why user stats and usability are important to your strategy. Using contests to grow your email lists. How 
to design an efficient and user-friendly mobile site. Tips for keeping things simple. Ways to optimize mobile content for 
search.
Title: 30 Minute Marketer: How to Use Mobile for B2B Marketing
Published: Tuesday, 20 September 2011
Price: 47
ISBN: 978-1-936390-26-7
Pages: 16
Charts: 0

ID: 32004
Description: 157 charts and analytical commentary. 1,745 surveyed marketers. Marketing insights on: automation, 
personas, propositions, content and more. Creating compelling value propositions that convert. Funnel optimization 
strategies. Success Stories: "Revenue-oriented funnel marketing campaign supports 700% two-year growth."
Title: 2012 B2B Marketing Benchmark Report
Published: Tuesday, 30 August 2011
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-936390-21
Pages: 188
Charts: 157

MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

A complete listing of our publication library:
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

ID: 32003
Description: Steps to familiarize staffers with SEO tactics. Why titles, tags and description are all important video search 
elements. Tips for creating a YouTube channel. How annotations are your friend when it comes to SEO.
Title: 30 Minute Marketer: 10 Quick Tactics for Search Visibility
Published: Tuesday, 30 August 2011
Price: 47
ISBN: 978-1-936390-23
Pages: 12
Charts: 3

ID: 31995
Description: Most effective inbound marketing tactics. Top strategies in lead scoring and nurturing. Includes seven charts 
with analysis. Case Briefing: "Lead scoring and nurturing campaign impacts revenue performance." Tips on improving 
relevance with optimal lead nurturing frequency. Advanced scoring methodologies.
Title: A Strategic Approach to Lead Scoring and Nurturing
Published: Wednesday, 24 August 2011
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-936390-16-8
Pages: 22
Charts: 7

ID: 31994
Description: Top list growth tactics. Growing your list using social media. Includes 7 charts with analysis. Case Study: 
"Personalized audio/video Flash app grows list. 10 signing registration pages for success." Marketing insights on list 
tactics for trade shows and webinars.
Title: The State of Email List Growth
Published: Wednesday, 24 August 2011
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-936390-08-3
Pages: 18
Charts: 8

ID: 31993
Description: Tactics for increasing organic rankings. Integrating SEO and social media. Developing a link-building strategy. 
Budget forcasts for SEO programs. Success stories from SEO campaigns. Marketing insights on effective ad networks and 
formats.
Title: Agency Perspectives on Search Engine Optimization and Online Ad Networks
Published: Wednesday, 24 August 2011
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-936390-19-9
Pages: 26
Charts: 9
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

ID: 31991
Description: Why user stats and usability are important to your strategy. Using contests to grow your email lists. How 
to design an efficient and user-friendly mobile site. Tips for keeping things simple. Ways to optimize mobile content for 
search.
Title: 30 Minute Marketer: 10 Quick Tactics for Lead Gen through Contests
Published: Tuesday, 23 August 2011
Price: 47
ISBN: 978-1-936390-20-5
Pages: 11
Charts: 0

ID: 31942
Description: Top strategic priorities and perceptions. Calculating the ROI of social media marketing. Metrics, values and 
costs associated with ROI. Dissecting the state of email delivery. Three dimensions of relevancy tactics. Recommended 
actions on expectations, content and complaints. 
Title: CMO Perspectives on Social Marketing ROI
Published: Tuesday, 21 June 2011
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-936390-14-4
Pages: 22
Charts: 797

ID: 31933
Description: 161 charts and analytical commentary. Research from 1,530 B2B and B2C marketers. Special sections on 
content, search marketing strategy, local and mobile search, and integration. Top SEO tactics including content creation, 
external link building, keyword and keyphrase research. Search Marketing Success Stories: "Using social media boosts 
leads 30% and revenue 114%." 
Title: 2012 Search Marketing Benchmark Report - SEO Edition
Published: Wednesday, 8 June 2011
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-936390-17-5
Pages: 193
Charts: 161

ID: 31975
Description: 125 charts and analytical commentary. 1,530 surveyed marketers. PPC success stories, monitoring and 
tracking metrics, inbound marketing leads, mobile and local search. Special sections on: PPC tactics, strategies, analytics, 
LPO benchmark data and more. Case Study: "Redesigning PPC ads and landing page increases CTR 54%."
Title: 2012 Search Marketing Benchmark Report - PPC Edition
Published: Wednesday, 3 August 2011
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-936390-25-0
Pages: 177
Charts: 125
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

ID: 31924
Description: 760 chief marketers surveyed. 13 pages of CMO data. Top strategic priorities and perceptions. Calculating 
the ROI of social media marketing. Metrics, values and costs associated with ROI. Recommended actions on monetization 
and measuring ROI.
Title: CMO Perspectives on Social Media
Published: Friday, 27 May 2011
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-936390-14-4
Pages: 22
Charts: 7

ID: 31906
Description: 173 charts and analytical commentary. Research from 2,673 B2B and B2C marketers. Special sections on 
LPO tactics, testing, actionable metrics, budgeting and ROI. Testing methodologies and learning resources. Marketer 
insights on optimization tactics. 17 page elements optimized in 2010. Marketer insights on identifying optimization 
opportunities. 
Title: 2011 Landing Page Optimization Benchmark Report
Published: Wednesday, 4 May 2011
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-936390-15-1
Pages: 233
Charts: 173

ID: 31901
Description: 246 senior marketers surveyed. 16 pages of CMO data. Dissecting the state of email delivery. Three 
dimensions of relevancy tactics. 2011's greatest challenges confronting CMOs. Recommended actions on expectations, 
content and complaints.
Title: CMO Perspectives on Email Deliverability
Published: Wednesday, 27 April 2011
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-936390-13-7
Pages: 22
Charts: 10

ID: 31878
Description: 142 charts and analytical commentary. Research from 3,342 B2B and B2C marketers. CMO perspectives on 
social marketing ROI, monitoring and budgeting. Top tactics and platforms for effective social marketing, integration and 
social CRM. Social Media Success Stories: "6 campaigns that increased sales." 
Title: 2011 Social Marketing Benchmark Report
Published: Tuesday, 5 April 2011
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-936390-12-0
Pages: 209
Charts: 142
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

ID: 31854
Description: 238 pages focused on top email marketing challenges. 15 how-to case studies and insights. 65 real-world 
examples of what works. Step-by-step tactics on developing new relevant content. Practical training on social media 
integration, deliverability, testing, measurement and list growth. 23 charts and analytical commentary. 
Title: 2011 Email Marketing Advanced Practices Handbook
Published: Wednesday, 2 March 2011
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-936390-11-3
Pages: 238
Charts: 14

ID: 31836
Description: 171 pages focused on top B2B marketing challenges. 10 how-to case studies and exercises. 18 real-
world examples of what works. Step-by-step tactics on finding and attracting high-quality leads. Practical training on 
automation, scoring, nurturing and analytics.
Title: 2011 B2B Marketing Advanced Practices Handbook
Published: Friday, 11 February 2011
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-936930-10-6
Pages: 171
Charts: 24

ID: 31825
Description: 297 senior marketers surveyed. 14 pages of CMO data. Dissecting the complex sale. Lengthening sales 
cycles and growing committees. 2011's greatest challenges confronting CMOs. Recommended actions on cross-functional 
strategies.
Title: CMO Perspectives on the Complex Sale
Published: Tuesday, 1 February 2011
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-936390-08-3
Pages: 24
Charts: 9

ID: 31768
Description: 297 senior marketers surveyed. 12 pages of CMO data. Analysis of the CMO's optimization process. CMO 
marketing-sales pipelines. 2011 greatest challenges for the CMO. CMOs turning to marketing automation. Marketing 
automation KPIs for the CMO. 
Title: CMO Perspectives on B2B Marketing Automation
Published: Tuesday, 30 November 2010
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-936390-05
Pages: 12
Charts: 0
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

ID: 31752
Description: 152 charts and tables. 1,100 surveyed marketers. Top email marketing challenges for 2011. Special sections 
on email tactics, list growth, relevancy, deliverablity and metrics. Testing and optimization methods for 2011 and much 
more. 
Title: 2011 Email Marketing Benchmark Report
Published: Tuesday, 9 November 2010
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-936390-04-5
Pages: 198
Charts: 152

ID: 31718
Description: 167 charts and tables. 935 surveyed marketers. Top B2B marketing challenges for 2011. Special sections 
on effectiveness of B2B marketing tactics and marketing budget changes. Lead scoring and nurturing, use of marketing 
automation, and much more. 
Title: 2011 B2B Marketing Benchmark Report
Published: Friday, 24 September 2010
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-936390-03-8
Pages: 212
Charts: 167

ID: 31664
Description: 255 pages and 14 chapters. 197 charts and tables. Research from 2,317 B2B and B2C marketers. 8 top 
challenges to achieving success. 155 pages and 3 special reports. 27 real-world examples of what works. 11 case studies 
from leading companies.
Title: Social Media Benchmark Report ROAD Map Handbook
Published: Monday, 12 July 2010
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-936390-00-7
Pages: 163
Charts: 197

ID: 31639
Description: 2,194 search marketers surveyed. 147 charts and analytical commentary. 28 new research sections. 3 
special marketing insights. Future impact of mobile and local search. Benchmarks on PPC budgets, objectives and tactics. 
Title: Search Marketing Benchmark Report 2011 - PPC Edition
Published: Friday, 11 June 2010
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-936390-02
Pages: 190
Charts: 151
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

ID: 31638
Description: 2,194 B2B and B2C marketers surveyed. 169 charts and tables. Insight about the impact of social media 
on SEO. Data on the most effective SEO tactics, SEO budgeting and financial metrics. Research on mobile, real-time, 
personalized and video search. 
Title: Search Marketing Benchmark Report 2011 - SEO Edition
Published: Thursday, 24 June 2010
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-936390-01
Pages: 203
Charts: 169

ID: 31610
Description: 27 real-world examples of what works. 11 case studies from leading companies. 20 charts and tables. Three 
special reports. Nine checklists and worksheets. Social media policy template. Special Sections: Search and Social, Email 
and Social. 
Title: Social Marketing ROAD Map Handbook 2010
Published: Wednesday, 5 May 2010
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-936390-00
Pages: 155
Charts: 20

ID: 31484
Description: If you don't think being indispensable to your CEO is important, here is a sobering stat: the average tenure 
of a CMO is about two years, while the average term for CEOs is six years. You don't have to be average. You don't have 
to suffer the same fate. You can change the game at your company, with your CEO. 
Title: Special Report: How to Become Indispensable to Your CEO
Published: Monday, 21 December 2009
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-932353-79-2
Pages: N/A
Charts: 0

ID: 31470
Description: 197 charts and tables. 14 chapters and 255 pages of research from 2,317 B2B and B2C marketers. Eight top 
challenges to achieving success. MarketingSherpa's Social Marketing ROAD Map. Budgeting and financial metrics. Social 
media consumption and user behavior. Integration of social media and email. Integration of social media and search. 
Title: Social Media Marketing Benchmark Report 2010
Published: Tuesday, 8 December 2009
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-932353-98
Pages: 255
Charts: 188
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

ID: 31380
Description: 172 charts and tables. Research from 1,493 real-life marketers. 17 new "Notes from the Field" case studies.  
Special Report on Social Sharing (25 pages). Special Reports on B2B email marketing and international email marketing. 
Title: Email Marketing Benchmark Report 2010
Published: Wednesday, 30 September 2009
Price: 347
ISBN: 978-1-932353-97
Pages: 283
Charts: 172

ID: 31294
Description: This sixth-annual edition benefits from the efforts of a diverse team of researchers, editors and reporters 
that covers the rapidly evolving nature of search marketing. More than 200 pages of data broken the guide into five 
major coverage areas.
Title: Search Marketing Benchmark Guide 2010
Published: Thursday, 2 July 2009
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-932353-96
Pages: 218
Charts: 176

ID: 31276
Description: 2,631 marketing professionals surveyed. 157 charts and tables. First-ever social media marketing section. 
Seven Marketing Insight sections, including: "Strategies and Tactics for a Rebounding Economy." 10 practical how-to best 
practices from the field. 
Title: B2B Marketing Benchmark Report 2009-10
Published: Tuesday, 16 June 2009
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-932353-94-5
Pages: 221
Charts: 157

ID: 31266
Description: Hands-on look at how to start a program from scratch. Tracking techniques and analysis strategies. Practical 
strategies for using data to test and improve marketing. Guest Expert: James Dutton, Managing Director of Insightr 
Consulting.
Title: Everyday Web Analytics
Published: Tuesday, 9 June 2009
Price: 147
ISBN: none
Pages: 2
Charts: 0
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

ID: 31181
Description: All-new research features: 180 charts, tables and graphs. Data from 1,481 e-commerce marketers. Advanced 
tactics from "high-knowledge" e-commerce organizations. Social media and e-commerce. 
Title: 2009 E-commerce Benchmark Report
Published: Monday, 20 April 2009
Price: 197
ISBN: 978-1-93253-93-
Pages: 174
Charts: 192

ID: 31051
Description: 80 SherpaTips. 150 creative samples. 86 email case studies, including: "Increase clickthrough rates by up to 
55%" and "Improve conversions by up to 158%." 8 email marketing audit checklists. 
Title: Best Practices in Email Marketing Handbook
Published: Monday, 16 February 2009
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-932353-97-6
Pages: 574
Charts: 6

ID: 31012
Description: 157 charts and tables on the emerging state of social media marketing. 13 practical how-to best practices 
from the field. Discover how social media is changing PR. Find out the metrics and budgets of social media marketing. 
Special Report: "Using Social Networking Sites for Demand Generation." Special Section: "9 Steps to Social Marketing 
Success." 
Title: 2009 Social Media Marketing Benchmark
Published: Wednesday, 21 January 2009
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-932353-89
Pages: 213
Charts: 157

ID: 30947
Description: Save Money - Proven strategies to minimize your spending reach your goals. Tactics to decrease media 
waste and improve targeting. New research findings. Gain understanding of the new rules of video. Practical information 
for advertisers, publishers, media buyers, and viral and mobile marketers. Primary research from 1,083 marketers and 
1,422 consumers. 
Title: Video Marketing Benchmark Guide 2009
Published: Tuesday, 2 December 2008
Price: 447
ISBN: 978-1-932353877
Pages: 384
Charts: 292
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

ID: 30929
Description: 75 pages of step-by-step training. Practical guidelines to plan and implement a viral campaign. 16 case 
studies. Charts, spreadsheets, checklists, timelines.
Title: Viral Tool Kit
Published: Wednesday, 19 November 2008
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-032353-85-3
Pages: 70
Charts: 13

ID: 30800
Description: 205 charts, 66 tables and images. Eight eyetracking heatmaps. Research from 1,763 real-life marketers. Six 
new Special Reports, including "12-Point-Plan to Increase Email Performance." 8 new "Notes from the Field" case studies. 
Title: Email Benchmark Guide 2009
Published: Wednesday, 8 October 2008
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-932353-86-0
Pages: 328
Charts: 272

ID: 30791
Description: Evaluate your email campaign. Step-by-step tutorial, checklist and timeline. Energize your email based on 
your audit. Cost calculator to control expenditure and improve ROI. Links to vendors, past articles and online resources.
Title: Email Audit Toolkit
Published: Monday, 25 August 2008
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-932353-75-4
Pages: 22
Charts: 0

ID: 30781
Description: Step-by-step planning for successful webinar. Creative samples, costs and vendors. Checklist and timeline. 
Webinar calculator to help you determine your costs.
Title: Webinar Toolkit
Published: Wednesday, 20 August 2008
Price: 97
ISBN: 978-1-932353-82-2
Pages: 42
Charts: 0
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MECLABS Benchmarks and Handbooks (2008-2012)

ID: 30638
Description: Step-by-step instructions from beginning to end of lead generation campaigns. More than 150 real-life case 
studies, tactics and how-tos. 60 stats, data charts and eyetracking heatmaps. 158 creative samples. 
Title: B-to-B Lead Generation Handbook
Published: Tuesday, 10 June 2008
Price: 497
ISBN: 978-1-932353-81-5
Pages: 531
Charts: 60

ID: 30628
Description: Charts, tables and eytracking heatmaps. Survey results from search marketers and search marketing agency 
execs and staff. Stats on costs-per-click, conversion rates, SEO vs. PPC, and more.
Title: Search Marketing Benchmark Guide 2009
Published: Wednesday, 4 June 2008
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-932353-83-9
Pages: 275
Charts: 68

ID: 30354
Description: Fact-based data for online advertising strategy, tactics, and general know-how. 577 advertisers and 
marketers surveyed. Filled with common-sense design and scientific targeting. 30 images/creative samples. 116 tables 
and charts. 
Title: Online Advertising Benchmark Guide 2008
Published: Saturday, 23 February 2008
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-932353-75
Pages: 218
Charts: 116

ID: 30353
Description: New findings from more than 10,000 business technology buyers. 934 marketing professionals surveyed. 
216 charts, tables and eyetracking heatmaps. Six new Special Reports. 
Title: Business Tech Benchmark Guide 2008-09
Published: Friday, 22 February 2008
Price: 397
ISBN: 978-1-932353-80-8
Pages: 280
Charts: 216
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MECLABS Test Protocol Database (2008-2012)

MECLABS uses its scientific methodology and experimentation to research every element of the marketing and sales funnel, 
to determine which tactics will deliver maximum financial performance, and to develop a customer theory unique to each 
Research Partner.

Experiments include (but are not limited to):

•  E-commerce landing pages
•  Lead capture forms
•  Email promotions
•  Online advertising campaigns
•  Registration pages
•  Long-term, complex sales processes

The following section includes a list of recent 
experiments, but does not represent all of the  
research conducted at MarketingExperiments and 
MECLABS, nor any research conducted prior to 2008.

In 2006, MECLABS filed a patent for a specific Test 
Protocol format that allows our analysts to organize  
and achieve greater value from an experiment. This  
section is an overview of each particular experiment 
assigned to a particular Test Protocol from 2008 forward.

The Test Protocol is a software-based tool developed by MECLABS to guide and facilitate the experimental testing process. 
It is the document of record for each test, and the repository of Test Protocols is an essential component of the MECLABS 
knowledge base. 

The design of the Test Protocol is continually refined through ongoing experimentation. The composition, structure and 
sequence of the Test Protocol are designed to guide the process, and enforce the standards and discipline of scientific 
experimentation aimed at hypothesis testing. Depending on the key metric, a statistical test planning tool is then used to 
estimate the projected sample size required and to project test duration. 

As test data is gathered, it is accumulated in the Test Protocol, and its computations are refreshed periodically to test for 
validity. Depending upon the experiment design, a single experimentation sequence may involve an iterative approach to 
identifying and pruning out underperforming treatments, while adaptively introducing new variations, as informed by prior 
recursions. This approach can be used to accelerate the pace of discovery, with minimal risk of missing an optimal solution. 

Once the optimal experimental treatment is identified – or the design sample size is exceeded and the test is deemed 
inconclusive (i.e., based on the data received, a winner cannot be chosen in an acceptable time frame) – the complete data 
set is analyzed in the context of the original set of hypotheses, to evaluate whether they are supported by the experimental 
data, or if they must be rejected. While being correct is gratifying, we often learn more from the tests that prove us wrong, 
than from those that suggest that we had it right – for therein lies the seeds of new discovery. 

The last step of every test sequence is interpretation and recommendations for further research. Since the test hypotheses, 
and the treatment designs, are informed by the then-current body of MECLABS optimization principles, this step ensures 
that MECLABS continually stays on top of changes in “what really works” as markets, tools and cultures emerge and evolve; 
and the principles thereby remain “evergreen.”

The appendix includes an example, completed Test Protocol. Every experiment listed in this catalog has a similar Test Protocol 
in the MECLABS repository.
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TP: 1063
Name: Web Hosting Landing Page Test
Start Date: Tuesday, 22 January 2008
End Date: Tuesday, 29 January 2008
Keywords: Value Prop, Friction, Anxiety. Use of Testimonials to reduce Anxiety.
Description:  In TP1063, we got 129% conversion rate increase in aggregate and 162% for the target SKU on our last 
test. It was a radical redesign of the offer page, so (v), (f), and (a) all played a part. Our next UK2 test, however, is almost 
entirely focused on Friction. This is a "clarity trumps persuasion" test. 
Final Review Comments: By giving the user more information about the features of the product, we increased 
conversion 162%. 
Year: 2008

TP: 1070
Name: Shopping Cart Test
Start Date: Friday, 16 May 2008
End Date: Wednesday, 6 August 2008
Keywords: Friction.
Description: This is a Friction test. We removed extraneous items around their shopping cart and got a 3.69% increase 
in conversion. The test ran 13 days, and the revenue difference was $1.7MM more in the Treatment than the Control. 
B2C/e-commerce. 
Final Review Comments: Treatments B and C outperformed the Control, in a second test of only B and C, Treatment B 
was the highest performing Treatment, at a 95% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2008

TP: 1075
Name: Business Package Emphasis Test
Start Date: Tuesday, 19 February 2008
End Date: Sunday, 16 March 2008
Keywords: Value Proposition, Headline, Color
Description: Emphasis on the benefits of business package to increase business package sign-ups without compromise 
the overall Web hosting conversion rate.
Final Review Comments: Treatment outperformed Control by 3.45% in the page aggregated revenue and the Home 
RPP by 2.91%. But Control outperformed Treatment by 22.19% in Business RPP (revenue-per-page view), and 11.19% in 
aggregated Web hosting RPP. 
Year: 2008

TP: 1077
Name: Template Variable Cluster Test
Start Date: Thursday, 21 February 2008
End Date: Wednesday, 27 February 2008
Keywords: headline, navigation, image
Description: Optimizing Header and Navigation
Final Review Comments: Among 4 optimized templates, only ID2 outperformed the Control by 2.38% in keyword 
clickthrough rate, and 0.27% in ad clickthrough rate (the difference of 0.27% has not been validated yet).
Year: 2008

MECLABS Test Protocol Database (2008-2012)

An index of our test protocol database:
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TP: 1079
Name: Budget Analysis Path - Incr chngs Test 1
Start Date: Sunday, 1 June 2008
End Date: Monday, 30 June 2008
Keywords: Friction, headline, body copy, navigation, progress bar, button copy, button layout
Description: Incremental changes to budget analysis path
Final Review Comments: MEC optimized Treatment increased conversion rate by 86.96%
Year: 2008

TP: 1083
Name: Template Variable Cluster TesTreatment 3
Start Date: Thursday, 20 March 2008
End Date: Tuesday, 25 March 2008
Keywords: call-to-action, clickable keyword, image, header, top nav, left nav
Description: (1) Testing the top performer of TP1077 against the Control with a higher-traffic domain set to confirm the 
performance. (2) Underline the keywords of Page 1 to emphasis the clickable. (3) Remove the call-to-action arrows from 
the Keyword Navigation Bar to emphasis ads on Page 2. 
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size, likely insufficient effect size even with larger sample. (PP)
Year: 2008

TP: 1084
Name: Ad Page Test
Start Date: Thursday, 1 May 2008
End Date: Tuesday, 13 May 2008
Keywords: search box, paid ads, keywords, images
Description: Minimize the look and feel of advertisements.
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2008

TP: 1085
Name: TLC Page Test
Start Date: Friday, 2 May 2008
End Date: Tuesday, 13 May 2008
Keywords: product display, filter, nav, Friction, call-to-action, banner ads
Description: Matching the predetermine objectives with more clear Value Propositions, to express a clear Value 
Proposition, reduce Friction, and reduce Anxiety.
Final Review Comments: Treatments B and C outperformed the Control, in a second test of only B and C, Treatment B 
was the highest performing treatment, at a 95% LoC (PP)
Year: 2008

MECLABS Test Protocol Database (2008-2012)
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TP: 1087
Name: HD Security Certificate Test
Start Date: Friday, 4 April 2008
End Date: Wednesday, 16 April 2008
Keywords: Anxiety, credibility, security seal
Description: Add security certificate on payment page to reduce Anxiety.
Final Review Comments: Treatment outperformed Control by 3.45% in the page aggregated revenue and the Home 
RPP by 2.91%. But Control outperformed Treatment by 22.19% in Business RPP (revenue-per-page view), and 11.19 % in 
aggregated Web hosting RPP. 
Year: 2008

TP: 1088
Name: Server Landing Page Test
Start Date: Monday, 31 March 2008
End Date: Saturday, 3 May 2008
Keywords: title, headline, offer, feature grid, Friction
Description: The optimization includes title banner and headline, offer and feature grid, and feature box
Final Review Comments: With 80% confidence level, ID2 outperformed Control by 19.86% in aggregated CR, 37.57% in 
aggregated dedicated server CR, 76.92% in Bronze Server CR, and 500% in Silver Server CR.
Year: 2008

TP: 1090
Name: Homepage New Designs - Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 1 October 2008
End Date: Wednesday, 29 October 2008
Keywords: headline, body copy, one column, vertical flow, Friction
Description: Homepage new designs
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2008

TP: 1091
Name: Lead Generation Page Test
Start Date: Thursday, 14 August 2008
End Date: Monday, 1 September 2008
Keywords: headline, credibility, image, path, short form, long form
Description: Variable Cluster Optimization including headline, credibility, images, and path.
Final Review Comments: ID4 outperformed ID1 and ID2 by 253.61% and 34.50%, respectively.
Year: 2008

MECLABS Test Protocol Database (2008-2012)
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TP: 1092
Name: Lead Generation Page Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 2 April 2008
End Date: Wednesday, 16 April 2008
Keywords: headline, credibility, image, Value Proposition
Description: Variable Cluster Optimization including style (impersonal vs. personal) headline, credibility, and images.
Final Review Comments: Countrol ID1 outperformed ID2 by 49% and ID3 by 49% in lead generation rate.
Year: 2008

TP: 1094
Name: Landing Page and Order Path Test
Start Date: Monday, 19 May 2008
End Date: Wednesday, 28 May 2008
Keywords: Value Proposition, incentive, continuity, copy, headline, eye-path
Description: incremental changes to landing and order pages
Final Review Comments: Control outperforms Treatment by 12% in clickthrough rate.
Year: 2008

TP: 1097
Name: Barrier Page Test
Start Date: Monday, 7 April 2008
End Date: Monday, 14 April 2008
Keywords: summary, email capture, testimonial, long copy, Anxiety, motivation
Description: Adding a Comparison chart describing the value of membership vs. non-membership
Final Review Comments: Treatment outperformed Control by 93% in the conversion rate
Year: 2008

TP: 1098
Name: Landing Page Lead Generation TesTreatment 2
Start Date: Friday, 18 April 2008
End Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
Keywords: headline, header, image, Incentive, call-to-action, Anxiety, Value Proposition
Description: incremental changes of the Control
Final Review Comments: Control ID1 outperformed both ID4 and ID5 by 19% and 21%, respectively
Year: 2008

MECLABS Test Protocol Database (2008-2012)
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TP: 1099
Name: New Landing Page for TV Campaign
Start Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
End Date: Thursday, 9 October 2008
Keywords: layout, credibility, form fields, headline
Description: New landing page for TV campaign
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2008

TP: 1101
Name: Barrier Page Test
Start Date: Tuesday, 15 April 2008
End Date: Monday, 28 July 2008
Keywords: summary, email capture, testimonial, long copy, Anxiety, motivation
Description: Adding a comparison chart describing the value of membership vs. non-membership.
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2008

TP: 1103
Name: DVD Page TV Test
Start Date: Sunday, 27 April 2008
End Date: Monday, 12 May 2008
Keywords: headline, body copy, price, order path, upsell
Description: Radical redesign the DVD landing page including headlines, body copy, price, order path, and upsell options.
Final Review Comments: With 80% confidence level, ID2 outperformed Control by 19.86% in Aggregated CR, 37.57% in 
Aggregated Dedicated Server CR, 76.92% in Bronze Server CR, and 500% in Sliver Server CR.
Year: 2008

TP: 1105
Name: Membership in Articles Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 7 May 2008
End Date: Thursday, 5 June 2008
Keywords: urgency, free trial
Description: Adding a paragraph of copy to two highly trafficked open access before they are no longer open access 
informing the reader that these articles will only be free for seven days, and driving them to the free trial page.
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2008

MECLABS Test Protocol Database (2008-2012)
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TP: 1107
Name: VIP Subscription Path Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 7 May 2008
End Date: Thursday, 26 June 2008
Keywords: page order, short copy, long copy, Friction, testimonial, credibility
Description: To make sales funnel length and page order changes
Final Review Comments: The shorter offer page (ID2) with the long copy performs the best in getting users "hooked" on 
the product.
Year: 2008

TP: 1109
Name: Dynamic Keyword Insertion Test
Start Date: Saturday, 3 May 2008
End Date: Sunday, 18 May 2008
Keywords: headline, ppc, 
Description: incremental changes of the Control
Final Review Comments: Countrol ID1 outperformed ID2 by 49% and ID3 by 49% in lead generation rate.
Year: 2008

TP: 1111
Name: Registration Page Test Series - Test 1 of 3
Start Date: Wednesday, 16 July 2008
End Date: Thursday, 24 July 2008
Keywords: Channel to landing page relevance. B2C/Subscription.
Description: Three test series TP1111, TP1129, TP1132. With this test, we were able to prove to the partner that channel 
to landing page relevance is key. 
Final Review Comments: ID3 showed a statistically significant lift of 10.44%.
Year: 2008

TP: 1129
Name: Registration Page Test Series - Test 2 of 3
Start Date: Monday, 28 July 2008
End Date: Tuesday, 29 July 2008
Keywords: Channel to landing page relevance. B2C/Subscription.
Description: Three test series TP1111, TP1129, TP1132. With this test, we were able to prove to the partner that channel 
to landing page relevance is key. 
Final Review Comments: ID3 showed a statistically significant lift of 17.13%.
Year: 2008

MECLABS Test Protocol Database (2008-2012)
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TP: 1130
Name: Headline/Pages Incremental Changes
Start Date: Friday, 18 July 2008
End Date: Tuesday, 29 July 2008
Keywords: continuity, body copy, vertical, incentive, motivation, Value Proposition, call-to-action
Description: Variable cluster optimization including (1) Landing page: Same as Control. (2) Account set-up page: modify 
look and feel. Content continuity, test new body copy, align page more vertically, improve position of incentive.
Final Review Comments: Control outperforms Treatments by 10% and 23% respectively.
Year: 2008

TP: 1132
Name: Registration Page Test Series - Test 3 of 3
Start Date: Wednesday, 30 July 2008
End Date: Thursday, 31 July 2008
Keywords: Channel to landing page relevance. B2C/Subscription.
Description: Three test series TP1111, TP1129, TP1132. With this test, we were able to prove to the partner that channel 
to landing page relevance is key. B2C/Subscription. 
Final Review Comments: ID19 showed a statistically significant lift of 21.82%
Year: 2008

TP: 1133
Name: Order by Phone Test
Start Date: Friday, 1 August 2008
End Date: Saturday, 9 August 2008
Keywords: phone, popup, call-to-action
Description: This is a single variable test. It adds a link for customers who may prefer to order by phone in the checkout 
page. A pop-up provides phone number after the link is clicked.
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2008

TP: 1134
Name: No ZIP Code Validation
Start Date: Tuesday, 9 September 2008
End Date: Tuesday, 30 September 2008
Keywords: order path, steps, Friction, Value Proposition
Description: Reduce number of steps to be taken to order a subscription by taking out the ZIP code validation.
Final Review Comments: Control outperformed Treatment by 25.77%.
Year: 2008

MECLABS Test Protocol Database (2008-2012)
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TP: 1138
Name: Registration Page and Email Invitation Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 11 September 2008
End Date: Monday, 20 October 2008
Keywords: Friction, motivation, headline, incentive, button
Description: To test four redesigns focusing on reducing Friction and increasing motivation. It is a variable cluster test.
Final Review Comments: ID5 outperformed the Control by 16.41%
Year: 2008

TP: 1148
Name: Two-steps Lead Generation Test
Start Date: Thursday, 2 October 2008
End Date: Wednesday, 19 November 2008
Keywords: number of steps
Description: Use the "two-dial" lead generation approach to segment leads of higher quality
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2008

TP: 1151
Name: Join-path Test 1
Start Date: Friday, 31 October 2008
End Date: Monday, 10 November 2008
Keywords: Difficulty-oriented Friction. B2C/Subscr.
Description: Join Offer and Path Test 1. First of two-part series of Join-path tests. Eliminated giant Friction source of 
email-validation step requiring leaving page, checking/opening email, resuming process. Also, 1) changed headline from 
"Join now" to "Free access"; 2) Simplified the product offering to one easy, seamless decision; 3) Improved eye-path. 
Final Review Comments: Yielded +89.23%CR.
Year: 2008

TP: 1159
Name: Homepage Test
Start Date: Friday, 22 August 2008
End Date: Thursday, 25 September 2008
Keywords: eye-path, image
Description: Provide relevant content on homepage to engage visitor. Also, apply a design strategy that uses color, shape, 
and size to Control eye-path and direct visitor to main objective: Lead Capture Form.
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2008

MECLABS Test Protocol Database (2008-2012)
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TP: 1160
Name: Inquiry Capture
Start Date: Friday, 26 September 2008
End Date: Friday, 31 October 2008
Keywords: path
Description: Include inquiry capture form on main pages throughout site in a two-step process. Provide more content on 
homepage to engage visitor.
Final Review Comments: ID3 showed a statistically significant lift of 10.44%
Year: 2008

TP: 1167
Name: Video Call-to-action Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 19 November 2008
End Date: Sunday, 30 November 2008
Keywords: call-to-action, video, Value Proposition, credibility
Description: Insert a video call-to-action at the bottom of the page.
Final Review Comments: ID3 showed a statistically significant lift of 17.13%
Year: 2008

TP: 1168
Name: Join Offer and Path Test 1.2
Start Date: Saturday, 15 November 2008
End Date: Tuesday, 25 November 2008
Keywords: Friction, email verification, headline, button, comparison chart, 
Description: Join Offer and Path Test 1.2
Final Review Comments: All Treatments were significantly different from the Control at a 95% level of confidence, with 
Treatment 2 and Treatment 3 outperforming the Control, and the Control outperforming Treatment 4. (PP)
Year: 2008

TP: 1169
Name: Offer Path
Start Date: Friday, 5 December 2008
End Date: Sunday, 14 December 2008
Keywords: B2C/Subscription.
Description: Upgrade path test 1. Communicate Value Proposition in headline, bullet points, comparison chart. Reduce 
Friction with less steps, a payment page instead of a cart format, and radio buttons with one call-to-action instead of four 
calls-to-action. 
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 outperformed the Control by 120% and was the winner.
Year: 2008

MECLABS Test Protocol Database (2008-2012)
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TP: 1171
Name: Panelist Thank You Page Test
Start Date: Friday, 5 December 2008
End Date: Sunday, 18 January 2009
Keywords: redirect, path
Description: To redirect the users to profile survey rather than having them click on a link to access the survey.
Final Review Comments: The test validated in the primary metric, profile survey completion conversion rate with the 
Treatment outperforming the Control by 1.11%
Year: 2008

TP: 1173
Name: Free Trial Registration Path Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 5 February 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 8 July 2009
Keywords: Stopped due to data issues.
Description: Free Trial Registration Path. Test was stopped due to data issues; we will relaunch using GWO and Omniture 
code.
Final Review Comments: Control outperformed Treatment by 25.77%.
Year: 2009

TP: 1176
Name: Landing Page Call-to-action Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 28 January 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 11 February 2009
Keywords: call-to-action, button, Friction
Description: Reduce Friction due to difficulty by using a single call-to-action in order to increase lead generation rate
Final Review Comments: ID5 outperformed the control by 16.41%
Year: 2009

TP: 1180
Name: Free Trial Landing Page Test
Start Date: Thursday, 12 February 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 25 February 2009
Keywords: price, incentive, Anxiety
Description: Free Trial Landing Page test.
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2009
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TP: 1184
Name: Product Path
Start Date: Wednesday, 28 January 2009
End Date: Monday, 10 November 2008
Keywords: B2C/E-Commerce.
Description: Checkout Process test. Test to determine which product path will result in a larger order number. The 
Treatment was a much cleaner process with redundant processes removed. The Control had too many distracting 
elements. Also, removal of redundant links is believed to have had a major impact on the success. (BK)
Final Review Comments: Validated with Treatment outperforming Control by 47.7%.
Year: 2009

TP: 1185
Name: Weekender Design
Start Date: Friday, 7 November 2008
End Date: Tuesday, 6 January 2009
Keywords: Headline, long copy, animated banner. Landing Page Subscription Path.
Description: WK new "some promise" design. 
Final Review Comments: The 41% lift in conversion for Treatment is significant at 95% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2008

TP: 1186
Name: Offer Page Path_Profile Page Focus
Start Date: Friday, 5 December 2008
End Date: Sunday, 14 December 2008
Keywords: conversion rate, offer page, thank you page, level of content.
Description: Offer page w/ new modules benefit
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control. (JC)
Year: 2008

TP: 1187
Name: Offer-path-Test-1
Start Date: Friday, 30 January 2009
End Date: Monday, 9 February 2009
Keywords: B2B; Subscription; Offer path; variable cluster; Left Navigation; headline copy; reorder; buttons; call-to-action; 
product feature matrix; configurator; radical redesign.
Description: Membership Subscription path. Experimental Treatment 1 (radical redesign) outperformed the Control by 
81% in clickthrough rate. Validated within 11 days.
Final Review Comments: The 81% relative lift in clickthrough rate for Treatment 1 was significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. 
Year: 2009
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TP: 1188
Name: Call-to-action Link on Homepage
Start Date: Thursday, 5 February 2009
End Date: Monday, 16 February 2009
Keywords: Button copy, Motivation. 
Description: call-to-action link on Homepage. 4 Treatment test that changed copy on usebar link to offer prospects the 
opportunity to upgrade to a subscription membership. Treatment 4 -- "Upgrade Now" produced a 295.63% increase 
in clickthrough rate and a 34.82% increase in conversion and revenue. Reflects tapping into motivation through word 
choice - "upgrade." 
Final Review Comments: Favorable: "Upgrade Now" produced a 295.63% increase in clickthrough rate and a 34.82% 
increase in conversion rate and revenue. 
Year: 2009

TP: 1189
Name: Weekender Design vs. Dog Design
Start Date: Friday, 16 January 2009
End Date: Monday, 16 February 2009
Keywords: Headline, short copy, long copy, banner, two column.
Description: Weekender "dog" design.
Final Review Comments: Treatment generated 32% lift in conversion relative to Control however Control outperformed 
Treatment by 6% in clickthrough. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1192
Name: Quote Request Form Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 17 February 2009
End Date: Monday, 20 April 2009
Keywords: Long Copy, Short Copy, Friction, Lead-Generation. 
Description: Order Process - Incremental Improvements. Lead Generation Form - Test 2. Simplification of an already 
short form. How reduced Friction can generate a significant increase in clickthrough even in a complex, high price setting. 
Final Review Comments: The 23% relative lift in lead generation by the Treatment is significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. Control outperformed Treatment in sales-ready leads by 28.83% significant at a 95% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1198
Name: Cart Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 1 April 2009
End Date: Monday, 20 April 2009
Keywords: conversion rate, cart, top images, left bar, upselling.
Description: Italian cart and checkout process -- Checkout no registration required
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different than the Control. 
(JC)
Year: 2009
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TP: 1203
Name: Buy Page Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 5 February 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 18 February 2009
Keywords: pop-over, extra step, path
Description: Test removing unnecessary pages to reduce steps in the process.
Final Review Comments: The Treatment has outperformed the Control by 50% in visits to the sign-up page
Year: 2009

TP: 1204
Name: Buy Page Test 2
Start Date: Thursday, 19 February 2009
End Date: Thursday, 5 March 2009
Keywords: copy, Value Proposition, Friction
Description: 1) Test free trial copy and including communication of Value Proposition. 2) Test two-step vs. one-step 
process.
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2009

TP: 1208
Name: Free Trial Buy Page Test 3
Start Date: Friday, 20 March 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 1 April 2009
Keywords: layout, headline, right column, copy, numbered steps
Description: Simplify the layout and identify benefits of becoming a paid member.
Final Review Comments: N/A
Year: 2009

TP: 1209
Name: Offer Page Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 11 February 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 25 February 2009
Keywords: Motivation, Value Proposition, Friction, Anxiety, size, color, shape.
Description: Checkout Process test. Test to determine which product path will result in a larger order number. The 
treatment was a much cleaner process with redundant processes removed. The control just has too many distracting 
elements. Also, removal of redundant links is believed to have had a major impact on the success. (bk)
Final Review Comments: clickthrough rate lift of 43% is significant, insufficient traffic to validate 33% lift in 
clickthrough rate.(PP)
Year: 2009
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TP: 1224
Name: Cart Test 2
Start Date: Saturday, 21 March 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 1 April 2009
Keywords: Entrance strategy, registration rate, conversion rate, 
Description: Cart Test 2
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1226
Name: Checkout Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 31 March 2009
End Date: Tuesday, 14 April 2009
Keywords: Checkout page, new customer conversion rate, columns.
Description: Check-out test
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different than the Control. 
(JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1229
Name: Payment Page Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 14 April 2009
End Date: Friday, 15 May 2009
Keywords: headline, button, testimonial
Description: Test of "Reduced" copy/options
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 outperformed the Control by 14% in conversion rate
Year: 2009

TP: 1230
Name: Prospective Visitor Test II
Start Date: Thursday, 9 April 2009
End Date: Friday, 24 April 2009
Keywords: Entrance strategy, registration rate, conversion rate, homepage.
Description: TP-Pop-up test.
Final Review Comments: Sample size was sufficient, but Treatment performance in conversion rate were not significantly 
different than the Control. The 29% relative in registration rate by Treatment 4.99 was significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. (JC)
Year: 2009
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TP: 1235
Name: Campaigner Homepage test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 7 May 2009
End Date: Friday, 19 June 2009
Keywords: layout, copy, Value Proposition
Description: Which Homepage will do a better job at engaging users into other processes of the site
Final Review Comments: Treatment is showing a 36% increase in CR.
Year: 2009

TP: 1236
Name: Cart Test 4
Start Date: Monday, 27 April 2009
End Date: Monday, 11 May 2009
Keywords: Shopping cart, conversion rate, AOV.
Description: Cart Test #4 - incremental cart changes - 4nd iteration.
Final Review Comments: The 8% relative lift in conversion rate by Treatment 3 was significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1237
Name: New Capture Form Control Fields with Treatment Supporting Elements
Start Date: Thursday, 30 April 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 13 May 2009
Keywords: Variable cluster test, graphic change, Value Proposition, lead generation rate.
Description: Order process - Incremental Improvements. New Capture Form - Control Fields.
Final Review Comments: Control outperformed the Treatment with a 4.30% absolute difference in rate of lead 
generation. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1238
Name: New Capture Form and Flow for International Visitors
Start Date: Friday, 15 May 2009
End Date: Thursday, 4 June 2009
Keywords: B2B Lead generation, lead quality, form design, length-oriented Friction, sales-ready leads
Description: New Lead Qualification Flow.
Final Review Comments: The 136% lift in sales-ready leads for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. (JC)
Year: 2009
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TP: 1239
Name: Homepage Test Rd1
Start Date: Saturday, 23 May 2009
End Date: Friday, 12 June 2009
Keywords: Home Page, Page layout, Rotating Images, Tab, button
Description: New Lead Qualification Flow.
Final Review Comments: Control outperformed Treatment 1 in Lead Capture Rate by 48.06%. However, no significant 
difference between the Control and Treatments 2 and 3. (MH)
Year: 2009

TP: 1240
Name: Accounting Test Follow-up
Start Date: Wednesday, 27 May 2009
End Date: Friday, 19 June 2009
Keywords: B2B, Landing Page, Multiple pages (via tabs) vs. single page (no tab)
Description: Simplify the layout and identify benefits of becoming a paid member
Final Review Comments: No significant conversion difference between the Control and the Treatment. However, 
Treatment 1 outperformed the Control by 46.6% in the total form views clickthrough rate. (MH)
Year: 2009

TP: 1243
Name: New Homepage Designs - Test 2
Start Date: Monday, 18 May 2009
End Date: Thursday, 28 May 2009
Keywords: form field, body copy, headline, pop-up, credibility indicators
Description: Which presentation of the lead-generation form will perform the best?
Final Review Comments: 63% increase in lead generation rate.
Year: 2009

TP: 1246
Name: Left Nav Bar
Start Date: Friday, 22 May 2009
End Date: Monday, 8 June 2009
Keywords: Column, link, cart abandonment rate, order rate.
Description: New site-wide left-navigation bar.
Final Review Comments: The 3.89% decrease in cart abandonment by the link cart on Treatment was significant at a 95% 
level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2009
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TP: 1247
Name: Product Page Test
Start Date: Friday, 22 May 2009
End Date: Monday, 8 June 2009
Keywords: Add to cart rate, AOV, page design.
Description: New product pages.
Final Review Comments: The 2.79% relative lift in add product rate by Treatment 2 was significant at a 9% level of 
confidence. Insufficient sample size to validate Treatment performance for conversion rate. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1248
Name: New Opt-in Strategies
Start Date: Saturday, 23 May 2009
End Date: Monday, 1 June 2009
Keywords: Add to cart rate, AOV, page design.
Description: New Opt-in strategies.
Final Review Comments: +40% in opt-in rate w/ no impact to conversion rate.
Year: 2009

TP: 1256
Name: Add-to-Cart
Start Date: Tuesday, 16 June 2009
End Date: Tuesday, 30 June 2009
Keywords: Add product rate, conversion rate, average order value.
Description: Every Treatment validated over the Control for Add Product Rate except for Treatment 1 (pop-up with total).
Final Review Comments: All Treatments had a marginal lift in Add Product rate relative to Control. Results were 
significant at a 95% level of confidence. However, the Control outperformed all Treatments in overall conversion rate. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1264
Name: Checkout Upsale Page
Start Date: Friday, 15 May 2009
End Date: Tuesday, 19 May 2009
Keywords: conversion rate, history effect, instrumentation effect.
Description: Checkout upsale page (Review by Partner).
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to determine effectiveness of Treatment. (JC)
Year: 2009
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TP: 1267
Name: Cart Reg-Page TesTreatment 1--Cart-and-Alert-me Traffic
Start Date: Wednesday, 24 June 2009
End Date: Sunday, 9 August 2009
Keywords: Registration rate, revenue-per-order, Friction, motivation, Value Proposition, cart process.
Description: Checkout upsale page (Review by Partner).
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly higher conversion rate for Treatment B. The 56% 
lift in revenue-per-order, and the 48% lift in revenue-per-visitor are significant at a 90% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2009

TP: 1268
Name: Reg-Page TesTreatment 2--All Other Traffic
Start Date: Wednesday, 24 June 2009
End Date: Sunday, 9 August 2009
Keywords: B2C; E-commerce; clarity of value Proposition; Bulleted VP Copy; Testimonials; Button design; Third party 
credibility indicators ; Seals; Navigation; Left Nav; Length oriented Friction; Number of Form Fields.
Description: Goal: To increase number of customer account registrations. Approach: Reduce number of steps in the 
registration process and the number of fields in the entry forms, reduce length-oriented Friction, add credibility 
indicators to reduce Anxiety, improve expression of Value Proposition using bulleted list of benefits. 
Final Review Comments: Treatment C generated a 14% lift in registration rate relative to the Control. The lift observed is 
significant at a 96% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1279
Name: PPC Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 9 July 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 29 July 2009
Keywords: Headline testing, landing page, landing page copy, credibility enhancer testing. 
Description: We are testing a Treatment that has a much more simple layout and headlines connecting better to PPC AD
Final Review Comments: The Treatment outperformed the Control by a relative gain of over 29%
Year: 2009

TP: 1280
Name: PPC Landing Page Test 5
Start Date: Saturday, 6 June 2009
End Date: Tuesday, 28 July 2009
Keywords: 2-column page layout, radical redesign, long copy vs. short copy
Description: Simpler single column designs increase clickthrough rate, but decreased CR. Testing a two-column, product 
description rich landing page.
Final Review Comments: During QC review, determined that the wild variability in both conversion rate and clickthrough 
rate performance made the test totally inconclusive, and raised concerns about huge performance variability of this 
conversion process. 
Year: 2009
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TP: 1281
Name: Campaigner single factor test
Start Date: Wednesday, 26 August 2009
End Date: Sunday, 11 October 2009
Keywords: 2 column, radical redesign
Description: For this test we will be isolating page elements, trying to identify the optimal page mix.
Final Review Comments: The Treatment out performed the control by a relative gain of over 29%
Year: 2009

TP: 1283
Name: Category Page Test 1
Start Date: Friday, 28 August 2009
End Date: Tuesday, 28 July 2009
Keywords: Category page, navigation menus, 1-2-3 ways to buy, configurator, eye-path, conversion rate, add product 
rate, cart creation rate.
Description: Test variations of category page designs as well as radical new strategies to use menus instead of category 
pages.
Final Review Comments: The 13.82% relative lift in conversion rate by Treatment 2 was significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. The 25.98% relative lift in add product rate for Treatment 5-6 was significant at a 95% level of confidence. 
(JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1285
Name: PPC Landing Page Test #6
Start Date: Tuesday, 28 July 2009
End Date: Thursday, 10 September 2009
Keywords: PPC Landing Page, Column Testing, call-to-action, Recovery Testing
Description: A test of different landing pages with multiple layouts, calls-to-action, and email recovery testing.
Final Review Comments: Treatment-D (added 24 days into the 68-day test) performed better than Control with 97% level 
of confidence. Its relative average Conversion to Free Trial signup is 14% higher than Control.
Year: 2009

TP: 1286
Name: Free Trial RegPath Test 2
Start Date: Thursday, 30 July 2009
End Date: Monday, 17 August 2009
Keywords: Free trial, registration path, short path
Description: We have condensed the registration path into a two- to three-step process vs. the existing six-step process.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, sufficient variation. Control outperforms Treatment
Year: 2009
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TP: 1288
Name: Product Page Test 2
Start Date: Tuesday, 11 August 2009
End Date: Tuesday, 25 August 2009
Keywords: conversion rate, clickthrough rate, product page, page layout, user experience, upsell. 
Description: Test different page designs to increase add-to-cart rate, and possibly average order value.
Final Review Comments: Control outperformed Treatments in conversion rate, but sample size was insufficient to 
validate results. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 1291
Name: Generic 500 Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 8 September 2009
End Date: Tuesday, 15 September 2009
Keywords: Value Proposition, testimonials, video, reduce Friction, guarantee. 
Description: Treatment 1 applies best practices. Treatment 2 uses search functionality to engage the user.
Final Review Comments: All Treatments showed significant lifts over the Control, at a 95% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2009

TP: 1293
Name: Email Capture Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 5 August 2009
End Date: Tuesday, 25 August 2009
Keywords: B2C, Email Capture, Short copy vs. Long copy, button text. 
Description: Test of shorter copy on email capture pages vs. Control and variations on primary call-to-action button-copy.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 outperformed the Control by 19% in conversion rate. Treatment 2 outperformed 
the Control by 12% in conversion rate.
Year: 2009

TP: 1294
Name: Checkout Process Confusion Reduction Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 1 October 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 14 October 2009
Keywords: B2C, Cart Checkout simplification, Friction reduction, Confusion, e-commerce, process testing, vacation. 
Description: We have developed an alternative secure process that has added functionality like emailing cart. Also, 
added clarity, better explaining some of the more confusing aspects of the process.
Final Review Comments: The Treatment registration page outperformed the Control by 36.5%.
Year: 2009
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TP: 1295
Name: Streamline and Image Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 17 September 2009
End Date: Thursday, 1 October 2009
Keywords: B2C, Landing Page Image Optimization, clarity of value Proposition Friction reduction, e-commerce, vacation. 
Description: Testing a activity page in which we have added some new elements and cleaned up overall design.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 outperformed the control by 19% in Conversion Rate. Treatment 2 outperformed 
the control by 12% in Conversion Rate.
Year: 2009

TP: 1297
Name: UK Dest Page Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 7 October 2009
End Date: Monday, 23 November 2009
Keywords: Online digital product, subscription, B2C, Landing Page, Landing page, Friction, flash, layout, images. 
Description: Offer page test looking to increase signups by clarifying the offer and adding incentive. Testing on the UK 
platform.
Final Review Comments: All of the Treatments outperformed the Control with the greatest being the static night shot 
page.
Year: 2009

TP: 1298
Name: Danish Dest Page Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 20 October 2009
End Date: Monday, 23 November 2009
Keywords: Online digital product, subscription, B2C, Landing Page, Landing page, Friction, flash, layout, images. 
Description: Offer page test looking to increase signups by clarifying the offer and adding incentive. Testing on the Danish 
platform.
Final Review Comments: Splitter problems
Year: 2009

TP: 1299
Name: Job Description Page Test 1
Start Date: Sunday, 24 January 2010
End Date: Sunday, 21 February 2010
Keywords: B2B, B2C, Employment site, product detail page, short copy, long copy, button text. 
Description: Reduced amount of copy and changed button copy.
Final Review Comments: In terms of email capture rate, Treatments 2, 3, 4 and 5 outperformed the Control, with 
Treatment 3 producing the highest relative difference against the Control (a 290% increase).
Year: 2010
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TP: 1300
Name: Payment Page Follow-up Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 20 May 2009
End Date: Sunday, 14 June 2009
Keywords: B2B, B2C, Employment site, Payment process page. 
Description: Added monthly options to payment page as follow up to initial test, added back Free Trial Subscription 
options
Final Review Comments: Control outperformed Treatment 7 by 18% in conversion rate
Year: 2009

TP: 1301
Name: Single Page Email Capture Test 1
Start Date: Monday, 20 July 2009
End Date: Sunday, 21 February 2010
Keywords: B2B, B2C, Employment site, Email capture. 
Description: Control: Two-step email capture and payment page; Treatments: One-step email capture combined with 
payment page.
Final Review Comments: Two-step email capture/payment page outperformed both Treatments by 83% and 86%, 
respectively.
Year: 2009

TP: 1302
Name: Registration Page Test 4
Start Date: Thursday, 10 September 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 30 September 2009
Keywords: B2C, Registration, form field, copy changes, popover, pop-up, Anxiety, personal information. 
Description: We felt the page had a question about other members of the household that is causing some Anxiety. We 
feel this is caused with the vagueness of the question. We added copy to clarify, along with testing a popover to explain.
Final Review Comments: The 148% lift for Treatment 4 is significant at a 95% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2009

TP: 1305
Name: Reg-Page TesTreatment 2--All other traffic
Start Date: Wednesday, 30 September 2009
End Date: Tuesday, 13 October 2009
Keywords: B2C; E-commerce; payment process; Checkout; Shopping Cart; Anxiety; Value Proposition.
Description: Control: 2 step email capture and payment page : Treatments: 1 step email capture combined with payment 
page.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1B generated lift of 4.51% in conversion rate relative to the Control. The lift 
observed in conversion was significant at a 99.6% level of confidence. The Control outperformed the Treatment in 
revenue-per-order and clickthrough rate. 
Year: 2009
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TP: 1315
Name: Homepage Radical Redesign
Start Date: Thursday, 12 November 2009
End Date: Monday, 23 November 2009
Keywords: B2C; Service offering, homepage, radical redesign, copy shortening, headlines, single-column vs. multiple-
column. 
Description: We had optimized the current homepage twice with gains and thought a radical design was a worthwhile 
test.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 4 shows a statistically significant 59.36% lift
Year: 2009

TP: 1322
Name: Auto Insurance Landing Page
Start Date: Friday, 8 January 2010
End Date: Thursday, 21 January 2010
Keywords: Landing page, auto insurance, layout, call-to-action removal
Description: Test various landing page layouts.
Final Review Comments: The 36.96% lift in conversion rate for Treatment B is significant at a 95% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1323
Name: Generic 500 Landing Page Test 2
Start Date: Tuesday, 6 October 2009
End Date: Thursday, 22 October 2009
Keywords: Ugly converts, image heavy, search functionality, lead generation. 
Description: Testing more image-heavy and colorful design. Testing search functionality.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control (PP)
Year: 2009

TP: 1324
Name: Generic 500 Landing Page Test 3
Start Date: Wednesday, 18 November 2009
End Date: Friday, 4 December 2009
Keywords: Lead gen, short copy, free access, supporting elements, incentive, product tour, testimonial. 
Description: Testing a shorter page focused more on free sign-up rather than the Value Proposition. Also testing 
supporting elements: research-focused, incentive, testimonial. Testing product tour for visitors who may be unsure.
Final Review Comments: Significant increase in lead generation rate for all Treatments vs. the Control (PP)
Year: 2009
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TP: 1325
Name: Generic 500 Landing Page Test 4
Start Date: Wednesday, 13 January 2010
End Date: Friday, 5 February 2010
Keywords: Lead gen, short copy, supporting elements, incentive, testimonial.
Description: Testing a radically short page. Combining testimonial with incentive. Testing incentive that can be 
downloaded before sign-up.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly higher Lead Generation Rate for Treatments 2 
and 4 (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1326
Name: Email Campaign Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 13 January 2010
End Date: Friday, 5 February 2010
Keywords: Lead gen, headline, relevance, keyword insert.
Description: Transposing what worked in higher-traffic campaign to lower-traffic campaign. More relevant headline. Also 
testing keyword insert headline.
Final Review Comments: The 257% lift in Lead Generation Rate for Treatment 3 is significant at a 95% level of confidence 
(PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1327
Name: New Businesses Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 13 January 2010
End Date: Friday, 5 February 2010
Keywords: Lead gen, headline, relevance.
Description: Transposing what worked in higher-traffic campaign to lower-traffic campaign. More relevant headline.
Final Review Comments: The 451% lift in Lead Generation Rate for Treatment 2 is significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1328
Name: New Homeowners Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 13 January 2010
End Date: Friday, 5 February 2010
Keywords: Lead gen, headline, relevance.
Description: Transposing what worked in higher-traffic campaign to lower-traffic campaign. More relevant headline.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 2 validated over the Control with a 302% increase at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1329
Name: Bankruptcy Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 13 January 2010
End Date: Friday, 5 February 2010
Keywords: Lead gen, headline, relevance.
Description: Transposing what worked in higher-traffic campaign to lower-traffic campaign. More relevant headline.
Final Review Comments: The 603% relative difference for Treatment 2 is significant at a 95% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1330
Name: New Movers Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 13 January 2010
End Date: Friday, 5 February 2010
Keywords: Lead gen, headline, relevance.
Description: Transposing what worked in higher-traffic campaign to lower-traffic campaign. More relevant headline.
Final Review Comments: Treatments 1-2 each generated lift relative to Control, however results inconclusive due to 
small sample size. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1332
Name: Homepage Test 1
Start Date: Friday, 20 November 2009
End Date: Sunday, 20 December 2009
Keywords: Value Proposition, homepage, search box.
Description: Communication of value, directory style, focus on search.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control (PP)
Year: 2009

TP: 1333
Name: Homepage Test 2
Start Date: Friday, 19 February 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 3 March 2010
Keywords: Value Proposition, homepage, search box, radical, tabs, flyout menu, directory.
Description: Radical redesign, new color scheme, fly-out menu, tabs, organize content better.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control. (JC)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1334
Name: Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 1 April 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 21 April 2010
Keywords: Value Proposition, banner traffic, landing page, clickthrough rate, eye-path, button design, headline.
Description: Communication of value, page continuity, relevance, tapping into emotional ties to product, improved eye-
path.
Final Review Comments: 152% lift for Treatment is significant at a 95% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1335
Name: Auto Insurance Landing Page (Test 2)
Start Date: Saturday, 13 March 2010
End Date: Thursday, 1 April 2010
Keywords: Multiple call-to-actions, layout, banner removal
Description: Testing the remaining Treatments from Test 1 to determine if removing competing calls-to-action from the 
Control will increase CV and clickthrough rate.
Final Review Comments: Results were inclusive for both conversion rate and clickthrough rate. The Control had the 
highest clickthrough rate at 70.26%, followed by Treatment 2 with 67.01% and Treatment 3 at 66.25%. Treatment 2 had 
the highest conversion rate at 24.69%. 
Year: 2010

TP: 1339
Name: Auto Insurance Landing Page (Test 4)
Start Date: Wednesday, 21 April 2010
End Date: Tuesday, 4 May 2010
Keywords: Layout, Headline, messaging, testimonial. Ad-to-page continuity; copy continuity; Value Proposition; 
Clickthrough - Conversion 
Description: Testing the winning Treatment from Test 3 against testimonial Treatment. Variables: Page Layout and 
expression of Value Proposition are the primary variables. Interpretation of Causes: Ad-to-page continuity -- saving 
money vs. easy-quote. 
Final Review Comments: The Experimental Treatment (Treatment 2) underperformed the Control in conversion rate 
(CR) by 9.5% , while the clickthrough rate of the Treatment was higher by 9.1%. CR: Treatment 2=25.1%, Control=27.8%. 
clickthrough rate: Treatment 2=74.5%, Control=68.3%. 
Year: 2010

TP: 1342
Name: Direct Mail (ID57) Traffic Image Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 14 April 2010
End Date: Thursday, 5 August 2010
Keywords: Best Value seal, Direct Mail, Weekender
Description: Image change and incorporation of "Best Value" seal onto existing Offer ID57
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, no significant differences between Treatments and Control (PP)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1343
Name: Weekender (ID50) Delivery Option Test
Start Date: Monday, 3 May 2010
End Date: Thursday, 1 July 2010
Keywords: Delivery Options, Auto Select, Weekender
Description: Delivery Options were increased from only weekender (Offer ID50) to all four standard options (Offer ID 96).
Final Review Comments: Results were inclusive for both conversion rate and click through rate. The control had the 
highest click-through rate at 70.26% followed by Treatment 2 with 67.01% and Treatment 3 at 66.25%. Treatment 2 had 
the highest conversion rate at 24.69%,...
Year: 2010

TP: 1344
Name: Direct Mail (ID60) Traffic Image Test
Start Date: Monday, 17 May 2010
End Date: Friday, 11 June 2010
Keywords: Best Value seal, Direct Mail, Weekender
Description: Image change and incorporation of Best Value seal onto existing Offer ID60
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the lower performance of the Treatments (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1346
Name: New Some Promise (ID31) Test 2
Start Date: Wednesday, 2 June 2010
End Date: Thursday, 1 July 2010
Keywords: Some Promise, Exit Capture Popup, popup
Description: Total style change from existing "Some Promise" Flow (ID31). New Flows (ID 98/99/101) incorporate daily 
details and newspaper relevant images. ID101 is a MECLABS-created Treatment.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from the Control 
(PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1350
Name: Registration Path Test 2
Start Date: Saturday, 3 July 2010
End Date: Monday, 12 July 2010
Keywords: Free Access, Two-button Landing Page, Modal Box, Sign In vs. Register
Description: Testing out different landing page button combinations and order path lengths and styles to maximize 
conversion.
Final Review Comments: One Treatment outperformed the Control, but without significance, several Treatments 
performed worse than the Control, with significant results (PP)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1352
Name: Web Wknd DM Image Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 7 July 2010
End Date: Friday, 30 July 2010
Keywords: Landing Page Image Test, Matching Direct Mail Consistency
Description: When partner releases Direct Mail they experience a surge of visitors to the website. Partner wants to 
determine whether a landing page for weekender with image matching Direct Mail campaign boosts conversion, or if 
traditional dog image is superior.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the lower performance of the Treatment (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1353
Name: New Some Promise (ID31) Test 3
Start Date: Thursday, 8 July 2010
End Date: Thursday, 29 July 2010
Keywords: Some Promise, Exit Capture Pop-up, popup
Description: Total style change from existing "Some Promise" Flow (ID31). New Flows (ID 98/99/101) incorporate daily 
details and newspaper relevant images. ID101 is a MEC created Treatment.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 4 had a 29% lift in conversion rate, and a 21% lift in clickthrough rate, both of which 
were significant at a level of confidence of 95% (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1354
Name: General Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 13 July 2010
End Date: Sunday, 8 August 2010
Keywords: Layout, copy, Control, chart, multiple objectives
Description: Testing current landing page Treatments to determine Control page
Final Review Comments: Control had significantly higher conversion rate at a 90% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1355
Name: Desktop PPC Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Monday, 2 August 2010
End Date: Thursday, 26 August 2010
Keywords: Layout, copy, chart, FAQs, Dropdown
Description: Testing current PPC landing page against radical designs
Final Review Comments: The higher conversion rate for Treatment 3 is significant at a 94.5% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1356
Name: Weekender Vertical Layout Test
Start Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2010
End Date: Sunday, 26 September 2010
Keywords: Weekender, Layout Change, Vertical Layout
Description: We change the flow of the order page from two-column to a single vertical column.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the increased performance of the Treatment. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1357
Name: General Visa Landing Page Test 2
Start Date: Friday, 13 August 2010
End Date: Friday, 3 September 2010
Keywords: Layout, slider, chart
Description: Testing landing page Treatments to determine ideal layout for multiple cards
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly higher conversion rate for Treatment 1214. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1358
Name: Email Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 19 August 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 15 September 2010
Keywords: eEvents, Registration, Landing Page
Description: Test an Email Registration Landing Page
Final Review Comments: 9.5% lift in conversion rate is significant at a 90% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1359
Name: Desktop PPC Landing Page Test 2
Start Date: Friday, 3 September 2010
End Date: Monday, 13 September 2010
Keywords: Layout, tabs, radio buttons
Description: Testing current PPC landing page against radical designs
Final Review Comments: The higher conversion rate for Treatment 1 is significant at a 95% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1360
Name: General Visa Landing Page Test 3
Start Date: Tuesday, 14 September 2010
End Date: Monday, 4 October 2010
Keywords: 2-Card, 3-Card, 4-Card, multiple cards
Description: Testing landing page Treatments to determine ideal layout for multiple cards
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, no significant differences between Treatments on conversion. Control 
outperforms Treatments on application starts.
Year: 2010

TP: 1361
Name: Desktop PPC landing page Test 3
Start Date: Thursday, 16 September 2010
End Date: Tuesday, 28 September 2010
Keywords: Layout, slideshow, drop-down
Description: Testing original Control, winning Treatment from Test 1-2 against Product Tour Treatment
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly higher conversion rate for Treatment 2
Year: 2010

TP: 1362
Name: Beer shopping cart test 1
Start Date: Friday, 17 December 2010
End Date: Monday, 17 January 2011
Keywords: Cart path, shopping cart, single page order, multistep order
Description: Redesigned order page and shortened shopping cart from multistep to single-step process.
Final Review Comments: 13.9% lift in conversion, 5.1% lift in clickthrough rate, 97% level of confidence, partner left 
Treatment up as active page
Year: 2010

TP: 1363
Name: Chicago Specific Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 23 September 2010
End Date: Thursday, 27 January 2011
Keywords: Image Heavy Design, Pictures, Copy Length, gray background
Description: Testing 3 radically redesigned Chicago Flows. Landing and Order Page.
Final Review Comments: TP1364 Channel Validation contains some analysis by channel, Both Treatments outperformed 
the Control.
Year: 2010
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TP: 1364
Name: San Fran Specific Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 23 September 2010
End Date: Thursday, 27 January 2011
Keywords: Image Heavy Design, Pictures, Copy Length, gray background
Description: Testing 3 radically redesigned San Fran Flows. Landing and Order Page
Final Review Comments: Channel Validation contains some analysis by channel, the slightly higher conversion rates for 
the Treatments were not statistically significant.
Year: 2010

TP: 1365
Name: Homepage Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 3 August 2010
End Date: Saturday, 18 September 2010
Keywords: VP, Headline, Copy Changes, Homepage, Image Optimization, Page layout, Headline, e-commerce, travel
Description: Testing new homepage substantially more copy on VP and reasons to shop. In addition, we added a 
headline to the page to clearly communicate the copy elements we desired to. Lastly, we added a redesigned booking 
element.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1366
Name: Universal 2 Park Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 3 August 2010
End Date: Monday, 20 September 2010
Keywords: Headline, Copy Changes, Image Optimization, Page layout checkout, shopping cart, e-commerce, travel
Description: Testing a more organized flow of the page, with heavy emphasis on new images of the ticket destination. In 
addition we have added reviews higher on the page, along with an intro section (including headlines).
Final Review Comments: Treatment had 20% lift over Control. Mid-way through test all traffic was sent to Treatment; 
Treatment continued to perform at a higher level.
Year: 2010

TP: 1367
Name: Orlando Flex Ticket Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 3 August 2010
End Date: Monday, 20 September 2010
Keywords: Headline, Copy Changes, Image Optimization, Page layout checkout, shopping cart, e-commerce, travel
Description: Testing a more organized flow of the page, with heavy emphasis on new images of the ticket destination. In 
addition we have added reviews higher on the page, along with an intro section (including headlines).
Final Review Comments: 5% lift from Treatment, but insufficient sample size.
Year: 2010
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TP: 1368
Name: Basket Test 1
Start Date: Friday, 10 September 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 6 October 2010
Keywords: Headline, Copy Changes, images optimization, checkout, shopping cart, e-commerce, travel
Description: Testing adding testimonials to the process, hover elements to explain ticket in basket, copy optimization on 
add-on elements (like cancellation insurance), and indicators for what step of the process the user is on.
Final Review Comments: 13% lift, validated
Year: 2010

TP: 1370
Name: Discovery Cove Static Page Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 30 September 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 6 October 2010
Keywords: Headline, Copy Changes, Image Optimization, Page layout, e-commerce, travel
Description: Testing a more organized flow of the page, with heavy emphasis on new images of the ticket destination. In 
addition, we have added reviews higher on the page, along with an intro section (including headlines).
Final Review Comments: 15% drop for Treatment, but insufficient sample size.
Year: 2010

TP: 1371
Name: Disney Ultimate 14 Static Page Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 30 September 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 6 October 2010
Keywords: Headline, Copy Changes, Image Optimization, Page layout, e-commerce, travel
Description: Testing a more organized flow of the page, with heavy emphasis on new images of the ticket destination. In 
addition we have added reviews higher on the page, along with an intro section (including headlines).
Final Review Comments: Treatment had 20% lift over control. Midway through test all traffic was sent to treatment, 
treatment continued to perform at a higher level.
Year: 2010

TP: 1372
Name: Disney 14 to 7 Additional Booking Element Test 1
Start Date: Saturday, 9 October 2010
End Date: Saturday, 23 October 2010
Keywords: Additional call-to-action, page layout, e-commerce, travel
Description: Testing the addition of another booking element centered on the page.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control. (PP)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1373
Name: Universal 3 Park Bonus Additional Booking Element Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 13 October 2010
End Date: Saturday, 23 October 2010
Keywords: Additional call-to-action, page layout, e-commerce, travel
Description: Testing the addition of another booking element centered on the page.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the increased performance of the Treatment. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1374
Name: Disney 7 for 5 Additional Booking Element Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 13 October 2010
End Date: Saturday, 23 October 2010
Keywords: Additional call-to-action, page layout, e-commerce, travel
Description: Testing the addition of another booking element centered on the page
Final Review Comments: Sample size is low, but the Treatment is outperforming the Control, significant at a 94.5% level 
of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1375
Name: ABE
Start Date: Thursday, 15 July 2010
End Date: Saturday, 13 November 2010
Keywords: Image, headline, column
Description: Which Treatment will yield the highest CR?
Final Review Comments: insufficient sample size to validate the lower clickthrough rate and conversion rate for 
Treatment.
Year: 2010

TP: 1376
Name: General Visa landing page Test 4
Start Date: Tuesday, 5 October 2010
End Date: Sunday, 24 October 2010
Keywords: Choose your path, 2-card, layout, categories
Description: Testing landing page Treatments to determine if displaying cards or categories works best
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, no significant differences.
Year: 2010
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TP: 1377
Name: eEvents Email Landing Page Test 2
Start Date: Monday, 18 October 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 15 December 2010
Keywords: eEvents, Registration, Landing Page
Description: Testing an Email Registration Landing Page
Final Review Comments: The 35.57% lift for Treatment 5 is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1378
Name: Texas Specific Test 1
Start Date: Friday, 29 October 2010
End Date: Thursday, 27 January 2011
Keywords: Image Heavy Design, Pictures, Copy Length, Gray Background
Description: Testing 3 radically redesigned San Fran Flows. Landing and Order Page
Final Review Comments: TP1378 Channel validation contains some analysis by channel, the slightly higher conversion 
rates for the Treatments were not statistically significant.
Year: 2010

TP: 1379
Name: PSTF
Start Date: Wednesday, 15 September 2010
End Date: Monday, 20 December 2010
Keywords: Anxiety, credibility, landing page, partner specific images and messageing, congruence
Description: Landing page test for affinity partners.
Final Review Comments: Multiple traffic sources, behaving differently, leads to inconclusive results.
Year: 2010

TP: 1380
Name: General Visa Landing Page Test 5
Start Date: Wednesday, 27 October 2010
End Date: Thursday, 18 November 2010
Keywords: 4-card, 2-card, layout, images
Description: Testing landing page Treatments to determine the optimal number of cards to display.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly higher conversion rate for Treatment 1.
Year: 2010
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TP: 1383
Name: ID101 Rotating Color Test
Start Date: Friday, 19 November 2010
End Date: Thursday, 27 January 2011
Keywords: High Performing Control, Graphic Display, GeoTarget, Background Colors
Description: Running the High Performing Control (ID101) against the gray and red page versions with MECLABS value 
copy.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1386
Name: Homepage
Start Date: Wednesday, 15 December 2010
End Date: Thursday, 27 January 2011
Keywords: lead form, credibility indicators, image vs. no image, headline - call-to-action continuity
Description: We have created a three-way test to determine the effect of button text changes, and image vs. testimonial 
quote inclusion on conversion.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control. (PP)
Year: 2010

TP: 1387
Name: Wine Shopping Cart Test 1
Start Date: Friday, 29 April 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 2 August 2011
Keywords: Shopping Cart, Multistep, simplified ordering process
Description: We are running Treatments focusing on product with images and content vs. their existing Control path, 
which is multistep and includes no images.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the higher conversion rates for all three Treatments. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1388
Name: ABE Dual Product Test
Start Date: Saturday, 20 November 2010
End Date: Saturday, 15 January 2011
Keywords: Headline messaging, offer, benefits
Description: Competing creative from two MECLABS Treatments, testing broad bet messaging and creative Treatments. 
Final Review Comments: Control had 20% higher clickthrough rate, but no significant difference in conversion rate. 
Year: 2010
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TP: 1389
Name: PSTF Test #2
Start Date: Thursday, 9 December 2010
End Date: Monday, 3 January 2011
Keywords: Product offering
Description: We are running A/B split testing on the winners of test #1, which were DDA-only vs. Treatments that are 
dual-product landing pages.
Final Review Comments: Overall significant increase in clicks for the Treatment, however, only one partner saw a 
significant increase in clicks. Several partners showed a small decrease in clicks for the Treatment. (PP) 
Year: 2010

TP: 1390
Name: Cultural Markets message test
Start Date: Monday, 18 January 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 9 February 2011
Keywords: messaging, Friction, A/B/C split
Description: Testing messaging and Friction, we are reducing a two-step process to one-step, and testing the emphasis of 
different product features: credit card or checking account. 
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size to validate higher conversion rate for both Treatments.
Year: 2010

TP: 1392
Name: Product landing page Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 8 March 2011
End Date: Monday, 25 April 2011
Keywords: product tour, Friction, Value Proposition, product matrix, Anxiety
Description: Testing several radical designs against the current product landing page.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly higher conversion rate for Treatment 1. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1393
Name: Vendor Email Landing Page
Start Date: Tuesday, 7 December 2010
End Date: Tuesday, 18 January 2011
Keywords: email, blast, subject line, landing page, landing page 
Description: Dec 2010- Jan 2011 Two landing page set up for traffic sent from three email blasts sent to wedding vendors 
in three markets. Test purpose was to determine which landing page layout generates more leads.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly higher conversion rate for LP2.
Year: 2010
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TP: 1394
Name: Vendor Direct Mail 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 24 November 2010
End Date: Saturday, 22 January 2011
Keywords: direct mail, mail, letter, postcard, brochure
Description: Nov-Dec 2010 direct mail pieces were sent to wedding vendors in three markets. Test purpose: to determine 
which format (DM: postcard vs. letter; letter vs. letter with a brochure) and sequence: postcard, postcard, letter vs. letter, 
postcard, postcard performs best by generating most traffic and leads.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly lower conversion rate for LP2.
Year: 2010

TP: 1395
Name: Homepage Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 6 January 2011
End Date: Thursday, 20 January 2011
Keywords: Lead Quality, Quality vs. Quantity, clarity of value Proposition
Description: clarity of value Proposition, Testing Text and Images
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, but no significant differences between the Treatments and the 
Control. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1397
Name: Home Mortgage Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 1 March 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 11 May 2011
Keywords: Messaging, Value Proposition
Description: Testing messaging. Treatment will focus heavily on the mobile mortgage specialist to see if partner's 
competitive advantage in the market is important to visitors. 
Final Review Comments: Test was run on French (TP1397F) and English (TP1397E) sites, French test had sufficient 
traffic, but no significant results. English test had insufficient traffic.
Year: 2011

TP: 1399
Name: Home Page Credibility Test
Start Date: Sunday, 14 November 2010
End Date: Sunday, 12 December 2010
Keywords: Third-party credibility indicators Home page
Description: We are testing the banner third-party credibility indicators.
Final Review Comments: The 20.6% lift in conversion rate for Treatment 1 is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1400
Name: Content Pages Banner Test 2/2011
Start Date: Sunday, 20 February 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 22 March 2011
Keywords: Matching visitor Motivation, Value Proposition
Description: We are testing both Value Proposition and form level of confidenceation in this test. We will have a Control 
and Treatment for each of the content pages: Debt Management, Credit Counseling, Housing Counseling, Credit Debt, 
and Personal Finances. 
Final Review Comments: The 49% higher conversion rate for the Control was significant at a 95% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1401
Name: ID101 Guarantee Test
Start Date: Friday, 15 April 2011
End Date: Thursday, 12 May 2011
Keywords: Money Back, Guarantee, Order Page Edits
Description: Testing the addition of a "Guarantee" on the order page. Says you can be refunded for any undelivered 
papers if you cancel.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1402
Name: Homepage Image Test w/Howard
Start Date: Tuesday, 15 March 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 22 March 2011
Keywords: Credibility, Motivation, online and offline marketing effectiveness 
Description: We will test the effect that an image of the CEO has on home page conversion
Final Review Comments: The 34.5% lift in conversion rate for the Treatment is significant at a 95% level of confidence. 
(PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1403
Name: ID101 Single Page Process Test
Start Date: Saturday, 14 May 2011
End Date: Monday, 13 June 2011
Keywords: Accordion, Ajax, Single Page Checkout, new technology
Description: Testing the integration of Ajax technology, accordion sliders and pages that automatically progress when 
certain data is entered
Final Review Comments: The 9% lift for Treatment 1 is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1407
Name: HubSpot LPO Benchmark Report Live Summit test
Start Date: Thursday, 2 June 2011
End Date: Friday, 3 June 2011
Keywords: Lead Gen, clarity of value, layout, image
Description: We will be conducting a test during Optimization Summit 2011 for a lead generation offer of a 
MarketingSherpa Landing Page Optimization Benchmark Report chapter. Traffic will primarily coming from MECLABS and 
HubSpot email lists, along with blog posts, Tweets and Facebook postings. Optimization aspects will be selected by the 
participants in a democratic approach. 
Final Review Comments: The slightly higher conversion rate (0.7% lift) for the Treatment is significant at a 90% level of 
confidence.
Year: 2011

TP: 1408
Name: Opt-in/Opt-out Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 8 June 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 21 June 2011
Keywords: Landing Page, Double Opt-in, Confirmed Opt-in, Home Equity, First Time Homebuyers, Email Marketing
Description: We are testing two landing pages against a Control page. The Control page does not give permission to use 
visitor email addresses for marketing purposes. Treatment 1 uses explicit copy to get permission. Treatment 2 uses a pre-
filled check box to obtain permission.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient traffic, but insufficient effect size to validate differences in PDF download rate. 
The 114% lift in marketable emails for the explicit opt-in over the checkbox opt-in was significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1410
Name: PPC Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Saturday, 12 November 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 22 March 2011
Keywords: landing page, conversion rate, sign-ups, conversion funnel, clean layout, clear eye-path, call-to-action
Description: Cleaning the page by removing unnecessary data, simplifying layout and highlighting the call-to-action. This 
is the last step in the conversion funnel.
Final Review Comments: No significant difference between the Control and Treatment.
Year: 2011

TP: 1411
Name: PDF Buying Stages
Start Date: Friday, 24 June 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 6 July 2011
Keywords: landing page, conversion rate, sign-ups, conversion funnel, clean layout, clear eye-path, call-to-action
Description: PPC landing page test to determine which call-to-action placement results in a higher conversion rate. 
Control placed call-to-action in the right column and the Treatment placed it at the bottom of the page, after the content. 
Final Review Comments: Three metrics of interest, captured emails, mortgage specialist clicks, pre-approval clicks. 
Captured email results were inconclusive, MS results were unfavorable, preapproval clicks showed a 123.4% lift for 
Treatment 2.
Year: 2011
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TP: 1415
Name: Homes Test
Start Date: Thursday, 14 July 2011
End Date: Thursday, 28 July 2011
Keywords: Lead Gen, Contact Form, Increase Leads, Multiple contact forms
Description: We incorporated a Contact Form onto the "Homes" Page. Current version has no lead gen on that page. 
Final Review Comments: The 206% lift in leads generated for Treatment 1 was significant at a 95% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1416
Name: Contact Form Test
Start Date: Thursday, 14 July 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 9 August 2011
Keywords: Optional vs. Required Phone, Contact Form Testing, Lead Gen, conversion rate
Description: We wanted to test the impact of optional vs. required phone fields on the contact form.
Final Review Comments: The Treatment that had an optional phone number generated a 275% lift in conversion relative 
to the Treatment that required a phone number. This was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2011

TP: 1417
Name: Paid Search landing page Test
Start Date: Wednesday, 27 July 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 3 August 2011
Keywords: Search, landing page optimization, paid-search, paid search, credibility
Description: Optimizing paid search landing page , removing the child search option.
Final Review Comments: Over the course of the seven-day test the Control outperformed both Treatments in conversion 
rate aside from an unusual spike in conversion rate on 7/31/11 for Treatment 3. No data available for Treatment 1. (JC)
Year: 2011

TP: 1419
Name: PPC Landing Page 1
Start Date: Friday, 8 July 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 2 August 2011
Keywords: Radical redesign of all page elements, value exchange, clarity of copy, call-to-action.
Description: PPC landing page test to determine which CTA placement results in a higher conversion rate. Control placed 
CTA in the right column and the treatment placed it at the bottom of the page, after the content. 
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the lift in leads by the Treatment. (JC)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1420
Name: Main Upgrade Page 1
Start Date: Friday, 24 June 2011
End Date: Monday, 18 July 2011
Keywords: B2B, conversion rate, revenue-per-visitor, Average Order Value, Value Proposition, product page, order page, 
order process, upgrade, lead generation, headline, button, layout, imagery
Description: Testing whether increasing the clarity of value in terms of value exchange will lead to more conversions.
Final Review Comments: The Treatment resulted in significantly higher revenue-per-visit, but the slightly higher 
conversion rate was not significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1422
Name: Top Level Category Page 1
Start Date: Thursday, 11 August 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 23 August 2011
Keywords: clarity of value, thought sequence, call-to-action, radical redesign of page, generating leads. 
Description: We wanted to test the impact of optional vs. required phone fields on the contact form.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 generated a 139% lift in "Get Started" leads relative to the Control significant at a 
92% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2011

TP: 1425
Name: Sales Form Test #2
Start Date: Thursday, 21 July 2011
End Date: Thursday, 28 July 2011
Keywords: Layout, Credibility, Friction, low disclosure approach
Description: Visual elements along with credibility and Friction tweaks added to program disclosure Treatment page. 
Final Review Comments: The 17.3% relative decrease in conversion rate is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1426
Name: Sales Form Test #1
Start Date: Thursday, 14 July 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 20 July 2011
Keywords: Credibility, Friction, low disclosure approach
Description: Minor credibility and Friction tweaks added to program disclosure Treatment page
Final Review Comments: The 17% lower conversion rate (relative difference) for the Treatment is significant at a 95% 
level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1427
Name: Test 2 (segmenTreatment 2) 24
Start Date: Friday, 11 February 2011
End Date: Monday, 21 February 2011
Keywords: B2b, conversion rate, Friction, Value Proposition, Clarity, Homepage, Lead Generation, Headline, sub-
headline, Layout, Copy, call-to-action, Form Fields
Description: Re-focused the clarity of value of the on-page content to immediate product value (free access).
Final Review Comments: The Treatment had a significantly lower conversion rate than the Control. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1428
Name: Homepage Test 4
Start Date: Friday, 27 May 2011
End Date: Monday, 30 May 2011
Keywords: B2b, conversion rate, Friction, Value Proposition, Clarity, Homepage, Lead Generation, Headline, sub-
headline, Layout, Copy, call-to-action, Form Fields
Description: Testing if Controlling the thought sequence (visitor research process) will result in more conversions.
Final Review Comments: The 90% lift in conversion for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1429
Name: Test 1 Revised 3 Product with Video and Single-Step Cart
Start Date: Wednesday, 3 August 2011
End Date: Sunday, 14 August 2011
Keywords: Cart, single-step vs. multi-step, redesign, branding, video, look and feel, color, sequence of thought
Description: Complete site redesign and cart redesign vs. Control.
Final Review Comments: The 53.9% lift in conversion rate for the Treatment is significant at a 95% level of confidence. 
(PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1430
Name: Paid Search Landing Page
Start Date: Thursday, 4 August 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 24 August 2011
Keywords: paid search, landing page, layout
Description: Second approach for the paid search landing page, after learning that child search function is essential in 
the child sponsorship process. Removed the first, informative step, and switched traffic to the second step.
Final Review Comments: Extreme variance in performance of Treatment 3. Over the course of the 21-day test the 
Control outperformed all Treatments in conversion rate. (JC)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1431
Name: Homepage PDF Download
Start Date: Thursday, 11 August 2011
End Date: Friday, 9 September 2011
Keywords: Homebuilder, Incentive, PDF, Whitepaper Download, GWO, Lead Generation, Motivation
Description: Testing 2 variations of a PDF download element on the Homepage to increase lead generation for the 
microsite. Test to see which asset generates the most leads, the community guide vs. community map.
Final Review Comments: The 326.3% increase in leads for Index2 is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1432
Name: Golf Page PDF Download
Start Date: Thursday, 11 August 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 27 September 2011
Keywords: Homebuilder, Incentive, PDF, Whitepaper Download, GWO, Lead Generation, Motivation, Golf, 
Description: Testing two variations of a PDF Download element on the Golf Page to increase lead generation for the 
microsite. Test to see which asset generates the most leads, the course map vs. a course score card.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the observed 17.5% lift in lead conversion rate for score 
card. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1433
Name: TruScribe Video Test with IVB Form
Start Date: Saturday, 6 August 2011
End Date: Monday, 15 August 2011
Keywords: TruScribe, Friction, value exchange, visitor engagement, eye-path
Description: Testing the TryScribe video approach with the IVB disclosure form against the pre-disclosure Control. 
Testing visitor engagement and reduction of Friction.
Final Review Comments: The 24.7% relative lift in conversion by the Treatment is significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. (JC)
Year: 2011

TP: 1435
Name: Sponsor Now Landing Page Redesign
Start Date: Wednesday, 17 August 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 6 September 2011
Keywords: landing page, reducing Friction, simplified layout
Description: testing two Treatments of the sponsorship page, with simplified layout, reduced to only essential 
information. Also, one child is "featured," with other children search is de-emphasized.
Final Review Comments: Performance in conversion rate among the Treatments was not significantly different from the 
Control, however there was a 20% higher variance in performance of Treatment 2 relative to Treatment 1. (JC)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1436
Name: Single Product Homepage
Start Date: Friday, 19 August 2011
End Date: Sunday, 28 August 2011
Keywords: competing objectives, Friction, e commerce, automobile, price point, choice framing
Description: Testing a single product vs. multiple products. Different size products vs. a one-size-fits-all solution
Final Review Comments: Control outperformed the Treatment with a 35.2% higher relative difference in conversion. (JC)
Year: 2011

TP: 1437
Name: Quote and Guide
Start Date: Saturday, 1 January 2011
End Date: Saturday, 15 January 2011
Keywords: competing objectives, Friction, e-commerce, insurance, Anxiety reliever, bullets, banking 
Description: Testing whether having the quote as the primary objective and the guide as a secondary option will increase 
conversion for the quote.
Final Review Comments: We have 94% level of confidence that the Control outperforms the Treatment in quote lead 
generation. (JC)
Year: 2011

TP: 1438
Name: Clarification of Value and Single Call-to-action.
Start Date: Monday, 22 August 2011
End Date: Monday, 5 September 2011
Keywords: Insurance, call-to-action, clarity of value, bullets, competing objectives, headline
Description: Testing whether having one call-to-action and better clarity of value will outperform the Control
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly higher conversion rate for the Treatment. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1439
Name: Product Tour
Start Date: Saturday, 3 September 2011
End Date: Sunday, 25 September 2011
Keywords: Friction, Navigation, layout, single page
Description: Testing a mini-product tour on the page instead of navigation to other pages.
Final Review Comments: No significant difference between the Control and the Treatment due to the insufficient sample 
size. The layout of the information on the site is not as important as the quality of information.
Year: 2011
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TP: 1440
Name: Regions Country Paid Search Landing Page
Start Date: Friday, 2 September 2011
End Date: Sunday, 2 October 2011
Keywords: landing page, paid search, images
Description: Changed just the bottom part of this landing page, adding a "fun-functionality" -- large images of selected 
nine countries (three continents) and their rough stats.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size, insufficient effect size, larger sample unlikely to show significance.(PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1441
Name: Sponsor Now Landing Page Redesign 2
Start Date: Friday, 9 September 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 5 October 2011
Keywords: landing page, reducing Friction, simplified layout, removed photo
Description: testing two Treatments of the sponsorship page, with simplified layout, reduced to only essential 
information. No random child suggested, no photo.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size, insufficient effect size, larger sample unlikely to show significance. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1442
Name: Clarification of Value and Single Call-to-action and Sub-headline Test
Start Date: Thursday, 8 September 2011
End Date: Sunday, 18 September 2011
Keywords: Insurance, call-to-action, clarity of value, bullets, competing objectives, headline, sub-headline
Description: Testing whether having one call-to-action and better clarity of value will outperform the Control and testing 
headlines against Treatment from Test 1.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the lower click-to-lead rate for Treatment 1. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1443
Name: Quote and Guide Offering on Single Page and Sub-headline Test
Start Date: Thursday, 8 September 2011
End Date: Sunday, 18 September 2011
Keywords: competing objectives, Friction, e-commerce, insurance, Anxiety reliever, bullets, banking, sub-headline 
Description: Testing whether having the quote as the primary objective, and the guide as a secondary option, will 
increase conversion for the quote. Testing headlines against Treatment from Test 1. 
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the lower click-to-lead rate for Treatment 1. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1444
Name: Homepage Call-to-action
Start Date: Friday, 5 December 2008
End Date: Sunday, 14 December 2008
Keywords: Improved eye-path, clear headline, bullets, simple call-to-action, Value Proposition, use of colors to attract 
attention.
Description: Used 11 Treatments to identify variables related to clickthrough rate and conversion rate on homepage.
Final Review Comments: Mixed results; some Treatments showed significant lifts over the Control. (PP)
Year: 2008

TP: 1445
Name: Separate Form Page vs. Form on Product Page
Start Date: Friday, 26 August 2011
End Date: Monday, 17 October 2011
Keywords: lead gen, form, product page, IT, product tour
Description: Testing whether having the form on the product page will produce a higher form completion rate compared 
to having the form in a separate page.
Final Review Comments: The 175% lift for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1448
Name: At Home Banner Ad Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 17 February 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 10 March 2010
Keywords: motivation, Value Proposition, Friction, size, color, shape, image, pods
Description: Testing whether having one CTA and better clarity of value will out perform the control + Testing headlines 
against treatment from Test 1
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different to draw 
conclusive results. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1449
Name: At Home Banner Ad Landing Page Test 2
Start Date: Monday, 29 March 2010
End Date: Thursday, 15 April 2010
Keywords: Page layout, amount of copy, number of call-to-actions, Friction.
Description: Reduction of copy increased conversion for visitors purchasing digital products.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 2 generated a 8.97% lift in conversion relative to the Control significant with a 95% 
level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1450
Name: Best of Both Price Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 10 February 2010
End Date: Sunday, 21 February 2010
Keywords: clickthrough, conversion, price listing, incentive, motivation.
Description: Used 11 treatments to identify variables related to CTR and CR on homepage
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 generated a 11.82% lift in conversion relative to the Control; significant at a 95% 
level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1453
Name: Customer Support Test 1
Start Date: Friday, 26 March 2010
End Date: Monday, 29 March 2010
Keywords: Presentation style, page layout, clickthrough rate.
Description: Links organized by product generated a higher clickthrough rate.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 2 generated a 12% lift in clickthrough relative to the Control; significant at a 99% 
level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1454
Name: Digital PPC Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 28 January 2010
End Date: Thursday, 11 February 2010
Keywords: Page layout, colors, copy, call-to-actions, clickthrough, conversion rate.
Description: Too many Treatments to achieve statistical validity. Re-run test with just Treatments 3 and 4.
Final Review Comments: Not enough variance in performance of Treatments to achieve statistical validity. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1455
Name: Digital PPC landing page Test 2
Start Date: Tuesday, 23 February 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 10 March 2010
Keywords: Page layout and design, colors, amount of copy, call-to-action, conversion rate, clickthrough rate.
Description: Treatment 1 generated a 28% lift in start rate, but results could not be statistically validated.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 underperformed in online conversion relative to the Control. (JC)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1456
Name: FFA Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 20 January 2010
End Date: Sunday, 31 January 2010
Keywords: conversion rate, revenue-per-visit, image, headline, sub-headline, call-to-action placement, copy.
Description: Testing 2 variations of a PDF Download element on the Golf Page to increase lead generation for the 
microsite. Test to see which asset generates the most leads, the course map vs. a course score card.
Final Review Comments: Treatment performance was not significantly different therefore results cannot be validated. 
(JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1457
Name: Free Details Test
Start Date: Friday, 12 March 2010
End Date: Sunday, 21 March 2010
Keywords: Page layout and design, copy, call-to-action location, supporting content, conversion rate, revenue-per-visit.
Description: Links organized by product generated a higher click-through rate.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 3 generated a 84% relative lift in online conversions significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. Treatment 3 also generated a 147% lift in revenue-per-visit; significant at a 85% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1458
Name: Homepage Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 6 January 2010
End Date: Friday, 15 January 2010
Keywords: Page, Image (size, type, and placement), Pods (size, type, placement), conversion rate.
Description: Too many treatments to achieve statistical validity. Re-run test with just treatment 3 and 4.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, not enough variance in Treatment performance to validate a conclusive 
winner. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1459
Name: Homepage Test 2
Start Date: Thursday, 28 January 2010
End Date: Tuesday, 2 February 2010
Keywords: conversion rate, clickthrough rate, page layout and design, Pods (size, type, placement), copy.
Description: Long copy and multi-tiered questionnaire significantly reduced conversion.
Final Review Comments: All Treatments underperformed relative to the Control in the metrics examined. (JC)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1460
Name: Homepage Test 3
Start Date: Saturday, 13 February 2010
End Date: Sunday, 21 February 2010
Keywords: Incentive, call-to-action, appoint conversion, clickthrough, page layout.
Description: Viewing incentive in close proximity to call-to-action increased appointment conversion.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 2 generated a 66% relative lift in appointment conversion rate significant at a 99% 
level of confidence. No conclusive results observed in the other metrics examined. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1461
Name: Homepage Test 4
Start Date: Tuesday, 16 March 2010
End Date: Monday, 22 March 2010
Keywords: Page layout, design, color, headline, flash, call-to-action (size and level of confidenceation).
Description: Testing whether having one CTA and better clarity of value will out perform the control
Final Review Comments: Control outperformed the Treatment in appointment conversion. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1462
Name: Homepage Test 5
Start Date: Wednesday, 7 April 2010
End Date: Thursday, 15 April 2010
Keywords: Page layout, color, design, call-to-action size and location, conversions rate.
Description: Testing a mini product tour on the page instead of navigation to other pages
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 generated a 25% relative lift in appointment conversion rate; significant with a 
99% level of confidence, but failed to generate a lift in product conversion rate. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1463
Name: Lineup Homepage Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 28 January 2010
End Date: Thursday, 4 February 2010
Keywords: Visibility, presentation, page layout.
Description: Long copy and multi-tiered questionnaire significantly reduced conversion.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 generated a 12% relative lift in conversion relative to the Control significant at a 
95% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1464
Name: Offices Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 16 March 2010
End Date: Saturday, 27 March 2010
Keywords: Friction, page layout, conversion rate, clickthrough rate, call-to-action.
Description: Suggested follow up test to run Treatment 1 and 3 to determine importance of proximity of Value 
Proposition.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 generated a 357% relative lift in appointment conversion significant at a 99% level 
of confidence. However, Treatment 3 generated the greatest lift in office clickthrough rate, with a 7% lift relative to the 
Double Control at a 95% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1466
Name: Online DIY Test 1
Start Date: Monday, 11 January 2010
End Date: Tuesday, 19 January 2010
Keywords: Product pod size, type, and placement. conversion rate, clickthrough.
Description: Testing whether having one CTA and better clarity of value will out perform the control + Testing headlines 
against treatment from Test 1
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, not enough variance in Treatment performance to validate a conclusive 
winner. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1468
Name: Online DIY Test 3
Start Date: Thursday, 18 March 2010
End Date: Sunday, 11 April 2010
Keywords: revenue-per-visit, conversion rate, number of calls-to-action, Friction.
Description: Reducing Friction (fewer product choices) increased performance in all metrics measured.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 3 generated a 77% relative lift in product start rate and a 10% relative lift in product 
complete rate, relative to the Control; significant at a 97% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1469
Name: RAL BannerAd Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 17 February 2010
End Date: Thursday, 4 March 2010
Keywords: Page layout, right vs. left alignment, conversion rate, clickthrough.
Description: Used 11 treatments to identify variables related to CTR and CR on homepage
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the performance of the Treatments. (JC)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1471
Name: Retail BannerAd Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 17 February 2010
End Date: Thursday, 4 March 2010
Keywords: Eye-path, Friction, copy, banner ad.
Description: Suggested follow up test to run Treatment 1 and 3 to determine importance of proximity of value 
proposition.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 significantly underperformed in clickthrough rate and conversion rate, relative to 
the Control. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1472
Name: Retail BannerAd Landing Page Test 2
Start Date: Friday, 26 March 2010
End Date: Tuesday, 13 April 2010
Keywords: Friction, copy imagery, call-to-action process, funnel flow. 
Description: N/A.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 led to a 27.39% reduction in clickthrough rate relative to the Control. While 
Treatment 1 did generate a 28% relative lift in conversion rate, the results could not be statistically validated due to 
insufficient sample size.
Year: 2010

TP: 1473
Name: Retail PPC Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 28 January 2010
End Date: Thursday, 11 February 2010
Keywords: Copy, alignment, call-to-action (number of calls-to-action and location), supporting image type and 
placement, conversion rate.
Description: Reduction of copy increased conversion for visitors purchasing digital products.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 generated a 8.55% lift in conversion relative to the Control significant at a 95% 
level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1474
Name: Retail Landing Page Test 2
Start Date: Tuesday, 23 February 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 3 March 2010
Keywords: Friction, call-to-action, clickthrough, conversion rate.
Description: N/A.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 generated a 533% lift in conversion and a 17% lift in clickthrough, relative to the 
Control. The lift observed is significant at a 99% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2010
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TP: 1475
Name: Shared PPC Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Thursday, 28 January 2010
End Date: Thursday, 11 February 2010
Keywords: Page layout, ad design and placement, conversion rate, clickthrough.
Description: Reducing friction (fewer product choices) increased performance in all metrics measured.
Final Review Comments: No significant difference in Treatment performance to draw conclusive results. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1476
Name: Shared PPC Landing Page Test 2
Start Date: Tuesday, 23 February 2010
End Date: Wednesday, 10 March 2010
Keywords: conversion rate, clickthrough, page layout, copy, call-to-action, colors.
Description: N/A.
Final Review Comments: Not enough variance in primary metrics to draw conclusive results. Treatments 3 and 4 
generated a lift in online clicks, but performance was too close to statistically validate a clear winner. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1477
Name: Shared PPC Landing Page Test 3
Start Date: Thursday, 25 March 2010
End Date: Monday, 29 March 2010
Keywords: clickthrough rate, conversion rate, revenue-per-visit, call-to-actions, color, layout, copy. 
Description: Links organized by product generated a higher click-through rate.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 generated a 44% relative lift in appointment conversion, relative to the Control; 
significant at a 99% level of confidence. However, Treatment failed to generate a significant lift in any of the other metrics 
examined. (JC)
Year: 2010

TP: 1478
Name: SalesEventTest
Start Date: Monday, 19 September 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 28 September 2011
Keywords: Home Builders, Sales Event, Luxury Homes
Description: We are testing the Sales Event in Google Website Optimizer between two Treatments -- our design and the 
original design.
Final Review Comments: The 17.9% lift for Treatment 1 is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1481
Name: Landing Page Test 1
Start Date: Saturday, 10 December 2011
End Date: Friday, 16 December 2011
Keywords: subscription, landing page, product tour, comparison matrix, long copy, short copy, headline, clarity of value 
Proposition
Description: Testing different landing page approaches to clarify product's Value Proposition
Final Review Comments: CR Test is inconclusive. Clickthrough rate test result is favorable. Treatment 5 had the highest 
clickthrough rate - slmost 42%, which is an increase of 173% over the Control. Results validated at 100% level of 
confidence.
Year: 2011

TP: 1482
Name: Cart on the Page
Start Date: Saturday, 8 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 31 October 2011
Keywords: Reducing Steps,On Page Cart,Form Fields
Description: Testing a cart on the page vs. a single-step cart
Final Review Comments: The lower conversion rate for Treatment 1 is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1483
Name: Barrier Page Treatment 2
Start Date: Wednesday, 12 October 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 18 October 2011
Keywords: Sermo, Barrier Page Test 2
Description: Test designed to understand the effect of adding non-featured content to the barrier page on KPIs. Goal was 
to increase leads.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 outperformed Control by 197.3% (relative increase). Test revealed that new users 
are more likely to convert when presented with the Control, while returning users are more likely to convert when given 
the Treatment.
Year: 2011

TP: 1484
Name: GolfTesTreatment 2
Start Date: Thursday, 6 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 28 November 2011
Keywords: Home Builders, Golf Course, Luxury Homes
Description: We are testing the Golf Page in Google Website Optimizer, between two Treatments -- our design and the 
original design.
Final Review Comments: The Treatment outperformed the Control by 271%. The hole-by-hole description has a higher 
perceived value with visitors to the dominion valley.com golf page
Year: 2011
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TP: 1485
Name: Sponsor Now Landing Page Radical Redesign
Start Date: Tuesday, 11 October 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 25 October 2011
Keywords: landing page, radical redesign, simplified layout
Description: Testing a completely different layout, where content is divided into four tabs, and a random child is set by 
default.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, insufficient effect size to validate the slightly lower conversion rate for 
the Treatment. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1486
Name: Single-page Headline Call-to-action
Start Date: Friday, 7 October 2011
End Date: Sunday, 23 October 2011
Keywords: competing objectives, Friction, e-commerce, insurance, Anxiety reliever, bullets, banking, sub-headline 
Description: Testing whether having the quote call-to-action in the headline will result in more conversions.
Final Review Comments: No significant differences between Control and Treatment in quote leads. 91.7% lift in guide 
conversion rate is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1487
Name: Value Call-to-action in Headline
Start Date: Friday, 7 October 2011
End Date: Friday, 28 October 2011
Keywords: Insurance, call-to-action, clarity of value, bullets, competing objectives, headline, sub-headline
Description: Testing whether having the call-to-action in the headline and better clarity of value will outperform the 
Control. 
Final Review Comments: No significant differences between the Control and the Treatment. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1488
Name: Homepage Radical Redesign
Start Date: Monday, 17 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 31 October 2011
Keywords: Homepage, Radical redesign, Chat box, Intro Pop-up
Description: Testing four different homepage experiences: The Control with the intro pop-up and chat box, the Control 
without pop-up and chat box, and then a radical redesign with and without the pop-up and chat box.
Final Review Comments: The 19.7% lift in conversion rate for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1489
Name: Apply Now Page
Start Date: Saturday, 6 August 2011
End Date: Thursday, 13 October 2011
Keywords: Apply Now, Friction, Anxiety 
Description: Simplified the Online Application process by reducing the number of steps in the process (Friction), 
requiring less personal information (Anxiety), and removing competing elements from the page (Friction).
Final Review Comments: The 671% lift for Treatment 1 is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1491
Name: Accordion-Style Shopping Cart
Start Date: Saturday, 19 November 2011
End Date: Friday, 9 December 2011
Keywords: Accordion, Shopping Cart, Friction
Description: Test a single-page shopping cart vs. the Treatment, an accordion style shopping cart with less visible 
Friction.
Final Review Comments: No significant difference between Control and Treatment. Treatment yielded 7.8% increase at 
58% level of confidence. (MH)
Year: 2011

TP: 1493
Name: Selector vs. Matrix
Start Date: Wednesday, 19 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 21 November 2011
Keywords: Banking, checking, configurator, multiple products on one page, matrix page, Friction, number of steps, 
competing calls-to-action.
Description: We are testing a traditional checking product page with multiple products vs. the checking configurator, 
which helps visitors decide the right account for them.
Final Review Comments: No significant difference between the Control and the Treatment.
Year: 2011

TP: 1494
Name: HomeTesTreatment 2
Start Date: Tuesday, 11 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 28 November 2011
Keywords: Home Builders, Golf Course, Luxury Homes
Description: We are testing the Homes Page in Google Website Optimizer between two Treatments that have a different 
asset being offered behind a lead form.
Final Review Comments: Resource Guide Treatment underperformed Community Map Treatment by 52% (relative 
decrease). Community Map has a higher perceived value than community resource guide to website visitors.
Year: 2011
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TP: 1495
Name: Category Page Template 1
Start Date: Monday, 15 March 2010
End Date: Monday, 22 March 2010
Keywords: copy, headline, layout, call-to-action, credibility indicators
Description: Which template will yield the highest conversion rate?
Final Review Comments: Treatments 1 and 3 achieved a significant increase in conversion rate.
Year: 2010

TP: 1496
Name: Category Page Template 2
Start Date: Monday, 15 March 2010
End Date: Monday, 12 April 2010
Keywords: copy, headline, layout, call-to-action, credibility indicators
Description: Testing whether having the CTA in the headline and better clarity of value will out perform the control
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 recorded a significant increase in conversions and starts.
Year: 2010

TP: 1498
Name: Live Acct Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 16 June 2010
End Date: Monday, 19 July 2010
Keywords: clarity, Friction, headline, call-to-action
Description: Which page will produce the highest clickthrough rate?
Final Review Comments: Visitors arriving to the Treatment page are more likely to click and move to the next step.
Year: 2010

TP: 1503
Name: Homepage TesTreatment 1 Relaunch
Start Date: Saturday, 24 September 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 18 October 2011
Keywords: B2B, conversion rate, Leads, Clarity, Competing Calls to action, Friction, Value Proposition, Homepage, Lead 
Generation, Bullets, Button, Call to action, Copy, Layout
Description: Tested whether providing more guidance through reduction of Friction and content presentation results 
in more accounts. Also tested the effect of a single call-to-action area (with multiple selection options) on overall lead 
volume.
Final Review Comments: The 61% lift in conversion rate was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1507
Name: Homepage Test 2
Start Date: Saturday, 24 September 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 1 November 2011
Keywords: B2B, conversion rate, Leads, Value Proposition, Homepage, Lead Generation, Bullets, Copy
Description: Tested whether there is a difference between communication sport benefits or software benefits.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the 17% lift in conversion rate for Treatment 1. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1508
Name: Feature Upsell Template Test 1
Start Date: Tuesday, 19 July 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 2 August 2011
Keywords: B2C, conversion rate, Value Proposition, Friction, Clarity, Upgrade Page, lead generation, button, call-to-
action, colors, copy, eye-path, imagery, layout
Description: Tested whether conversions will increase if more easily understandable content is added.
Final Review Comments: While the 518% lift in conversion rate for the Treatment is significant, the low number of 
successes raises some concerns about how much weight we should give this finding. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1513
Name: Homepage Test 3
Start Date: Friday, 18 March 2011
End Date: Thursday, 14 April 2011
Keywords: B2b, conversion rate, Friction, Value Proposition, Clarity, Homepage, Lead Generation, Headline, sub-
headline, Layout, Copy, call-to-action, Form Fields
Description: Repositioned Get Manage Build product benefits.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly higher conversion rate for the Treatment. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1514
Name: Homepage Test 5
Start Date: Friday, 10 June 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 21 June 2011
Keywords: B2b, conversion rate, Friction, Value Proposition, Clarity, Homepage, Lead Generation, Headline, sub-
headline, Layout, Copy, call-to-action, Form Fields
Description: Tested whether a required three-step conversion process, placed after a successfully tested thought-
sequence, will result in more overall completions.
Final Review Comments: The 27% lift in conversion for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1515
Name: Homepage Test 6
Start Date: Friday, 8 July 2011
End Date: Friday, 15 July 2011
Keywords: B2b, conversion rate, Friction, Anxiety, Value Proposition, Clarity, Homepage, Lead Generation, sub-headline, 
Layout, call-to-action, telephone number
Description: Added a phone number to reduce Anxiety and encourage new customers to engage.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly lower conversion rate for the Treatment. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1516
Name: Homepage Test 7
Start Date: Friday, 15 July 2011
End Date: Monday, 25 July 2011
Keywords: B2b, conversion rate, Value Proposition, Clarity, Homepage, Lead Generation, Layout, Video, Product Tour
Description: Tested if people behave differently if they are shown a video prior to being shown a popular feature.
Final Review Comments: The Treatment resulted in a significantly lower conversion rate than the Control. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1519
Name: SEO Landing Page TesTreatment 1
Start Date: Monday, 28 March 2011
End Date: Monday, 4 April 2011
Keywords: B2B, Leads, Anxiety, Ask, Friction, Length, Value exchange, Application Process, Landing Page, Lead 
Generation, Button, Call to Action, Copy, Form Fields, Layout, Testimonials
Description: Tested which SEO page template would yield a higher conversion rate. Also tested what combined effect 
on-page presentation elements and sign-up process elements have on conversions.
Final Review Comments: The 548% lift in conversion rate for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of 
confidence (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1520
Name: SEO Landing Page TesTreatment 2
Start Date: Wednesday, 18 May 2011
End Date: Monday, 23 May 2011
Keywords: B2B, Leads, Clarity, Friction, homepage, order process, forms, layout, form fields
Description: Testing whether the number of required fields at the beginning of the process increases conversions.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, insufficient effect size to validate the lower conversion rate for the 
Treatment. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 1521
Name: SEO Landing Page TesTreatment 3
Start Date: Sunday, 5 June 2011
End Date: Thursday, 23 June 2011
Keywords: B2B, conversion rate, Anxiety, Friction, Homepage, Lead Generation, Call to action, form fields, telephone 
number
Description: Testing the effect the adding emphasis to the sales phone number has on conversions.
Final Review Comments: The 9.4% lift for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of confidence (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1523
Name: SEO Landing Page Test 5
Start Date: Monday, 26 September 2011
End Date: Thursday, 27 October 2011
Keywords: B2B, conversion rate, Leads, Value Proposition, Landing Page, Lead Generation, Layout, Copy, Bullets
Description: Testing the effect of pricing information emphasis on lead generation rate.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly lower conversion rate for Treatment 1. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 1533
Name: Homepage First Test
Start Date: Tuesday, 27 September 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 26 October 2011
Keywords: homepage, landing page, conversion rate, sign-ups, conversion funnel, map
Description: Reducing steps necessary to find and apply to a cosmetology school by placing the map right on the 
homepage. Hoping for conversion increase, by simplifying the path.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the slightly higher conversion rate for Treatment 1. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 2033
Name: Thank You Email Subject Line - Test 1
Start Date: Monday, 8 December 2008
End Date: Thursday, 18 December 2008
Keywords: B2C/E-Commerce
Description: Part of four-test Thank You Email Subject Line Test series. Test validated and closed on 12/18/08. Optimizing 
subject lines doesn't necessarily impact open rate, however users that open this email are likely more qualified as they 
know what to expect when seeing the subject line. (AL). Great teaching potential "Wow" here.
Final Review Comments: Open rates were significantly lower for all Treatments at a 95% level of confidence. 
Clickthrough rate was significantly higher for all Treatments at a 95% level of confidence. The 31% lift in conversion rate 
for Treatment 1 is significant at a 85% level of confidence. 
Year: 2008
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TP: 2050
Name: Renewal Email and Path
Start Date: Friday, 19 June 2009
End Date: Thursday, 9 July 2009
Keywords: Short copy, long copy, conversion rate, clickthrough rate.
Description: Renewal email and path
Final Review Comments: The 85% relative lift in call-to-action for the short copy Treatment is significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. The lift in conversion rate by the short copy Treatment could not be validated. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 2058
Name: Email Basket Recovery TesTreatment 1 - HTML v Text
Start Date: Friday, 7 August 2009
End Date: Thursday, 13 August 2009
Keywords: Email basket recovery. HTML v Plain Text.
Description: We are testing HTML basket recovery vs. text, and then also tracking customers who do not get basket 
recovery to understand the difference.
Final Review Comments: There was not a significant difference in performance between Treatments 1 and 2 on 
conversion rate or clickthrough rate; however Treatment 1 (text Treatment) generated a relative lift of 20.44% in 
revenue-per-email, relative to Treatment 2 (HTML).
Year: 2009

TP: 2065
Name: Email 1 Test 1 - Subject Line
Start Date: Thursday, 20 January 2011
End Date: Sunday, 30 January 2011
Keywords: Subject line, email test, b2b email, open rate
Description: Which subject line will result in more opens?
Final Review Comments: The 7.6% lower (relative difference) open rate for the Treatment subject line was significant at 
a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 2066
Name: Email 1 Test 2 - Copy length
Start Date: Thursday, 27 January 2011
End Date: Friday, 15 July 2011
Keywords: Copy length, email, b2b email, clickthrough rate
Description: Which copy length will result in a higher clickthrough rate?
Final Review Comments: The 16.9% lift for the short copy emails was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 2067
Name: Email 2 Test - Messaging
Start Date: Thursday, 27 January 2011
End Date: Sunday, 6 February 2011
Keywords: messaging, tone, email, b2b email, clickthrough rate
Description: Which messaging (either results oriented or process oriented) will result in a higher clickthrough rate?
Final Review Comments: The 6.4% lower (relative difference) in clickthrough for the results-focused email is significant 
at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 2068
Name: Email 3 Test - Send date
Start Date: Thursday, 10 February 2011
End Date: Monday, 4 April 2011
Keywords: send date, email marketing, b2b email, open rate
Description: Which send date will result in higher open rate
Final Review Comments: For all metrics the 10th "president drilling" email performed best. However, the only 
significant result was 10th "president drilling" open rate vs. 15th "president drilling" open rate, with the 15th having a 
lower open rate.
Year: 2011

TP: 2069
Name: Test 1 - Email Only
Start Date: Wednesday, 20 July 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 3 August 2011
Keywords: Links vs. Buttons, Feature vs. Benefit Messaging, Remove Landing Page, Email call-to-action goes directly to 
Application
Description: We are sending out emails to the cross-sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SOFI).
Final Review Comments: The 161% lift in conversion rate for Treatment 4 is significant at a 95% level of confidence. Also 
of interest are the significant lifts in clickthrough rate for Treatment 3 and Treatment 5, and the significant lift for landing 
page to SOFI for Treatment 1. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 2071
Name: Test 2 Email Only
Start Date: Monday, 1 August 2011
End Date: Monday, 15 August 2011
Keywords: Feature vs. Benefit Messaging, Rate lock, Low Rates, Rate Renewal, Biweekly Payments
Description: We are sending out emails to the cross-sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SOFI). This 
test is focused on testing the value of the different mortgage benefits and features.
Final Review Comments: All Treatments have significantly lower clickthrough than the Control. All Treatments had 
open rates significantly different from the Control, with subject line A being higher than the Control. The Control had a 
significantly higher send to SOFI.
Year: 2011
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TP: 2072
Name: Test 3 - Email and Landing Page 
Start Date: Wednesday, 17 August 2011
End Date: Thursday, 27 October 2011
Keywords: biweekly Payments, PDF Download, Mortgage, Benefit Messaging, Design Change, Layout Change
Description: We are sending out emails to the cross-sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SOFI). This 
includes testing the biweekly benefit message as well as a PDF download.
Final Review Comments: All Treatments outperformed the Control. Treatment 1 outperformed the email sends to 
landing on the SOFI welcome page by 91%, and had the second-highest number of completed applications. Treatment 1 
also outperformed by 62.8%.
Year: 2011

TP: 2073
Name: Test 4 - Email Only
Start Date: Monday, 5 September 2011
End Date: Monday, 19 September 2011
Keywords: Incentive, End of Summer Special, Rate First, Rate Last, Rate Drop, Subject Line Testing
Description: We are sending out emails to the cross-sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SOFI). This 
includes testing funnel step to introduce incentive and subject line variations.
Final Review Comments: The 6% lift in open rate for Treatment 4 is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 2074
Name: Test 5 - Emails
Start Date: Wednesday, 21 September 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 5 October 2011
Keywords: Rate First, Rate Last, Subject Line Testing, Email Copy Testing, Button Testing, Competing Objectives, Bullets 
vs. Step Numbers, Consistent Image 
Description: We are sending out emails to the DIRECT cross-sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder 
(SOFI). This test includes testing the email subject line and email copy going directly to SOFI.
Final Review Comments: Lift for Treatment 2A and Treatment 2B starts is significant at a 95% level of confidence. 
Treatment 4, refinance button had significantly higher clickthrough at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 2075
Name: Test 6- Emails and Landing Page 
Start Date: Thursday, 6 October 2011
End Date: Thursday, 13 October 2011
Keywords: Email Copy Testing, Benefit Description vs. Generic, Button Testing, Landing Page Testing, Rate vs. No Rate, 
Long Copy vs. Short Copy, Text Length
Description: We are sending out emails to the cross-sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SOFI). 
This test includes testing email copy and email landing pages vs. going directly to SOFI, using the results from Test 1 to 
leverage our learnings in Test 6.
Final Review Comments: Various Treatments outperform the Control depending on metric is being evaluated. It is of 
some concern that there are significant difference in open rate despite all emails carrying the same subject line. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 2077
Name: Test 7 - Halloween Icon
Start Date: Thursday, 20 October 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 2 November 2011
Keywords: Email Copy Testing, Email Orientation, Halloween Icon, Seasonal Test, Benefit Paragraph, Specific Paragraph
Description: We are sending out emails to the cross-sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SOFI). This 
test was implemented at the last minute when the original Test 7 got pushed back. We are testing the impactfulness of a 
seasonal Halloween icon vs. the generic icon within the email. We are also looking at the format of the emails.
Final Review Comments: Subject line didn't provide significant differences. Layout resulted in a 29% increase in 
clickthrough rate for Treatment 3 over Treatment 4 at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 2078
Name: Subject Line and Template Test
Start Date: Saturday, 15 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 24 November 2008
Keywords: offer, price, email, subject line, bundles, subscription
Description: Test five different offers, and combination of them, with email list of former home delivery subscribers and 
current subscribers to subscribe to the new product.
Final Review Comments: Subject Line test (open rate) achieved statistically validated favorable results: (1) For "Expired", 
SL-8 has the highest open rate at 21.13%; (2) "Lapsed", SL 3 has highest open rate at 10.89%; (3)InMarket: SL 8 has 
highest open rate.
Year: 2011

TP: 2079
Name: Test 8 - Long landing page 
Start Date: Wednesday, 2 November 2011
End Date: Monday, 12 December 2011
Keywords: Email Copy Testing, Landing Page Testing, Rate vs. No Rate, Long Copy vs. Short Copy, Text Length, FAQs, 
Benefit Testing, Dual call-to-action 
Description: We are sending out emails to the cross-sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SOFI). This 
test includes testing email short copy (rate and no rate) vs. long copy landing pages.
Final Review Comments: Having the rate in the email (Treatment) decreased email clickthrough by 45.3% vs. removing 
the rate from the email. 
Year: 2011

TP: 2080
Name: Email Content and Copy
Start Date: Wednesday, 12 October 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 26 October 2011
Keywords: Value Proposition, Agenda, More Info, Multiple Links
Description: Emails with same layout and design, with different copy and content with in the body of the email.
Final Review Comments: The 21% lift in conversion rate for Treatment 2 was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 2081
Name: Test 9 - Personalized
Start Date: Thursday, 3 November 2011
End Date: Thursday, 15 December 2011
Keywords: Email Copy Testing, Rate vs. No Rate, FAQs, Personalized, Personal, Informational Copy, Mortgage Climate, 
Forward, Forward to a Friend 
Description: We are sending out emails to the cross-sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SOFI). 
This test includes testing a personalized approach within the emails and then going straight to SOFI. Two emails have a 
personal letter, and the third email has informational copy about the current mortgage industry.
Final Review Comments: Treatment 3, 4(shorter copies), and 5 (personalizing copy) outperformed the Control by 
15.7%, 20.0%, and 28% respectively. Treatments 1 and 2 (longer copies) underperformed the Control by 17.3% and 
20%, respectively. 
Year: 2011

TP: 2082
Name: Test 10 - Refinance Emails
Start Date: Monday, 14 November 2011
End Date: Sunday, 27 November 2011
Keywords: B2C, Mortgages, conversion rate, Clicks, Motivation, Clarity, Email, Call to Action, Button, Short Copy, Long Copy
Description: We will be observing the difference between having the user self classify themselves as buying or refinancing 
(short copy vs. having emails specifically for refinancing).
Final Review Comments: Treatment 1 - short copy lead with rate has the highest clickthrough rate, and overperformed the 
Control by 19.9%.
Year: 2011

TP: 3023
Name: HE Banner Messaging
Start Date: Wednesday, 11 May 2011
End Date: Thursday, 26 May 2011
Keywords: Banner Messaging, Home Mortgages, Bank, Home Buying, Preapproval, Downloadable PDF, Specialist
Description: We will be testing multiple banners that use different messaging to target specific visitor segments. The 
banners will focus on general messaging, mobile specialist, buyers guide, and pre-approval.
Final Review Comments: Two Treatments had significantly higher performance than the Control.
Year: 2011

TP: 3024
Name: Top3 Banners Runoff Test
Start Date: Saturday, 28 May 2011
End Date: Sunday, 5 June 2011
Keywords: Banner Messaging, Banner Ads, Home Equity, First Time Home Buyers, Mortgages 
Description: This is more of a continuation of the previous test (TP 3023). The winning three banners from Test 2 are 
now receiving all of the traffic so that they will validate against one another.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size to validate higher conversion rate for one Treatment, and lower 
conversion rate for the other Treatment. Follow up test (TP 3025) to address possibility validity threat in that these 
were current customers.
Year: 2011
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TP: 3027
Name: PE Test #1
Start Date: Thursday, 19 May 2011
End Date: Thursday, 9 June 2011
Keywords: Banner, call-to-action, Banner design, 
Description: Placement Expansion Test #1 - optimizing the current banner to attract more attention, get more clicks, 
and increase the number of applications completed.
Final Review Comments: The 81% lift in conversion for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2011

TP: 3028
Name: PE Test #1b
Start Date: Friday, 15 April 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 11 May 2011
Keywords: Banner, call-to-action, Banner design, 
Description: Placement Expansion Test #1 - optimizing the current banner to attract more attention, get more clicks 
and increase the number of applications completed
Final Review Comments: The 13.6% relative lift in conversion for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. (JC)
Year: 2011

TP: 3029
Name: PE Test #1
Start Date: Thursday, 28 April 2011
End Date: Friday, 27 May 2011
Keywords: Banner, call-to-action, Banner design, 
Description: Placement Expansion Test #1 - optimizing the current banner to attract more attention, get more clicks, 
and increase the number of applications completed
Final Review Comments: The 73.6% relative lift in conversion for Treatment was significant at a 95% level of 
confidence. (JC)
Year: 2011

TP: 3030
Name: PE Test #1
Start Date: Wednesday, 11 May 2011
End Date: Wednesday, 1 June 2011
Keywords: Banner, call-to-action, Banner design, 
Description: Placement Expansion Test #1 - optimizing the current banner to attract more attention, get more clicks 
and increase the number of applications completed.
Final Review Comments: Control had a 73% relative higher performance relative to Treatment. (JC)
Year: 2011
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TP: 3031
Name: Value_Proposition_C
Start Date: Saturday, 24 September 2011
End Date: Sunday, 2 October 2011
Keywords: clickthrough rate, motivation, messaging, Value Proposition
Description: Measuring the clickthrough rate for each message to determine which element contributes most to user's 
motivation.
Final Review Comments: The lifts in clickthrough rate for "Security" (28%) and "Eliminate Uncertainty" (18%) were both 
significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 3033
Name: Display_Advisor
Start Date: Wednesday, 12 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 17 October 2011
Keywords: Motivation, messaging, Value Proposition.
Description: Testing which messaging for display ads will generate the highest clickthrough rate.
Final Review Comments: "Realize Goals" outperforms all other goals at a 90% level of confidence. There are significant 
differences based on variables (site and banner size) other than the variable of interest (Value Proposition), these validity 
threats need to be more closely examined. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 3034
Name: Value Proposition Testing
Start Date: Wednesday, 26 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 7 November 2011
Keywords: Value Proposition, PPC, Adwords
Description: Testing different Value Propositions among PPC ads
Final Review Comments: No Treatment outperformed the Control, but lower conversion rate for Treatment 2 was 
significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 3035
Name: Display_UniqueProgram
Start Date: Wednesday, 19 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 24 October 2011
Keywords: Motivation, messaging, Value Proposition.
Description: Testing which messaging for display ads will generate the highest clickthrough rate.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the small differences based on Value Proposition. The 56% 
lift in clickthrough rate for the 160x600 placement is significant at a 95% level of confidence. The 7% lift in clickthrough 
rate for the Finance placement is significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 3036
Name: Display_PersonalizedPlan
Start Date: Wednesday, 26 October 2011
End Date: Sunday, 30 October 2011
Keywords: Motivation, messaging, Value Proposition.
Description: Testing which messaging for Display ads will generate the highest clickthrough rate.
Final Review Comments: No Value Proposition had a significantly higher conversion rate than any other. The Finance 
channel had a significantly higher conversion rate, and the 160x600 placement had a significantly higher conversion rate, 
at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 3037
Name: PE test #1C
Start Date: Monday, 1 August 2011
End Date: Sunday, 2 October 2011
Keywords: incentive, banner, 
Description: Add a targeted incentive may match the motivation of potential customers and increase the number of 
applications.
Final Review Comments: The 129% lift in clickthrough rate was significant at a 95% level of confidence. The 57% lift in 
conversion rate was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 3038
Name: PE Test #1B
Start Date: Thursday, 19 May 2011
End Date: Friday, 10 June 2011
Keywords: B2C, clickthrough rate, motivation, banner ads, advertising, incentive
Description: Add benefits to banner may motivate potential customers and increase the number of applications.
Final Review Comments: The 182% lift in clickthrough rate was significant at a 95% level of confidence. The 81% lift in 
conversion rate was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 3039
Name: PE test #2
Start Date: Saturday, 1 January 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 8 March 2011
Keywords: B2C, clickthrough rate, Attention, Banner Ads, Advertising, eye-path
Description: Added an additional banner ad in combination with current ad space
Final Review Comments: The 116% lift in conversion rate for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of confidence. 
(PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 3041
Name: ABA1
Start Date: Tuesday, 10 May 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 21 June 2011
Keywords: B2C, Banks, clickthrough rate, Clicks, motivation, attention, interest, banner ads, advertising, call to action, 
incentive
Description: Highlighting the clickable call-to-action and changing the content of the offer to highlight exclusivity may 
increase the number of applications.
Final Review Comments: The -10.2% relative difference in clickthrough rate for the Treatment was significant at a 95% 
level of confidence. The 51% lift in conversion rate for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 3042
Name: TesTreatment 1B
Start Date: Tuesday, 10 May 2011
End Date: Tuesday, 21 June 2011
Keywords: B2C, Banks, clickthrough rate, Clicks, motivation, attention, interest, banner ads, advertising, call to action, 
images, incentive
Description: Adding a clickable call-to-action and benefits of the offer may increase the number of applications.
Final Review Comments: The 21% lift in clickthrough rate for the Treatment was significant at a 95% level of confidence. 
The 4% lift in conversion rate for the Treatment was also significant (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 4024
Name: PPC Landing Page Test 2
Start Date: Sunday, 5 April 2009
End Date: Thursday, 30 April 2009
Keywords: Copy, layout, short copy, vertical layout
Description: We are sending out emails to the Cross Sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SoFi). This test 
includes testing email copy and email landing pages vs. going directly to SoFi - using the results from Test 1 to leverage our 
learnings in Test 6
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control. (PP)
Year: 2009

TP: 4028
Name: PPC Landing Page Test 3
Start Date: Thursday, 19 March 2009
End Date: Wednesday, 6 May 2009
Keywords: Copy, layout, short copy, vertical layout
Description: We are sending out emails to the Cross Sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SoFi). This 
test was implemented at the last minute when the original Test 7 got pushed back. We are testing the impactfulness of a 
seasonal Halloween icon vs. the generic icon within the email. We are also looking at the format of the emails...
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, Treatment performance was not significantly different from Control. (PP)
Year: 2009
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TP: 4029
Name: PPC landing page Test #4
Start Date: Friday, 22 May 2009
End Date: Tuesday, 7 July 2009
Keywords: Landing page, copy, layout, page elements
Description: Test 5 different offers and combination of them with email list of former home delivery subscribers and 
current subscribers to subscribe to the new product.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate lift in conversion by Treatment. Results were mixed with two 
Treatments outperforming Control, and one losing to Control. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 4051
Name: PPC - Ad Copy Incentive Test 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 3 June 2009
End Date: Sunday, 21 June 2009
Keywords: B2C/E-commerce. PPC ad copy, incentive vs. discounts, motivation, ad clickthrough rate, paid search. 
Description: Learned that for partner customers, discounts appear to be much more effective in generating ad-
clickthrough rate than product incentive offers. Control was "...Save up to 75%. Shop Now," where all Treatments were of 
the form "Free xxxxx product Make-up." 
Final Review Comments: Control outperformed all Treatments in conversion, significant at a 95% level of confidence. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 4052
Name: PPC - Incentive Test 2
Start Date: Wednesday, 8 April 2009
End Date: Friday, 17 April 2009
Keywords: PPC ad, clickthrough rate
Description: Emails with same layout and design, with different copy and content with in the body of the email
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to determine effectiveness of Treatment. (JC)
Year: 2009

TP: 4054
Name: PPC - Skin Care Test 2
Start Date: Wednesday, 3 June 2009
End Date: Sunday, 21 June 2009
Keywords: B2C/E-commerce. PPC Ad copy, incentive vs. discounts, motivation, ad clickthrough rate, paid search. 
Description: We are sending out emails to the Cross Sell list. Goal is to increase visits to the Solution Finder (SoFi). 
This test includes testing a personalized approach within the emails and then going straight to SoFi. Two emails have a 
personal letter and the third email has informational copy about the current mortgage industry.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to determine effectiveness of Treatment. (JC)
Year: 2009
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TP: 4056
Name: PPC Ad Copy 1
Start Date: Wednesday, 15 June 2011
End Date: Friday, 15 July 2011
Keywords: B2B, clickthrough rate, Clarity, Motivation, Adwords, PPC, Lead Generation, Copy, 
Description: Testing the effect of specificity on PPC clickthrough rate. Also testing the effect of specificity on different PPC 
ad groups.
Final Review Comments: The lifts for Treatment 2 (117.7%) and Treatment 3 (94.4%) are both significant at a 95% level 
of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 4057
Name: Value Proposition Test 1
Start Date: Saturday, 24 September 2011
End Date: Sunday, 2 October 2011
Keywords: PPC, Landing Page, Motivation, clickthrough 
Description: Measuring the motivation related to PPC ad campaign. Determining the most effective wording that will 
drive traffic to the landing page.
Final Review Comments: "Eliminate Uncertainty" was significantly lower performing than other Value Propositions at a 
level of confidence of 95%; insufficient sample size to validate differences among the other Value Propositions. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 4059
Name: Search_Workshop
Start Date: Tuesday, 4 October 2011
End Date: Sunday, 9 October 2011
Keywords: Motivation, messaging, Value Proposition.
Description: Testing which messaging in search ad will generate the most motivation for the click.
Final Review Comments: Insufficient sample size to validate the observed 12% lift in clickthrough rate for Monetary. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 4060
Name: Search_Advisor
Start Date: Wednesday, 12 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 17 October 2011
Keywords: Motivation, messaging, Value Proposition.
Description: Testing which messaging for search ads will generate the highest clickthrough rate.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, insufficient effect size to validate the performance for Security and Life 
Priorities. (PP)
Year: 2011
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TP: 4061
Name: PPC Ad Copy Test
Start Date: Friday, 14 October 2011
End Date: Friday, 28 October 2011
Keywords: PPC, Copy, Specificity 
Description: Testing PPC ad copy focused on specific benefits to determine if more specificity increases clicks and 
conversions. Will follow up by testing to determine which benefit focus, time or minimally invasive, gets more clicks/
conversions. 
Final Review Comments: The 46% lift in clicks to conversions for the Minimally Invasive Focus is significant at a 95% level 
of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 4062
Name: Search_UniqueProgram
Start Date: Wednesday, 19 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 24 October 2011
Keywords: Motivation, messaging, Value Proposition.
Description: Testing which messaging for Search ads will generate the highest clickthrough rate.
Final Review Comments: Sufficient sample size, insufficient effect size to validate the slightly higher performance for the 
Monetary Value Proposition. This is consistent with the results of the first three tests of Value Proposition. (PP)
Year: 2011

TP: 4063
Name: Search_PersonalizedPlan
Start Date: Wednesday, 26 October 2011
End Date: Monday, 31 October 2011
Keywords: Motivation, messaging, Value Proposition.
Description: Testing which messaging for search ads will generate the highest clickthrough rate.
Final Review Comments: "Realize Goals" outperforms all other goals at a 90% level of confidence. (PP)
Year: 2011
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The discovery process for each experiment conducted at MECLABS does not end with the completion of a Test Protocol. 
Once data from a well-designed experiment is captured, there is a vast landscape of insight into the mind of the customer 
to be explored. 

Certain questions will naturally arise after a conclusive test about why a particular set of customers behaved one way 
rather than another. Struggling to answer these questions can not only help us to understand what spurs a particular set 
of customers to action, but also provides clues into a more basic level of questioning: why humans say “Yes.”

Once our researchers have wrestled with a particular experiment and its implications for a more fundamental 
understanding of human behavior, our writers are able to turn these implications into consumable content for the 
marketing practitioner.

MarketingExperiments releases major marketing research briefings featuring the experiments conducted in our labs, 
sharing discoveries to help marketers identify and test their value propositions, and other elements of their sales and 
marketing funnel. These releases provide key insights and takeaways from our research team and reporters to help them 
optimize their overall marketing performance.

There are several methods for delivering this content – this information is communicated live to the 
MarketingExperiments audience through Web clinics, and then is available in video, audio and written format.

Each research briefing begins with a case study from our database of Test Protocols. The rest of the briefing is then 
devoted to expounding on the implications of the case study, and providing transferable principles that marketing 
practitioners can directly apply to their own endeavors. 

The following section includes a complete list of available briefings in our research directory –
http://www.marketingexperiments.com/research-topics/research_archive.html

MarketingExperiments Research Journal

Volume 1, Issue 3 – Copyright © 2010 MarketingExperiments. All rights reserved.6

{Keyword} Business Software 
Award-Winning Business Software. 
Fully Integrated. Free Trial. 
www.XXXXXXXXXX.com/Business

Business Software Suite 
#1 On-Demand. 6459+ World Clients 
Award Winning Solution. Free Trial 
www.XXXXXXXXXX.com/Business

The Compounding ROI of 
Sequential Conversion Increases:  
How one company took a small gain and 
multiplied it tenfold

By Daniel Burstein 
and Austin McCraw

Contributors 
Jimmy Ellis, Pamela 
Markey, Flint 
McGlaughlin, Jon 
Powell

As a marketer, the impact of a single successful test can be very fulfilling. But how valuable is it 
to run one triumphant test? Or even several tests that are not connected to each other in any 
meaningful way?

Serious ROI gains can only be found by using the testing-optimization cycle. Running a valid test 
with a hypothesis, learning from that test, optimizing based on that new knowledge, testing 
again, and then continuously repeating.

But how do you create a strategy to ensure that you not only learn from each test, but run tests 
that will build on and benefit each other? In other words, how do you get the most out of each 
test?

The impact of a single test is even greater when it is part of a holistic testing strategy. Properly 
applied, the compounding effect of individual but strategically connected conversion gains 
creates a significant ROI potential.

In this research article, we will take a look at how you can conduct holistic experimentation in 
your company. Let’s begin by taking exploring an experiment – in this case we’re actually talking 
about a series of tests that sought to optimize an entire sales funnel – and see what our research 
analysts discovered…

July 8, 2010

Experiment ID: (Protected)
Location: MarketingExperiments Research Library
Test Protocol Number: TP1214

Re search Notes: 
Background: A leading software provider 
Goal: To increase total leads captured 
Primary research question: Which process will generate the most leads? 
Approach: Radical redesign of the complete lead-generation process focusing on strengthening 
the communication of the value proposition 

HOLISTIC EXPERIMENTATION

Experiment #1: Before and After 

Original Optimized

Volume 1, Issue 3 – Copyright © 2010 MarketingExperiments. All rights reserved.
7

Original landing page

The PPC ad drove traffic to a landing page. So after optimizing the PPC ad, our research 
analysts focus on optimizing that landing page…

After analyzing this page 
our researchers identified a 
few areas that were ripe for 
experimentation. Much like the 
PPC ad, this page uses vague 
language to communicate the 
value, yet it is not connected 
to the messaging in the PPC ad 
which may confuse visitors who 
have an expectation based on 
the PPC ad that they click on.

There are three objectives 
competing for the visitor’s 
attention, plus many navigation 
links leading off the page. The 
long paragraphs are difficult to 
scan in the first seven seconds 
the visitor spends on this page. 
In addition, the main calls to 
action are in the right-hand 
column out of the visitor’s main 
eye path. Is it clear to the visitor 
where he or she is expected to 
click?

Experiment #2: Landing Page

The first experiment simply focused on optimizing a pay-per-click (PPC) advertisement. The original 
ad used only vague qualitative statements like “Award-Winning” and “Fully integrated.”

The optimized ad used specific quantitative statements like “#1 On-Demand” and “6459+ World 
Clients” to communicate the value.

21% Increase in Overall Conversion
The optimized PPC ad obtained 21% more clicks. 

Results:

Every marketer already knows that she must ensure her ads sticks out from competitors. Yet so 
many PPC ads offer only vague qualitative statements that often aren’t very different from what a 
competitor is stating…perhaps right next to your ad!

Use specificity to differentiate your offering and communicate your value proposition.

But the PPC ad is only one part of the sales funnel, so let’s look at the next experiment in this 
series…

Marketing Optimization | The Compounding ROI of Sequential Conversion Increases
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ID: 742
Title: How to Increase Conversion in 2012: The last 20,000 hours of marketing research distilled into 60 minutes
Date: Tuesday, 13 December 2011
Page Name: How to Increase Conversion in 2012
Key Elements: conversion optimization, landing page optimization, increase conversion, marketing research,
Summary: This Web clinic replay takes the past year in online marketing research and condenses it into four tactics 
marketers could take away and apply to their marketing in 2012.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0076

ID: 741
Title: Email Messaging: How overcoming 3 common errors increased clickthrough 104%
Date: Tuesday, 15 November 2011
Page Name: Email Messaging
Key Elements: email, email messaging, email marketing, email optimization, CTR, clickthrough rate
Summary: Most email messages, even semi-important ones without sales pitches, get deleted without even being read 
every day. What happens when your ideal prospect receives yours? Do they even stop to notice? Or, do they file it away 
in the special destination reserved for every hype-laden, sales-driven message they receive - the crowded "Trash" folder? 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0075

ID: 740
Title: SEO Landing Pages: How we achieved 548% more conversions without damaging organic rankings
Date: Wednesday, 19 October 2011
Page Name: SEO Landing Pages
Key Elements: SEO, SEO landing pages, Landing Pages, Landing Page Optimization
Summary: Landing page optimization and search engine optimization are two completely different entities. While 
optimizing to convince a human to take an action - such as buy, or fill out a lead form - can clearly increase your 
conversions, what effect will it have on those computerized spiders that visit your site and determine your SERP ranking? 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0074

ID: 739
Title: Bad Data: The 3 validity threats that make your tests look conclusive (when they are deeply flawed)
Date: Tuesday, 20 September 2011
Page Name: Bad Data
Key Elements: online testing, validity, analytics, data analysis, A/B testing, multivariate testing, multivariable testing, split 
testing, optimization, landing page optimization, website optimization
Summary: In this Web clinic, Dr. Flint McGlaughlin explained the three validity threats that many marketers overlook 
when running tests, triggers to identify if they are threatening your tests, and how to mitigate the risks to the data you 
collect. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0073

An index of our research briefings:
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ID: 738
Title: Banner Ad Design: The 3 key banner objectives that drove a 285% lift
Date: Tuesday, 6 September 2011
Page Name: Banner Ad Design
Key Elements: banner ads, banners, banner optimization, banner design
Summary: In this Web clinic replay on banner ad design, Dr. Flint McGlaughlin taught the three key objectives every 
banner ad must accomplish to drive maximum conversion. In doing so, he also taught the (until now) unpublished 
heuristic – or problem-solving thought tool – we use to optimize banner ads.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0072

ID: 737
Title: Negative Lifts: How a 24% loss produced a 141% increase in conversion
Date: Tuesday, 9 August 2011
Page Name: Negative Lifts
Key Elements: testing, website optimization, customer theory, customers
Summary: In this Web clinic (funded by HubSpot and originally held Wednesday, August 3, 2011) Dr. Flint McGlaughlin 
taught the process we used to design our test so that you could apply it to your own optimization strategy. At the end 
of the clinic, we had a live Test Strategy Session where we took some of the pages our audience wanted to test and told 
them the way we would go about doing so. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0071

ID: 736
Title: Copywriting Framework: How ordinary marketers are achieving 200% plus gains with a step-by-step framework
Date: Tuesday, 26 July 2011
Page Name: Copywriting Framework
Key Elements: copywriting, online testing, story copywriting, copy, Web clinic, Web clinic
Summary: In a recent test, researchers at MECLABS were charged with increasing the conversion on a landing page 
simply by changing the copy. While they certainly have experience with what we call "offer/response optimization," they 
wouldn’t consider themselves great copywriters. But the result of their unimpressive copywriting skills was a more than 
200% increase in conversion on that landing page. In this Web clinic, Dr. Flint McGlaughlin taught how to write copy that 
doesn’t need to be flashy to work. To do that, he outlined a story framework that you can use to get the copywriting part 
of job done and out the door. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0070

ID: 735
Title: The MarketingExperiments Quarterly Research Journal: The First Quarter of 2011
Date: Monday, 27 June 2011
Page Name: The MarketingExperiments Quarterly Research Journal: The First Quarter of 2011
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: The Q1 2011 Research Journal contains four major marketing research briefings featuring eight experiments, 
including discoveries that can help you discover and test your value proposition. In the Research Journal, you'll also find 
33 of our top articles from the last quarter, culled from the MarketingExperiments and MarketingSherpa blogs.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0069
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ID: 734
Title: Headline Optimization: How testing 10 headlines revealed a 3-letter word that improved conversion more than 
major changes
Date: Wednesday, 22 June 2011
Page Name: Headline Optimization
Key Elements: Value Proposition, testing, value, online marketing, copy messaging, copy, images, unique selling 
propositions, competitive advantage, differentiation, copywriting, Web clinic, optimization
Summary: One of the easiest elements to change on a page is the headline. It's also one of the most important parts of 
the page to optimize if you're trying to get a lift in your conversion rate. However, when tasked with writing an engaging 
headline for a marketing piece, many marketers get it wrong. In this Web clinic, Dr. Flint McGlaughlin speaks to this problem 
and shows how six real-world headlines (submitted by our viewers) could be changed to increase customer response.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0068

ID: 733
Title: Optimization Researched: Latest findings about effective LPO operational practices based on data from 2,673 
marketers
Date: Tuesday, 24 May 2011
Page Name: Optimization Researched
Key Elements: landing page optimization, testing, marketing operations, optimization plan, optimization, A/B testing
Summary: Though we can all agree that optimization testing is a worthwhile endeavor, actually making it happen 
operationally is very challenging for most marketers. Only 21% base their marketing decisions on test data. So, to 
help marketers overcome these common challenges, we sought to help them answer three questions to launch and 
operationalize optimization in their organizations.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0067

ID: 723
Title: Shopping Carts Optimized: How a few tweaks led to 12% more revenue across an entire e-commerce website
Date: Thursday, 28 April 2011
Page Name: Shopping Carts Optimized
Key Elements: shopping carts, shopping cart abandonment, checkout process, e-commerce, B2C, product categories, 
online products
Summary: Recent research from our labs indicates that a select handful of small changes can make significant impact in 
most online shopping carts. In this Web clinic, we tackle some of the hardest shopping cart-related questions; all while 
providing simple, yet strategic tweaks that any marketer can use to get an immediate lift. To this aim, Dr. Flint McGlaughlin 
started the live Web clinic by walking through a recent experiment in which the MECLABS researchers took an already-
optimized checkout process, made a few tweaks within the cart structure, and generated a revenue increase of 12.1%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0066

ID: 721
Title: The MarketingExperiments Quarterly Research Journal: The Fourth Quarter of 2010
Date: Tuesday, 22 March 2011
Page Name: The MarketingExperiments Quarterly Research Journal: The Fourth Quarter of 2010
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: The Q4 2010 Research Journal contains four major marketing research briefings featuring 24 experiments, 
including a roundup of our most (and least) successful tests of the year. In the Research Journal, you'll also find 31 of our 
top articles from the last quarter of 2010, culled from the MarketingExperiments and MarketingSherpa blogs.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0065
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ID: 715
Title: Crafting an Engaging Email Message: How a properly focused email message can increase conversion by 85%
Date: Tuesday, 15 February 2011
Page Name: Crafting an Engaging Email Message
Key Elements: Email Marketing, Email, Body Copy, Email Campaigns, Online Testing, Online Marketing, Email
Summary: Your ideal prospects delete most of the emails they receive each day. What happens when they receive yours? 
Do they even stop to notice? How do you ensure your email doesn’t get lost in the shuffle? According to our studies, one 
principle is key – the objective of an email is to get a click.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0064

ID: 704
Title: Optimizing PPC Ads: How to leverage the full potential of 130 characters by clarifying the value proposition
Date: Tuesday, 25 January 2011
Page Name: Optimizing PPC Ads
Key Elements: Marketing, small business, Web clinic, MarketingExperiments, homepage optimization, optimization, 
online marketing, Internet marketing, digital marketing
Summary: Competition for a customer’s attention has been a roaming battle throughout the years. Today, the front 
lines are in online search. As reported by MarketingSherpa, forecasts on the spending for search advertisement alone 
will break the $25 billion mark for the first time in 2011. But spending lots of money is never enough when it comes to 
gaining your customer’s attention. For as bad as an economy may be, you will never be the only one spending money to 
speak to your customers -- especially in the case of PPC. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0063

ID: 703
Title: Top Lessons from 2010: What worked and what didn't in the last 365 days of experimentation
Date: Tuesday, 14 December 2010
Page Name: Top Lessons from 2010
Key Elements: Conversion Response Optimization, SEO, Search Engine Optimization, Organic Search, Images, Stock 
Images, Copy, copywriting, Web clinic, marketing, optimization, testing, Internet marketing, 
Summary: If there is one thing consistent about online customers, it’s that they are consistently changing. Trying to pin 
down marketing tactics that work from year to year can be a daunting task. That’s why it is essential to always be testing 
– especially testing those "best practices" that are commonly accepted across the Web. As our researchers discover again 
and again, it’s often our biggest assumptions that are the biggest hindrances to conversion. 2010 was no different, as new 
tests revealed what worked and what didn’t – with a few surprises. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0062

ID: 702
Title: Images vs. Copy: How getting the right balance increased conversion by 29%
Date: Wednesday, 17 November 2010
Page Name: Images vs. Copy
Key Elements: Conversion Response Optimization, SEO, Search Engine Optimization, Organic Search, Images, Stock 
Images, Copy, copywriting, Web clinic, marketing, optimization, testing, Internet marketing
Summary: When it comes to choosing an image for a webpage, most marketers and designers rely on gut feelings or 
personal preferences. Few have a concrete way of determining the "what, when and where" of an image. In this Web 
clinic, we revealed new research findings that provide simple tactics for effectively using both images and copy.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0061
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ID: 692
Title: The MarketingExperiments Quarterly Research Journal: The Third Quarter of 2010
Date: Sunday, 7 November 2010
Page Name: The MarketingExperiments Quarterly Research Journal: The Third Quarter of 2010
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: The Q3 2010 Research Journal contains four never-before-published research articles featuring 6 experiments. 
You'll also find 27 "how-to" articles culled from the MarketingExperiments blog along with email marketing and search 
guidance from MarketingSherpa.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0060

ID: 691
Title: Double the Value of Your Online Testing: Don't just get a result, get the maximum customer insights
Date: Wednesday, 27 October 2010
Page Name: Double the Value of Your Online Testing 
Key Elements: Marketing, small business, Web clinic, MarketingExperiments, homepage optimization, optimization, 
online marketing, Internet marketing, digital marketing
Summary: Though a test may improve a page’s performance, its greatest gain often comes from what it teaches you 
about your visitors. This is because the value of customer insights extends far beyond a single test. However, often the 
potential insights of a test are overlooked, and consequently, lots of revenue is being left on the table. In our October 
20, 2010 Web clinic, Dr. Flint McGlaughlin provided a robust methodology for proper test interpretation to ensure the 
greatest long-term return on marketing investments.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0059

ID: 690
Title: Homepage Design: The five most common pitfalls and how to overcome them
Date: Wednesday, 29 September 2010
Page Name: Homepage Design
Key Elements: Marketing, small business, Web clinic, MarketingExperiments, homepage optimization, optimization, 
online marketing, Internet marketing, digital marketing
Summary: In a previous Web clinic, we taught five steps to help you optimize your company’s homepage. We 
intentionally left one key aspect of optimizing homepages out of that clinic because we felt it deserved special attention. 
So, for the September 30 clinic we focused exclusively on Step 4: "Design the homepage to weigh objectives strategically 
according to priority." 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0058

ID: 689
Title: Homepages Optimized: How using the homepage as a channel led to a 59% increase in conversion
Date: Thursday, 9 September 2010
Page Name: Homepages Optimized
Key Elements: Conversion Response Optimization, CRO, Web clinic, marketing, homepage optimization, optimization, 
testing, Internet marketing, online marketing
Summary: Your homepage URL is likely directly connected to every dollar that flows out of your marketing budget. It's on 
TV commercials, business cards, even the side of a city bus. On this homepage-specific Web clinic, we shared a few key 
optimization steps to help you build an effective, ROI-based homepage. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0057
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ID: 687
Title: Optimizing Landing Pages: The four key tactics that drove a 189% lift
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2010
Page Name: Optimizing Landing Pages
Key Elements: Research Topics, Marketing Optimization, marketing, marketing ROI, compounding ROI, how to increase 
conversion, landing page optimization
Summary: Every action your customers take is essentially a "mini-conversion" and requires clear communication of value 
to guide your audience to the intended decision. On our August 11, 2010 Web clinic, we shared MarketingExperiments' 
foundational theory of value communication, and introduced a teaching aid to help our audience implement this theory 
– The Value Exchange Fulcrum.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0056

ID: 676
Title: Live Optimization: What we've learned from the last 200 experiments distilled into three basic principles
Date: Wednesday, 28 July 2010
Page Name: Live Optimization
Key Elements: Research Topics, Marketing Optimization, Research Topics, Marketing Optimization, Live Optimization
Summary: As of 2010, the MarketingExperiments labs had conducted more than 200 digital marketing experiments. 
And while we have many complex heuristics and training courses to assist you in optimizing your entire digital marketing 
investment, in our July 21, 2010 Web clinic, the MarketingExperiments team focused on helping our audience find a few 
"quick hit" landing page improvements to increase conversion right now. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0055

ID: 671
Title: The MarketingExperiments Quarterly Research Journal: The Second Quarter of 2010
Date: Tuesday, 13 July 2010
Page Name: The MarketingExperiments Quarterly Research Journal: The Second Quarter of 2010
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: The Q2 2010 Research Journal contains four never-before-published research articles featuring 12 
experiments. You'll also find 21 "how-to" articles culled from the MarketingExperiments blog, actionable lead generation 
advice from Brian Carroll, and social media guidance from MarketingSherpa.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0054

ID: 667
Title: The Compounding ROI of Sequential Conversion Increases: How one company took a small gain and multiplied it 
tenfold
Date: Tuesday, 6 July 2010
Page Name: The Compounding ROI of Sequential Conversion Increases
Key Elements: Research Topics, Marketing Optimization, How to increase marketing ROI with a series of tests, marketing, 
marketing ROI, compounding ROI, how to increase conversion, landing page optimization
Summary: As a marketer, the impact of a single successful test can be very fulfilling. But how valuable is it to run one 
triumphant test? Or even several tests that are not connected to each other in any meaningful way? This Web clinic will 
show you how to find the right level of customization for your organization’s marketing.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0053
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ID: 664
Title: One-to-One Marketing at Four Levels: Strategic ways every marketer can enter into an online conversation with 
customers
Date: Monday, 14 June 2010
Page Name: One-to-One Marketing at Four Levels
Key Elements: marketing, optimize, Web clinic, one-to-one marketing, response rates, how to, marketing campaigns, 
marketing services, ROI, Internet, business, mass marketing, relationship marketing, strategy
Summary: One-to-one marketing, the practice, used to be the status quo. And perhaps in a quaint little town in the south 
of France, it still happens in the neighborhood bakery. But, today, even relatively small businesses likely have a difficult 
time making a true connection with returning and prospective customers. This replay will help you formulate a level of 
1:n marketing that is right for your organization. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0052

ID: 662
Title: Technology Blind Spots: How human insight revealed a hidden (and almost missed) 31% gain
Date: Tuesday, 25 May 2010
Page Name: Technology Blind Spots
Key Elements: Research Topics, Search Optimization, Technology Blind Spots, marketing, marketers, optimize, Omniture, 
Site Catalyst, optimization software, Web analytics, business optimization, analytics
Summary: As the recent "flash crash" on Wall Street shows, entrusting important business decisions solely to technology 
can lead to disastrous results. If humans had been involved, would the market have dropped so steeply? Would a human 
have been able to tell that Accenture was likely worth more than one penny per stock? Likely so. This replay will help you 
discover how to get your money’s worth from your marketing technology and drive significant ROI.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0051

ID: 661
Title: Integrate Your Marketing: How one company combined offline and online marketing to increase subscriptions by 
124%
Date: Tuesday, 4 May 2010
Page Name: Integrate Your Marketing
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Interactive marketing is expected to grow at an impressive pace, from 12% of all advertising spending in 2009 
to 21% in 2014, according to Forrester's Interactive Advertising Models. Yet, even in 2014, almost four out of every five 
marketing dollars will be spent offline.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0050

ID: 655
Title: The MarketingExperiments Quarterly Research Journal: The First Quarter of 2010
Date: Tuesday, 20 April 2010
Page Name: The MarketingExperiments Quarterly Research Journal: The First Quarter of 2010
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: The Q1 2010 Research Journal contains never-before-published social media insights, in-depth analysis of our 
latest research discoveries from the past 90+ days of experimentation, 17 "how-to" articles with practical techniques 
to put our data-driven principles into action, and actionable advice from other MECLABS companies including lead 
generation, and nurturing ideas from InTouch and social media marketing trends from MarketingSherpa. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0049
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ID: 654
Title: The Business Case for Testing: How one marketer convinced her business leaders to start testing and drove a 201% 
gain in the process.
Date: Tuesday, 13 April 2010
Page Name: The Business Case for Testing
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: For years we've taught you "how to test" and "what to test." For this Web clinic, we took a slightly different 
approach, to give you the insights to "get testing done."
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0048

ID: 644
Title: Social Media Marketing in Four Steps: A methodology to move from sporadic to strategic use based on research 
with 2,317 B2B and B2C marketers
Date: Tuesday, 30 March 2010
Page Name: Social Media Marketing in Four Steps
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Social media marketing has been a blazingly hot topic for marketers in every industry this year. But since this 
technology is so new, there is still a daunting knowledge gap. Based on its research, MarketingSherpa developed a four-
step methodology – the Social Marketing ROAD (Research, Objectives, Actions, Devices) Map.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0047

ID: 641
Title: The Five Best Ways to Optimize Email Response (Part 3): Special live optimization Web clinic
Date: Tuesday, 2 March 2010
Page Name: The Five Best Ways to Optimize Email Response (Part 3)
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Over the past several weeks, the MarketingExperiments team has taught extensively about the principles 
we've discovered from email marketing experimentation and how marketers can apply them to optimize email response. 
This Web clinic will help learn, from your peers' campaigns, the most effective ways to drive email response. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0046

ID: 630
Title: The Five Best Ways to Optimize Email Response: How to craft effective email messages that drive customers to action
Date: Tuesday, 9 February 2010
Page Name: The Five Best Ways to Optimize Email Response
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Where is your greatest opportunity to increase email marketing ROI, and how can you capitalize on it? Our 
research has shown that you can often get more response from the same email list (and same marketing spend) by 
focusing on a few key aspects of good communication.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0045
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ID: 628
Title: Transparent Marketing: How to earn the trust of a skeptical consumer
Date: Monday, 1 February 2010
Page Name: Transparent Marketing
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: This article discusses how transparent marketing offers a discreet new philosophy based on a collection of 
historic values and provides a different way to analyze your marketing.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0044

ID: 626
Title: Maximize your Agency ROI: How adding science to the creative process reveals a 26% gain
Date: Tuesday, 12 January 2010
Page Name: Maximize your Agency ROI
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Creative - it's the line item in many marketing budgets that is often the hardest to judge let alone actually 
measure. What are you getting for this expense? How do you know if this investment is having an impact on your bottom 
line? And which creative execution should you pick?
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0043

ID: 620
Title: Clarity Trumps Persuasion: How changing the first seven seconds of user experience drove a 201% gain
Date: Tuesday, 15 December 2009
Page Name: Clarity Trumps Persuasion
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: While marketers invest the majority of their time and budgets on areas deeper down in the funnel, 
MarketingExperiments research has found that most of the gain from optimizing a website occurs in the first seven 
seconds of users' experience. Millions of dollars are won or lost in these first few moments a visitor spends on your site. 
In this issue of MarketingExperiments Journal, we explore what can be done in this very short period of time, to increase 
the probability of converting those visitors into customers. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0042

ID: 618
Title: Optimize your Email in Three Steps: How one marketer tripled revenue from their house list
Date: Tuesday, 1 December 2009
Page Name: Optimize your Email in Three Steps
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Your peers’ biggest email marketing challenge (88% find it very important) is to retain existing customers, 
according to the MarketingSherpa 2010 Email Marketing Benchmark Report. Cost-conscious organizations are trying to 
offset the impact of the recession by keeping what they have. In our December 2, 2009 clinic, the MarketingExperiments 
team shared research which illustrated how to increase email ROI from your current subscribers in a time of decreasing 
demand.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0041
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ID: 615
Title: Surprising Wins from 2009: Using insights from an uncertain economy to drive 302% growth
Date: Tuesday, 10 November 2009
Page Name: Surprising Wins from 2009
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: We conducted hundreds of tests in 2009 to augment the marketing of research partners in a variety of B2B 
and B2C industries. In our November 11, 2009 Web clinic, our analysts distilled some of our most valuable lessons of that 
challenging year into key takeaways that you can use to capture market share. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0040

ID: 604
Title: No Unsupervised Thinking: How to increase conversion by guiding your audience
Date: Tuesday, 27 October 2009
Page Name: No Unsupervised Thinking
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: From PPC to offline advertising, you likely invest significantly in driving prospects to your site. But do you put 
the same amount of resources into guiding them through to conversion? In our October 28, 2009 Web clinic, we took a 
detailed look at how to clearly guide your audience from first visit to conversion. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0039

ID: 603
Title: What to Test - (and how) to increase your ROI today
Date: Tuesday, 13 October 2009
Page Name: What to test
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: In recent Web clinics, you've learned how to optimize aspects of your site ranging from landing pages to 
affiliate marketing. In our October 14, 2009 Web clinic, we took a step back from optimization tactics to focus on 
maximizing ROI through smarter testing. To address your toughest testing challenges, our researchers explored how to 
overcome four common obstacles. Before you develop your next testing plan. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0038

ID: 600
Title: E-commerce Optimization: A holiday playbook for procrastinators: 
Date: Monday, 5 October 2009
Page Name: E-commerce Optimization: A holiday playbook for procrastinators
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Didn't get all your holiday marketing plans locked in place this summer? Don't panic. You're not alone. We 
know you've been stretched thin this year, but help for your holiday e-commerce marketing efforts is on the way. On 
September 30, 2009, MarketingExperiments presented a special guest clinic with renowned e-commerce analyst and 
GetElastic blogger Linda Bustos, where we presented a playbook of test ideas and tactics you can use right away and get 
back in the race. 
URL: N/A
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ID: 597
Title: Beyond Landing Pages: Conversion rate optimization strategies
Date: Monday, 21 September 2009
Page Name: Beyond Landing Pages
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Optimizing for conversion rates is often linked to landing pages - and for good reason. But we all know landing 
pages are just the tip of the iceberg. In our September 16 Web clinic, our research team explored how you can apply 
our Conversion Sequence and improve results in myriad areas, from e-commerce and shopping cart pages, to lead-
generation paths, homepages and more..
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0036

ID: 594
Title: Affiliate Marketing: Tests and tactics that increased clicks and leads by 165%
Date: Monday, 7 September 2009
Page Name: Affiliate Marketing
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: How can affiliate marketing help you generate more traffic, leads and sales? What steps should 
merchants, affiliates and networks take to increase their ROI? Inspired by takeaways from Affiliate Summit and past 
MarketingExperiments affiliate clinics, we looked at ways that all involved can avoid or overcome common pitfalls and 
build more successful programs. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0035

ID: 577
Title: Optimization vs. Frustration: Overcoming barriers to better tests and gains
Date: Tuesday, 21 July 2009
Page Name: Optimization vs. frustration
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Web marketers are running tests every day based on intuition, hunches, and test ideas that have ostensibly 
worked in the past. But this all-too-common approach to testing is fraught with hazards - from validity threats and 
sample size issues to questionable data and analysis. In our July 15, 2009 Web clinic, Dr. Flint McGlaughlin reviewed the 
same research-driven testing strategies and protocol that MarketingExperiments uses to achieve the ROI gains detailed in 
our case studies. He also examined a recent experiment that showed how this approach yielded a 119% sales increase. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0034

ID: 568
Title: Twitter Experiments: Getting beyond the "now what?"
Date: Thursday, 18 June 2009
Page Name: Twitter Experiments
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Twitter has become the latest must-have social media tool that everyone wants to master. We wanted to use 
our June 10, 2009 Web clinic to discuss the potential for translating Twitter hype into business results. Why is Twitter 
important? Can a Tweet drive business objectives? What steps should organizations take to get real returns? 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0033
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ID: 566
Title: Optimizing Your E-commerce Site: New research and test strategies (and a 56% revenue boost)
Date: Thursday, 4 June 2009
Page Name: Optimizing Your E-commerce Site
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Here's a question most marketers are grappling with today: Which marketing strategies are getting the buzz - 
and which ones are getting the real gains? Using a mix of new research and case studies, we identified tactics, channels, 
and test strategies that are increasing conversion rates and revenue now for a variety of companies. We also explored 
how you can tap into elusive sources of ROI by going the extra step with your metrics and analysis. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0032

ID: 550
Title: B2B Success Stories: Four tests with gains of 21% to 254%
Date: Tuesday, 19 May 2009
Page Name: B2B Success Stories
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: If we had used "638% gain" in this clinic's title, would you have believed it? One of our featured B2B marketers 
actually removed that gain from his website because many prospects didn't buy it. The clients that saw the gains 
reported no such issues. Our second "Success Stories" clinic put our B2B audience in the spotlight. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0031

ID: 534
Title: B2C Success Stories: Conversion strategies that produced 30-300% gains
Date: Thursday, 30 April 2009
Page Name: B2C Success Stories
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Give a man an optimized landing page and he converts for a day. Teach a man how to optimize his own landing 
pages and he can plan, make changes, test, analyze and increase conversions for years to come. This "Success Stories" 
clinic highlights our B2C audience wins. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0030

ID: 517
Title: What's working now in optimization: New tests and a 364% gain
Date: Tuesday, 14 April 2009
Page Name: What's working now in optimization
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: To stay ahead of the curve with optimization, marketers need to know what's working now - and glean 
strategies that they can quickly apply to their own pages and websites. In our April 8, 2009 clinic, we took an in-depth 
look at 3 new tests featuring some of the most recent results from our work with partners. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0029
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ID: 512
Title: Optimizing Spanish-language Landing Pages: Special Clinic: (LIVE)
Date: Wednesday, 1 April 2009
Page Name: Optimizing Spanish-language Landing Pages
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Is your Spanish-language website getting the optimization attention - and results - that it deserves? Are 
you getting ready to reach out to the Spanish-language market but not quite sure how, or where, to begin? By 2020, 
according to the U.S. Census Bureau, 1 out of 5 Americans will be of Hispanic origin. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0028

ID: 501
Title: Surprise Winners: How "wild card" tests achieved gains up to 86%
Date: Thursday, 19 March 2009
Page Name: Surprise Winners
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Optimization best practices don't come with an iron-clad guarantee. Enter the "wild card" - the unknown 
performance factor. In optimization, wild cards are those outlier treatments that can, and do, surprise us by 
outperforming all attempts at surpassing them. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0027

ID: 499
Title: B2B Landing Pages: Special Live Optimization Clinic
Date: Monday, 2 March 2009
Page Name: B2B Landing Pages
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: B2B marketers know that their audience needs a different approach than B2C, from the channels to the 
landing pages, and ultimately, to the sale. So for our February 25, 2009 Web clinic, we focused our live optimization 
contest format specifically on B2B landing pages. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0026

ID: 498
Title: B2C Landing Pages: Special Live Optimization Clinic
Date: Wednesday, 18 February 2009
Page Name: B2C Landing Pages
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Taking a cue from our clinic participants' feedback, and heeding our own advice, we tested a "radical 
redesign" with our February 11, 2009 live optimization Web clinic. The focus was strictly B2C landing pages, a departure 
from our typical all-inclusive approach. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0025
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ID: 489
Title: Email Optimization: How to improve ROI from capture to conversion
Date: Tuesday, 27 January 2009
Page Name: Email Optimization
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: In our January 21, 2009 clinic, we explored how you can grow your opt-in list with a better email capture, and 
optimize body copy elements to increase email conversion rates. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0024

ID: 479
Title: Optimizing Offer Pages: Steps that increased conversion 148%
Date: Thursday, 15 January 2009
Page Name: Optimizing Offer Pages
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: One of the greatest challenges to developing your offer pages is proving to jaded prospects that the rewards 
outweigh the risks. But, you can tip the balance in your favor. The key is creating offer pages that minimize Friction and 
Anxiety, and emphasize Value Proposition and Incentive. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0023

ID: 475
Title: Marketing Blueprint 2009: Are you ready to break the rules?
Date: Monday, 22 December 2008
Page Name: Marketing Blueprint 2009
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: It's easy to fall into a rut with optimization and testing. Over time, as you discover which tactics and best 
practices get results, and then apply them to other channels or pages ad infinitum, you can get lulled into a false sense 
of security. There's a time to apply best practices and follow the rules. But there's also a time to break with them, take 
calculated risks, and expand your learning in pursuit of even greater gains. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0022

ID: 466
Title:  Lessons Learned: Top takeaways from our 2008 research
Date: Wednesday, 10 December 2008
Page Name:  Lessons Learned
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: To discover what really works in optimization, our team is constantly running tests and conducting 
experiments. After hundreds of these tests, several wins, some losses and surprises, we asked our analysts to identify 
the most important lessons of 2008. Then we looked for common themes that appeared in our research with B2B, B2C, 
lead-gen, e-commerce, and other areas, and distilled the list. Our December 3, 2008 clinic featured case studies and 
takeaways linked to three of the top challenges marketers grappled with this year. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0021
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ID: 465
Title: Powerful Value Propositions, Part II: Live Optimization
Date: Thursday, 20 November 2008
Page Name: Powerful Value Propositions, Part II
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: In our November 12, 2008 follow-up clinic, we built on the foundations of Part I and reviewed and optimized 
several examples submitted by clinic participants. Those examples included strong and weak value propositions rated by 
our assessment matrix (and our live audience), copy and pages that had been revised following Part I, new landing page 
submissions, and the winner of our value proposition contest. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0020

ID: 464
Title: E-commerce Holiday Playbook: 13 ways to maximize revenue and beat the downturn
Date: Thursday, 6 November 2008
Page Name: E-commerce Holiday Playbook
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: The MarketingExperiments research team compiled this e-commerce holiday "playbook," with 13 specific 
practices to help you maximize your ROI in this difficult holiday season. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0019

ID: 461
Title: Powerful Value Propositions: How to Optimize this Critical Marketing Element - and Lift Your Results
Date: Wednesday, 15 October 2008
Page Name: Powerful Value Propositions
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Do you think your value proposition is powerful? Would your prospects agree? Most of the time, when we 
ask companies about their value proposition, we hear a description of their business model. But that's not what most 
customers care about. Customers not only want to know "What's in it for me?"- but "Why buy from you?" During 
our September 24, 2008 clinic, we examined why value propositions are so vital to results, presented several ways 
to significantly improve your value proposition, and reviewed three examples from our workshop participants who 
optimized their pages with a greater emphasis on these areas. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0018

ID: 460
Title: A Proven Playbook for Growing Your Leads: Special Clinic
Date: Wednesday, 1 October 2008
Page Name: A Proven Playbook for Growing Your Leads
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: In our September 24, 2008 special guest Web clinic, Brian Carroll and Dr. Flint McGlaughlin explored strategies 
to dramatically increase your B2B leads pipeline and conversion rate. Carroll presented his proven five-step "playbook" 
for effective lead management, along with a powerful case study from a partner that applied the playbook and achieved 
gains of up to 375%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0017
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ID: 459
Title: Optimizing Headlines and Subject Lines: Special Live Clinic
Date: Wednesday, 17 September 2008
Page Name: Optimizing Headlines and Subject Lines
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Trying too hard to sell is one of the biggest mistakes we make with headlines and subject lines. Another 
mistake is not consistently applying three key qualities of successful headlines: clarity, relevance, and credibility. In our 
September 10, 2008 follow–up clinic on headlines, we revisited those key qualities, examined two new case studies 
(email and landing page), and conducted an interactive live critique of subject lines and landing page headlines submitted 
by attendees. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0016

ID: 457
Title: Optimizing PPC Ads Part II: Special Live Clinic 
Date: Thursday, 21 August 2008
Page Name: Optimizing PPC Ads Part II
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Our August 13, 2008 follow-up clinic on PPC campaigns included a new case study, a review of the two types 
of relevance, and a live critique of five new campaigns submitted by clinic participants. The pay-per-click ads and landing 
pages reviewed by our optimization team once again included a cross-section of markets: B2B, B2C, e-commerce, lead 
gen and social media.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0015

ID: 456
Title: Optimizing PPC Ads: Special Live Clinic 
Date: Thursday, 7 August 2008
Page Name: Optimizing PPC Ads
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: During our July 30, 2008, Web clinic, our optimization team reviewed pay-per-click ads and landing pages from 
a cross-section of markets: e-commerce, lead-gen, B2B, and B2C. All information was from real campaigns submitted by 
clinic attendees. The goal of this clinic was to demonstrate how the MarketingExperiments Conversion Sequence can be 
used to identify obstacles to conversion, and examine best practices, tests and strategies that would help these and other 
campaigns improve their ROI. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0014

ID: 455
Title: Using Testimonials Effectively: How credibility indicators can help (or hurt) your conversions
Date: Wednesday, 16 July 2008
Page Name: Using Testimonials Effectively
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Are Internet users becoming indifferent to testimonials? Is "testimonial blindness" becoming the new "banner 
blindness?" Skepticism toward this marketing tactic, combined with the spread of Web 2.0 style user ratings, has raised 
the bar for marketers. As testimonials and other credibility indicators become increasingly prevalent on webpages, 
marketers need to know how to use them most effectively to help increase conversions. In our July 9, 2008 clinic on 
this topic, we looked at tests that showed how testimonials can help — and sometimes hurt — results and examined 
strategies for making credibility indicators more powerful. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0013
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ID: 453
Title: Clarity Trumps Persuasion: How to improve results by 59% or more 
Date: Wednesday, 2 July 2008
Page Name: Clarity Trumps Persuasion
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Our June 25, 2008 Web clinic looked beyond our various formulae and heuristics and focused on one vital 
principle: clarity trumps persuasion. While we used case studies from three subscription sites to illustrate this deceptively 
simple principle, the truth is it applies equally to any type of website, email, or other marketing communication channels. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0012

ID: 452
Title: Filling The Pipeline: How a Lead-Gen Test Strategy Achieved an 86% Increase
Date: Wednesday, 18 June 2008
Page Name: Filling The Pipeline
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Whether your market is B2B, B2C, or both, testing and optimizing even a few key aspects of your landing 
pages can provide major gains for your lead-gen efforts. TThe principles of the MarketingExperiments Conversion 
Sequence serve as a guide to optimizing your pages and your sales or lead-gen process to improve conversion and ROI. 
This brief examines three tests we conducted with our research partner to demonstrate how you can use Incentives and 
Friction to generate more leads. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0011

ID: 451
Title: Simple Tests, Significant Gains: How our partner increased revenue by 130% with small changes
Date: Wednesday, 28 May 2008
Page Name: Simple Tests, Significant Gains
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Research has shown a massive difference in conversion and return on investment between companies that 
test their online communications and those who don't. So, why doesn't every online business have a regular testing 
program? The fact is that many marketers are confused about where to begin, and how. This overview of the process 
helps marketers who have not yet implemented a formal program, as well as those looking for such a framework to guide 
and improve their efforts. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0010

ID: 450
Title: Optimizing e-Commerce Websites: Special Live Clinic
Date: Wednesday, 14 May 2008
Page Name: Optimizing e-Commerce Websites
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: At MarketingExperiments, our research shows that the highest performing site pages match exactly the 
motivation of a visitor. During our May 7, 2008, Web clinic, our expert optimization team looked at homepages and value 
propositions from five e-commerce sites, and made recommendations to improve those sites’ ability to stop, engage, 
and effectively communicate. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0009
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ID: 449
Title: Measuring What Matters: How simplifying your metrics can increase Marketing ROI by up to 75%
Date: Tuesday, 22 April 2008
Page Name: Measuring What Matters
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: MarketingExperiments estimates that up to 75% of the data Web marketers collect are either misleading 
or inaccurate. And expertise with Web analytics is rare, according to our recent poll. Most marketers remain uncertain 
about what to measure, whether the results are reliable, and what steps to take based on their data. This brief covers the 
key steps to determining your essential metrics, with four critical elements to keep in mind. We’ve also provided a tool 
you can use right away to improve your marketing ROI. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0008

ID: 448
Title: Finding the Ideal Incentive: How We Increased Email Capture by 319%
Date: Thursday, 10 April 2008
Page Name: Finding the Ideal Incentive
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: The right incentive can make a significant impact on response rates, whether it's used to build lists and 
generate leads or increase online sales. This brief will examine how to find the ideal incentive, and not just for the 
purposes of email capture. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0007

ID: 446
Title: Improving Conversion by 162%: How to Overcome Value Inhibitors
Date: Wednesday, 26 March 2008
Page Name: Improving Conversion by 162%
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Which specific optimization steps have been shown to increase Conversion by reducing Friction and alleviating 
Anxiety? In this clinic we looked at two case studies where landing page elements that overcame the value inhibitors of 
Friction and Anxiety increased Conversion. The increase attributed to these elements in one test was 162%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0006

ID: 445
Title: Email Optimization: How Relevance Lifts Conversions
Date: Monday, 17 March 2008
Page Name: Email Optimization
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: Anyone who has set up an email campaign knows many factors need to be considered before hitting the 
send button: quality of leads and lists; segmenting and targeting; envelope fields; copy content and length; and where 
prospects or subscribers end up once they click through to the offer. This brief introduces a symbolic notation illustrating 
our approach to that process: The MarketingExperiments Email Optimization Sequence. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0005
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ID: 444
Title: Optimizing Your Landing Pages: Part Two
Date: Sunday, 2 March 2008
Page Name: Optimizing Your Landing Pages
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: This brief completes the review of landing pages submitted by online businesses for live optimization analysis 
by Dr. Flint McGlaughlin; Jimmy Ellis, Director of Optimization Research; and Aaron Rosenthal, Director of Channels 
Research. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0004

ID: 440
Title: Optimizing Your Landing Pages: Part One
Date: Wednesday, 13 February 2008
Page Name: Optimizing Your Landing Pages
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: How do you know what to change, what to keep, and what really works when it comes to optimizing a landing 
page? Online businesses searching for answers to that question submitted their landing pages for a critical analysis 
by MarketingExperiments. Those who submitted landing pages were asked for their value proposition, as well as the 
primary traffic source for the page and what optimization steps they had already taken, if any. The reviews identified 
areas where applying key concepts of landing page optimization to both B2B and B2C product, service, and subscription 
websites could result in significant improvements in conversion for those businesses.
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0003

ID: 439
Title: Landing Page Optimization: Finding Ideal Price Points
Date: Sunday, 3 February 2008
Page Name: Landing Page Optimization
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: How do you know when it's better to raise prices to increase revenue or reduce prices and pump up 
conversion rate? In this brief we reviewed the results of recent price tests and what they reveal about optimizing offers 
and increasing total revenue. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0002

ID: 436
Title: 2008 Internet Marketing Strategy: Are You Prepared
Date: Thursday, 17 January 2008
Page Name: 2008 Internet Marketing Strategy
Key Elements: N/A
Summary: In 2007, we shared a wealth of research results for marketers to use to optimize landing pages, PPC 
campaigns, search, emails, and testing itself. We sincerely hope you have benefited. In this brief we looked back at a few 
highlights from 2007 and then forwarded to 2008 with observations, predictions, and recommendations for growing 
demand for your products. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/RCMERJ0001
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MarketingSherpa publishes original case studies and how-to articles covering four marketing beats –  Email, B2B, 
Consumer Marketing, and Inbound Marketing.

MarketingSherpa also publishes research charts in a Chart of the Week newsletter, and sends a summary of the top 
articles it published throughout the week in its Best of the Week newsletter. Marketers can also get weekly updates on 
new jobs in the industry through the company’s Marketing Careers newsletter. 

MarketingSherpa case studies entail personal interviews with the brand-side marketers to cover details of the profiled 
campaign, including: 

      •  The marketing pain point solved, or opportunity seized 

      •  Detailed listing of the steps taken in the effort 

      •  Results in the form of campaign key performance indicators, or other quantifiable metrics on the effort 

      •  Creative samples that help illustrate what the profiled marketer used to reach the published results 

These articles cover a wide range of topics from broad, big-
picture marketing strategy, to very granular looks at very specific 
marketing challenges, and provide marketing practitioners an 
inside look at how their peers are handling different marketing 
issues. 

To acquire case studies, MarketingSherpa employs a team of 
reporters who speak with as many as 10 sources to schedule a 
handful of interviews. Often, only one of these interviews will 
become a full-fledged case study. 

MarketingSherpa reporters conduct more than 350 hours of 
interviews in an average year. Put another way, there is probably 
a MarketingSherpa reporter interviewing a marketer every 
business day of the year. 

How-to articles also entail personal interviews with the expert 
sources with the goal of providing practicing marketers with the 
most up-to-date information on topics that influence their day-
to-day jobs. 

MarketingSherpa articles are very labor-intensive, requiring 
personal interviews and typically multiple rounds of follow-up 
questions. The case studies are also dependent on the willingness 
of article sources to share very intense details of the profiled 
campaign, including the results of the effort.
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ID: 32080
Title: Email Marketing: How Microsoft used triggered email to increase open rates 800% and clickthrough 2100%
Date: Wednesday, 21 December 2011
Summary: Triggered email efforts have their place, typically found in lead nurturing strategies. This tactic can also be 
effective in improving customer satisfaction immediately after purchasing a new product. This case study looks at how 
Microsoft implemented a multi-stage, months-long triggered email series to improve engagement and educate new B2B 
Office 2010 customers. Find out how they increased open rates by 800% and clickthrough by 2,100%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32080

ID: 32071
Title: PPC Marketing: How one local marketer transitioned from offline advertising and garnered a 300% return on ad spend
Date: Thursday, 8 December 2011
Summary: Consumer marketers in established industries have likely found themselves transitioning from heavy use of 
print advertising and marketing, to a much larger focus on digital channels. See how a locally owned moving company took 
an underperforming PPC effort, revamped the process, and utilized a number of different PPC options to improve its key 
performance indicator -- cost-per-booked move -- by 60%, and achieve a 300% return-on-ad-spend, and increase revenue 
by 74%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32071

ID: 32070
Title: B2B Gamification: Bold strategy in conservative industry increased website visits 108.5%
Date: Wednesday, 7 December 2011
Summary: One fun, and maybe a little frightening, aspect of marketing is undertaking a new effort. How about trying out a 
new channel -- one completely untested within your industry? Discover how a B2B marketer in the traditional finance sector 
executed a gamification strategy to launch a new website. The entire campaign involved multiple marketing channels, but 
the heart of the effort was a B2B game that outperformed the goal and led to a 108.5% increase in visits to the new site, 
achieving a 9.38% conversion rate on the lead capture form.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32070

ID: 32066
Title: Social Media Marketing: Cleveland Indians cater to influencers to increase sales 174%
Date: Thursday, 1 December 2011
Summary: Finding your online influencers and nurturing them into brand ambassadors is more than a "wouldn't that be 
nice" kind of theory. This marketing team stepped up to the plate and worked with influencers to increase its social media 
audience and revenue more than 170%. See how the Cleveland Indians knocked it out of the park by catering to bloggers, 
Tweeters, and other influential fans. This case study describes how the team created and monetized the program, and it's a 
great example of how to cater to heavy users of social media.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32066

ID: 32065
Title: Email Marketing: Anti-newsletter strategy nurtures 1.5 million in leads in 4 months at Citrix
Date: Wednesday, 30 November 2011
Summary: One way to grow an email list is to focus on valuable content and encourage your current list to share it. For this 
strategy to be successful, two elements have to be in place: the content has to be worth sharing, and it should be very easy 
to share by the email recipient. This Citrix Online case study met both criteria, and was so successful it was chosen as "Best-
in-Show - B2B" in MarketingSherpa's Email Marketing Awards 2012. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32065

MarketingSherpa Interviews and Case Studies (2008-2012)

An index of our marketing editorial database:
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ID: 32064
Title: List Growth: Viral sweepstakes boosts large email list more than 8%
Date: Tuesday, 29 November 2011
Summary: Email databases need regular upkeep to stay healthy. Sometimes, they need more names; other times, 
they need subscribers to update their information. Occasionally, they need both. This case study explains how Expedia 
CruiseShipCenters added more than 100,000 subscribers to its email list and got nearly twice as many to update their 
profiles. See how the team designed the campaign to achieve both goals through viral tactics, email marketing and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32064

ID: 32061
Title: Marketing Automation Case Study: One marketer's 5 step process from vendor selection to a 178% increase in deals
Date: Wednesday, 23 November 2011
Summary: For the B2B marketer, the sale is often complex, the sales cycle can be long, and the number of leads throughout 
the pipeline can be simply massive. It can be daunting, but marketing automation software is a tool that can get the whole 
marketing effort under control. See how a software company that changed its business model, and knew it would be 
generating a very high volume of leads, implemented marketing automation to almost double its opportunities and increase 
revenue from deals by 178%. Learn the factors it considered in vendor selection
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32061

ID: 32060
Title: Email Marketing: Helzberg Diamonds garners 288% sales lift with animated, personalized promo
Date: Tuesday, 22 November 2011
Summary: Personalization is a tried-and-true email tactic, but what about animation? Can emails move your images and 
the bottom line? Judging from this case study, the answer is a firm "yes." See how Helzberg Diamonds boosted online sales 
288% with an email that featured a personalized and animated image. We list the rules and tactics the team used to turn 
this campaign into a gem. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32060

ID: 32057
Title: Customer Feedback: How a failed PPC campaign led to an improved product 
Date: Wednesday, 16 November 2011
Summary: Not every marketing campaign succeeds. But, even a "failed" campaign can provide benefits and learnings, as 
long as you are willing to take the time and effort to look for them. Today's case study looks at a Software-as-a-Service 
company that killed a PPC ad campaign after only two weeks, due to dramatically poor performance. At the same time, the 
campaign led to a company-initiated dialogue with its customers that ended with an improved product. Find out how this 
marketing failure ended up as a "win" for the company.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32057

ID: 32056
Title: List Growth Tactics: How Kodak added 33% more email subscribers and 53% more YouTube followers
Date: Tuesday, 15 November 2011
Summary: You are always losing subscribers -- everyone is. The trick is to grow your database faster than it shrinks. You 
need to constantly build the list or, eventually, you won't have one. See how a B2B team at Kodak overhauled its capture 
page, added more calls-to-action, and updated its welcome series to grab 33% more email subscribers. Find out how the 
team integrated its social media channels and grew its audiences there, as well.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32056
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ID: 32050
Title: Social Media Marketing: Facebook demo drives sales, but less than physical demos
Date: Thursday, 3 November 2011
Summary: Many consumer marketers focus on engagement metrics when trying to measure the success of social media 
marketing efforts. This case study looks at how one marketer ties Facebook e-demos to sales conversion to gauge the 
success of its efforts. Read on to learn how the e-demo was promoted, how the marketer garnered more than 30,000 
views on its Facebook page video tab, how the page was used for lead capture, and what they learned from an e-demo that 
performed worse than a successful long-standing physical demo.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32050

ID: 32048
Title: Content Marketing: Effort reduces cost-per-lead 90% and achieves 30% clickthrough rate on barrier page
Date: Wednesday, 2 November 2011
Summary: Over time, marketing efforts can become stale and produce diminishing results. The answer is to try a completely 
new approach. See how a company's new content marketing effort achieved a 90% reduction in cost-per-lead over a 
long-standing direct response campaign. Also, learn how the company leveraged its user-generated content to get a 30% 
clickthrough rate on its lead generation barrier page.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32048

ID: 32041
Title: Word-of-Mouth: Email tactics power referral program with 111% ROI
Date: Tuesday, 25 October 2011
Summary: Advice from a friend can be worth more than gold, which is why word-of-mouth referrals can be powerful sales 
drivers. But how can email marketing encourage your customers to suggest your company more often? While we were at 
B2B Summit 2011 in San Francisco, we highlighted this B2B referral program and the email tactics that drove its 111% ROI. 
Find out how notification emails are a top contributor to program registrations. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32041

ID: 32039
Title: Mobile Advertising: Sign-up ad campaign increases email database 300% among target audience
Date: Thursday, 20 October 2011
Summary: New companies face many challenges, not least of which is building the initial customer base. That goal is even 
more important for retailers with a specialty product that appeals to a specific target audience. This case study examines 
a customized children's book publisher and how it used mobile app advertising to quadruple its email database while 
reaching its desired market segment with a continually optimized campaign.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32039

ID: 32038
Title: Event Marketing: HubSpot's Dreamforce effort generates more than 2300 new leads and 362 product demos
Date: Wednesday, 19 October 2011
Summary: When you are an exhibiting sponsor at someone else's event, your effort can be limited by constraints outside 
your control. At the same time, you do want to stand out from the crowd to maximize your investment in the effort. Find 
out how HubSpot created a strategy for this year's Dreamforce exposition that pushed the boundaries on what defines an 
event booth, promoted a unique event theme, and led to over 2,300 new leads while providing attendees with takeaway 
value.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32038
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ID: 32037
Title: Email Marketing: Back-in-stock alert emails achieve 22.45% conversion rate
Date: Tuesday, 18 October 2011
Summary: When a product is out of stock in your online store, there's a good chance customers will go elsewhere to find 
it, even just to check availability. How can you get these customers to return to your site when the item is back on your 
shelves? Check out this online retailer's back-in-stock alert emails that achieve a massive 22.45% average conversion rate. 
Find out how they set up the program to ensure customers aren't burned twice.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32037

ID: 32035
Title: Content Marketing: How an online retailer created a research report that produced 212% more downloads
Date: Thursday, 13 October 2011
Summary: Launching a good content marketing campaign does not have to be a step into the unknown. You might have all 
the resources you need sitting in your office. Learn how an online retailer created a free report from a survey of its email 
audience and had the report downloaded 212% more times than the previous year. See why the report's title is the top-
referring keyword to the company's blog.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32035

ID: 32029
Title: Mobile Marketing: How Redbox drove 1.5 million texts and added 200000 mobile participants in 10 days
Date: Thursday, 6 October 2011
Summary: Mobile marketing is an increasingly effective way to increase foot traffic and interaction with customers, by 
combining the offline and online experience. This case study will look at a marketer that faced the challenge of having no 
employees at these locations to draw in people. Redbox uses the mobile marketing channel to provide on-the-go customer 
service, and to help create an enticing reason to visit its DVD distribution kiosks. Find out how one 10-day promotion led to 
1.5 million text messages and added 200,000 subscribers to Redbox's "Text Club."
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32029

ID: 32021
Title: Product Launches: How HotelTonight's mobile app became the most downloaded app in its category in just one 
month
Date: Thursday, 22 September 2011
Summary: Launching a product from scratch (in this case, a brand and company, as well) in a crowded marketplace with 
well-funded competition can be one of the most challenging marketing endeavors. Find out how one travel industry startup 
launched its mobile app through a combination of high-touch customer support, social media outreach and traditional 
public relations, to make it to an app store's top spot in the competitive online travel industry category.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32021

ID: 32020
Title: Website Optimization: Testing program leads to 638% increase in new accounts
Date: Wednesday, 21 September 2011
Summary: The testing and optimization process helps to improve marketing efforts and discover winning tactics and 
strategies. However, this process includes some barriers to success. Find out how one event management software 
company faced five obstacles to optimization success, and how the team overcame each of these barriers to achieve a 638% 
increase in new accounts across one marketing channel.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32020
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ID: 32014
Title: Lead Generation: How ignoring 16,896 companies helped improve Sales-Marketing alignment
Date: Wednesday, 14 September 2011
Summary: When Sales and Marketing aren't in alignment, the entire sales cycle suffers. The pipeline doesn't get enough 
leads, the leads it does get are most likely not qualified, and turning those leads into closed deals becomes more difficult. 
Read on to find out how a technology support company completely revamped its lead generation efforts, and not only put 
more qualified leads into the pipeline, but also helped to get Marketing and Sales on the same page. See what they learned 
from a multi-touch effort that included outbound calls.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32014

ID: 32009
Title: Website Testing: Research and testing leads to new IBM Software Group homepage, 23% increase in demos
Date: Wednesday, 7 September 2011
Summary: IBM decided to completely change how it presented its Software Group online, after learning the IBM brand 
resonated more strongly with visitors and customers than any of the individual product brands in the division. Big Blue 
focused its Internet marketing on capabilities instead of brands. Find out how IBM conducted research with executives, 
regional marketing homepage owners, customers and website visitors, to create a new Software Group homepage design. 
Includes results of its testing efforts.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32009

ID: 32008
Title: Lead Nurturing: Fewer emails yield 225% more sales leads
Date: Tuesday, 6 September 2011
Summary: Some prospects need to be coddled before they are ready for your sales team. Others just need a good nudge. 
Why waste time over-nurturing the ones who are ready? See how a three-part email series targeting an IT company's best 
leads generates 376% more engagement and 225% more sales-ready leads than its longer nurturing series. This campaign is 
an update on a Gold Winner from the 2011 MarketingSherpa Email Awards. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32008

ID: 32001
Title: Website Testing: IBM's navigation elements test leads to 128% increase in clickthroughs
Date: Wednesday, 31 August 2011
Summary: IBM has a website with around 120 pages of content covering many different topics. By analyzing site traffic, Big 
Blue realized changing navigation elements around those topics might improve clickthroughs and draw visitors more deeply 
into their areas of interest. This case study looks at a testing procedure that led to an almost 130% increase in clickthroughs. 
Read on to find out how IBM achieved this result, and the quick-hit methodology it used to get there.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32001

ID: 31990
Title: Email Marketing: Triggered emails that target the conversion funnel boost revenue
Date: Tuesday, 23 August 2011
Summary: Your audience is on a path to conversion. By helping them through the process, you can get more of them to the 
final goal, and see increases in both customers and sales. In this case study, learn how an online gaming vendor increased 
sales with three triggered emails that targeted crucial steps in its conversion funnel. Also, see the calculation they used to 
determine incremental revenue generated by each email, and at which points in the funnel text-based emails performed 
better.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31990
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ID: 31986
Title: Event Marketing: Regional customer forums improve field events attendance rate by 150%
Date: Wednesday, 17 August 2011
Summary: One goal of marketing should be to find new customers. But an equally important goal is to retain current 
customers, and keep them informed on new opportunities to become even more engaged with your product or service. 
See how a global firm created and executed regional customer forums around the world to better connect with those 
customers, provide Sales with additional face-to-face time with their clients, and even learn more about what those 
customers want from the company.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31986

ID: 31985
Title: Lead Nurturing: Old names yield 37% of customers
Date: Tuesday, 16 August 2011
Summary: More than half of B2B sales cycles range from one to six months, and many marketers focus their lead nurturing 
during this period. However, not every lead is average. What about the leads that take longer to convert? Learn how a B2B 
company with a short sales cycle launched an email series to nurture older leads. Leads over three months old now account 
for 37% of customers. And see why the marketers don't care if the emails drive direct conversions.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31985

ID: 31983
Title: Mobile Marketing: New program achieves 11% redemption rate on text offers
Date: Thursday, 11 August 2011
Summary: Mobile marketing is exciting, relatively new, and everyone seems to want to know more about it. It can be a 
great complement to other marketing efforts, but mobile marketing does have its idiosyncrasies. This case study looks at a 
successful mobile program that takes all these elements into account. Find out how one company quickly grew its mobile 
subscriber base with a three-stage initial promotion, and how it continues to effectively reach out to that select group of 
customers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31983

ID: 31981
Title: Website Redesign: Customer surveys and testing help increase conversion by 21.6%
Date: Wednesday, 10 August 2011
Summary: Learning more about what your customer wants -- and how they want to get it -- will improve marketing efforts. 
Customer surveys and testing are two methods that effectively provide this information. Read on to find out how an 
analytics company used both customer surveys and testing to completely revamp its website and immediately improve 
results across number of visitors, bounce rate, and most importantly, conversion.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31981

ID: 31974
Title: Testing and Optimization: Effort across entire PPC funnel leads to 83000% boost in membership application 
performance
Date: Wednesday, 3 August 2011
Summary: If it's difficult for your prospects to find you -- and if they do, but experience an arduous buying process -- your 
marketing efforts will be for naught. One of the best ways to solve both issues is to test and optimize every part of a 
marketing campaign, from top-of-the-funnel lead acquisition to the signed contract. See how one nonprofit ran a series of 
tests and impressively improved results at every stage of its buying cycle. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31974
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ID: 31971
Title: B2C E-commerce: Cross-linked internal searching eases customer confusion
Date: Thursday, 28 July 2011
Summary: For companies with more than one division serving different markets, clear online branding is a necessity. 
Confusion caused by landing on the wrong website can lead to dissatisfaction and lost revenue. Once online brand 
confusion becomes an issue, there is no single best path to correct the problem. Read on to learn how one company with 
B2C and B2B divisions solved its online branding confusion with a fix based around its internal site search technology.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31971

ID: 31970
Title: B2B E-commerce: Revamped online branding and cross-linked site search drives 17% of B2B revenue
Date: Wednesday, 27 July 2011
Summary: Online branding can be a challenge for many reasons. What works offline for companies with multiple divisions 
might not translate easily to the online world. Find out how one business with both B2B and B2C divisions solved its online 
branding problem, reducing customer confusion and grabbing revenue that had been previously lost. There is not one easy, 
clear path once brand confusion sets in, but read on to see how one marketer worked through different options before 
finding a solution.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31970

ID: 31969
Title: Email Marketing: Four short emails boost year-end revenue 50% for nonprofit organization
Date: Tuesday, 26 July 2011
Summary: A classic marketing tactic such as direct mail can be a solid performer, but don't fall into the trap of considering 
it a campaign unto itself. You can boost overall results with just a few emails. See how a nonprofit organization coordinated 
four short emails with its end-of-the-year direct mail and increased donations 50% compared to the prior year. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31969

ID: 31964
Title: Remarketing Emails: How JetBlue's automated triggers get 1640% more revenue-per-email than promotional emails
Date: Tuesday, 19 July 2011
Summary: Sending triggered emails to visitors who abandon online shopping carts is a well-known way to increase 
conversion rates on a retail site -- but do similar tactics work outside of retail? See how JetBlue created a system of four 
triggered emails that generated higher open rates, clickthrough rates, and revenue-per-email-sent than its promotional 
emails. Find out why the airline's marketers were careful not to add too much personalization or promotion in the emails.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31964

ID: 31961
Title: Brand Marketing: Party promotion generates more than 14,000 leads
Date: Thursday, 14 July 2011
Summary: Neglecting consumer marketing in favor of trade marketing and promotions is going to have a negative effect on 
brand awareness. Read on to find out how one wine brand used its first consumer marketing effort to reach customers with 
a fun and personal promotion, and generated more than 14,000 opt-in leads in the process.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31961
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ID: 31960
Title: Analytics-Driven Marketing: Putting an engineer in charge of PPC ads reduces cost-per-lead 37%
Date: Wednesday, 13 July 2011
Summary: Because of the sheer volume of data they produce, PPC ads lend themselves to a great deal of metrics analysis. 
Everything from information about clicks to ad performance numbers can be obtained on a real-time basis. In this unique 
case study, learn how an engineering- and analytics-driven SaaS company took a counterintuitive approach by putting a 
software engineer in charge of its PPC campaign and created a Director of Marketing Analytics role.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31960

ID: 31952
Title: Launching New Products: Campaign creates 29.8% increase in new sales pipeline opportunities
Date: Wednesday, 6 July 2011
Summary: When marketing the launch of a new product, you need to do more than just publicize information. Ideally, you 
would have a well-defined target audience for the new product, and a coordinated campaign to appeal to that target. Find 
out how one B2B software company launched a new product for marketers with an effort combining strong visual appeal, a 
catchy hook and elements directed specifically toward a highly qualified and targeted audience of C- and VP-level marketers 
and advertisers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31952

ID: 31951
Title: Combining Offline and Online Marketing: How HP built relationships, boosted sales 2,050%
Date: Tuesday, 5 July 2011
Summary: Your current offerings might not be enough to attract a new group of prospects. Highly valuable niche 
communities might prefer a tailored experience and targeted content that you don't have -- but that you can deliver via 
email. See how Hewlett-Packard created an email database, website and content to connect with a niche audience. The 
effort increased sales to the subscribers by 2,050 percent. Learn how the marketers built the list, nurtured subscribers, and 
focused on driving sales.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31951

ID: 31949
Title: Digital Branding: 'March Madness' browser promotion leads to 99.6% conversion rate for The Ohio State University
Date: Thursday, 30 June 2011
Summary: From mobile to social media, marketing teams are constantly in search of the next hot tactic to help engage 
customers with their brands. In doing so, they may overlook more traditional avenues for communication. Read on to find 
out how one online marketing team leveraged the venerable Web browser, a technology invented in 1991, and promoted a 
new, branded version of the tool to engage their most active customers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31949

ID: 31948
Title: Lead Nurturing: 3-part funnel campaign creates 70% increase in inbound calls to sales reps
Date: Wednesday, 29 June 2011
Summary: Some marketing efforts are like painting with a broad brush, while others are fine-lined and highly focused. 
When the goal of a campaign is to elicit a specific action, like getting a prospect to speak with a sales rep, the entire 
campaign needs to center on this call-to-action. Read on to find out how one direct mail company combined a successful 
lead gen effort and three-part lead nurturing funnel to turn Web form registrations into inbound calls.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31948
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ID: 31944
Title: Relationship Marketing: Focus on customer enablement instead of product marketing helps Toshiba Medical maintain 
revenue in shrinking industry
Date: Wednesday, 22 June 2011
Summary: When your industry is facing significant changes and uncertainty, the best course of action might be a 
counterintuitive approach to marketing. Read on to find out how Toshiba America Medical Systems met the challenge of a 
healthcare industry in a state of flux, and a shrinking marketplace for its products. The result was a campaign built around its 
biggest annual show that focused on educating customers on the new healthcare market, rather than products and services.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31944

ID: 31943
Title: Email Marketing: Short 'staff selection' posts become most-clicked content, increase offline sales 10%
Date: Tuesday, 21 June 2011
Summary: Anyone can list a product's features. But how often does a list connect with an audience? Product descriptions 
that invoke passion and clearly describe how the products relate to your audience can stir engagement -- especially if 
coupled with a promotion. See how a specialty grocer further explained the benefits of its products while increasing the 
performance of its email newsletter and boosting offline sales revenue. Also, find out why passion might be easier to find 
than you think.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31943

ID: 31940
Title: Online Marketing: Nonprofit enrolls 3,350 new subscribers with integrated digital efforts
Date: Thursday, 16 June 2011
Summary: Online marketing can be a challenge. Without organization it's easy to let social media -- and even email -- be 
handled through individual informal channels. Read on to see how a successful nonprofit was able to create a digital 
marketing program from the ground up and integrate the new effort with the group's traditional marketing campaigns. Also 
see how the team leveraged real-time events and promotions to build their email list.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31940

ID: 31932
Title: Sales-Marketing Alignment: What B2B marketers can learn from a one-person team that drove a 10% product demo 
conversion
Date: Wednesday, 8 June 2011
Summary: Marketing-Sales alignment receives a lot of attention because when these teams work closely together, the 
entire process becomes more holistic. When the two are operating in individual silos, the relationship becomes more 
adversarial. Taking a deeper look at this hot topic, this case study involves a B2B software company where these two 
functions reside in one person, and covers the tactics used to move a prospective customer down the pipeline from 
marketing-ready to sales-ready.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31932

ID: 31931
Title: Behavior-based Email Send Times Lift Opens, CTRs and Referrals: Test and results 
Date: Tuesday, 7 June 2011
Summary: Reaching subscribers at the right time can make the difference between getting your emails clicked and having 
them ignored. And the only surefire way to know the best time to send is by testing. Since the MarketingSherpa team was 
at Optimization Summit 2011, we featured this classic case study that shows how one marketing team optimized their 
emails' timing and increased their open and clickthrough rates after running a one-month A/B test. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31931
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ID: 31929
Title: Online Marketing: Website redesign leads to 476% increase in page views and 64% lower bounce rate
Date: Thursday, 2 June 2011
Summary: An effective online presence is important for all B2C marketers, even for businesses built entirely around 
customers visiting a physical location. A solid website can strengthen the brand while a poorly executed website could 
actually turn off potential customers. Find out why -- and how -- a restaurant chain completely revamped its website to 
improve usability and customer interaction and accomplished the entire redesign in just eight weeks.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31929

ID: 31928
Title: Marketing Strategy: Revenue-oriented approach leads to 700% two-year growth
Date: Wednesday, 1 June 2011
Summary: This case study offers a unique look behind the scenes of a marketing campaign you have likely seen, because 
in this case, you are the target B2B audience. Because these companies spend research and development energy thinking 
about how to improve marketing efforts, their own campaigns are potentially very extensive and informative. Read on for 
an in-depth look at the marketing strategy and tactics of a rapidly growing marketing automation company, including a 
rigorously defined sales cycle, the "how"s and "when"s of content marketing, lead scoring, and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31928

ID: 31921
Title: Optimization: How a 5-person firm developed a testing strategy to gain business intelligence
Date: Wednesday, 25 May 2011
Summary: Testing and optimization, when systematically applied, can improve many elements of marketing campaigns. 
Testing can be formal with statistical significance, or done more informally by changing campaign elements and looking for 
a winning approach. Read on to learn how one company created a comprehensive testing and optimization strategy despite 
having just five employees, and take a closer look its testing efforts and results. Find out why it pays to be persistent and 
how organized testing can lead to both big individual wins and smaller, compounding wins, as well.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31921

ID: 31918
Title: Event Marketing: NHL's All-Star Game fan voting campaign increases ballots by 15%
Date: Thursday, 19 May 2011
Summary: Event marketing may seem like an easy proposition when your target audience is the rabid fan base of thirty 
professional hockey teams. But this successful campaign includes basic principles that marketers from any size business can 
use to improve promotions. Read on to find out how the National Hockey League marketed fan balloting for this year's All-
Star Game by taking the message to its fans and leveraging every asset at its disposal for a successful event marketing effort, 
while simultaneously increasing its database.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31918

ID: 31916
Title: Landing Page Optimization: How to serve 2 markets with 1 page
Date: Wednesday, 18 May 2011
Summary: An underperforming landing page can present a real marketing challenge -- particularly when the page drives 
nearly all of a company's lead gen and commands 85 percent of its marketing efforts and budget. To drive conversion, a 
landing page must present prospects with motivation and a clear value proposition while minimizing friction and anxiety 
elements on the page. Learn how one data management company worked through three underperforming landing page 
treatments before finding its winner from a surprising source.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31916
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ID: 31911
Title: Content Marketing: Inbound strategy pulls in 25% more revenue, 70% more leads
Date: Thursday, 12 May 2011
Summary: Content marketing can increase the volume and quality of your site traffic, and doesn't require a huge budget. 
As this company shows, you can build a strategy from the ground up using mostly free tools and resources on hand. Check 
out the small-budget inbound strategy this company used to pull in 70% more leads and increase average annual account 
revenue by nearly 100%. See the key parts of the strategy and the steps they took to build it.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31911

ID: 31910
Title: Direct Mail Marketing: Getting outside the comfort zone leads to 31% increase in sales
Date: Wednesday, 11 May 2011
Summary: Marketing can be a balancing act. A conservative, traditional and well-established industry may have certain 
expectations in how it's marketed to, and how the marketer's sales team perceives campaigns. The balancing act comes 
from not completely breaking the mold, but still managing to stand out. Read on to find out how an established industrial 
parts business went a little outside its comfort zone to target a new market for its product with a box mailer direct mail 
campaign that was a little, well, "outside the box."
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31910

ID: 31907
Title: Consumer Marketing: Turning online traffic into offline action leads to 50% conversion to sale
Date: Thursday, 5 May 2011
Summary: A strong and well-trafficked website is a great marketing and sales tool, but sometimes closing the sale requires 
a visit to the brick-and-mortar location. The trick is turning website visitors into in-store visitors. Read on to learn how 
one B2C marketer launched an incentive pilot program that turned qualified website traffic into in-store prospects and 
converted online traffic into customers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31907

ID: 31905
Title: Landing Page Testing and Optimization: How Intuit grew revenue per visitor 23%
Date: Wednesday, 4 May 2011
Summary: Testing and optimization of marketing campaign elements allow marketers to make decisions based on facts, 
not opinion. And moving beyond a single test to a style of testing and optimization provides business intelligence while 
maximizing potential gain. Find out how one B2B marketer went through a cycle of four tests on its main landing page 
to optimize revenue-per-visitor, found a winner, and continued to test to refine those results. This advanced look at 
optimization includes in-depth results on four tested landing pages.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31905

ID: 31904
Title: Shopping Cart Recovery: Triggered emails recapture 29% of abandoned carts
Date: Tuesday, 3 May 2011
Summary: Website visitors who place products into shopping carts and leave before purchasing are very hot prospects. 
Sometimes, all they need is an additional touch or a small incentive to finish the purchase. Check out this three-part 
triggered email series that convinced 29 percent of a company's cart abandoners to return to the site to complete a 
purchase. Metrics are included for each email. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31904
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ID: 31899
Title: Product Migration: Convincing customers to change behavior with a 7-part email campaign
Date: Tuesday, 26 April 2011
Summary: You cannot hit customers over the head when you want them to change how they conduct business with you. 
You need to give them plenty of reasons and ample time, or they might change who they're doing business with. See 
how this company encouraged reluctant customers to start using upgraded tools with an email campaign that gradually 
increased in urgency. Adoption rates hit 95 percent by the end of the effort. Check out the email campaign's metrics.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31899

ID: 31895
Title: Guerrilla Marketing: Seven tactics to promote a book
Date: Thursday, 21 April 2011
Summary: Just in time for Earth Day, here's a case study on the tactics used to market a book about green marketing. Green 
marketing is trending upwards, and analysts believe green marketing investment could reach 3.5 trillion by 2017. We had 
the chance to speak with the book's primary author, a green marketing consultant, and look at a campaign that involved 
social outreach, traditional media and -- naturally -- green guerrilla marketing techniques. Read on to learn what did, and 
what didn't, work during this promotional campaign.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31895

ID: 31889
Title: B2B Webinars: How HubSpot drew 25000 sign-ups, almost 10000 attendees, and more than 3500 new leads
Date: Wednesday, 13 April 2011
Summary: B2B marketers use webinars for many purposes: To provide customer information and product pitches; as live 
events that don't require travel; and even simply to present material that might interest current and prospective customers. 
One inbound marketing company regularly utilizes webinars as an important part of its content marketing strategy. Read 
on to learn more about the marketing before, during and after a recent event that brought in nearly 25,000 registrants. Yes, 
you read that correctly -- just short of 25K sign-ups.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31889

ID: 31882
Title: PPC Campaign: Marketer learns from unsuccessful campaign to deliver 75% increase in sales
Date: Thursday, 7 April 2011
Summary: Keywords are a primary component to any PPC ad campaign, and keeping track of what works is an important 
part of the entire strategy. One hotelier revamped its entire PPC campaign with new landing pages and a new approach 
to keyword management, uncovering top-assisting keywords, and buying paid search ads for high-performing inbound 
keywords. After just four months, the results are already very impressive.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31882

ID: 31881
Title: Homepage Redesign Puts Target Sectors Front and Center: 5 Steps to 100% Lift in Key Metrics
Date: Wednesday, 6 April 2011
Summary: Our first Optimization Summit was in 2011, yet we hadn't run an optimization story in quite some time. We 
went into the MarketingSherpa archive and found an article on increasing key homepage metrics, such as page views, by 
more than 100%. In this case study a website redesign was tied to a direct mail campaign as part of an effort to refocus 
the company's target audience. Learn more about the five steps taken in this effort, and the impressive results in unique 
visitors, time spent on the site, average page views and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31881
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ID: 31873
Title: B2B Marketing: How a start-up doubled campaigns with a smaller department 
Date: Wednesday, 30 March 2011
Summary: Downsizing is part of business, whether the reason is based on economics or a change in corporate structure. 
And sometimes less can be more. Find out how one start-up cut two-thirds of its marketing department, but nearly doubled 
the number of campaigns it was able to run. A tight integration of marketing automation and the CRM coupled with a 
smaller, but re-energized marketing department helped achieve these results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31873

ID: 31870
Title: Solution Marketing: How Microsoft Windows helps consumers get past one of their largest pain points
Date: Thursday, 24 March 2011
Summary: When your targeted consumer faces a pain point in the buying process, Marketing needs to quickly address this 
issue and provide the consumer with information, reassurance or another way to ease the buying process. When Microsoft 
found out that buying a PC was becoming one of the more anxiety-filled purchases (even rivaling automobiles) its Windows 
Consumer Marketing group created an interactive online tool to ease some consumer main pain points. Read about how 
the Microsoft team created this tool, and continues to improve and expand this marketing effort.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31870

ID: 31868
Title: Content Marketing: Analytics drive relevant content, 26,000 new monthly visits to blog
Date: Wednesday, 23 March 2011
Summary: Experienced marketers know that relevant content delivers results. But how do you determine what is relevant? 
Find out how one B2B marketer used analytics to increase readership across his entire content marketing strategy, and 
helped integrate an effort that included a corporate website, a personal blog, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, and content 
on corporate partner websites.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31868

ID: 31859
Title: Event Marketing: Entrepreneur drives year-round sales, increases email list
Date: Wednesday, 9 March 2011
Summary: Live events are feats of careful planning, intense promotion and (hopefully) smooth execution - a significant 
challenge even for the enterprise marketer with a well-known brand and large audience. But what about the small- and 
medium-sized businesses that are looking to live events to drive leads? Find out how one B2B marketer created a successful 
live event on short notice and how she is continuing to leverage that event to drive both sales and email list subscriptions. In 
this case, the live event is just the beginning of the marketing process.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31859

ID: 31855
Title: Content Marketing: Microsoft crowdsources content ideas with a viral contest for new Windows Phone 7
Date: Thursday, 3 March 2011
Summary: Getting ideas for content and knowing which content will excite your audience can be a challenge. One way is 
to create a contest, offer incentives and ask your audience directly. See how Microsoft launched a viral contest to get new 
ideas for mobile apps and build excitement for its new smartphone platform, all without much paid advertising. Also see 
how measuring interest in certain apps was built directly into the contest's rules.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31855
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ID: 31851
Title: Cause Marketing: Marketer builds email list with 20% conversion rate
Date: Tuesday, 1 March 2011
Summary: Put yourself in these shoes -- you are an established consumer business with a retail and wholesale element. 
Your wholesale side is tied up with one customer who drops you with five days notice, representing 50% of your business. 
Time to panic? Find out how one B2C retailer took this challenge as an opportunity to create a successful email marketing 
campaign and give back to its community at the same time. How successful? A list of 16K in a community of 38K, and a 
campaign with a 30% open rate, 20% conversion, and a bounce rate under 10%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31851

ID: 31850
Title: Government Regulation as Marketing Catalyst: B2B marketer derives 27% lead gen rate for upsells from current install 
base
Date: Wednesday, 23 February 2011
Summary: Government regulations and industry compliance can pose challenges for many B2B marketers. However, 
activities by governments and regulatory bodies can also provide opportunities for B2B marketers to capitalize upon. Read 
how one healthcare technology company used the Stimulus Plan of 2008 and Healthcare Reform to institute a Customer 
Appreciation Program that solidified its ties to long-standing legacy customers and helped it enter a new business area in 
the form of Electronic Health Records.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31850

ID: 31849
Title: Email Marketing: Triggered email nets 75% of referral program signups
Date: Tuesday, 22 February 2011
Summary: Customer referrals are a powerful way to pull in more sales and leads. Some companies offer rewards, but you 
can push results even higher with a few simple tactics. See how this consumer electronics company sent an automated 
email to encourage new customers to refer their friends and contacts. This email generated 75 percent of all registrations in 
the referral program.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31849

ID: 31834
Title: Outsourced PPC Campaigns Lead to 400% Increase in Conversion
Date: Thursday, 10 February 2011
Summary: The challenge -- an online retailer has limited staff, limited budget and literally thousands of products to promote 
through PPC ad campaigns. Doing it in-house won't produce the desired results, and scalability is a serious issue. Find out 
how one e-commerce retailer solved this problem using crowdsourced, pre-vetted SEM experts to create PPC ad copy and 
to keep track of individual campaigns for optimization purposes.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31834

ID: 31833
Title: B2B Lead Generation: Increasing leads 296% by analyzing Web traffic
Date: Wednesday, 9 February 2011
Summary: Your website gets traffic 24 hours a day. Can you turn those visitors into leads to be nurtured with specific 
campaigns based on the pages they visited and their actions on your site? Read about how one B2B marketer employed a 
tool that used website visitor information to create 296% more leads over a ten-month period, and to increase both email 
nurturing campaigns and telesales efforts.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31833
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ID: 31819
Title: Website Redesign Leads to 34% Increase in Revenue
Date: Thursday, 27 January 2011
Summary: Budgetary concerns affect all marketers, but they are especially tough on small business marketers who might want 
or need to fulfill multiple objectives with relatively little money. One B2C marketer faced a complete website overhaul along 
with a rebranding and redefined marketing strategy, all on a shoestring budget. Learn how he completed the process in three 
months and ended up with an efficient website that drives sales and excites customers. The reward for all this work? A 34 
percent increase in revenue.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31819

ID: 31806
Title: Getting Sales and Marketing into the Same Room: Marketing automation implementation spurs successful integration 
process
Date: Wednesday, 12 January 2011
Summary: We've often discussed the importance of Sales-Marketing alignment, but rarely have we received a perspective 
from both sides of the fence. So, when we had the chance to speak with one company's Sales and Marketing teams together, 
we jumped at the opportunity. MarketingSherpa spoke with both Marketing and Sales at Compendium, a company that 
successfully implemented a process to align the two departments while training for a new marketing automation system. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31806

ID: 31805
Title: Email List Reactivation Incentives: Gift cards vs. whitepaper vs. nothing
Date: Tuesday, 11 January 2011
Summary: Email addresses are only valuable if you know something about them -- like whether or not their owners have 
opted-in to receive your messages. Without knowing their opt-in status or contact information, they're dead weight in your 
database. Check out this test Cisco Systems ran to turn email addresses it knew little about into active subscribers. You'll see 
that offering nothing is sometimes more effective than offering a whitepaper.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31805

ID: 31782
Title: Email Tests: 100% to 400% improvement for website relaunch announcement
Date: Tuesday, 14 December 2010
Summary: Email marketing campaigns often drive traffic back to your team's website -- whether it's to check out new products 
or some great content you've added to your blog. Sometimes, though, your team needs its emails to pull a little extra weight in 
calling attention to your site. See how the marketers of the social news website, Digg tested emails announcing their revamped 
website and new features. Find out why they wanted to email the most active members first. Includes a five-step process.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31782

ID: 31778
Title: Marketing Automation Tool Drives List Growth, Boosts Registrations 664%
Date: Wednesday, 8 December 2010
Summary: Making the change from the corporate world to entrepreneurship can be difficult. A large company offers the 
advantage of having different teams focused on particular business areas, but the entrepreneur is often pressed into service 
in many areas at once. Because of these demands on their time, entrepreneurs are always looking to increase efficiency. 
Marketing automation tools are one way to streamline and integrate email marketing, event marketing, online surveys and 
social media marketing. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31778
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ID: 31769
Title: Detroit Industrial Company Grows Sales by 37%: 5 steps to using your website to go from a local to an international 
company
Date: Wednesday, 1 December 2010
Summary: While many cities are showing initial signs of recovery from the recession, others continue to struggle to stay 
afloat, much less generate new sales opportunities. In this case study, see how a Detroit-based distributor of industrial 
containers created a web strategy based on a redesigned website and online catalog that not only boosted sales and site 
visits, but also expanded business far beyond city limits.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31769

ID: 31765
Title: Leads tripled, conversions doubled with revamped Web content 
Date: Wednesday, 24 November 2010
Summary: We all love Thanksgiving leftovers. And though we ultimately tire of turkey sandwiches and stuffing, when 
something old continues to be relevant, we appreciate the value it provides. This is why we're sharing this classic 
MarketingSherpa case study from our Members Library, which highlights how a subscription-based software company 
revamped itself as a premier Web destination by using SEO tactics and online registration forms. The team tripled leads 
through a free trial program and saw traffic jump 200%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31765

ID: 31754
Title: Interactive Video Ads: 4 steps to boost sales
Date: Thursday, 11 November 2010
Summary: Interactive display ads are often used as a novelty rather than as a well-planned marketing tactic. However, 
the power of the ads comes alive when tied to a marketing goal, such as showing off real-time inventory. See how a car 
dealership leveraged interactive ads that showed videos of available inventory and boosted sales. Includes creative samples 
and metrics for the ads.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31754

ID: 31751
Title: How Cutting a House List 95% Helped Double Sales: 5 steps
Date: Tuesday, 9 November 2010
Summary: Marketing databases can be neglected for years. Email subscribers might receive barely relevant emails at 
seemingly random intervals, and performance suffers. But you can turn it around. See how a marketing team took a large 
list of poor-performing email contacts, re-engaged the list and revamped its email marketing. Find out why cutting the list 
by more than 95% helped the team eventually double online sales.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31751

ID: 31735
Title: Cross-sell in Confirmation Emails: 111% Higher Conversion Rate
Date: Tuesday, 26 October 2010
Summary: Personalized product recommendations are proven to generate more conversions on e-commerce sites. Once 
your team adds them to product pages and emails, where do you put them next? See how a health and wellness retail 
marketer pulled more sales from product recommendations by adding them to order confirmation emails. The emails also 
help the team capture more data to improve the overall recommendation system.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31735
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ID: 31729
Title: Reach Influencers via Social Nets and Conferences: 5 Steps
Date: Saturday, 16 October 2010
Summary: It can be difficult to get started in a well-networked, niche markets. Without an email list or customer base, 
how can a marketer build buzz without a huge budget? See how one entrepreneur launched a grassroots marketing effort 
to break into a niche market, excite its influencers and, most importantly, sell products. This Sherpa case study includes 
strategies for combating negative commentary and reviews.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31729

ID: 31723
Title: Email Marketing with Custom Brochures: How Continuous Improvement Led to an 11% Conversion Rate
Date: Tuesday, 5 October 2010
Summary: A solid marketing campaign is hard to argue with. Many teams instinctively let successful campaigns run 
untouched and let the results roll in. But sometimes a tweak here and there can add up over the years. We followed up on a 
classic Sherpa case study to show how a team of university marketers added a three-part email series to a build-your-own-
brochure program and increased its application rate 22%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31723

ID: 31714
Title: Create-Your-Own-Brochure Program Lures High-Quality Leads
Date: Tuesday, 21 September 2010
Summary: This year marks MarketingSherpa's 10th anniversary. Feeling nostalgic, we've looked back to find some of our 
favorite case studies. Take a look at this great customized-brochure strategy, featured in 2004, that had a 9% conversion 
rate. The team has since added a three-part email series to this program, and made other tweaks to improve deliverability 
and conversion rates. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31714

ID: 31710
Title: Starting from Scratch: 5 Steps to Develop and Grow an SMB Strategy
Date: Wednesday, 15 September 2010
Summary: Smaller companies sometimes focus more on sales than marketing. This is workable up to a point, but sooner 
or later, a well-planned marketing strategy needs to be in place, even if you're building it from scratch. See how a growing 
B2B company took a bare-bones marketing operation and built a well-rounded marketing strategy, complete with the 
technology and strategies needed to test campaigns and nurture leads. Includes the types of research and systems they 
needed to build a foundation.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31710

ID: 31702
Title: Personalized Audio/Video Flash App Grows List 10%: How an NHL Team Capitalized on Playoff Excitement
Date: Sunday, 5 September 2010
Summary: Many marketers have scored with interactive Flash applications that allow users to upload pictures and insert 
themselves into an animated scene. But what happens when you personalize the experience further by letting users add 
their own voices to the video? See how the Washington Capitals increased its newsletter list size nearly 10% with an audio 
Flash app designed to engage fans during the NHL playoffs. Includes an important note about patents that apply to this 
popular Flash animation process.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31702
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ID: 31698
Title: Social Media, Online Videos and Contest Change Brand Perception: 7 Steps that Connected with Prospects and 
Increased Leads 30%
Date: Thursday, 26 August 2010
Summary: Having a high-end, prestigious brand is usually a good thing -- unless that image is preventing you from attracting 
certain desirable prospects. Read how the team for a temporary office space provider designed an edgier marketing 
strategy to counter their image as a high-cost, unattainable solution for New York City startups and entrepreneurs. Using 
social media, online videos, a contest and in-person events, they boosted leads 30% and revenue 114% -- and got the green 
light to try similar tactics around the country.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31698

ID: 31696
Title: Page Tests Cut Mobile Bounces 22%: 3 Steps to Improve Experience for Mobile Visitors
Date: Wednesday, 25 August 2010
Summary: Consumers using mobile Web browsers are visiting your site -- whether you have pages designed for them or 
not. If they don't find what they want, their visits will be short before they go somewhere else. See how a travel website 
responded to growing mobile traffic by testing mobile versions of selected pages. The new pages decreased bounce rate 
22%, while increasing page views and conversions. Includes creative samples of the test pages.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31696

ID: 31677
Title: 'Mind Type' Segmenting Lifts Email Donations 42.5%: 6 Steps to Find Subscribers' Underlying Motivations
Date: Thursday, 29 July 2010
Summary: If you want email subscribers to respond to a call-to-action, you need to understand what motivates them. The 
problem is, different groups within your database have different motivators. See how the marketing team at the American 
Heart Association solved this problem with a take on segmentation called "mind type." By researching its database and 
uncovering the key interest areas of four unique groups, the AHA created an email nurturing campaign that spoke directly to 
subscriber motivations and increased donation rates 42.5%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31677

ID: 31676
Title: Simplified Samples Program Boosts Sales 10%: 5 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 28 July 2010
Summary: Product samples can give your customers a taste of what you offer and encourage them to come back to buy. But 
once you have a sample program that's generating sales, how can you drive conversions even higher? Read how an online 
retailer simplified an existing sampling program that was converting at a 40% rate, and got 15% more website visitors to 
requests product samples. Also, find out why you should be careful which products you select for sampling.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31676

ID: 31660
Title: Twitter Bingo Contest Helps Lift Sales 150%: 6 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 7 July 2010
Summary: Looking for an interesting way use social media assets to boost site traffic and sales? Try "Twitter Bingo." One 
footwear retailer did just that and noticed surprising results with a tiny investment. See how the team tracked the effort and 
why they focused on increasing product page views per visitor. Includes sample tweets to guide your campaign. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31660
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ID: 31652
Title: Email Invite and Q&A Format Double Survey Completion Rate: 4 Steps
Date: Thursday, 24 June 2010
Summary: Two of the biggest challenges when fielding a customer survey is getting people to start the survey, and 
then keeping them engaged enough to finish it. See how a credit union designed its annual member survey to get more 
responses and better information about what customers wanted. Includes details on writing questions in a conversational 
Q&A format to increase completion rate, and why email was the best promotional channel.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31652

ID: 31653
Title: Buyer-Directed Marketing Funnel Puts Tools and Resources in Prospects' Hands: 6 Steps to Appeal to a Marketing-
Averse Audience
Date: Thursday, 24 June 2010
Summary: A marketer's job is more difficult when trying to reach an audience that particularly distrusts marketing 
messages -- and dislikes talking to sales people. One solution: Give buyers the resources they need to self-educate, and let 
them choose when to interact with your team. See how the team at a network management software company appealed to 
the distrustful IT crowd with a "geek-friendly" website, content targeted at different stages of the buying cycle and relevant, 
targeted email nurturing. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31653

ID: 31636
Title: Budget Cut Prompts Marketing Performance Review: 7 Tactics to Reduce CPL and Boost Leads 12%
Date: Thursday, 10 June 2010
Summary: There's nothing like a 40% budget cut and staff reduction to make a marketing team focus on activities that have 
the biggest impact for the lowest cost. Read how a team analyzed its marketing performance to determine which programs 
were really working - and which weren't. Adjusting strategy based on those trends boosted total leads 12%, while increasing 
the value of opportunities in the pipeline by 65%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31636

ID: 31627
Title: How Segmenting by Best Customers Raised Revenue 300%
Date: Thursday, 20 May 2010
Summary: Although economists see the recession waning, the recovery is expected to be long and slow. In this 
environment, email marketers need programs that maximize the revenue potential of customers who are spending again. 
Read this classic Sherpa case study to see how one team boosted email-generated revenue 322% by targeting recent big 
spenders in their database. They created a new segment based on purchases, developed a preferred-customer program, 
and created post-purchase offers to generate additional conversions.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31627

ID: 31608
Title: How 'Localizing' a Brand Through Social Media and In-Person Events Created a Successful Product Launch
Date: Wednesday, 5 May 2010
Summary: Social networks provide broad reach with deep personalization. This unique combination can help marketers 
design national campaigns that feel more personal to the audience. See how a Colorado-based craft brewery launched a 
new product by using social media to emphasize their brand's local connection to customers. By creating an interactive 
Facebook map, encouraging connections between fans and local sales reps, and hosting local events, they reached their 
sales goal in half their projected time. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31608
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ID: 31601
Title: Email, SMS and Twitter Power Trade Show Contest: 4 Steps to 4x ROI from Event Sponsorship
Date: Wednesday, 28 April 2010
Summary: The quest to stand out at a trade show often tempts marketers to offer splashy sweepstakes prizes with no 
relevance to their industry and no tie to their own products and services. This isn't the best way to generate qualified leads. 
Read how a team of marketers designed a bingo-themed contest for an industry conference that highlighted the host's 
software and their own team's expertise using it. They used automated email to recruit players, generating a 70% visitor-to-
registration form conversion rate. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31601

ID: 31594
Title: Email/Ad Combo Retains Customers, Attracts Prospects: 5 Steps to 20% Conversion Rate
Date: Thursday, 22 April 2010
Summary: Even when you have the same marketing message for prospects and existing customers, you may need to reach 
these groups through different channels. Read how a state-based student lender launched an integrated email, direct mail 
and advertising campaign to drive traffic to an online loan application microsite. They attracted current customers and new 
prospects to the site and achieved a 20% conversion rate. Includes samples and metrics from emails they used. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31594

ID: 31584
Title: Innovative Online Video Captures Customer and Media Attention: 4 Steps to a 15x Lift in Web Traffic
Date: Wednesday, 7 April 2010
Summary: When your brand isn't getting enough attention from the right audiences, sometimes you have to push your 
marketing into new territory to make an impression. See how a surfing and skateboarding brand crafted an innovative 
online video to attract attention from their target audience, the press, and social media users. The result was an enormous 
increase in website visits, media coverage and an award that helped promote their previously-lagging skateboarding line. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31584

ID: 31579
Title: Dollars-Off Coupon Gets 170% More Revenue: 2 Simple A/B Test Steps
Date: Thursday, 1 April 2010
Summary: Which email coupon works best to grab a shopper's attention: "Dollars Off" or "Percent Off"? Check out this 
case study from our archives, in which an online retailer analyzed these options with a basic A/B split test. Two simple steps 
revealed compelling results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31579

ID: 31572
Title: Viral Website and Street Team Strategy Shatters Lead Gen Goal: 6 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 31 March 2010
Summary: Sometimes marketers must reach out to consumers, even if their goal is generating business leads. Read how 
a benefits administration company ran a consumer-focused campaign designed to get employees to promote the firm's 
services to their bosses. They tapped the consumer audience with street teams, a contest, social media outreach and a viral 
website that encouraged visitors to share information with their company HR reps. The campaign alone brought in 14% 
more leads than their goal for the entire year.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31572
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ID: 31568
Title: Content-Driven Email Updates to House and Partner Lists Boost Conference Attendance: 6 Steps 
Date: Thursday, 18 March 2010
Summary: With the squeeze on travel budgets, it's more important than ever to get compelling messages to the right 
audience about an upcoming conference. Hammering your list with "Register now!" appeals isn't enough. Read how the 
team behind an American Cancer Society health conference revamped their marketing strategy to surpass registration 
goals. They recruited partners to deliver messages to their extended networks, then sent a series of emails highlighting 
different features and speakers planned for the conference. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31568

ID: 31560
Title: Online Training for In-Store Staff Lifts Sales 14%: 7 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 10 March 2010
Summary: When customers talk to a sales rep, they want straight answers from a knowledgeable person. The more you can 
teach salespeople about your products, the better they'll be able to sell them. Read how a manufacturer created an online 
training program to educate retail sales staff about their products -- and how they got them to actually use the training. 
Sales are up 14% from dealers using the program.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31560

ID: 31556
Title: Marketing Down the Sales Funnel: How Nortel's Q4 Push Touched 30% of Pipeline and Helped Close Deals
Date: Wednesday, 3 March 2010
Summary: For many marketers, there's an emerging challenge beyond lead generation -- helping sales convert 
opportunities already in the pipeline. Here's an example of how to do it from a team with greater need than most. Facing 
bankruptcy and an acquisition, Nortel needed to keep hard-won leads from being plucked away by competitors. They used 
a highly-focused message strategy, a microsite, and in-person and virtual events to answer prospects' questions about the 
firm's future and keep them engaged with sales. The result: They touched more than 30% of the pipeline.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31556

ID: 31547
Title: Offer Test: Discount Tied to Minimum Order Size Boosts Sales 25%
Date: Saturday, 20 February 2010
Summary: Are your email promotions proven to be effective, or do you fall back on the same offers because it's the way 
you've always done things? Read how a marketing team answered this question for themselves by changing their approach 
to discount offers. Rather than offering a straight percentage discount, they set a new, low price for minimum orders and 
watched sales jump 25% for a crucial shopping event. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31547

ID: 31543
Title: Social Media Giveaway Campaign Lifts Sales 15%: 6 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 17 February 2010
Summary: Social media is built for sharing, which makes it a prime channel for spreading the word about promotions. 
But when you provide an incentive for sharing, the promotion has an even better chance of going viral. See how a retailer 
created a product giveaway campaign that required social media users to engage on Facebook or re-tweet messages on 
Twitter to qualify for drawings. Not only did they significantly grow their social media followers, but for some products, sales 
increased 15%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31543
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ID: 31523
Title: Direct Mail and SMS Combo Lifts Rewards Program Membership 5%: 5 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 3 February 2010
Summary: If you want to build a strong membership base for your customer loyalty or rewards program, you have to make 
it as easy as possible for customers to sign up. See how a pizza restaurant chain used SMS, a contest and direct mail to get 
customers to register for their loyalty program. Total membership increased 5%, and the team saved enough money to roll 
into later campaigns.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31523

ID: 31511
Title: Integrated SMS, Social and Email Promo Capitalizes on Weather Event: 5 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 20 January 2010
Summary: If your business suffers when bad weather hits, here's a case study to show how a rapid-response, multichannel 
campaign can lessen the impact. See how a hotel and casino marketer took news of a major snow storm and turned it into 
a ski package offer that kept customers booking rooms. Includes the SMS, email and social media messages they used to 
spread the word.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31511

ID: 31507
Title: Multichannel Testimonial Campaign Lifts Retiree Leads 267%
Date: Tuesday, 19 January 2010
Summary: The latest marketing tactics might connect with younger audiences, but not necessarily with retirees. Sometimes 
straight talk from their peers and a simple registration process can work best. See how a retirement community's marketing 
team lifted leads 267% with direct mail and advertising that featured testimonials from current residents, and a simple 
registration process for email communication. Includes samples of the ads and emails they used.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31507

ID: 31506
Title: New Opt-in Tactics and Welcome Series Deliver Big Lift in Subscribers, Engagement
Date: Thursday, 14 January 2010
Summary: A good list-growth campaign should be tied to a welcome message -- or series of messages -- that capitalize 
on new subscriber interest in your company's communications. Read how the marketing team for a state tourism agency 
tackled this goal with an incentive offer for new email subscribers and a welcome series to get them to interact with the 
site. Opt-in rate increased 2,000%, and conversion rates from the welcome series averaged 31.4%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31506

ID: 31501
Title: Pricing Psychology Test: Shopping Guide Lifts Order Value 35%
Date: Wednesday, 13 January 2010
Summary: Consumers are watching their spending, which means marketers must find creative ways to appeal to cost-
conscious buyers without hurting their own bottom lines. One marketing team found a solution in the work of a behavioral 
economist. Read how they adapted a psychological experiment about the impact of arbitrary price benchmarks on a 
consumer's spending habits. They created a "budget" shopping guide that included useful tips on assembling an inexpensive 
party, but featured a total price point higher than the typical customer's party spending. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31501
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ID: 31505
Title: Letter, 3-D Glasses Drive Prospects to Campaign Microsite: 5 Steps to 31.11% Response Rate
Date: Wednesday, 13 January 2010
Summary: Creating direct mail campaigns that get noticed -- and get prospects to respond -- often means more than a basic 
postcard. But you don't always need to go with a big, fancy dimensional mailer or expensive gift to cut through the clutter. 
See how the marketing team behind a web-conferencing platform tested a direct mail strategy to wow the discriminating 
creative professional segment. The combination of a mysterious one-line letter, a pair of 3-D glasses, and an interactive 
PURL generated a 31.11% response rate and other impressive metrics.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31505

ID: 31499
Title: Generate Leads with Social Media Strategy: 6 Steps to Fill Up Sales Funnel
Date: Wednesday, 6 January 2010
Summary: Just over a year ago, Pam O'Neal, VP Marketing, BreakingPoint, shared her team's success using a wide-ranging 
social media strategy to generate leads. We've asked her to present an update on their tactics -- with a focus on integrating 
email and social media -- at Email Summit 2010. In advance of this session, we're highlighting the original case study that 
first demonstrated how the team tested and measured activity from several social media channels. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31499

ID: 31482
Title: Product QandA Emails Get 7.5% Conversion Rate: 5 Steps to Turn Visitors into Buyers
Date: Wednesday, 23 December 2009
Summary: Any time a visitor leaves your e-commerce site to research a product, your odds of converting them decline. 
It's important to provide information to keep visitors on your site - or bring them back to complete a purchase. Read how 
an online electronics retailer launched a QandA feature that let visitors post product questions on the site, and then sent 
notification emails when other customers had provided answers. The notification emails were strong performers, delivering 
a conversion rate 114% higher than their email newsletters.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31482

ID: 31487
Title: Attributing Conversions to Assisting Keywords Lowers CPA: 5 Steps to Optimize Bids
Date: Wednesday, 23 December 2009
Summary: Although the last click before a conversion is the metric most search marketers use for attribution, it's often just 
as important to understand the preliminary keywords that assist that final click. Read how a marketer uncovered the non-
branded and long-tail keywords that assisted their search conversions. By attributing revenue to these preliminary searches, 
they've optimized their keyword bidding strategy and reduced cost-per-acquisition 25.6% while increasing sales.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31487

ID: 31471
Title: Twitter 'Teaser' Campaign Supports One-Day Sale: 5 Steps to a 4% Conversion from Tweets
Date: Monday, 21 December 2009
Summary: Does Twitter have potential as a sales promotion channel? In short, yes. See how an online t-shirt retailer used 
Twitter to tease a major sales event, launch the promotion, and encourage a viral effect. The campaign broke their record 
for single-day sales, and realized a 4% conversion rate from Twitter traffic.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31471
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ID: 31466
Title: Share-to-Social Buttons Increase Newsletter Interaction: 6 Steps
Date: Thursday, 3 December 2009
Summary: This year saw a surge in interest for social sharing features, which let subscribers post email content to their 
social networks. If you haven't yet added social sharing to your email newsletters, check out this case study from our 
archives and consider testing the tactic in 2010. We spoke with a B2B email newsletter publisher to learn how they 
implemented social sharing this year. The early results showed a 25% boost in reader interaction, and a surge in inbound 
traffic from social networking sites. Includes tips on: choosing the right networks.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31466

ID: 31458
Title: One-Two Campaign Punch Grows Email and Mobile Lists: Segmentation Delivers 40% Lift in CTR
Date: Wednesday, 25 November 2009
Summary: Improved list quality and list growth can sometimes seem like competing endeavors for emailers. See how one 
sports e-retailer set out to clean up their list and discovered how to add thousands of names along the way. This process 
also birthed a mobile marketing program. And they did it with just two emails that provided a 40% lift in clickthrough rate.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31458

ID: 31456
Title: Build Brand through Online Forums: Giveaway Offer Receives 83% CTR
Date: Tuesday, 24 November 2009
Summary: Targeting online forums is great way to build brand awareness and buzz for your products. And the strategy 
doesn't always require the heavy lifting of actively managing conversations and posts. See how a tire manufacturer helped 
build consumer demand by promoting a giveaway offer across several online forums. Clickthrough rates to the landing 
pages were as high as 83%, and sales began climbing steadily following the campaign.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31456

ID: 31452
Title: Revamped Recommendations Lift Order Value 15%: 5 Steps to More Relevant Suggestions
Date: Wednesday, 18 November 2009
Summary: E-commerce marketers need to optimize their product recommendations strategy. Simply offering suggestions 
isn't enough to lift order value if those recommendations aren't personalized and relevant for each customer. See how 
an online wine retailer built increased relevance into their product recommendations by considering users' browsing and 
buying habits as well as logistical considerations, such as geographic region. Today, 10% of the site's sales come from these 
recommendations, and the average value of those orders is 15% higher.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31452

ID: 31453
Title: Video E-book Revives Whitepaper: 7 Steps to Repurpose Content and Attract 8x More Readers
Date: Wednesday, 18 November 2009
Summary: The concept of turning an existing whitepaper into a video e-book was one of the most intriguing examples of 
content repurposing mentioned at MarketingSherpa's 2009 B2B Marketing Summits. Based on positive audience response, 
we developed a detailed case study about the campaign. See how a networking communications company turned a 
technical whitepaper into a multimedia e-book that featured short video interviews with company experts alongside links to 
a host of related downloads. The e-book attracted eight times as many readers as the original whitepaper.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31453
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ID: 31451
Title: User-Generated Video Contest: 6 Steps to Promote Brand and Generate New Marketing Content
Date: Tuesday, 17 November 2009
Summary: This year's marketing mantra has been about doing more with less. See how a marketing team built a content 
library and generated new leads through a user-generated video contest. The carefully designed contest called on 
consumers to create brand-focused videos and recruit peers to vote on a winner. This resulted in hundreds of submitted 
videos and more than 17,000 registered voters primed for future outreach. Includes 11 creative samples for inspiration.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31451

ID: 31449
Title: Behavior-based Email Send Times Lift Opens, CTRs and Referrals: Test and Results
Date: Thursday, 12 November 2009
Summary: Most email marketers are happy to have a major testing breakthrough every once in a while. But see how a 
financial services brand recently scored big with multiple tests in this initial Case Study of a two-part series. First: How an 
A/B test showed that past response data can be used to send emails to list members' individually-preferred times. Includes 
tips on list growth efforts, subject line tests and segmentation.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31449

ID: 31447
Title: Lead-Gen Revamp with Automation and Scoring: 7 Steps to 190% Increase in Sales Conversions
Date: Wednesday, 11 November 2009
Summary: Segmentation, lead scoring and automated nurturing campaigns are crucial elements of a sophisticated B2B 
marketing organization. The benefits compound when all the parts come together in a fine-tuned lead generation machine. 
See how a software company combined these tactics (and more) to develop robust prospect profiles, segment their 
database and deliver the most relevant information to prospects. Through better lead qualification, they've seen their sales 
conversion rates jump 190%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31447

ID: 31448
Title: Internal Search Data Inspires Store Page Redesigns: 4 Steps to Boost Revenues 50%
Date: Wednesday, 11 November 2009
Summary: Your site's search tool can provide a wealth of information about the most sought-after products in your 
inventory - and the problems customers may have finding those items. See how a car parts retailer used internal search data 
to uncover popular products and drive page design changes. They've seen nearly 59% more revenue from the redesigned 
pages.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31448

ID: 31387
Title: Week-Parting, Copy Tests and Keyword Trials: 3 Tests that Doubled Search Leads
Date: Wednesday, 14 October 2009
Summary: With economic factors affecting consumer behavior, now is the time to ensure your search strategies are in tune 
with the market. See how a short-term loan provider engaged in a trio of rewarding test strategies to make sure their ads 
were being seen by searchers in need of quick cash. Week-parting, copy tests and keyword trials helped double qualified 
sales leads during the last nine months. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31387
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ID: 31384
Title: Lead Gen Overhaul: 4 Strategies to Boost Response Rates, Reduce Cost-per-Lead
Date: Thursday, 8 October 2009
Summary: At B2B Marketing Summit 2009 in Boston, Brian Carroll, CEO, InTouch, gave a tutorial on lead nurturing. In his 
presentation, he shared a creative sample from this past Sherpa case study as an example of a well-written lead nurturing 
email. So, we thought we'd share the entire case study again as inspiration for marketers working on their own nurturing 
programs. Check out how a software company boosted campaign response rate from 0.5% to 17.5%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31384

ID: 31386
Title: How to Maximize One-Day Shopping Events With 3 Easy Steps and Copywriting Tips
Date: Thursday, 8 October 2009
Summary: What's scarier than Halloween in October? The knowledge that the holiday shopping season is right around 
the corner. Get a head start on your holiday email planning with this classic Sherpa Case Study. See how an online retailer/
manufacturer tested three offers for a Cyber Monday holiday shopping rollout and watched revenue jump 102% and 
conversions 29%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31386

ID: 31383
Title: 10% sales lift from "Made in USA" tag
Date: Wednesday, 7 October 2009
Summary: America imports a lot of stuff, which means marketers who show that their product is made in the U.S. can stand 
out from the pack. See how an American furniture manufacturer promoted their products' domestic origins to lift sales 
more than 10% and orders-per-day 19.1%. Includes tips for determining whether you can safely make the "Made in USA" 
claim.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31383

ID: 31361
Title: New Commissions, Landing Page Tests Power Affiliate Success: 5 Steps to Triple Sales
Date: Wednesday, 16 September 2009
Summary: A successful affiliate program takes more than just high commissions. A proven product and an optimized landing 
page can be just as important. Read how a team of software marketers kick-started an affiliate program by running their 
own landing page tests and, yes, offering a high commission. Sales of the target product have tripled since making the 
changes. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31361

ID: 31362
Title: Investing in Marketing Automation: The Benefits of Pilot Testing 
Date: Wednesday, 16 September 2009
Summary: Investing in marketing automation software is a tough decision if you aren't sure how it will benefit your 
company and affect your team's marketing processes. See how a marketing team in the UK used a series of pilot campaigns 
to gauge whether a marketing automation package was right for them. The process of setting up automated email series 
and multiple landing pages opened their eyes to a more efficient marketing strategy. And the results got executive buy-in for 
a purchase.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31362
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ID: 31355
Title: HTML vs Text Email: Which Works Better in a Short Conversion Cycle? 
Date: Thursday, 10 September 2009
Summary: Event marketers or anyone needing to generate quick conversions in a compressed time frame can learn from a 
minor league baseball team who hit an email campaign out of the park. Check out this case study from our archive if you're 
planning autumn events or need ideas for quick, year-end promotions. See how the Durham Bulls used text email first (to 
attract BlackBerry and mobile users) and then HTML to get a 262.3% lift over their average email campaign. Plus, how they 
landed a corporate sponsor in less than 48 hours.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31355

ID: 31353
Title: Branded Credit Options Lift Sales: 6 Steps to Increase Average Order Value 18.6%
Date: Wednesday, 9 September 2009
Summary: Alternative payment methods and credit options can help e-commerce marketers weather dips in consumer 
spending. See how a multichannel jewelry retailer got more than 20% of their customers to use a branded, credit-based 
payment option which also resulted in an 18.6% higher average order value per customer than other customers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31353

ID: 31354
Title: Develop Non-English Websites for International Search: 7 Strategies
Date: Wednesday, 9 September 2009
Summary: Want to reach international prospects through SEO and PPC but don't know how to start? Here's a case study 
about testing the waters of non-English search traffic. Read how the marketing team for a translation services company 
developed native language websites for several European countries. They started small, tested keywords, and have achieved 
300%-500% growth in sales from some of their target countries. Includes strategies for: keyword list development; site 
design; testing
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31354

ID: 31348
Title: Custom Landing Pages for PPC: 4 Steps to 88% More Leads, Lower Costs
Date: Wednesday, 2 September 2009
Summary: Connecting your PPC ads to customized, relevant landing pages is a search marketing best practice. But creating 
hundreds of unique pages can be a challenge for many marketing teams. See out how an online education marketer 
improved lead volume 88% and cut costs by creating a template to quickly generate custom landing pages for her PPC ads. 
Includes creative samples of the custom pages, and tips on applying lessons from multivariate testing to your overall page-
design strategy.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31348

ID: 31340
Title: Combine SEO and Social Media to Generate Web Leads: 5 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 26 August 2009
Summary: Your prospects are using search and social media to evaluate potential vendors. Are you doing enough in those 
channels to demonstrate your expertise? See how the marketing team at an accounting and consulting firm shook up their 
staid marketing tactics and adopted a new, online thought-leadership strategy. Besides revamping their website for SEO and 
lead generation, the enlisted their firm's partners as subject matter experts to create new blogs and participate in social 
networking groups. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31340
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ID: 31335
Title: One Promo Gift, Many Campaigns: 8 Steps to Recycle Offer and Double Conversion Rate
Date: Saturday, 15 August 2009
Summary: A one-time promotion can drive a successful campaign -- but the benefits don't have to end there. See how a 
retention marketer used a promotional gift to launch a paid subscription service, and later used the same gift to maintain 
momentum. Recycling the offer several months after launch doubled conversions for an entire week. Includes samples of 
on-site promotions and a subsequent email campaign.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31335

ID: 31323
Title: Date-Specific Delivery Options Cut Costs and Calls: 5 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 12 August 2009
Summary: Shipping has become reliable enough to pinpoint the exact day when an order will arrive at a customer's door. 
Letting customers take advantage of this feature might make your fulfillment a little more complicated, but it can also make 
your customers happier while reducing costs. See how an online gourmet food retailer cut its call center and re-shipping 
costs by letting customers pick the exact day they wanted orders to arrive at their house. Now, 70% of orders are shipped 
through the new system.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31323

ID: 31314
Title: Interactive Product Showrooms Lift Consumer Engagement: 7 Steps to 270% More Leads
Date: Wednesday, 29 July 2009
Summary: Shopping in the information age is an informed experience. Consumers want information about your products, 
regardless of who is supplying the info. Is it better to have them come to your branded site to research -- or to go somewhere 
else? See how the marketing team for a high-end kitchen appliance manufacturer gave customers more information and 
interactive tools to build their dream kitchens. They've seen traffic increase 20% and online leads surge 270%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31314

ID: 31303
Title: Boost Customer Reviews to Weather the Recession: 5 Steps to 17% Conversion Lift
Date: Thursday, 16 July 2009
Summary: Customer reviews have been shown to lift site sales and conversions, but one e-retailer has found that reviews 
can even lessen the impact of the recession on sales of brand name products. See how a bathroom supply e-retailer used 
a sweepstakes to encourage customers to submit their product reviews. The number of reviews surged to five-times 
their previous level, lifted site conversions 17%, and is helping the site fare better than its competition through the drab 
economy. Includes creative samples and the steps they took to get there.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31303

ID: 31305
Title: Trade Show Strategy Overhaul: 6 Steps to 36% Larger Deal Size
Date: Thursday, 16 July 2009
Summary: Event marketing is a prime target for budget cuts in a down economy, but some marketers have at least one big, 
annual show they just can't skip. How do you make the most of your investment in a big trade show presence? See how an 
insurance company revamped their trade show strategy on its head by creating a booth and events that talked primarily 
about clients -- not the company. Includes concepts and strategies you can adapt for a smaller event budget. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31305
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ID: 31304
Title: Personalize Triggered Email Programs to Boost Engagement: 6 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 15 July 2009
Summary: Creating triggered email campaigns based on your customers' stated preferences for the most relevant, up-to-
date information can create must-open and must-click communications. See how the marketing team behind Realtor.com 
developed a triggered email campaign based on their site's most popular features -- saved searches and saved listings. Daily 
or weekly email updates provided customers with new information that strictly matched their stated criteria, and blew the 
doors off other email campaigns. Total open rates exceed 50%, and total CTR topped 30%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31304

ID: 31300
Title: Going Green: How to Transition Catalog Users to Email and Lift Conversions 19% 
Date: Friday, 10 July 2009
Summary: Marketers looking to save money on print costs can take advantage the growing trend toward "green" marketing 
by transitioning customers from a paper catalog to digital communications. In this case study from our archives, see how 
a marketer redesigned their email program to make it a green alternative to their printed catalogs. The test worked: They 
reduced their print run and lifted email conversions 19%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31300

ID: 31299
Title: Lift Sales with Personalized, Multi-channel Messages: 6 Steps
Date: Thursday, 9 July 2009
Summary: Although consumer spending is down, marketers can still rely on effective channels like email and direct mail to 
generate revenue. The key is delivering customers the most relevant, personalized offers possible. See how an active travel 
marketer recharged their campaigns by combining personalized direct mail, email and websites. Includes creative samples, 
response metrics, and the steps they took to lift sales of both past customers and prospects.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31299

ID: 31301
Title: Combine PR, Branding, and Lead-Gen to Market Through the Recession: 6 Steps
Date: Thursday, 9 July 2009
Summary: Marketing budgets are often the first to get cut when a recession hits. But if you're marketing high-end products 
with long sales cycles, pulling back during the downturn can put you behind the pack when the economy turns around and 
buyers are ready to spend again. See how a health care IT marketer bucked the urge to hold back and instead launched a 
coordinated PR, branding and lead-generation campaign. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31301

ID: 31292
Title: Combine Local Search with In-Store Inventory Check: 5 Steps
Date: Tuesday, 7 July 2009
Summary: For certain products, consumers would rather use a search engine to learn more about them and then go to 
see the products in person. Local search is a way for e-retailers to bridge this gap. Find out how a multichannel jeweler 
connected online searches to in-store sales with an integrated, localized search engine optimization program. Includes 
creative samples of alert emails and SMS messages that let searchers reserve products before coming in to look. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31292
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ID: 31291
Title: Launch, Measure, Analyze, Modify: 4 Steps to Improve Autoresponder Series
Date: Thursday, 2 July 2009
Summary: Trying to determine the best communication plan for prospects can be daunting, but strategic thinking and a 
little patience can put the data you need at your fingertips. See how the marketing team at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
University used data from a new autoresponder series to learn more about their prospects' behavior and preferences. 
By modifying their communication plan based on that data, they've cut the average time it takes a prospect to submit an 
application 76.4%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31291

ID: 31286
Title: Organize Content with Ajax-enabled Web Pages: 5 Steps to Increase Web Leads
Date: Thursday, 25 June 2009
Summary: Does your Web design make it hard for prospects to find all the product information and supporting content 
you've created for them? See how a software marketer improved his team's online lead-generation capabilities with 
Ajax-enabled product pages that brought together brochures, demos, downloads and education content in one location. 
Carefully-placed registration forms are now capturing leads where once chaos ruled. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31286

ID: 31283
Title: Online Ad Boosts Twitter Followers 69%: 4 Steps 
Date: Wednesday, 24 June 2009
Summary: Twitter is fast rising in public awareness -- but is the public aware of your Twitter feed? Find out how Intuit's 
TurboTax lifted their number of Twitter followers 69% with an ad that incorporated their Tweets. Includes tips on audience 
targeting and creative samples of the ads.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31283

ID: 31274
Title: Adding Inexpensive Shipping Lifts Conversions, Lowers Costs: 5 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 17 June 2009
Summary: Looking for a way to satisfy price-conscious consumers without hurting your bottom line? Take a look at your 
shipping options. See how an online fragrance retailer got a double benefit by adding a new, super-cheap shipping option to 
their site. Their shipping costs fell 33%, and conversions increased 14.6%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31274

ID: 31265
Title: Expand Social Features to Boost Engagement: 6 Steps to 33% Lift in Time Spent
Date: Wednesday, 10 June 2009
Summary: If your audience has responded favorably to social media elements on your website, it makes sense to offer 
additional ways to interact. Determining which features to launch, and when to add them, is another matter. Find out how 
the marketing team for a Latin music and entertainment website tested and expanded the site's social media features to 
increase visitor engagement. Time spent is up 33% on some portions of the site -- and registrations and impressions are 
up, too.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31265
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ID: 31262
Title: Share-to-Social Buttons Increase Newsletter Interaction: 6 Steps
Date: Monday, 8 June 2009
Summary: This year saw a surge in interest for social sharing features, which let subscribers post email content to their 
social networks. If you haven't yet added social sharing to your email newsletters, check out this case study from our 
archives and consider testing the tactic in 2010.We spoke with a B2B email newsletter publisher to learn how they 
implemented social sharing this year. The early results showed a 25% boost in reader interaction, and a surge in inbound 
traffic from social networking sites. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31262

ID: 31256
Title: Interactive Channel for Sales Support Materials: 6 Strategies to Cut Costs and Improve Measurability
Date: Thursday, 28 May 2009
Summary: Ever have trouble determining whether a sales team was using the marketing collateral and other sales 
enablement materials you've created for them? Read how a mutual funds company reinvented the way they delivered sales 
support and business development content to its team of independent financial advisors. They scrapped their outdated 
practice of mailing CD-ROMs of important documents in exchange for a desktop application that provided an interactive 
channel for important documents, sales support materials, and ongoing training. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31256

ID: 31255
Title: Boost Promotion Frequency Without Taxing Your List: 5 Steps to Lift Revenue 69%
Date: Wednesday, 27 May 2009
Summary: Email promotions are the bread and butter of many e-commerce sites. But how can you increase the frequency 
of your promotions without causing a backlash from your subscribers? Read how a wine marketer increased a weekly email 
promotion to a daily promotion -- boosting its frequency 400% -- without upsetting their list. Revenue generated through 
email has since increased 69%, and is now over 50% of total revenue.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31255

ID: 31248
Title: Autoresponder Series Delivers Real Estate Profits in Worst Market Ever: 5 Strategies
Date: Thursday, 21 May 2009
Summary: Autoresponders are among the most powerful tools an email marketer has to build relationships with new 
subscribers and turn them into customers. Here's a case study to show just how effective those messages can be. Read how 
a real estate team used an email autoresponder series to make money in one of the worst markets in the country. Includes 
tons of creative samples and strategies to: provide real value in autoresponder messages; segment lists; deliver targeted, 
relevant offers
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31248

ID: 31237
Title: How to Turn a Trade Show Speech Into a Podcast That Becomes a Lead Machine 
Date: Wednesday, 13 May 2009
Summary: If you're being asked to do more with less this year, here's a low-cost way to create marketing collateral that 
grabs prospects' attention. In this case study from our archives, read how a software company turned a client's speech at a 
trade show into an educational podcast. Using a 100 digital recorder and free editing software, they created a recording to 
use in a lead generation campaign that attracted millions of dollars in new business. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31237
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ID: 31238
Title: Survey Strategy Lifts Sales and Customer Satisfaction: 4 Steps 
Date: Wednesday, 13 May 2009
Summary: Social media and user generated content are the newest -- but not the only -- ways to engage customers and get 
their opinions. Online surveys are still an effective way to pinpoint what your customers want from your site -- and what 
they want improved. Read how a jewelry marketer used a simple online survey to uncover ways to expand services, improve 
the website, and increase sales as much as 4.5% in some categories. Includes creative samples of the entire survey.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31238

ID: 31230
Title: Homepage Redesign Puts Target Sectors Front and Center: 5 Steps to 100% Lift in Key Metrics 
Date: Thursday, 7 May 2009
Summary: The most relevant marketing content speaks directly to your prospects' needs. But does your website give 
target industries an instant connection to the content that matters to them? See how an IT consulting firm redesigned its 
homepage to give special attention to their top target industries. They used big buttons to lure clicks from key prospects, 
and drove traffic with a vertical-focused direct mail campaign. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31230

ID: 31213
Title: Grow Subscriptions with a PPC Campaign That Capitalizes on a Major Event: 7 Steps
Date: Thursday, 30 April 2009
Summary: Want to grow your in-house list using a highly effective PPC campaign? Replicate the success of a financial 
newsletter company that tied its efforts to a major event. As a result, they got a 36% boost in free e-newsletter subscribers. 
Includes step-by-step process, tips and creative samples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31213

ID: 31214
Title: Wells Fargo's Customer-Centric Message Boosts Leads: 5 Steps to Create Consistent Theme for Multichannel 
Campaign
Date: Thursday, 30 April 2009
Summary: One touch is rarely enough to convert prospects in a lead-generation campaign. But creating an effective multi-
touch, multi-channel campaign also requires you to maintain a consistent message across all communications. See how the 
team at Wells Fargo promoted automated business services to existing customers by zeroing in on a major pain point. By 
developing that theme through an integrated DM and email campaign, they achieved conversion rates that ranged from 
7.95% to 11.71% -- and took home a 2009 MarketingSherpa Email Marketing Award.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31214

ID: 31209
Title: Improve Customer Acquisition and Retention by Combining Triggered Email and Outbound Promotions
Date: Wednesday, 29 April 2009
Summary: As an email marketer, you have control over your outbound promotions, but what about all the other email sent 
from your company? Are you coordinating your efforts across triggered email, autoresponders, and other service emails? 
Read on about an online dating service that made triggered email and marketing promotions work in unison. Find out their 
new tactics that lifted conversion rates by 10 percentage points and improved email deliverability from around 80% to 99%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31209
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ID: 31189
Title: How to Encourage Customer Interaction: Curse.com's 4 Steps to Retaining Prospects
Date: Thursday, 23 April 2009
Summary: The most popular product on your site draws potential consumers, but what happens when interest in it wanes? 
Will these prospects forget about your site? In the case of the video game news and community site, Curse.com, a large 
share of traffic was coming for content related to World of Warcraft, the hot video game. See how their team made sure 
that site users didn't leave after getting their fill of their "addiction." Note: Great tips on how to entice your site visitors to 
troll your site for new products.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31189

ID: 31187
Title: Lead Gen Overhaul: 4 Strategies to Boost Response Rates, Reduce Cost-per-Lead
Date: Wednesday, 22 April 2009
Summary: If your lead-gen process is in need of some serious rethinking, we have the tools for a redo. We interviewed a 
technology marketer who decided to throw out his previous conceptions of how to generate and nurture leads in favor of a 
more comprehensive, prospect-based approach. Check out how this company boosted campaign response rate from 0.5% 
to 17.5%. You'll see how their segmented three-touch nurturing response program delivered more than double the open 
rate of traditional, multi-touch campaigns to the entire house list.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31187

ID: 31183
Title: Saturn's Mega-Event Inspires Evangelism through WOM and Social Media Channels
Date: Tuesday, 21 April 2009
Summary: How do you create a huge splash that inspires evangelism? And how do you make sure that your evangelists 
spread the buzz, both in-person and online? The communications pros at Saturn reveal how they turned a plain-vanilla launch 
partnership into an extravaganza with more than 1,000 nationwide parties held by strategically handpicked evangelists. Hint: 
You can use Saturn's opt-in strategy to identify and handpick your own evangelists to get more event-specific buzz.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31183

ID: 31180
Title: Financial Times' Innovative Access Model Increases Subscriptions 9%: 5 Tactics
Date: Thursday, 16 April 2009
Summary: How much free content should your visitors be able to access? The Financial Times shared how they got the right 
access model to boost online subscriptions by 9% in 2008 - the year the US was in a recession. What's interesting about this 
case study is that it quashes the belief that giving more access to free content is best. On the contrary, it can inhibit visitors 
from purchasing subscriptions.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31180

ID: 31171
Title: Achieve 6x-8x Jump in CTR with Emphasis on Newsletter Links and Bonus Content: 4 Strategies 
Date: Thursday, 9 April 2009
Summary: Good newsletter content must provide stand-alone value to subscribers. But it also should create opportunities 
for marketers to include relevant links that engage readers with a company's products and services. See how a business-
mentoring organization revamped its newsletter design and strategy to include more links that promote its services. Using 
techniques, such as special download offers, contextual links within articles, and permanent links to top services, the team 
achieved 6x-8x increases in clickthrough rate. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31171
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ID: 31169
Title: Increase Conversions with Simple Site Redesign: 7 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 8 April 2009
Summary: The placement of a core product or feature on your homepage can have a strong impact on its performance. 
A few tweaks can show great improvements in getting it noticed, used or purchased. Find out how a travel marketer with 
limited resources got his website's visitors to use the core revenue-driving search function 38% more often. The company 
increased reservations made through the site 35%. Includes test samples and survey questions. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31169

ID: 31164
Title: Follow BMW's Mobile Campaign to Get 30% Conversion Rate: 5 Steps
Date: Thursday, 2 April 2009
Summary: The appeal of direct mail continues to decline as the prices of printing and mailing increase. What if there was a 
way to avoid the high costs without losing direct-response impact? Find out how BMW Germany tested a mobile campaign 
to sell winter tires that achieved a 30.31% conversion rate. Includes a step-by-step guide and creative samples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31164

ID: 31165
Title: How to Get 70% Conversions: American Greetings' 6-Step Campaign 
Date: Thursday, 2 April 2009
Summary: One size doesn't fit all when creating email offers for subscribers. But segmenting lists can prove challenging for 
subscription-based sites with lots of content and no marketing database. Follow one marketer's 6 steps to segment an email 
list without a marketing database. The American Greetings team got a 70% lift in conversions from a simple email test that 
matched subscribers' preferences to content in the offer. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31165

ID: 31163
Title: How to Transition from Print to Electronic Thought-Leadership Content: 6 Steps to Triple Subscribers
Date: Wednesday, 1 April 2009
Summary: Establishing your firm as an industry thought-leader is a vital lead-generation strategy. But the technique requires 
you to have content that reaches the right prospects and creates relationships with them. See how a boutique consulting 
firm transitioned one of their primary content vehicles from a paid print-based newsletter to a free electronic one. The four-
month process included a communication strategy to alert existing subscribers of the change, a new editorial strategy, and 
integration with Web 2.0 channels. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31163

ID: 31138
Title: How to Generate Revenue Quickly with a Lead Generation Campaign: 5 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 25 March 2009
Summary: A long-term, strategic lead-generation plan is essential for complex sales. But when market conditions change 
rapidly, you might find opportunities for ancillary campaigns that help address your customers' immediate pain points. Read 
how a telecommunications marketer responded to the credit crisis last fall with a campaign for existing customers. The five-
week email series generated hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of revenue from products with a shorter sales cycle, 
and took home an Email Marketing Award at MarketingSherpa Email Summit 2009.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31138
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ID: 31143
Title: How to Build a Subscriber List Inexpensively Using Blogs, Contests
Date: Wednesday, 25 March 2009
Summary: Don't want to spend a fortune to build an email list? You don't have to. We interviewed a marketer who 
multiplied his subscribers list 20 times by involving popular bloggers in his low-cost campaign. Find out how you too could 
expand a marketing file by holding one contest for bloggers, and another for their readers. Includes results and creative 
samples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31143

ID: 31119
Title: Optimize a Lead Nurturing Campaign: 5 Steps to Boost Conversions and Warm a Cold List
Date: Wednesday, 18 March 2009
Summary: The key to a good lead-nurturing program is finding the right combination of relevant content and messaging 
frequency to keep your brand top-of-mind. Read how an outsourced software product-engineering team revived a cold 
prospect list with a lead nurturing strategy. They tested elements, such as collateral offers, email message copy, subject lines 
and landing pages, to generate triple-digit increases in key metrics over the course of four email sends.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31119

ID: 31120
Title: How to Implement Ask-and-Answer Section to Cut Returns 23%, Lift Conversions
Date: Wednesday, 18 March 2009
Summary: When shopping online, people usually have questions. Sometimes, the website addresses their concerns. 
However, often -- due to lack of information -- buyers end up with the wrong product. In the worst-case scenario, they 
leave and never return. Find out how an e-commerce site with a large complicated product catalog answered shoppers' 
questions, resulting in a more at-ease purchasing experience, increased conversion rates and decreased returns. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31120

ID: 31083
Title: Use Dynamic Content and Testing to Optimize Newsletters: 4 Strategies to Create Customer Dialogs 
Date: Wednesday, 11 March 2009
Summary: Personalizing your email newsletters for individual subscribers' interest areas creates a more relevant 
communication. And the more relevant your content, the more likely subscribers are to engage with your messages. See 
how the marketing team at Sprint revamped its customer email newsletter with dynamic features that deliver targeted 
content based on subscribers' wireless devices, service plans, locations and preferences. Those changes, combined with 
regular testing, have achieved double the CTRs of the team's other campaigns.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31083

ID: 31065
Title: How to Get Online Subscribers to Purchase Offline Services: 4 Easy Steps 
Date: Wednesday, 4 March 2009
Summary: The current economy poses a challenge when it comes to attracting and retaining paying subscribers. That's 
why the prospect of getting those subscribers to consider purchasing additional offline products or services seems 
highly unlikely. Find out how a traditional brick-and-mortar matchmaking company managed to retain an online dating 
subscription site's paying subscribers and get some of them to purchase offline matchmaking services valued at 3,000.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31065
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ID: 31061
Title: 5 Steps: Customize Paid Search by Targeting User's Operating System
Date: Thursday, 26 February 2009
Summary: The more information you get from website visitors, the better. Even knowing which operating system they use 
can improve your paid search. A marketer detected website visitors' operating systems and used the information to boost 
penetration in a key market. Sales rose by 12%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31061

ID: 31060
Title: Autoresponder Targets Website Visitors: 4 Steps to Boost Revenue Per Email 10 Times
Date: Wednesday, 25 February 2009
Summary: Shopping-cart-abandonment emails are a standard tactic for getting customers to complete a purchase. But a 
vast majority of website visitors never make it to the shopping cart. Here is how a marketing team used an autoresponder 
program to send an incentive email to all members of their opt-in database who visited the site but didn't buy. The email 
generated nearly 10 times the revenue of a standard promotional campaign. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31060

ID: 31053
Title: 5 Steps: Click-Path Analysis Leads to Shopping-Cart Fix that Lifts Conversions 43%
Date: Thursday, 19 February 2009
Summary: Turning more website visitors into new customers doesn't always require a major overhaul. A tweak or a fix may 
be enough. Find out how a marketer used an analysis of website metrics to fix a faulty shopping cart and boost the website 
conversion rate more than 43%. Here are the five steps the company took. Includes creative samples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31053

ID: 31055
Title: Identify Top Advertising Targets by Merging, Mining Email Databases: 6 Steps to Double Ad Sales 
Date: Thursday, 19 February 2009
Summary: Large organizations often have dozens of email databases operating independently. But keeping email databases 
in silos means marketers can't get a complete picture of subscribers that can be targeted by customer profile and 
preferences. Listen to how a major media company merged email databases for 26 different publications into a centralized 
system that allowed them to offer segmented campaigns to advertisers for the subscribers they targeted. CTR skyrocketed 
and banner ad sales almost doubled. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31055

ID: 31050
Title: Product Demo with Voluntary Registration Results in 23% Conversion Rate
Date: Wednesday, 18 February 2009
Summary: Requiring prospects to register for content is a standard B2B lead gen practice. But what if your audience is 
rather old-school and not used to signing up for content online? Listen to a marketer who knew that promoting a new 
product to a traditional audience required a demo of its value and a voluntary registration form to avoid scaring away 
prospects. Almost one out of four (23%) demo viewers were converted into leads. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31050
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ID: 31045
Title: 6 Steps: Grow Customer Loyalty, Get 93% Recommendation Rate
Date: Tuesday, 10 February 2009
Summary: Creating loyal customers any time, but especially during a recession, can help to guarantee your survival. But 
how do you create loyalty? Measure loyalty? Maintain or improve loyalty? Find out how a marketer and a quality-assurance 
officer at a luxury hotel chain teamed up to create loyal customers, measure their loyalty, and take steps to improve loyalty. 
How does a 93% recommendation rate grab you?
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31045

ID: 31029
Title: Games Drive Consumers to Try Out New Technology: 64% Opt-In Rate for Ford
Date: Thursday, 29 January 2009
Summary: Ford created a technology for its vehicles that was explained through hands-on interaction. A marketing team 
created a series of games that revolved around the technology and used entertainment venues to let consumers play them. 
Tens of thousands of prospects opted-in to get more information about Ford products.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31029

ID: 31022
Title: 6 Steps to Optimize Website Conversions: 43% Boost
Date: Tuesday, 27 January 2009
Summary: You're a start-up with one goal - to convince people to sign up for a free money-management service. And, as 
is often the case with start-ups, your money is tight. See how the founder jumpstarted website conversions within the first 
few months of launching his service through optimization. Six steps to big visitor-conversion boost. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31022

ID: 31010
Title: Interdepartmental Campaign Takes Optimization to the Max - Prospects Soar
Date: Thursday, 22 January 2009
Summary: Your marketing team applies best practices in optimization across the board. But what happens when they feel 
they've reached the point of optimal optimization? Find out how trying something they have never tried before - working 
side by side with one another on an interdepartmental marketing campaign - can have a dramatic impact on all channels.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31010

ID: 30995
Title: Overnight Send Time for Email Lifts Open Rate, CTR, Registrations
Date: Thursday, 15 January 2009
Summary: A test that delivers a marked improvement spurs excitement. But you need to temper that excitement and make 
sure the results are valid. Read how an email marketer continued to test send times for their emails after a previous test 
showed a surprising boost in CTRs for messages sent out overnight. They wanted to verify tests of the unconventional time 
to make sure the rate held up.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30995
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ID: 30994
Title: 5 Steps to Double Conference Attendance: Inject Virtual Webcast and Trade Show
Date: Wednesday, 14 January 2009
Summary: The recession is cutting into travel budgets. So, event marketers must adopt new strategies to attract attendees 
to their trade shows and conferences. Find out how a conference sponsor used a virtual component to double attendance. 
A webcast and virtual trade show also produced archived online content to continue generating leads from the event. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30994

ID: 30992
Title: Lift Event Attendance with Interactive Ad Partners Place on Their Sites: 10% Boost
Date: Tuesday, 13 January 2009
Summary: Your media partners can pull a lot of weight when it's time to raise awareness for an event. Some will put up 
ads to your website; others will write a blog post with a link; what's even more effective is pushing tickets directly from 
their sites. Find out how an event marketer sold more than 10% of her tickets though advertising partners by creating an 
interactive ad. Includes creative samples and lessons learned.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30992

ID: 30990
Title: PR Interview: Become a Social Media Release Convert: 8 Steps 
Date: Friday, 9 January 2009
Summary: A business development director produced her department's first social media release (SMR) last summer and 
came away from the experience as an 'SMR convert'. Her 'news' received coverage like never before - first from bloggers 
and then from traditional media, such as The Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times, BusinessWeek, Forbes.com, and Canadian 
television. Here are 8 steps to emulate her conversion.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30990

ID: 30988
Title: Keep Users Tied to Your Website while Driving Traffic to Ad Partners: Win-Win Tactics
Date: Thursday, 8 January 2009
Summary: Many content sites sell ads that drive traffic to their advertisers' websites. But that relationship can make it 
difficult to keep users at home or bring them back to your site. Discover how a marketer at a niche site created a winning 
scenario that brought their users back after pushing traffic to their ad partners. Includes co-branded ad samples, community 
store and stats.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30988

ID: 30983
Title: Get 1,400% ROI: 7 Steps to Integrate Unusual Theme, Gifts, Personalized Emails
Date: Wednesday, 7 January 2009
Summary: Personalizing your marketing messages can create a direct connection between prospects and your company. 
See how a marketer encouraged prospects to arrange 15-minute phone briefings with a top company executive who 
pitched the company's tools as ways to make the most of 2009 budgets. The integrated direct mail and email campaign 
used a creative theme, attention-getting gifts, and personalized email messages to deliver a 1,400% ROI.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30983
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ID: 30964
Title: Two Campaigns for the Price of One: Holiday E-card Goes Viral Twice
Date: Wednesday, 17 December 2008
Summary: The recession has your budget in a squeeze. Wouldn't it be great to get twice the exposure from a single 
campaign - at absolutely no extra cost? Take a look at this holiday viral marketing campaign that was so successful we 
featured it as a case study more than a year ago. Then it had an unexpected and unplanned second successful viral run that 
didn't cost a dime more. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30964

ID: 30957
Title: Bank on Quality to Get Your Product or Service to Stand Out: 10 Steps to Get Started
Date: Thursday, 11 December 2008
Summary: Quality can be a prime differentiator when a shopper searches for a product or service. Here are 10 steps taken 
by a healthcare organization to measure and use quality to stand out. The 10-step process involved:- taking advantage 
of awards, rankings, and other designations- tracking how prospects use quality indicators in making decisions- getting 
consumers to recall quality-focused ads- increasing consumer preferences
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30957

ID: 30951
Title: Give 'Oomph' to SEM: Optimize Your Landing Page with Simplicity
Date: Thursday, 4 December 2008
Summary: A landing page is critical to converting leads. Every word, image and design element on the page can have an 
impact on responses. Check out how a marketer for a financial company performed a split test to optimize their landing 
page. Their tests sparked a significant lift in SEM results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30951

ID: 30946
Title: Generate Leads with Social Media Strategy: 6 Steps to Fill Up Sales Funnel
Date: Wednesday, 3 December 2008
Summary: Can a social media strategy boost your lead generation effort? Absolutely. Read this case study. A technology 
marketer at a startup firm needed an immediate, cost-effective way to reach their niche audience and bring qualified 
visitors back to their website. They tested and measured activity from several social media channels to help fill up their sales 
funnel with prospects.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30946

ID: 30940
Title: Rediscover Lead Gen Gold by Reaching Exec Assistants with Telemarketing Tactics: 4 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 26 November 2008
Summary: Marketers trying to reach top execs often view executive assistants as gatekeepers that block access to these 
prospects. With the right approach, those gatekeepers can open the door. Find out how a software company with a little-
known product landed 15-minute phone briefings with high-level prospects. Hint: They added a twist to their telemarketing 
campaign by enlisting executive assistants as their messengers and facilitators. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30940
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ID: 30941
Title: Homepage Product Launch Test Produces Some Surprising Results: 2 Tests
Date: Wednesday, 26 November 2008
Summary: Optimizing tactics is critical to successful online marketing. Check out how an e-retailer tested the idea of 
including a new line of products on their homepage to see how it would affect overall conversion rates. The two-part test 
showed surprising results: Conversions took a sizable jump for one segment while the other segment went south. Includes a 
pair of big lessons learned and creative samples. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30941

ID: 30927
Title: Recover Subscribers with Single Email: 3 Steps to Clear Up Technical Snafu
Date: Wednesday, 19 November 2008
Summary: A database snafu put a retailer in the worst possible place on the cusp of the holiday season -- missing a sizable 
chunk of possible shoppers. Check out how the retailer responded to recover many of those lost subscribers with just one 
email. Includes three easy steps and more CAN-SPAM guidance.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30927

ID: 30928
Title: How a Consultant Uses Content to Create New Revenue Stream: 4 Tactics
Date: Wednesday, 19 November 2008
Summary: Providing relevant educational content to prospects can generate leads. But don't just think of content as one-
off pieces of collateral. A retail consulting firm developed free and paid online content that built on each other to intensify 
relationships with website visitors. By moving prospects down a path from free articles to enewsletter subscriptions to 
online training, the firm has boosted revenues and enlarged its prospect database.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30928

ID: 30911
Title: How to Double Renewals with Triggered Emails and Sales Reps: 6 Steps
Date: Thursday, 6 November 2008
Summary: Retaining as many customers as you can is even more imperative in a tough economy. For marketers who license 
content case by case, even a small boost in renewals can help you weather a slowdown in acquiring new customers. Read 
how a photo licensing agency doubled renewal rates with an automatic email triggered by the contract-expiration date. 
Follow-up sales calls pushed renewal rates even higher. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30911

ID: 30909
Title: Test Content to Create Best Layout to Boost Email Revenue, Conversions, CTRs
Date: Wednesday, 5 November 2008
Summary: Mixing educational content with product promotions to boost sales is common. But where you place the 
content in your email design can make a difference. Check out how an e-retailer tested placements for informational and 
promotional content in their email layout. In three simple steps, they increased email revenue by 15% and lifted conversions 
and clickthroughs.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30909
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ID: 30901
Title: HandR Block Gets Big Buzz through Social Media for Digital Products: How to Test and Pick Channels
Date: Thursday, 30 October 2008
Summary: Social media campaigns may never replace more traditional marketing, but they can help you create some 
serious buzz for your products. Always start those campaigns with testing. See how HandR Block tested and then added to 
their social media campaign to increase awareness of their digital products by 43%. Includes:how to choose social media 
tests and channels;tips on human capital management;creative samples and links to successful social media sites
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30901

ID: 30895
Title: How Branded Cookies and Gas Card Giveaway Beat Budget Cuts: 6 Steps to 10% Lead Gen
Date: Wednesday, 29 October 2008
Summary: If you're feeling the pain of the economic crisis in your marketing budget, keep in mind that your prospects 
are likely feeling that same pain. So, consider a campaign that offers remedies for their financial concerns. A technology 
marketer beat all their goals for a trade show even after the budget was cut by 27%. Instead of splashy off-site parties, they 
created a contest for a 500 gas card at the peak of last summer's high gas prices. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30895

ID: 30886
Title: Four Strategies to Bend Rules on Landing Pages and Double Conversion Rates
Date: Wednesday, 22 October 2008
Summary: Best practices for landing page design call for providing a clear call to action and limiting navigation options. But 
many B2B marketers must appeal to multiple members of a buying committee. How can you make sure you're offering the 
right content to those different prospects? A software marketer tested a new approach to landing pages that bent the rules 
slightly and doubled conversion rates. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30886

ID: 30876
Title: Brand Building: How to Mix Offline with Online to Drive Targeted Entries to Video Contest
Date: Thursday, 16 October 2008
Summary: Can traditional magazine ads and billboards drive college-age prospects to submit entries for a video contest? 
A marketer for a national apartment rental service wanted to find out. Check out how the marketer ran a multichannel 
campaign that mixed offline and online efforts to promote an online video contest. Their results kicked butt. Includes 
creative samples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30876

ID: 30830
Title: How to Get Your Preference Center CAN-SPAM Compliant: Our 3-Step Fix
Date: Wednesday, 17 September 2008
Summary: The biggest pain point for email marketers coming out of the new CAN-SPAM provisions deals with preference 
centers. Believe us, we know your pain! MarketingSherpa had its own snafu getting squared with CAN-SPAM. And since 
there's still non-compliant email out there, we thought we'd share our fix here. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30830
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ID: 30824
Title: How to Switch to SEO, PPC Strategies to Increase Leads: 10 Steps to Triple-Digit Lifts
Date: Thursday, 11 September 2008
Summary: Are you a marketer for a U.S.-based company that has worldwide dealers yet barely a Web presence? Then this 
Case Study on lead generation is for you. Basement Systems has maintained triple-digit growth in leads generated from its 
SEO and PPC campaigns over the past two years. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30824

ID: 30819
Title: Focusing on Referrals, Abandons Helps e-retailer Grow List, Bolster Sales
Date: Wednesday, 10 September 2008
Summary: Referrals can be a cost-effective way to grow your list and boost revenue. 'Send this email to a friend' is a 
common tactic, but few marketers go much beyond that tactic. Take a look at one e-retailer who tripled new customer 
referrals with three simple tweaks to their email strategy. The strategy also used well-timed emails to turn abandoned 
shopping carts into 129% more conversions.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30819

ID: 30810
Title: Leave 'Em Laughing: How to Use TV Parody to Educate, Entertain, and Get Plenty of Leads
Date: Wednesday, 3 September 2008
Summary: Providing educational content is a tried-and-true way to generate leads. But whitepapers and webinars can be a 
bit dull. Check out how a training vendor for the mortgage industry responded to the credit crisis with educational content 
that became blockbuster entertainment -- and a must-have tool for customers and prospects. The campaign established the 
brand as 'the' expert in mortgage-fraud detection while generating 1,200 prospects. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30810

ID: 30795
Title: How to Use Simple Postcard to Boost Revenue, Add Prospects for Nurturing: 6 Easy Steps
Date: Wednesday, 27 August 2008
Summary: Marketers for companies that sell through distributors and resellers have a hard time forging relationships 
with end users. They often don't know who is buying their products or which prospects are open to receiving marketing 
materials. Read how a marketer used a direct mail campaign to promote a specific product line and capture names and 
email addresses for nurturing. The campaign more than tripled sales of one product and added more than 100 names to 
their prospect list.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30795

ID: 30780
Title: Online 'Haggling' Button Sends Sales Soaring - 3 Steps to 685% Growth
Date: Thursday, 21 August 2008
Summary: Letting your customers haggle over price online can lift your revenue. Does a 685% boost get your attention? 
Check out how an e-retailer hit the jackpot after adding a simple button to their website to negotiate price. Here are three 
steps your IT department can take with little hassle. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30780
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ID: 30778
Title: Test Shows Promotional Content Beats Informational: 89% More CTRs; 5 Times More Revenue
Date: Wednesday, 20 August 2008
Summary: B2B emailers routinely focus on relevant informational content as a way to gain trust with their audiences and 
keep the brand top of mind. But the harder-sell 'B2C style' for email messages shouldn't be dismissed. A small, cross-sector 
merchandiser tested emails heavy in information against messages heavy in promotion and saw 89% more clickthroughs 
and five times more revenue coming from the latter. Here are the 4 steps they took. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30778

ID: 30771
Title: Case Study: Optimize Keyword Bids to Boost Conversions to 17% and Multiply Revenue Stream: 5 Steps
Date: Thursday, 14 August 2008
Summary: Imagine your SEM-based lead-generation efforts converting at 17%. Most marketers see their conversions in the 
single digits - the lower single digits - when they could be much higher. Check out how an online education site boosted 
their course-takers five times. Includes five lead-gen steps and keyword optimization know-how.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30771

ID: 30752
Title: Viral Email Nets 100% Response from Brand Champs: 3 Simple Steps
Date: Tuesday, 5 August 2008
Summary: Making your best customers really feel appreciated can solidify their loyalty. But is it worth the investment in 
customers who are already your brand champions? Find out how marketers for an international hotel chain crafted a simple 
email that got a 100% response rate from their most active loyalty club members. Ultimately, 1,766% more people than 
were initially sent the email responded. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30752

ID: 30738
Title: Stop Bounces with Sales Receipts, Build List 71%
Date: Wednesday, 30 July 2008
Summary: Collecting email addresses in retail locations has long been a pain point for marketers. Misspellings and bad 
penmanship usually create emails that are hard bounces waiting to happen. Find out how a marketer for a car wash used 
computer-generated sales receipts and incentives to produce accurate addresses and grow their list by 71% while boosting 
weekend revenue. Includes 5 simple steps. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30738

ID: 30739
Title: Repurpose Website Content to Triple Leads, Double Conversions: 7 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 30 July 2008
Summary: Help prospects find you on the Web. And develop content that gets them into your lead-nurturing process. Read 
how a subscription-based software company revamped itself as a destination for best practices and resources by using SEO 
tactics and online registration forms. They tripled leads through a free trial program and saw traffic jump 200%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30739
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ID: 30725
Title: Cross-Sells on Product Pages Boost Revenue 70%: 3 Easy Steps
Date: Thursday, 24 July 2008
Summary: Cross-selling is a classic online tactic to lift order values - especially when employed on the shopping-cart page. 
But you can get more money off the table by focusing elsewhere as well. An e-retailer homed in on their Baby Boomer 
demographic by cross-selling on their product-details pages. In three quick steps, they lifted onsite revenue by 70% and 
achieved a 7.25% conversion rate. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30725

ID: 30724
Title: Dollars-Off Coupon Gets 170% More Revenue: 2 Simple A/B Test Steps
Date: Wednesday, 23 July 2008
Summary: Which email coupon works best to grab a shopper's attention - "Dollars Off" or "Percent Off"? An e-retailer 
analyzed these email coupons with a simple A/B split test and unearthed some interesting results. Two simple steps.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30724

ID: 30711
Title: How to Use a Desktop Widget to Deliver Auditable Content: 4 Steps to Boost Subscriptions & Readership, Cut Costs, 
Increase Revenue
Date: Thursday, 17 July 2008
Summary: Users download widgets to their desktops to get simple services, such as weather and travel alerts. But how 
about a widget as a brand new channel for receiving media content? Read how a trade publication marketer created a 
desktop application to deliver a digital edition of its weekly magazine and other preferred content directly to their readers' 
computers. More than 29,000 of those readers now view four times as much content as an average website visitor. 
Subscriptions increased as costs were cut.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30711

ID: 30708
Title: How to Build a Dream List of Newsletter Prospects: 10 Steps to a 44% Open Rate
Date: Wednesday, 16 July 2008
Summary: Building an opt-in email list of qualified prospects can take some doing. The task becomes more difficult when 
you work in a hyper-competitive industry. See how a bank wooed retiring Baby Boomers for a new specialty newsletter with 
a contest that had them create their own retirement dream worlds. The newsletter has been averaging a 44% open rate.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30708

ID: 30691
Title: How to Launch a Product in Stealth Mode: 6 Steps to Generate 374% More Leads
Date: Wednesday, 2 July 2008
Summary: Build the buzz and generate more leads with a new product launch steeped in secrecy. Your target audience will 
think they know what's coming -- then you'll surprise them. Toshiba wowed a major trade show audience by unveiling a 
medical-imaging product that leapfrogged the technology on the market. Keeping the details a secret while developing a 
marketing splash for launch day helped to boost leads 374%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30691
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ID: 30692
Title: How to Get 1000% Increase in Opt-ins - Test Results
Date: Wednesday, 2 July 2008
Summary: The unwillingness of readers to opt in for newsletters is a significant pain point for marketers. Can better timing 
overcome this resistance? See how a tech marketer tested a different opt-in process. The result has led to a tenfold increase 
in subscriptions, while decreasing the marketer's dependence on Google for traffic.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30692

ID: 30659
Title: Homepage Offer vs. Product Landing Page - Search Test Results
Date: Thursday, 19 June 2008
Summary: Your homepage can do double duty as a search landing page for the right product. But you must test to find out 
for sure. Here's a case study based on an audience-segmentation test involving Oprah Winfrey's magazine. The results saw 
a 470% higher conversion rate and led to significant new insights into what can be the best search landing page experience 
for your visitors.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30659

ID: 30653
Title: How to Use Fewer, More Relevant Webinars to Get Better Results: 6 Steps Lift Attendance 422%
Date: Wednesday, 18 June 2008
Summary: More is not always better when it comes to marketing activities. You have to make sure the content and timing 
of your campaigns match your buyers' needs during a sales cycle. See how one marketer revamped its lackluster weekly 
webinar series by creating fewer, but more relevant events. That content, combined with better database analytics and a 
new outbound marketing strategy increased attendance 422%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30653

ID: 30655
Title: Embedded Video Lifts Conversion Rate 50%: 5 Steps to Test Deliverability and Subject Line
Date: Wednesday, 18 June 2008
Summary: Videos embedded in email can grab attention or cause deliverability problems and rendering nightmares. Most 
marketers believe the latter, but a few say their data speak otherwise. See how a marketer increased conversions more than 
50% by embedding video in emails. Includes deliverability and subject line test data. Plus, what's the best video length to use.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30655

ID: 30645
Title: How to Grow an Email List From Nothing to 2 Million Loyal Fans in 2 Years 
Date: Wednesday, 11 June 2008
Summary: Birthday clubs are a proven traffic driver for many brick-and-mortar stores, but does the tactic work as well 
online? Well, that depends on your incentive. See how one retailer launched and grew a loyalty club into 2 million happy 
subscribers who keep coming back for more. Includes clickthrough and coupon download rates that are simply delicious. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30645
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ID: 30632
Title: How School Doubled Enrollment With Multichannel and Lead Nurturing Program
Date: Thursday, 5 June 2008
Summary: Prospects for your products and services can come from anywhere and show up at almost any time. But how 
do you get those leads in the first place and keep them "warm" once they're in the pipeline? See how a school's marketing 
team doubled enrollment with a nurturing campaign that included targeted online advertising, search, telemarketing and 
email.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30632

ID: 30620
Title: How to Prep Your Staff for Corporate Rebranding
Date: Thursday, 29 May 2008
Summary: Getting support from your own employees is critical when you're trying to rebrand your company in the 
marketplace. All team members need to understand the strategy and embrace the company's new identity. See how a 
technology marketer used a comprehensive internal PR strategy to educate 7,000 employees in offices around the globe 
about the new name, logo, tagline and focus. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30620

ID: 30615
Title: Quiznos' Make-Your-Own Coupon Test Results
Date: Wednesday, 28 May 2008
Summary: Using an emailed coupon is a common marketing tactic, but could you get better redemption rates if you 
added a Web 2.0 element into the mix and let your customers make their own discount offers? See how a fast-food chain 
combined email and a custom-built landing page that got staggering open and clickthroughs, plus download rates nearly 
double their average.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30615

ID: 30607
Title: TEST ARTICLE
Date: Tuesday, 27 May 2008
Summary: N/A
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30607

ID: 30601
Title: How to Turn Video Contest Into a Viral Extravaganza and Get Millions of Views on YouTube
Date: Thursday, 22 May 2008
Summary: Hot on the heels of our recent Special Report on how to launch an online video contest, here's a Case Study 
to show you how a video contest can better position your brand and garner major media buzz on a modest investment. 
Includes info on how they let YouTube house the videos instead of building a microsite and spreading the word with 
reporters and bloggers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30601
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ID: 30585
Title: Automated Chat Saves Abandoned Shopping Carts: 5 Simple Steps to Get 10% Lift
Date: Thursday, 15 May 2008
Summary: Abandoned shopping carts have been a longtime bane for e-commerce sites, still at an average of more than 
50%, according to MarketingSherpa data. With the cost of attracting shoppers increasing, tests to convert those abandoned 
carts remain a work in progress for many. See how one e-retailer found some success with an automated chat system, and 
they're now saving 10% of their abandoned carts. Includes 5 simple steps and test results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30585

ID: 30583
Title: Unconventional Tactics Lift Sales: Online Game and Giveaway for Scientists Beat Revenue Goals 278%
Date: Wednesday, 14 May 2008
Summary: Can B2B marketers effectively use consumer marketing tactics? The answer is yes! With the right product 
line and the right campaign, you can deliver strong results. A technologies marketer supplemented its standard data-
rich marketing with an online game. By designing the game to promote specific products and mining customer purchase 
behavior to deliver a targeted reward, the team saw a 13.79% conversion rate and beat its revenue goals by 278%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30583

ID: 30567
Title: Persuading Management Your Website Needs Fixing Pronto: 4 Steps and Great Results
Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
Summary: Overhauling a website can work wonders for a business. However, convincing upper management that a fix is 
worth the investment might take some persuasion. Here's the strategy one marketer used to convince higher-ups to fund a 
full overhaul. The changes resulted in a 482% lift in SEO traffic, website conversions are up 43% and their cart abandonment 
rate dropped 20%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30567

ID: 30562
Title: How to Incentivize Top Prospects: 6 Steps to Lift Conversions 20%
Date: Wednesday, 7 May 2008
Summary: Marketing campaigns that feature educational content can build relationships with prospects. But how can you 
nudge your top prospects into the deal-making stage? An HR outsourcing firm used a splashy incentive for top prospects to 
meet face-to-face with a company representative. The campaign has lifted conversions 20% and paid for itself 10 times over 
so far. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30562

ID: 30553
Title: How to Turn Subscribers Into Affiliates With Widgets and Viral Marketing
Date: Thursday, 1 May 2008
Summary: You really can't beat customer referrals, but measuring the impact of this type of word-of-mouth marketing is 
notoriously difficult. A subscription-based discount club for college students solved this problem by turning its customers 
into affiliates through compensated referrals. Students then promote the service to their friends through email messages 
and widgets on their social networking profile pages. Thousands of customers have signed up to produce a 12% 
conversion rate.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30553
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ID: 30545
Title: How to Grow Lists and Lift Response With Better Segmentation: 5 Simple Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 29 April 2008
Summary: Can segmenting email to boost relevancy help you weather an economic downturn? Take a look at this Case 
Study. An e-retailer has been using gender- and store-specific email promotions to lift revenue and grow their customer 
mailing list. Includes five easy-to-follow tactics and results from a day-of-the-week test. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30545

ID: 30533
Title: How to Turn Old Leads Into Hot Prospects: Before and After Newsletter Revamp
Date: Wednesday, 23 April 2008
Summary: Old leads and past customers can be cultivated and made into hot prospects again with a tuned-up newsletter 
that's designed just for them, especially when you deliver better, more relevant content on a regular schedule. See how a 
technology marketer increased conversions with better open rates (up 52%) and clickthroughs (up a whopping 1,315%). 
Includes before and after samples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30533

ID: 30511
Title: How Credit Card Processing Fix Lifts Autorenewals: 6 Steps for 98% Success
Date: Thursday, 17 April 2008
Summary: Autorenewal is the lifeblood for online subscription businesses, but credit card pitfalls await every time they 
charge a customer for payment. See how one online audio service rebuilt their payment-processing system to fix credit 
card breakage and optimize subscription renewals. The system now works 98% of the time, with 42% of their customers 
choosing a new, annual subscription option.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30511

ID: 30508
Title: How Multivariate Test on Banner Ads Boosted Clicks 50.4%
Date: Wednesday, 16 April 2008
Summary: Running a multivariate test on banner advertising -- instead of relying on industry research -- can prove to 
be a valuable optimization practice before launching a campaign. See how a wireless telephone provider tested 36 ad 
combinations to lift clickthroughs more than 50%. Includes tests on banner ad size, copy and creative ... plus results. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30508

ID: 30494
Title: How to Boost Subscribers 33% With Simple Database Marketing Tactics
Date: Friday, 11 April 2008
Summary: Content providers can expand their pool of potential subscribers by offering a variety of products. The more 
products, however, the more difficult the marketing. See how a financial publisher with dozens of subscription products 
made significant changes to their database marketing techniques to better hit targets. The result? Subscribers increased 
33% in 15 months.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30494
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ID: 30442
Title: How to Build Viral Buzz With 'Revolutionary' Web 2.0 Community
Date: Tuesday, 1 April 2008
Summary: Marketers continue to hone in on the best ways to launch viral campaigns -- with mixed results. A few ideas are 
revolutionary, many aren't. See how a German airline created a Web 2.0 community around an email inviting members 
to join personalized groups. The campaign was so innovative, it walked away with an award at the 2008 MarketingSherpa 
Email Summit.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30442

ID: 30425
Title: Best Day to Convert Trial Signups: Test Results
Date: Thursday, 27 March 2008
Summary: If you're trying to convert trial users into actual subscribers, does it matter what day of the week you send a 
follow-up email? The typical Tuesday-through-Thursday answer might not be the right one. Could it be that subscribers are 
telling you when they want to receive email simply by the day of the week on which they sign up? A subscription site tested 
this notion and saw response jump by a whopping 81%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30425

ID: 30408
Title: Quick Fix of Red X Email Images Lifts Revenue 379%
Date: Tuesday, 25 March 2008
Summary: ALT-text tags are a no-brainer for marketers looking to combat email images that are turned off. But there's 
another solution so you can get more of your message seen. See how an e-retailer nearly doubled clickthroughs and 
increased revenue 379%. Includes A/B test results, easy-to-follow instructions and creative samples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30408

ID: 30394
Title: How Pay-Per-Article Option Tripled Revenue for Subscription Site
Date: Thursday, 20 March 2008
Summary: Publishers with premium content can find other ways to supplement their subscription revenues. One approach 
is to target users who may not want or need annual or monthly access. A business information publisher created an online 
store to sell individual documents from its database. Includes search marketing, a blog and easy-to-use interface to market 
the site that have helped double traffic and triple revenue. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30394

ID: 30384
Title: How Online Video Series Lifted Subscriptions 40%
Date: Thursday, 13 March 2008
Summary: Online video is one of the hottest areas on the Web, but ad-supported services epitomized by YouTube aren't 
the only model to follow. Publishers with high-quality products and targeted niches can generate ROI with video. A software 
training company created a subscription-based online video platform with a complimentary trial that's attracting clients 
hungry for quality content. Includes 6 strategies to boost online subscriptions 40%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30384
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ID: 30381
Title: How to Score Customer Loyalty: 7 Steps to Double Satisfaction Rating
Date: Wednesday, 12 March 2008
Summary: B2B marketers need to not only generate the leads that will turn into new customers, but also retain the 
customers they've already landed. The key is knowing which customers are happy ... and which need a little more attention. 
See how a marketer created an online survey and telemarketing strategy built on a scoring system. The strategy has added a 
new tool to its customer-retention effort while doubling their loyalty "score." 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30381

ID: 30383
Title: 4 Simple Steps to Tweak Site Search Box and Lift Conversions 20%
Date: Wednesday, 12 March 2008
Summary: Most online marketers know that getting viewers to use onsite search usually lifts conversions. But how much 
impact does enlarging your search box really have? Turns out quite a bit. A home decor e-retailer boosted the size of its 
search box and saw conversions jump 20% and revenue 84%. The change was so simple that you could test or implement it 
in no time.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30383

ID: 30375
Title: How Hachette Filipacchi Created Mobile Content from Scratch: 9 Strategies to Get 15% Monthly Growth
Date: Thursday, 6 March 2008
Summary: Mobile is not the Web. Publishers who leap into offering content on wireless devices quickly face a whole new 
set of challenges … starting with the technology itself. See how Hachette Filipacchi created from scratch mobile publications 
for some of its top magazine titles. Includes 9 strategies on demographics, content, carrier distribution and technology to 
drive traffic -- which is growing 15% monthly.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30375

ID: 30372
Title: How to Double Leads With a Video Landing Page
Date: Wednesday, 5 March 2008
Summary: Nearly half of Web users watched online videos last year, a 45% growth over 2006, according to The Pew Internet 
and American Life Project. Because of that growth, marketers are testing video in unique ways. See why a manufacturer 
abandoned traditional media in favor of a video landing page for a product launch. The campaign brought in twice the 
number of prospects and ended up being one of their best launches ever.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30372

ID: 30360
Title: How to Maximize Real-World Product Demos: 8 Strategies to Convert 40% More Leads
Date: Wednesday, 27 February 2008
Summary: Many companies outfit large trucks to go on the road and demonstrate their products in real-world scenarios. 
Though costly, the ROI can be phenomenal, if executed properly. See how one marketing team melded a mobile-demo 
truck campaign into their overall campaign to convert leads at a 40% rate. They also reduced 20% off the time of a typical 
conversion.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30360
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ID: 30349
Title: How to Get Better SEO Traffic: 4 Strategies to Increase Leads 58%
Date: Wednesday, 20 February 2008
Summary: Most marketers would be thrilled with an SEO strategy that delivers a 240% improvement in Web traffic. But 
converting more of those visitors into leads is even better. One marketer built on the success of an SEO campaign with 
tactics to maintain traffic and increase conversions. Includes a new content strategy with a link-building campaign and 
homepage design tests that lifted leads 58%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30349

ID: 30341
Title: How Elsevier Created New e-books From Old Content to Lift Revenue 15%
Date: Thursday, 14 February 2008
Summary: Libraries and other institutions continue to add online content databases to their collections. So, opportunity 
calls for publishers to digitize even more specialty content for these customers. See how one reference book publisher 
repurposed content by digitizing thousands of print titles for its paid content site and pushed usage through complimentary 
downloads. Conversions were strong enough to lift book revenue 15% in 2007. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30341

ID: 30340
Title: How to Maximize One-Day Shopping Events With 3 Easy Steps and Copywriting Tips
Date: Wednesday, 13 February 2008
Summary: Special one-day offers are a staple for retailers, but many merchants don't get the most out of their websites and 
email lists on those shopping days. See how a e-retailer/manufacturer tested three offers and watched revenue jump 102% 
and conversions 29% for a Cyber Monday rollout. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30340

ID: 30331
Title: Reorganize for Growth: How CMP's Content Changes Boosted Market Share and Web Traffic
Date: Thursday, 7 February 2008
Summary: Publishers have spent a decade adapting to the digital revolution by creating new business models and products. 
But the path is tricky and known to create inefficiencies, especially for traditional companies slow to react to users' needs. 
See how CMP implemented a reorganization strategy to consolidate operations and integrate print, Web and event brands. 
For their InformationWeek flagship publication, they increased Web traffic 17% and their market share is up 8 points.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30331

ID: 30329
Title: How to Optimize Press Releases and Get Higher Search Ranking and 75% Clickthrough Rate
Date: Wednesday, 6 February 2008
Summary: Gaining brand awareness is a struggle for every marketer. Getting exposure for a new company in a niche 
segment poses extra challenges. See how a marketer used a search-engine optimized press release to put a whitepaper in 
front of the perfect prospects and achieve a 75% clickthrough rate. Includes landing page test results. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30329
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ID: 30330
Title: 4 Steps to Automate Keywords, Cut Costs and Lift ROI
Date: Wednesday, 6 February 2008
Summary: Tweaking your search marketing to boost revenue can be tricky, especially when you have half a million 
keywords in play at any given time. An e-retailer set up an automated system to balance higher and lower rankings. Includes 
copywriting tips and four steps that lifted revenue 28% and ROI 83% while cutting search costs 30%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30330

ID: 30313
Title: How to Add Widgets to Streamline Lead Generation - 4 Steps and Test Results
Date: Wednesday, 30 January 2008
Summary: Marketers working with an independent sales force often struggle to keep them in the communications loop. 
Emails and faxes can get lost in a blizzard of information sent by all the companies they represent. See how a cruise line 
operator created a downloadable widget to deliver information directly to travel agents' computers. More than 7,000 
agents now use the tool on average four times a day. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30313

ID: 30306
Title: Before and After: 4 Steps to Identify Best Redesign With Multivariate Tests and Lift Lead Gen 85.3%
Date: Wednesday, 23 January 2008
Summary: Website redesigns can be tricky -- especially when your site is your primary lead-generation tool. You don't 
want to change anything that might negatively affect converting visitors into leads. One marketer incorporated multivariate 
homepage and trial software download page tests into their website redesign process. The tests helped pick a winning 
design that increased conversions by 85.3%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30306

ID: 30307
Title: How to Increase SEM Conversions 280% - Landing Page Test Results
Date: Wednesday, 23 January 2008
Summary: Converting paid search clicks into prospects and, eventually, more revenue is a goal of most marketers. It makes 
the bottom line look better, too. A software marketer increased conversion rates as much as 280% after putting their 
landing pages through a multivariate redesign test. Includes three steps and four important lessons learned. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30307

ID: 30305
Title: When's the Best Time to Send Email to Target Consumers at Work? Test Results
Date: Tuesday, 22 January 2008
Summary: Don't take every fact and figure you read as gospel. Marketers need to rely on their own tests to determine 
important email elements, including when's the best time to send your blast. An e-retailer wondered how much of a 
difference they could make by testing the time of day to send their blasts. Clickthroughs increased 15.63% and revenue 
jumped, too. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30305
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ID: 30300
Title: How to Use Widgets to Spread Your Message and Lift Donations 20.1%
Date: Thursday, 17 January 2008
Summary: Notice all the MySpace folks and their widgets? They represent a new wave of viral marketing with an explosive 
reach, a cool Web 2.0 advocacy factor and an ROI that can't be overlooked. See how a nonprofit added a widget to get 
thousands of consumers to spread the word about its fundraising efforts. Thanks to the widget, donations increased 20.1%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30300

ID: 30301
Title: 6 Subscription Strategies to Increase Renewal Rates
Date: Thursday, 17 January 2008
Summary: Subscription marketers often face a double challenge: convincing customers, who may not be the end users, 
to sign up for products, and then convincing the end users to use the publications so customers renew. An educational 
marketer transformed their subscriber newsletters into publications that became teaching tools as well as product 
promotions. The change is working. Renewal rates, opt-ins, clickthroughs and Web traffic have increased as much as 40%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30301

ID: 30299
Title: How to Target a Tech-Savvy, Marketing-Averse Audience - 5 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 16 January 2008
Summary: Marketers launching a new product need to differentiate it from competitors. They face additional challenges if 
they are marketing it to a new audience at the same time. A tech marketer used a multichannel campaign to create buzz 
among younger, tech-savvy professionals and deliver the company's best quarter in history. Five tactics include an email 
campaign and events in several major cities.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30299

ID: 30283
Title: How Auto Dealer Tripled Leads - 6 Steps to Coordinate Email and Search
Date: Wednesday, 9 January 2008
Summary: When you need to get leads fast, an email campaign that is part of an integrated multichannel strategy is hard to 
beat. A car dealership used triggered emails, search ads, a microsite and incentives to drive 276.7% more leads through the 
door. Online-generated purchases jumped more than six times.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30283

ID: 30280
Title: Why It's Best to Test Your Own Email Practices - Delivery and Subject Line Tests Results
Date: Tuesday, 8 January 2008
Summary: Homing in on the best day of the week to send an email and writing great subject lines are always key ways to 
raise response rates. What to do? Test, of course. See how an e-retailer tested their enewsletter for the best delivery day 
and a shorter subject line. And they got some surprises, too, which they turned into a happy opportunity to lift conversions 
50%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30280
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ID: 30276
Title: How to Convert 225% More Trial Subscriptions - Multivariate Test Results
Date: Sunday, 6 January 2008
Summary: Enticing prospects to sample your complimentary content first is a staple of many subscription marketing 
campaigns. The Weather Channel used multivariate testing to create just the right pitch for one of its premium services and 
watched conversions jump 225%. Includes seven steps and an unexpected result with Flash animation. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30276

ID: 30273
Title: How Product Return System Lifted Conversions (Surprise) 26%
Date: Thursday, 3 January 2008
Summary: Here's fodder for all you e-retailers preparing for an onslaught of product returns after the holidays. They don't 
have to drain profits or lower customer satisfaction levels. A shoe marketer turned this minus into a plus when it started 
revealing to online shoppers the return rate on products. Clickthroughs saw a big boost, and returns dipped significantly as 
overall sales increased 26%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30273

ID: 30274
Title: How to Launch a Service With No Ad Budget: 5 Steps to Grow Leads With Email and Blogs
Date: Thursday, 3 January 2008
Summary: Marketing new products and services without an ad budget or a large direct sales team takes special effort, 
especially if your prospects are regularly bombarded with pitches. See how a marketer used email and a blog to launch its 
services to a tough-to-impress audience. The lead-gen effort landed hundreds of clients in the first year without spending a 
dime on advertising.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30274

ID: 31694
Title: Is an iPhone App Right for Your Business? 6 Questions to Consider
Date: Thursday, 19 August 2010
Summary: Apps for the iPhone have generated considerable buzz in the consumer world, but do they have a place in a B2B 
marketing strategy? The answer depends on several key factors, including the nature of your audience and the functionality 
you can provide through an app. We asked a marketer from a large law firm to share details from their recent experience 
developing an iPhone app. Read on for six key questions that will determine whether the approach is right for you, and how 
you can manage the process.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31694

ID: 31617
Title: Improve Your Copywriting with Help from Social Media: 7 Tactics from David Meerman Scott
Date: Tuesday, 18 May 2010
Summary: Potential customers want to hear how you can solve their problems in simple, understandable language -- not 
empty marketing clichés. Social media can help teach you that language. Read why marketing strategist David Meerman 
Scott thinks phrases such as "robust" and "mission-critical" can do more harm than good to your marketing, and how you 
can use social media to move past them.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31617
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ID: 31529
Title: Fewer Catalogs, Same Results: 6 Lessons for Saving Big on Mailing Costs
Date: Wednesday, 10 February 2010
Summary: There is often reluctance to fix a machine that's not broken. But when the machine is wasteful, minor 
tweaks can bring greater efficiency without sacrificing performance. See how a menswear retailer brought their catalog 
circulation issues under control, realized huge savings, and invested in customer acquisition. Includes six lessons from their 
experiences.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31529

ID: 31526
Title: Outsourcing Your Blog: 6 Tips for Finding and Managing Quality Contributors
Date: Tuesday, 9 February 2010
Summary: The biggest hurdle in creating a strong company blog is the time and effort it takes to maintain a steady stream 
of high-quality posts. Outsourcing some blog writing remains an option for time-constrained marketers. Before you hand 
over writing duties to a third party, read these tips for finding good writers, managing relationships and avoiding missteps.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31526

ID: 31522
Title: Behavioral Economics in Marketing: 7 Insights to Lift Results
Date: Tuesday, 2 February 2010
Summary: Asking someone to explain why they made a decision often evokes a rational, reasoned reply. The person may 
completely believe their answer, but they might be completely wrong. Read how a behavioral economics professor from 
Duke University has uncovered the irrational nature of many decisions -- and how to apply these behavioral trends to your 
marketing. Among his insights: Focus groups are bunk.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31522

ID: 31520
Title: How to use Social Media and Email for Prospecting: 8 Essentials
Date: Thursday, 28 January 2010
Summary: A case of the flu kept Pam O'Neal, VP Marketing, BreakingPoint Systems, from delivering her talk on lead 
generation through email and social media at Email Summit 2010. So we caught up with her to learn how her team 
combined the two channels to create a powerful engine for inbound leads. Read the eight essential tactics that have helped 
BreakingPoint triple its revenues in each of the last two years. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31520

ID: 31518
Title: First Look at "Flip the Funnel" -- Joseph Jaffe's 5 Retention-Centric Strategies to Lift Sales
Date: Tuesday, 26 January 2010
Summary: The traditional marketing funnel is broken, says Joseph Jaffe, marketing consultant and author. Its emphasis on 
customer acquisition means marketers spend most of their time looking for new customers rather than nurturing the ones 
they already have. Changing this marketing paradigm is the call-to-arms of Jaffe's latest marketing book, "Flip the Funnel," 
which officially launched with a keynote presentation at MarketingSherpa's Email Summit 2010 in Miami. We sat down with 
him for an interview following his speech to learn more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31518
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ID: 31503
Title: Six Scientifically Proven Ways to Succeed in Office Politics
Date: Tuesday, 12 January 2010
Summary: If your goals for the New Year include becoming a more persuasive marketer and team leader, we've got the 
tools that can help. In this classic interview from our archives, we talked to a renowned expert on the science of influence 
and compiled excerpts from his books to demonstrate ways to make people say "yes" to your messaging and management. 
Includes links to scientific studies and takeaways to use at work or home.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31503

ID: 31481
Title: Consumer Behavior in the Mobile Channel: 4 Trends Marketers Should Note
Date: Tuesday, 22 December 2009
Summary: Consumer use of advanced mobile technologies is on the rise, and marketers need to understand this behavior 
to develop their mobile marketing strategies. See the data that an analyst says are driving four key trends in the mobile 
sector. We highlight age-specific statistics on mobile social networking, smartphone usage, SMS adoption, and offer tips on 
what those numbers mean for your 2010 mobile marketing plans.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31481

ID: 31336
Title: Customize Email to Engage Subscribers and Improve Results: 5 Tactics
Date: Thursday, 20 August 2009
Summary: Marketers have a wealth of data in their email and CRM systems that can take the guesswork out of creating 
email campaigns and newsletters that resonate with subscribers. The key is identifying segments of your database and 
customizing email messages according to their preferences. We interviewed a marketer to learn how his teams have mined 
data to produce customized email messages that improve subscriber engagement. Includes tips on: personalization tactics; 
writing for prospects vs. customers; using dynamic content; testing; and more. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31336

ID: 31205
Title: Take Advantage of Facebook's Ad Platform: Strategies to Get Great ROI 
Date: Tuesday, 28 April 2009
Summary: Display advertising gets a bad rep for being low in CTR and tough to target. But what if there were an ad platform 
where display ads were ranked by relevancy and CTRs? Want to target display ads based on data provided by a qualified 
audience, and pay with CPC? Check out Facebook's evolving ad platform. We interviewed their Director of Monetization on 
how to best use their newest version. Includes great tips on improving ad spend and effectiveness on the social networking 
site.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31205

ID: 30021
Title: How Marketer Grows Subs 22% With a Limited Ad Budget - 3 PR Secrets and Other Tips
Date: Thursday, 19 March 2009
Summary: If response to your print and online advertising is sagging or if you're on a limited marketing budget, don't 
despair. Let PR fill the void. See how one marketer dumped most of their ad budget in favor of targeting journalists with 
a simple letter outlining their service and pointing out their similar demographics. The tactic is working -- with PR, a blog 
and their affiliate network, they're seeing 22% membership growth. And they're getting mentions in leading publications, 
including O, Oprah Magazine, Consumer Reports and Redbook. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30021
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ID: 31115
Title: How to Build Your User Base with Social Network Applications 
Date: Tuesday, 17 March 2009
Summary: Out of thousands social media sites' applications, only some stand out as clear success stories. Want to know 
what distinguishes the blockbusters from the duds? We talked to the co-founder and president of a social media platform 
with 100,000 users across several networks. Find out why the program works and how it achieved 140% growth in 6 
months. Includes tips to hone your strategy and creative samples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31115

ID: 31085
Title: Marketing to SMBs, Part II: New Data on What They Want Now
Date: Wednesday, 11 March 2009
Summary: In this article, we highlighted several tactics that marketers have used to reach the SMB market. Here, we offer 
an exclusive look at new data on marketing to an SMB audience. Bredin Business Information recently surveyed SMBs and 
enterprise marketers targeting the SMB audience about marketing preferences and tactics. We've underscored five insights 
from the data, including: the emphasis of enterprise SMB marketing efforts; which channels SMBs prefer; major SMB pain 
points; messages that resonate with the SMB audience.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31085

ID: 31049
Title: Primer on Virtual Event Marketing: 10 Tactics, 3 Strategies to Draw Visitors, Sponsors
Date: Tuesday, 17 February 2009
Summary: Virtual events offer a less expensive way to reach thousands of potential customers in the U.S. and overseas. 
Here are 10 tactics, 3 strategies and some tips from three marketers on how to create successful virtual events.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31049

ID: 31005
Title: How to Win Over Sports Fans: 6 Insights from Online Gurus
Date: Tuesday, 20 January 2009
Summary: Sports fans are passionate, engaged, and active online more than ever. Getting them to link your brand with their 
team can turn your game plan into a victory. Discover six insights on gathering fans from marketers for three of the biggest 
sports websites. Includes tips on when and how best to deliver your message. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31005

ID: 30980
Title: Ride Nonstop Viral Buzz to Triple-Digit Revenue Growth: 7 Strategies
Date: Tuesday, 6 January 2009
Summary: Viral marketing can get your customers to refer like-minded people to your company. But how do you keep the 
buzz going? Listen to a marketer for an online marketplace that spreads the word almost entirely with viral buzz. Discover 
the tips she used to keep their members referring peers to the site.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30980
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ID: 30961
Title: 8 Low-Cost Networking Secrets for any Economy from a Veteran Consultant
Date: Tuesday, 16 December 2008
Summary: A rolodex is a powerful tool for a consultant, as long as it's up to date. Your contact list has to stay fresh to be 
useful. And, refreshing it doesn't have to break your budget. Discover eight low-cost strategies a consulting veteran uses to 
build meaningful relationships with business contacts and to keep them aware of her services.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30961

ID: 30959
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch Technology Writer for Forbes: 5 Tips
Date: Friday, 12 December 2008
Summary: Do you have a clean-technology or biotechnology story you can't wait to get in the business press? Try pitching 
the editor at Forbes who covers those beats.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30959

ID: 30954
Title: Dow Jones Steers Marketing with Plenty of Social Media Data: 7 Key Strategies
Date: Tuesday, 9 December 2008
Summary: Taking the right approach to social media will give your audience the features they love, drive more repeat traffic, 
and offer more data on your best customers. The wrong approach will waste time and money. Discover how Dow Jones 
launched Web 2.0 features and used the data they obtained to sharpen their marketing. Includes ways to avoid ineffective 
launches, and take advantage of social media data.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30954

ID: 30952
Title: PR Interview: 8 Steps to Roll Out a Successful Employee Relations Campaign 2 Pitfalls to Avoid
Date: Friday, 5 December 2008
Summary: Cox Enterprises is using an employee relations campaign to reduce their energy use by 20%. The campaign is 
a significant challenge for a holding company with 83,000 employees in six media and automotive businesses, each with 
differing environmental impacts. Here are the eight steps the corporation took to roll out its Cox Conserves campaign.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30952

ID: 30943
Title: How to Market When a Crisis Strikes: 8 Strategies to Prep for Disaster
Date: Tuesday, 2 December 2008
Summary: Your best-laid marketing campaigns can suffer when disaster strikes. You still have to get your message out, but 
you face a state of crisis and turmoil. Discover strategies you can use in a time of crisis. Two marketing vets of two of the 
largest nonprofit disaster-relief agencies in the U.S share how they continue to solicit donations and get their messages out 
even when disaster strikes.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30943
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ID: 30935
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch to 'Fortune Small Business': 6 Strategies
Date: Friday, 21 November 2008
Summary: You work for a small business with under 100 employees and less than 100 million in annual revenue. Getting 
your story into "Fortune Small Business" could increase your company's profile and boost your overall success. Find out how 
to pitch to FSB's Senior Editor.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30935

ID: 30926
Title: AOL's 'Shortcuts' Built Viral Buzz through Peer Referrals: 8 Strategies
Date: Tuesday, 18 November 2008
Summary: Raise the volume on your viral buzz by adding peer-to-peer referrals to your marketing campaign. A marketer 
promoting a new coupon service built on a little buzz with referrals, which now account for 25% of all registrations. Includes 
tips on using grassroots communities and viral seeding. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30926

ID: 30923
Title: PPR Interview: Reach Elusive College-Age Demographic With Guerilla Stunts, Social Media, Traditional PR: 8 Steps
Date: Friday, 14 November 2008
Summary: The college-age demographic is a difficult one to reach. Bombarded with information, they are adept at tuning 
out what they don't want to hear. See how one agency got them to care about AirTran's standby flight program for 18- to 
22-year-olds by integrating social media, traditional PR, and guerilla stunts. The campaign boosted standby flight sales by 
almost a third.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30923

ID: 30915
Title: How to Keep Your Blog Out of a Courtroom - Advice from Legal Pro on Providing, Creating Content
Date: Tuesday, 11 November 2008
Summary: A company blog can be great for marketing. But inappropriate content and troublesome comments can also 
expose you to lawsuits. Here's advice from a 30-year business attorney with extensive knowledge of the laws on blogging 
and user-generated content. Includes tips to avoid turning a blog post into "exhibit A."
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30915

ID: 30912
Title: PR Interview: Get Into 'Fast Company' With Innovative Pitch: 8 Dos and Don'ts (Plus Tips for Startups)
Date: Friday, 7 November 2008
Summary: Businesses and key leaders featured in Fast Company magazine are seen as on the cutting edge of innovation. 
Find out the dos and don'ts of making a pitch to Fast Company Senior Editor David Lidsky. Includes special tips for startups.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30912
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ID: 30902
Title: PR Interview: 13 No-Cost Press Release Distribution Sites Reviewed
Date: Friday, 31 October 2008
Summary: You know about the major press release distribution sites, including Business Wire, Marketwire, and PR 
Newswire. But they can be costly if you have a small budget - up to 400 including membership and distribution fees for one 
release. There are cheaper options out there - including some no-cost sites. PR director Daniel Durazo found these sites 
while working with a client whose budget didn't fit the major sites. Reviews of the 13 sites he found include: features of the 
site; upgrade options; tips for uploading press releases
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30902

ID: 30890
Title: PR Interview: How to Develop an Award-Winning Diversity Campaign: 7 Strategies
Date: Friday, 24 October 2008
Summary: The Hartford Financial Services Group won PR News' Corporate Social Responsibility award for "diversity 
communications" this year when they moved mountains to import an international art exhibit on the theme of coexistence. 
See why Gannon and his team received the honor for a campaign that recognized an opportunity, seized it and got it 
implemented in time. It took about 3 1/2 months to develop but should have taken eight.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30890

ID: 30882
Title: Tactics to Maintain and Inspire a Truly Green Attitude in Your Workplace
Date: Tuesday, 21 October 2008
Summary: Adding a healthy dose of 'green' to your workplace doesn't have to be painful. You can help your company make 
a difference, as well as a profit. Find out from an authority on environment-friendly businesses how you can turn your eco-
innovations into a boon for your firm. Includes tips for cutting costs, paper use and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30882

ID: 30877
Title: Go Direct to More C-Level Execs by Pitching Electronic Retailer: 5 Steps
Date: Friday, 17 October 2008
Summary: Electronic Retailer, well-known in the infomercial and direct response TV world, is being read by more and more 
multichannel marketers and online retailers. Executive Editor Tom Dellner handles all ideas relevant to digital marketing 
strategies. Find out what works when pitching to the magazine.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30877

ID: 30870
Title: Six Scientifically Proven Ways to Succeed in Office Politics
Date: Tuesday, 14 October 2008
Summary: Influencing others isn't luck or magic - it's science. There are proven ways to help make you more successful as a 
marketer and an office politician. We talked to a renowned expert on the science of influence and pulled excerpts from two 
of his books to demonstrate ways to make people say "yes" to your messaging and management. Includes links to scientific 
studies and takeaways to use at work or at home.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30870
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ID: 30865
Title: PR Interview: Get Your Story on the Cover of CIO Magazine: 6 Pitch Tactics
Date: Friday, 10 October 2008
Summary: Are you aiming a PR campaign at IT executives? Then find out what grabs the attention of CIO Magazine's cover 
feature writer. You could get your client in front of 140,000 senior-level IT execs.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30865

ID: 30858
Title: Marketer Gets Clever to Create Excitement for Tech Brand Launch
Date: Tuesday, 7 October 2008
Summary: Turning the launch of a super-technical product into an exciting, eye-popping event can take more than 
imagination and creativity. It can take marketing super-powers. Find out how one marketer linked a technical product with 
a comic book-like superhero to create record-breaking responses. Includes clickthrough rates, creative samples and steps to 
turn your brand into a super-performer.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30858

ID: 30854
Title: PR Interview: Influence 50,000 Execs - Pitch Sales and Marketing Management Magazine
Date: Friday, 3 October 2008
Summary: Is your goal to influence sales and marketing management executives? Then get your company, service, or 
product featured in Sales and Marketing Management magazine. It circulates among 50,000 senior-level executives who 
manage teams of marketing and sales reps.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30854

ID: 30845
Title: How to Reach Millions of Hispanic Business Owners, Professionals
Date: Friday, 26 September 2008
Summary: You want to grab the attention of the Hispanic business community. Then listen to what Jeremy Nisen, online 
editor of HispanicBusiness.com, has to say about pitching story ideas to him. Getting seen on the site can put your client or 
company in front of millions of Hispanic business owners and professionals.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30845

ID: 30837
Title: GM Blog Manager Shares Top 10 Blog Mistakes and How to Avoid Them
Date: Friday, 19 September 2008
Summary: Managing a corporate blog isn't easy. So, we talked to Christopher Barger, manager of GM's FastLane, considered 
one of the more successful corporate blogs out there. He provided the top 10 blogging mistakes and how to avoid them. 
You might be surprised by what he says.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30837
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ID: 30833
Title: Podcast: Use Contests, Awards to Get Quality Leads: Interview with Dawn Brister, Cisco
Date: Wednesday, 17 September 2008
Summary: Not all contests and awards programs are created equal. Dawn Brister, Manager, Integrated Marketing 
Communications, Cisco, says choosing the right contest or awards program can generate leads and boost brand awareness. 
Get Brister's tips on fighting list fatigue while increasing the quantity and quality of contest entries. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30833

ID: 30828
Title: Crack Down on Click Fraud: How To Identify, Monitor, Prevent It: Red Flags and Links
Date: Tuesday, 16 September 2008
Summary: Money is pouring into online advertising and cheap PPC ads are getting hard to come by. Your marketing budget 
may be stretched to the limit. Is click fraud inflating your ad spend? Find out if your budget is supporting click fraud and 
learn how to stop or prevent it. Includes red flags and links to no-cost tools.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30828

ID: 30822
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch Ideas to Welcome Magazine: Reach 25,000 Hospitality Executives
Date: Friday, 12 September 2008
Summary: Want to spend some time with C-suite executives for hotels, restaurants, and casinos? Toss a pitch at Jill Rose, 
Editor-in-Chief of Welcome, a hospitality-focused magazine launching soon. As a start-up editor, Rose is hungry for ideas; 
she is interested in everything that appeals to hospitality execs. Match her editorial agenda with your pitches.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30822

ID: 30814
Title: PR Interview: Pitch Your Tech Products to Wired Magazine's 'Gadget Guy'
Date: Friday, 5 September 2008
Summary: Wired is a monthly print and online magazine read mostly by educated, affluent men with a passion for business, 
technology, and design. Want to put a certain tech product in front of their eyes? Find out what gets the attention of 
Wired's top "gadget guy," Joe Brown.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30814

ID: 30803
Title: PR Interview: Pitch TechCrunch to Introduce Your Start-up to Millions
Date: Friday, 29 August 2008
Summary: TechCrunch is one of the largest and most linked-to technology blogs. If you're a start-up that wants to attract 
some attention and maybe some funding, TechCrunch is the place for you. Millions of venture capitalists, consumers, media 
outlets, and your competitors read the blog.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30803
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ID: 30793
Title: Protect Your Image on the Digital Highway: 7 Tips and No-Cost Tools to Prevent a PR Nightmare
Date: Tuesday, 26 August 2008
Summary: Getting slammed by a customer online - for the whole Web to see - can turn into a PR nightmare. So it's vital 
to your company's image to pay attention to complaints. Find out what your customers and critics are saying about your 
company and how to fight negative PR. Includes 7 tips from a reputation expert and links to no-cost tools for monitoring 
your company's image.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30793

ID: 30784
Title: PR Interview: 5 Ways to Catch the Attention of The Washington Post's Consumer Technology Writer
Date: Friday, 22 August 2008
Summary: Millions of people worldwide read The Washington Post online and offline. That's a highly influential audience 
for any product or service. Here are five ways to grab the ear of consumer technology columnist Rob Pegoraro.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30784

ID: 30761
Title: PR Interview: Pitch 'Search Engine Land' to Get Your Message in Front of Marketers in the Search World
Date: Friday, 8 August 2008
Summary: You're targeting search marketers and the search marketing world? Then Search Engine Land is the blog to pitch 
to. Search marketing guru Danny Sullivan runs it. It's also ranked No. 2 on the Ad Age Power 150 top media and marketing 
blogs list. Here's how to get Search Engine Land's attention.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30761

ID: 30746
Title: PR Interview: Pitch BusinessPundit Blog: All Biz with Humor: 6 Tips
Date: Friday, 1 August 2008
Summary: The BusinessPundit blog provides a healthy dose of news and commentary tempered with humor. Writing posts 
about subjects, such as bargaining tips, inspired by Carl Icahn's antics at Yahoo!, gets them through their days. Pitch to the 
blog if you want to reach out to business readers in a fresh way. Here are six tips on sparking interest.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30746

ID: 30710
Title: How to Prep for and Survive a PR Crisis: 7 Steps From a Pro
Date: Friday, 18 July 2008
Summary: A PR crisis can strike your company at any time - from an E. Coli outbreak to a medical malpractice lawsuit to a 
chemical spill. Having an emergency communications plan to cope with a calamity can limit the damage and safeguard your 
company's reputation. We talked to a crisis management pro who offered 7 steps you should take to prevent a possible 
disaster.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30710
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ID: 30703
Title: Get Your Story in Front of Top Retail Execs: 5 Tips to Pitch Internet Retailer
Date: Friday, 11 July 2008
Summary: Your target is retail executives. Try Internet Retailer. Its monthly print magazine, website and weekly newsletters 
reach tens of thousands of readers at retailers, including Amazon.com, Staples and Dell. Here are five tips to get your story 
told.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30703

ID: 30690
Title: Label Design Primer: 13 Tips to Help Your Product Get Noticed on Store Shelves
Date: Tuesday, 1 July 2008
Summary: Competition among products on the store shelves is fierce. An attractive, attention-getting label can make the 
difference between enticing customers and losing them to a nearby competitor. Here's a primer on making your product 
beat industry leaders. Includes tips on using a graphic designer and launching a redesign.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30690

ID: 30661
Title: PR Interview: Influence Your Peers - Pitch PR News
Date: Friday, 20 June 2008
Summary: For more than 60 years, PR News has been providing public relations and marketing executives with articles that 
go well beyond PR 101, breaking news or agency wins and losses. PR News' website describes their articles as "quick yet 
deeply researched." PR and marketing pros can contribute their own columns and articles or become sources themselves. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30661

ID: 30586
Title: Podcast: How New CAN-SPAM Rules Will Affect Marketers
Date: Thursday, 15 May 2008
Summary: In 2008, the Federal Trade Commission announced four changes to the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. Will email 
marketers be affected by the new provisions when they take effect this summer? Short answer: If you already follow email 
best practices, you'll feel little impact. But listen to our podcast to find out about the changes to opt-out rules, definition of 
a sender and more. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30586

ID: 23145
Title: PR Interview: How to Reach IT Professionals by the Millions
Date: Friday, 18 April 2008
Summary: TechTarget's network of 50 industry-specific websites provides IT pros with information on how to do their jobs 
better. Content includes news, analysis, expert advice, reader feedback and research, whitepapers, newsletters, webcasts 
and reports. Here's a guide to getting your story pitch in front of the right TechTarget editor.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA23145
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ID: 30497
Title: PR Interview: How to Get on 'The Oprah Winfrey Show'
Date: Friday, 11 April 2008
Summary: Oprah Winfrey is seen as one of the most influential women in the world because of her TV show. Since the 
show has millions of faithful viewers, getting on the program can mean instant credibility and influence for yourself or your 
company. Here are six tips from a PR pro who has placed clients on "Oprah," plus a sample pitch.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30497

ID: 30496
Title: Podcast: Lift Sales from a Tired List Up to 13 Times
Date: Thursday, 10 April 2008
Summary: Are you tired of your list's inability to bring revenue? Ask yourself whether the list is the true culprit. The answer 
will probably reveal that your strategy, not your lead collection, is at fault. Listen to our latest podcast and hear what a 
publisher did to make his old list reap 13x more sales.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30496

ID: 30472
Title: How to Do Your Own PR Campaign: 8 Steps and 3 Mistakes to Avoid
Date: Friday, 4 April 2008
Summary: As the head of a startup company, you might not have the cash flow needed to hire a PR agency or consultant for 
your first campaign. So, you might be thinking: Is PR really necessary? To resolve your quandary, here is a step-by-step guide 
on how to do a basic start-up campaign in-house. Plus, three pitfalls to avoid.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30472

ID: 30433
Title: How to Network at Conferences and Trade Shows: Mini-Guide
Date: Friday, 28 March 2008
Summary: You've just walked into a trade show or conference. You want to meet certain people, talk to them about your 
company, and get some leads. Where do you begin? Here's a mini-guide to networking, with plenty of tips from Scott 
Ginsberg, AKA "The Nametag Guy." 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30433

ID: 30395
Title: PR Interview: How to 'Help a Reporter Out' and Get Some Fame
Date: Friday, 21 March 2008
Summary: Are you an expert in something -- anything really? Or are you a PR professional looking to get a client's name 
out there? If you are, Peter Shankman needs your help with his Facebook group and a new site he has started called "If I 
Can Help a Reporter Out, I Will." Through these, Shankman links reporters to sources on a variety of topics. Find out what 
specific areas he's looking for.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30395
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ID: 30385
Title: PR Interview: How to Get Featured in 'Inside the Marketer's Studio' Blog
Date: Friday, 14 March 2008
Summary: Inside the Marketer's Studio blog is ranked in Advertising Age's Power 150 -- the top marketing and media blogs 
in the world. Creator David Berkowitz also writes a MediaPost column and speaks extensively about SEO and social media. 
Here's what to do to get him to notice you or your company, product, book, blog, website or articles.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30385

ID: 30369
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch CustomerThink: 15 Tips
Date: Friday, 29 February 2008
Summary: CustomerThink is the largest online community for customer relationship management. The website changed its 
name last year from CRMGuru.com. It reaches 300,000 readers a month in 200 countries with articles, blogs, forums and 
news on customer-centric business practices. We interviewed CustomerThink's founder and CEO to find out how you can 
craft the perfect "story proposal."
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30369

ID: 30352
Title: PR Interview: Pitch Magilla Marketing's Ken Magill: 10 Tips
Date: Friday, 22 February 2008
Summary: Ken Magill is a popular email marketing columnist who tells it like he sees it in Magilla Marketing, a weekly 
newsletter that bills itself as the "blunt truth on everything email," and Don't Get Him Started, his monthly column on the 
email industry. Magill writes his columns as Editor-at-Large for Direct and Multichannel Merchant. We had a heart-to-heart 
with the man himself to find out how to pitch him.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30352

ID: 22812
Title: How to Pitch 1to1 Magazine
Date: Friday, 8 February 2008
Summary: 60,000 senior executives turn to 1to1 Magazine for information on customer strategy and CRM initiatives. The 
editors' blog is ranked in the top 20 in its field. 1to1's editor-in-chief tells us what kind of pitches she prefers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA22812

ID: 30318
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch ClickZ's Editors
Date: Friday, 1 February 2008
Summary: ClickZ has been telling interactive marketers what's happening in their world for 10 years. The online site 
includes news, commentary, advice and research on topics ranging from search to email, technology to trends, analytics to 
social media. Here's the scoop from the network's editor-in-chief on how to contribute to this compendium on all things 
interactive.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30318
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ID: 30317
Title: How Spider-Man Got on the Web: Inside Peek at Marvel Comics' Online Subscription Service
Date: Thursday, 31 January 2008
Summary: Like other publishers with a vast content archive, Marvel Comics saw an opportunity to make thousands of 
Spiderman, X-Men and other comic books available online. But the marketing team didn't want to cannibalize their print 
copy sales, and they needed to attract hard-core comics fans as well as new readers. We got an inside look at how they 
launched their digital archive. Includes three landing page copy tests. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30317

ID: 30309
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch The Baltimore Sun
Date: Friday, 25 January 2008
Summary: The Baltimore Sun is Maryland's premier newspaper with a newly redesigned website offering plenty of 
interactive features. Many stories and columns run in sister publications, such as The Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times 
and Orlando Sentinel. The Sun's consumer columnist/blogger shares tips on how to get your news mentioned. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30309

ID: 30304
Title: How to Market With Your Enemy: 6 Strategies to Form a Profitable Partnership With a Longtime Opponent
Date: Tuesday, 22 January 2008
Summary: You're familiar with the saying: "Keep your friends close and your enemies closer." When you're suddenly tasked 
to forge a strategic partnership with a competitor, just how close do you keep them? See the six strategies a marketer 
took who climbed into bed with a longtime opponent. By focusing on the agreement, they've seen a 200% boost in new 
business. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30304

ID: 30302
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch AARP's Magazine
Date: Friday, 18 January 2008
Summary: With the world's largest circulation, AARP The Magazine serves 35 million Americans age 50 who control 28 
trillion of the nation's wealth. The organization's website gets two million unique visitors each month. The publication's 
Senior Editor shares 10 pitching tips.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30302

ID: 30288
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch The Dallas Morning News
Date: Friday, 11 January 2008
Summary: The Dallas Morning News has won six Pulitzer Prizes in 11 years. Its website, DallasNews.com, is the most visited 
local site online. Find out what kind of pitches the publication's longtime business columnist favors. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30288
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ID: 30284
Title: How to Market Subscriptions During a Down Economy: 6 Strategies That Will Bring Double-Digit Growth
Date: Friday, 11 January 2008
Summary: Marketing in boom times has its own challenges, but when your customers do business in an industry 
experiencing a steep downturn, you face a new set of problems. See how a company that markets online subscriptions to 
mortgage loan originators is weathering the impact of the home loan industry meltdown. Includes six tactics that resulted in 
double-digit revenue growth and an 87.5% lift in email response rates and registrations.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30284

ID: 30275
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch BusinessWeek's Reporting Staff
Date: Sunday, 6 January 2008
Summary: BusinessWeek relaunched its magazine and website last fall to improve the content and design. The magazine's 
total readership is up 3% to 4.9 million, and the website gets 6.5 million monthly visitors. A business editor tells us how its 
staff members like to be pitched.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30275

ID: 32083
Title: Inbound Marketing 2011: The 9 social media, content marketing, and SEO articles your peers shared most
Date: Thursday, 29 December 2011
Summary: More companies realized in 2011 that content marketing, SEO, social media and website optimization can be 
combined to create a powerful strategy. One year into our Inbound newsletter, we're looking back at the best examples 
we found. Inside, you'll find links to more than nine case studies and how-to articles highlighting the Inbound Marketing 
newsletter's most-Tweeted articles of the year. We comment on trends and point to resources to help you measure 
Facebook campaigns, avoid Google penalties, and improve your content marketing. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32083

ID: 32082
Title: B2B Marketing: 6 lessons learned in 2011 from 7 marketing experts
Date: Wednesday, 28 December 2011
Summary: To wrap up another year of B2B marketing, we've reached out to seven marketers and industry experts to 
offer you six tactics based on marketing lessons learned in 2011.Read on to find out what our expert sources said about 
lead generation, lead scoring and lead nurturing; inbound SEO; letting your customer tell you how to market to them; and 
making that personal touch truly personal.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32082

ID: 32081
Title: Consumer Marketing: 8 case studies and 3 how-to articles on 4 key trends for 2012
Date: Thursday, 22 December 2011
Summary: Each year, digital marketing offers innovation in existing channels, and creates opportunities in new areas. This 
makes it a difficult, but exciting time to be a marketer, as digital efforts allow you to track what works, and what doesn't, in 
your campaigns. Our final 2011 B2C article looks at four trends to watch in 2012. Mobile marketing tops the list, and online 
privacy is a growing concern for all digital marketers. Likewise, there are still new developments in PPC advertising, while 
optimizing local search is an area primed for growth.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32081
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ID: 32079
Title: Email Marketing: The 3 most successful tactics of 2011 (with case studies)
Date: Tuesday, 20 December 2011
Summary: Before we click "mark as read" on 2011, we want to make sure you didn't miss the year's most successful trends 
and tactics. Take a look inside to find the best campaigns that will start your program with a bang next year. We point to 
examples from Cisco, Kodak, JetBlue, and email marketers large and small, to show how they improved automation, list 
growth and remarketing. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32079

ID: 32075
Title: Content Marketing: Videos attract 300% more traffic and nurture leads 
Date: Wednesday, 14 December 2011
Summary: Social media and blogs are two of the most popular channels in content marketing. But you have plenty of other 
tools at your disposal, including video. Sound too expensive? Think again. See how a B2B software company used videos to 
boost site traffic and nurture leads on a slashed budget. We included tactics that the team used to turn its email marketing 
into its best promoter of videos.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32075

ID: 32073
Title: Location-Based Email Marketing: 6 tactics to leverage social check-in to grow email lists and improve engagement
Date: Tuesday, 13 December 2011
Summary: Social media check-ins provide marketers an unprecedented view into the lives of their customers and prospects. 
Knowing location, and understanding actual behaviors, creates opportunities to captivate an audience with greater 
relevance during moments when they are most receptive. See six tactics that exploit the synergies between check-in and 
email programs, and allow you to increase opt-ins and better understand your audience, reaching them with relevant offers 
as they engage with your brand.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32073

ID: 32058
Title: Online Behavioral Advertising: How to benefit from targeted ads in a world concerned with privacy
Date: Thursday, 17 November 2011
Summary: Targeted advertisements and privacy continue to be issues of interest to marketers, advertisers, consumer 
groups and governments. Online behavioral advertising is subject to self-regulation in the U.S., and actual legislation in 
the European Union. This how-to article offers five tactics provided by two experts in the field on understanding the issue, 
specific steps to take, a look at the regulatory issues in different markets, and how transparent marketing helps to solve 
consumer concerns. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32058

ID: 32054
Title: Social Media Marketing: 4 tactics for finding and winning hyper-social consumers
Date: Thursday, 10 November 2011
Summary: There are people who sit at the center of every industry with their fingers on the pulse of the market. They 
are experts with big audiences, and they tell their followers about great products and brands. In honor of his keynote at 
MarketingSherpa Email Summit 2012, this Sherpa Classic article features social media expert Brian Solis. He explains how to 
find your online movers and shakers and convince them to move and shake for you. You'll also see the three most-common 
social media tactics uncovered by our research.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32054
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ID: 32053
Title: B2B Marketing: 5 privacy factors to consider when using marketing automation
Date: Wednesday, 9 November 2011
Summary: One aspect of implementing marketing automation software is the use of first-party tracking to collect data 
about prospects for lead nurturing and scoring. This data also brings with it a certain level of privacy concerns and 
responsibility. This article looks at five factors surrounding marketing automation and privacy, including the difference 
between first- and third-party tracking, regulation issues around the 2009 EU privacy directive, and why transparently 
handling your customer's data is a good marketing practice.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32053

ID: 32047
Title: Interactive Email: 6 tactics to leverage the influence of social reinforcement
Date: Tuesday, 1 November 2011
Summary: As social media grows in popularity and effectiveness, some are predicting the demise of email marketing. But, 
why kill a channel with two billion regular users? Instead, leverage the influential effects you get from social media within 
email. By enhancing your message using interactive technology, with direct and immediate customer feedback, your email 
campaigns can become a new social media variety. Interactivity lets you dynamically update emails with responses from 
your audience, or those who influence them. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32047

ID: 32045
Title: Landing Page Optimization: How to start optimization testing and get executive support
Date: Thursday, 27 October 2011
Summary: Website testing and optimization perform best in a steady, ongoing program, but this requires steady 
investment. Whose boss has the patience for that?See seven tactics that three optimization experts suggest for building 
support for your testing program. Find out how to forge key internal partnerships, and how to design a pilot project to make 
a statement.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32045

ID: 32044
Title: Social Media Marketing: 9 tactics for B2B social channel advertising
Date: Wednesday, 26 October 2011
Summary: Did you know 81% of U.S. online adults use social media? This fact alone should help convince you that social 
media is a B2B marketing channel. If your customers and prospects can be found on social media, shouldn't you consider 
social media advertising? MarketingSherpa had the chance to discuss social channel advertising with three industry experts. 
This how-to article offers nine tactics including social advertising testing, using social advertising for lead gen, and why 
creating a YouTube video might be more effective than advertising on the platform.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32044

ID: 32034
Title: Guided by Buyers: 4 tactics to create a customer-centric sales and marketing strategy
Date: Wednesday, 12 October 2011
Summary: Last year, we published an excellent how-to article on creating a customer-centric marketing and sales strategy 
featuring Kristin Zhivago. A B2B Summit 2011 keynote speaker in Boston, she conducted her presentation, "The Buyer's 
Funnel and Your Political Power: Joined at the Hip" at the west coast leg of the Summit in San Francisco, Oct. 24-25, 2011. 
This article, and Zhivago's presentation, explain why you want to listen to your customers, what questions you want to ask 
them, and how this knowledge will improve the entire buying funnel.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32034
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ID: 32033
Title: Email Branding: Columbia Sportswear turns away from promotional emails in favor of brand and product awareness
Date: Tuesday, 11 October 2011
Summary: Email marketers who only consider their online impact might be missing part of the picture. Increasing offline 
sales, raising brand awareness, and other hard-to-measure benefits are often ignored for hard and fast conversion goals -- 
but not at Columbia Sportswear. Check out how this apparel brand shifted its email program away from promotional emails 
and toward branded messages. See why the team took an "educational" approach instead of a hard sales push, and why 
Columbia designs its emails for mobile audiences.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32033

ID: 32027
Title: Email Marketing: Why Newegg's daily-deal alert emails garner a 60% average open rate
Date: Tuesday, 4 October 2011
Summary: Email is often the channel of choice for sending reminders, updates and recurring offers -- and for good reason. 
Email is instant. You can send an alert and have your audience on your website in minutes. See how Newegg uses email and 
SMS alerts to power a daily deals program that is one of the e-retailer's top promotional outlets. Check out how the alerts 
and deals are designed to generate maximum buzz. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32027

ID: 32025
Title: Landing Page Optimization: 5 questions every marketer should ask before choosing a testing tool
Date: Thursday, 29 September 2011
Summary: You can go in several directions when choosing a landing page optimization tool, but not every direction is right 
for your team. You need to pick a solution that fits your budget, goals and expertise. We spoke with three analytics and 
testing experts to uncover five questions you should ask yourself before investing in a testing solution. Find out how to 
judge whether a free tool will meet your needs, how paid tools differ, and why you should not build a tool in-house.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32025

ID: 32024
Title: Local Search Marketing: 6 tactics to take advantage of a search marketing category with less B2B competition
Date: Wednesday, 28 September 2011
Summary: Do you believe local search is a search engine marketing strategy best pursued by consumer marketers? Think 
again. According to MarketingSherpa research, local search is underutilized by all marketers, yet it should be part of any 
B2B marketer's overall search effort. This article offers six tactics to help you get started with search engine business "place" 
listings, tells you how location-based landing pages can improve local search, and even provides a tip on how handling 
"under-the-hood" elements of your website can boost local search efforts.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32024

ID: 32023
Title: Mobile Email Marketing: 5 tactics to engage and convert smartphone users
Date: Tuesday, 27 September 2011
Summary: With smartphone sales and email access showing significant growth, how should marketers change their email 
strategies to create a compelling mobile email experience? Is it simply a matter of reformatting what you already have for 
a small touchscreen, or do you have to rethink the entire strategy? Check out these 5 tactics to help you find smartphone 
users, add them to your email list, and get them to convert. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32023
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ID: 32016
Title: Email Marketing: Anti-newsletter strategy nurtures 1.5 million in leads in 4 months at Citrix
Date: Tuesday, 20 September 2011
Summary: The greatest challenge B2B marketers face is to generate high-quality leads. Since 55% report email marketing as 
only "somewhat" effective, there is clearly room for many to improve their email nurturing. See how Citrix stopped sending 
an email newsletter, started sending targeted content, and nurtured more than 1.5 million in leads in four months. Learn 
what they automated, what they didn't, and their results. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32016

ID: 32015
Title: Social Media Marketing: How SAP identifies and replicates successful tactics across a global company
Date: Thursday, 15 September 2011
Summary: Effective social media strategies are well researched and planned. The trouble for larger companies is that, with 
so many departments wanting to get into the race, how do you make sure they are all running in the right direction? See 
how SAP, a global B2B company, looked at its social media marketing, identified what worked, and reproduced it across the 
company. Check out details on their pilot projects, teaching approach, and overall results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32015

ID: 32010
Title: Reputation Marketing: 7 tactics to manage and protect your brand
Date: Thursday, 8 September 2011
Summary: Social media and online marketing techniques allow for a high level of customer interaction. This interaction 
also means people can easily publish reviews, comments and complaints about your company that can show up in Web 
search results and negatively affect your brand. This how-to article provides seven tactics from a reputation management 
consultant that offer a way to proactively protect your brand online, and to react to problems when you face a 
communication or reputation crisis.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32010

ID: 32005
Title: SEO: How to launch a website redesign without hurting search rankings and traffic
Date: Thursday, 1 September 2011
Summary: Search optimization requires a steady, ongoing investment. When you want to change your website, you must 
take steps to avoid hurting your search rankings. Otherwise, your redesign could set you back months. Find out how to 
protect your search rankings and traffic during a website redesign. We've pulled together expert analysis and research data 
to show you how to plan, what to protect, and what to avoid.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32005

ID: 32000
Title: Email Marketing: How to overcome segmentation challenges and deliver targeted content
Date: Tuesday, 30 August 2011
Summary: Your audience is not a single group. There are many categories within your database, and until you identify them, 
you cannot send targeted content to improve results. Check out the six steps we outline to start segmenting. The tactics are 
pulled from interviews with four experts as well as two MarketingSherpa research charts. There's advice on everything from 
convincing skeptics to selecting your first segment.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32000
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ID: 31996
Title: Holiday Marketing: 6 tactics to help you prep for the season
Date: Thursday, 25 August 2011
Summary: The holiday shopping season is rapidly approaching, and now is the time to begin preparing by optimizing your 
websites, finding out some of the latest tips, and making sure all the old standbys are covered. MarketingSherpa had the 
opportunity to speak with two consumer marketing experts who provided six tactics to get your e-commerce and retail 
strategy in place, in plenty of time for what is shaping up to be a social and mobile holiday 2011.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31996

ID: 31988
Title: Social Media Marketing: Brand-powered social site is 4th-largest traffic source for nonprofit
Date: Thursday, 18 August 2011
Summary: Blogs, forums and social profiles typically require a steady stream of content to keep your audience engaged. But 
what if you offered an entire social network? Would you have enough content to keep the site going? See how a nonprofit 
organization launched a branded social network that has 23,000 registered users, and is mostly powered on repurposed and 
user-generated content. Also, learn how the team fights off spammers, and how a single employee manages the network.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31988

ID: 31980
Title: Email Relevance: 8 tactics for leveraging timing, segmentation and content
Date: Tuesday, 9 August 2011
Summary: Delivering highly relevant content is critical to the success of your email efforts. Yet, how can you stay relevant 
when so many uncontrollable variables affect your subscribers at the time your content hits their inbox? By harnessing 
three key controllable elements - timing, segmentation and content - you increase the odds that your emails will find a 
receptive audience. Learn eight tactics you can use to wield this control, and improve your chances of engaging subscribers 
with more relevant emails that boost conversion rates. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31980

ID: 31976
Title: SEO: Content-heavy pages can bring search traffic ... and search penalties?
Date: Thursday, 4 August 2011
Summary: Everyone knows that relevant and high-quality content can improve your site's natural search traffic. However, 
hosting too much of a good thing on a single page can cause unexpected problems. See how one online retailer added 
loads of content to product pages, and made them the most-trafficked pages on its site -- even after they were buried in 
search results for high-volume terms. Also see why the team suspects Google penalized its pages, and how it used long-tail 
keywords to help survive the Google penalty.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31976

ID: 31966
Title: Content Marketing: Unbranded company blog boosts B2B agency's revenue 15%
Date: Thursday, 21 July 2011
Summary: Creating an effective company blog can seem daunting, but it does not have to be an all-consuming task. With 
a few good processes and a focus on short, valuable content, you can build an audience and increase sales. See how the 
owner of a PR agency singlehandedly launched a separate blog, generated an audience, and added to the agency's sales and 
clients. Find out how she keeps the site's content fresh without giving up her day job, and why she keeps the blog separate 
from the agency.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31966
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ID: 31965
Title: PPC Advertising: 5 winning display ad tactics that increased paying customers by 2900% and dropped cost-per-lead 
37%
Date: Wednesday, 20 July 2011
Summary: Two years ago, a B2B software-as-a-service company decided it wanted more data analysis out of its PPC 
campaigns and made the bold, somewhat risky, move of placing an engineer in charge of the entire function. Read on to 
find out more about five tactics the engineer-turned-marketer used to prove ROI. These new metrics won him a 1,400% 
increase in the PPC budget, which helped increase paying customers by 2,900%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31965

ID: 31957
Title: Email Marketing: Segmenting a database and delivering more targeted content without overwhelming your team
Date: Tuesday, 12 July 2011
Summary: Segmenting your database and sending targeted content can significantly improve results -- but it can also invite 
a host of new challenges. How can you start segmenting without overwhelming your team? See how King Arthur Flour 
gradually segmented its database, worked through challenges, and delivered more relevant content to push open and 
clickthrough rates to nearly 50%. Find out which challenge was the most difficult, which took the most time -- and how the 
team overcame both.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31957

ID: 31947
Title: Email Marketing: How a triggered alert program maintains 40% open rate, 60% click-to-open rate for millions of 
subscribers
Date: Tuesday, 28 June 2011
Summary: Triggered email alerts can provide value to your subscribers and engagement with your brand -- but they 
have to be well-designed. Otherwise you risk turning a helpful email into a bad experience. See how a worldwide events 
website maintains an alerts program with millions of subscribers, keeps engagement metrics high, and counts on the 
service to welcome new members to the brand. Also, find out how the marketers kept click-to-open rates in the 60% range 
throughout last year.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31947

ID: 31945
Title: Social Media Marketing: 8 tactics to measure and improve Facebook results
Date: Thursday, 23 June 2011
Summary: Social media marketing is hailed as an inexpensive way to engage an audience -- but how many marketers know 
the amount of revenue they've generated from Facebook? Or how much they've invested in the network? Check out these 
8 tactics you can use to measure, improve and justify your Facebook marketing. We've pulled examples from measurement 
experts, social marketers and industry research to show you how to capture and apply the data sitting at your fingertips.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31945

ID: 31938
Title: Content Marketing: Four tactics that led to 2.5 million in annual contracts
Date: Wednesday, 15 June 2011
Summary: Content marketing is a vital piece of the marketing puzzle. Whitepapers have long been one of the keys to B2B 
marketing, and even webinars and online video are both pieces of content marketing. This how-to looks at four successful 
content marketing tactics a marketing automation company uses to create buzz, generate leads and drive revenue. Also, 
find out how a corporate journalist can help build your brand.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31938
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ID: 31926
Title: Email Marketing: How Publishers Clearing House uses "blacklisted" words yet achieves a 99.2% delivery rate
Date: Wednesday, 1 June 2011
Summary: Sweepstakes with big prizes can capture a lot of attention, but are they the right way to grow your email list? 
If you use them improperly, they can add a lot of irrelevant and inactive subscribers to your database or threaten your 
deliverability with emails and subject lines packed with "blacklisted" words. See how Publishers Clearing House is able to 
maintain a large and active email database, even while building its lists through sweepstakes. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31926

ID: 31920
Title: Campaign Analysis: Optimization expert lists 5 tweaks to boost an email campaign's conversions
Date: Tuesday, 24 May 2011
Summary: Not every email campaign is a blockbuster -- but every campaign offers valuable insights. Your ability to improve 
a program hinges on how well you're able to identify what worked, what didn't and how to move forward. Check out five 
tweaks an optimization expert suggests to improve a campaign that had lackluster results. Her insights strike at the core 
reasons why some campaigns win and others fail. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31920

ID: 31915
Title: Global Email Marketing: 3-part campaign sent in six languages averages 28% CTR
Date: Tuesday, 17 May 2011
Summary: Perfecting an email marketing program is a never-ending process. You learn from each campaign and apply 
those lessons to improve results. Check out this global email campaign, sent in six languages that averaged good open and 
clickthrough rates, but did not drive many conversions.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31915

ID: 31909
Title: Remarketing Emails: 3-part triggered series generates 53% click-to-conversion rate
Date: Tuesday, 10 May 2011
Summary: Many products and services aren't meant to last forever. Parts need replacing. Services need repeating. Since you 
likely know when a customer will need these follow-ups, why not remind them and make it easy for them to repurchase? 
Check out a three-part triggered email series this company used to remind customers to replace worn out air filters and 
other parts. Fifty-three percent of the customers who arrived on the website made a purchase.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31909

ID: 31900
Title: B2B How-To: 5 lead nurturing tactics to get from lead gen to sales-qualified
Date: Wednesday, 27 April 2011
Summary: At the beginning of the lead gen process you most likely simply ask a lead to "raise their hand" and request 
more information. At the end, the prospect is ready to hand off to Sales. The long middle portion -- lead nurturing -- is how 
the lead proceeds down the path to becoming a converted customer. This how-to article covers all three parts of the lead 
process: Demand generation, lead nurturing, and passing the lead on to Sales. Read on for five lead nurturing tactics that 
help turn that initial "raised hand" into a sales-qualified lead.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31900
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ID: 31894
Title: How-To Increase Relevance: Integrating drip marketing into an email campaign
Date: Wednesday, 20 April 2011
Summary: Relevance equals response. But the B2B pipeline is very complex, and it is quite difficult to tap into the 
motivations of your current leads and future prospects. Drip marketing is one way to make this connection -- scheduled 
touch points with prospects to enhance both lead generation and lead nurturing. Drip marketing can be defined in many 
ways, and here is a detailed look at how one marketer used drip marketing to increase the relevance of his lead nurturing 
efforts.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31894

ID: 31890
Title: Search Marketing: Capture future seasonal traffic lifts by preparing today with these 4 SEO factors
Date: Thursday, 14 April 2011
Summary: When your company depends on a holiday or season for sales lifts, you have to prepare your marketing well in 
advance. You cannot risk having a major channel, such as natural search, suddenly plummet before the big day. See how 
this shopping comparison site increased traffic and revenue on Cyber Monday by using four factors to prepare its SEO six 
months in advance. Find out the key factors to optimization and why it's a good idea to start working early. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31890

ID: 31885
Title: Email Deliverability: 6 tactics achieve near-perfect delivery rate for local deals site
Date: Tuesday, 12 April 2011
Summary: Deliverability is an especially large concern for marketers who rely on email for a majority of sales. If emails 
stop arriving, then the business stops earning. Delivery rates must be maintained and monitored. This local deals website 
maintains near-perfect delivery rates by testing emails before they're sent, monitoring metrics and jumping on problems 
quickly. See how it sets subscribers' expectations from the outset and why this is critical. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31885

ID: 31874
Title: Mobile Apps: NHL's Calgary Flames deliver instant content to engage fans
Date: Thursday, 31 March 2011
Summary: One great part of content marketing is that your audience receives unfiltered information from your brand. 
Prospects don't have to read about you in a magazine or see your video in a newscast -- they connect with you directly. 
Mobile apps are one way to provide a strong, direct connection. See how the NHL's Calgary Flames used a new app to 
provide a steady stream of content and build an audience of fans who want the latest game scores and videos instantly, 
wherever they are. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31874

ID: 31866
Title: Email Marketing: FedEx increases deliverability and clickthrough rates with preference centers
Date: Tuesday, 22 March 2011
Summary: Email marketing often requires you to work with several areas of your company to keep everything synchronized. 
When you have more than one region or line of business, the list of variables can be staggering -- but not insurmountable. 
Check out these key tactics that a FedEx marketer used to centralize the company's email programs. See which tactic he says 
is most responsible for improving deliverability and click-to-open rates.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31866
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ID: 31864
Title: Inbound Marketing: Small business builds YouTube channel from the ground up, expands to 40 countries
Date: Thursday, 17 March 2011
Summary: YouTube can do a lot more than host your videos. A well-designed strategy can drive direct sales and get more 
of your audience to interact -- if you create the content. Check out the video strategy that's powering over 80% of this 
company's marketing and pulling in millions of YouTube viewers. Find out how its marketers turned viewers into customers 
right from their profile.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31864

ID: 31860
Title: Driving Traffic from Print to Web: 50% increase in website traffic in six months
Date: Thursday, 10 March 2011
Summary: Many consumer marketers who engage with potential customers in a print format -- from newspaper ads to 
menus and brochures -- seek to drive that audience to the Web for deeper engagement. One B2C publisher invested in 
revamping his website, and undertook an aggressive multi-pronged approach for driving traffic from the print publication to 
the new site. Find out what tactics he used to achieve this goal, and what efforts were most successful.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31860

ID: 31853
Title: Virtual Events: How IBM's marketing department quickly responded to the economic downturn
Date: Wednesday, 2 March 2011
Summary: Change can come quickly in business, and often, the larger the firm, the tougher it is to adapt. An unstable 
economy coupled with a reduction in business travel over the last several years meant attendance at live corporate events 
was down. One very large company known for its live events felt the pinch. Its solution was to create a top-down effort in 
online interaction that led to the creation of a virtual event center for the entire company. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31853

ID: 31846
Title: Social Marketing: Increasing interaction with Cheezburger's huge audience
Date: Thursday, 17 February 2011
Summary: Social media marketing can be time consuming -- but it's an investment. The more you can interact with your 
audience and tailor your messages, the more benefit you will see. You just need to find the time, or a more efficient way to 
interact. See how the Cheezburger Network improved its social media marketing and saved time by better organizing and 
targeting interaction with millions of fans. Also check out the most-common challenges to effective social marketing.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31846

ID: 31844
Title: Growing Email Lists with Social Media: KFC's Facebook tool adds subscribers
Date: Tuesday, 15 February 2011
Summary: Subscribers who are willing to share your messages on social networks are valuable. They might even have 
higher response rates than your other subscribers, as a digital analyst learned at KFC. Check out why the multinational 
restaurant chain added an email registration form to its Facebook profile and the impact that the form had on its email list. 
Also, see why you should track the social influencers in your email database.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31844
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ID: 31830
Title: Search Marketing: How to avoid and remove Google penalties
Date: Thursday, 3 February 2011
Summary: Everyone has heard of it and everyone dreads it -- a Google penalty. Honest marketers can be caught off guard 
when their search results disappear and traffic plummets, but there are ways to avoid penalties and ways to fix them. Find 
out how to discover if you've been penalized, why a "Google penalty" might not be a penalty at all, and what to do if you 
have one on your hands. Includes links to additional resources and advice from a leading SEO expert.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31830

ID: 31826
Title: CRM and the Marketing Database: Data hygiene, behavioral analysis and more
Date: Wednesday, 2 February 2011
Summary: Between cloud solutions, tools that allow B2B marketers to conduct behavioral analysis, and data hygiene, the 
marketing database and the CRM are interesting topics right now for B2B marketers. There is a wide range of tools and 
solutions for marketers to use to enhance the database and how it's used by both Sales and Marketing. We talked to three 
industry experts who outlined six topics related to the B2B marketing database that marketers should be thinking about in 
2011. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31826

ID: 31818
Title: Lead Generation Optimization: 7 'must-haves' to improve your campaign planning process
Date: Wednesday, 26 January 2011
Summary: Marketers rely more on creativity than process. And though it's necessary for marketing teams to maintain 
strong creative energy, they might be overlooking how a clearly defined process can benefit lead gen efforts. See what 
David Green, Director of Best Practices, Primary Research, MECLABS, had to say about how incorporating a process-oriented 
approach can help drive leads to the top of the funnel.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31818

ID: 31814
Title: Social Media Marketing: Finding and winning hyper-social consumers
Date: Thursday, 20 January 2011
Summary: There are people who sit at the center of the Web in every industry, with their finger on the pulse of the market. 
They are experts with big audiences, and they tell their followers about great products and brands. See the advice social 
media expert Brian Solis offers to find the movers and shakers in your brand's online market and get them to move and 
shake for you. Also find out the top three most-used social media tactics.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31814

ID: 31813
Title: How and When to Use Content in the B2B Sales Process
Date: Wednesday, 19 January 2011
Summary: The buying process is unique to each company offering products and services, and the content is unique as well. 
But, there are common overarching themes that apply to every business. We held a breakout panel at Email Summit 2011 
in Las Vegas titled, "How to Develop Content for Specific Buying Stages." For both Summit attendees and readers who didn't 
make it to the conference, here is insight from three of the panelists.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31813
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ID: 31811
Title: Mobile Drives Email List Growth: How to use SMS and relevant content to add opt-ins
Date: Tuesday, 18 January 2011
Summary: People interested in your content are pre-qualified as interested in your email newsletter. Providing multiple 
ways to opt-in can add subscribers -- even from printed materials. See how Scotts Miracle-Gro combined print pamphlets, 
SMS short codes, sports marketing and email to add more subscribers. Of people who requested content, 40% also 
subscribed.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31811

ID: 31808
Title: Driving Sales through Social Media, Smartphones and User-Generated Content: 4 tactics for retailers
Date: Thursday, 13 January 2011
Summary: Changes in technology and communication are providing new ways for retailers and customers to interact, 
and three areas in particular -- social media, mobile technology and user-generated content on retailers' websites -- offer 
opportunities for retailers to take advantage of these changes. We spoke with a marketer who is studying and implementing 
all three of these tools for retailers, and he shared four tactics to both help retailers understand these new patterns of 
consumer behavior and to drive sales.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31808

ID: 31802
Title: Inbound Marketing: How to pull in customers without pushing ads
Date: Thursday, 6 January 2011
Summary: Inbound marketing gives companies the power to attract customers without advertising. The strategy is based 
on modern trends -- easy access to publishing, the prominence of search engines, the popularity of social media, the power 
of A/B testing, and others. The inaugural edition of our new Inbound Marketing newsletter dives into the trends, tactics and 
strategies that make inbound marketing effective. It includes case study data, expert analysis, stats on tactics, and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31802

ID: 31794
Title: Email Marketing to Partners' Lists: Partner promotions program reaches 30% more subscribers
Date: Tuesday, 4 January 2011
Summary: Emailing promotions to partners' databases is a fairly common tactic. Regularly promoting to dozens of partners' 
lists, and sending the messages yourself? Now that's a challenge. See how this marketing team extended its email reach by 
more than 30% by regularly promoting to partners' lists -- and how it managed the program. Open rates and clickthrough 
rates are more than 2X higher than emails sent to its house list.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31794

ID: 31783
Title: Guided by Buyers: Four tactics to create a customer-centric sales and marketing strategy
Date: Wednesday, 15 December 2010
Summary: The customer comes first. We all know this isn't always the case, but employing this attitude when looking 
at the B2B marketing and sales process can really pay off. Benefits include a better integration of Sales and Marketing, 
which allows Marketing to offer tangible results and a streamlined buying experience for the customer that will lead to 
more revenue. One former VP and current business growth consultant has spent more than 30 years working to promote 
alignment between Marketing, Sales and leadership, and offers four tactics Marketing can use to improve the marketing 
and sales cycle through a customer-centric approach..
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31783
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ID: 31770
Title: Social Media and Videos Create Product Launch Buzz: 8 tactics that helped a new product sell out in a matter of hours
Date: Thursday, 2 December 2010
Summary: Your market's movers and shakers -- and even some of your customers and partners -- are at trade shows looking 
to see what's next for your industry. The more buzz you can build at these events for your latest and greatest products -- the 
more likely you are to sell them. See the tactics a crafting brand used to leverage an important trade show for an upcoming 
product launch. Two months after the show, the product sold out in a matter of hours.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31770

ID: 31762
Title: Mobile Email Marketing: 3 tactics to improve usability (and ultimately conversions)
Date: Tuesday, 23 November 2010
Summary: Reading and writing email is the most popular activity on the U.S. mobile Web, according to Nielsen. So some 
of your subscribers are likely trying to read your messages on tiny screens while on-the-go -- but are you making it easy for 
them? See advice an email deliverability and design expert offers to get you started in mobile email marketing. Find out why 
text-based emails are still valuable.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31762

ID: 31758
Title: Are Surveys Misleading? 7 Questions for Better Market Research
Date: Thursday, 18 November 2010
Summary: Focus groups, online surveys and opinion polls are three of the many ways marketers learn more about 
customers. But how reliable is this data? Find out why a consumer behavior consultant says asking for customer opinions is 
a waste of time and explains what you should do instead. Included are questions you should ask yourself before embarking 
on future market research.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31758

ID: 31757
Title: Members Exclusive: Sample Webinar Plan from MarketingSherpa
Date: Wednesday, 17 November 2010
Summary: MarketingSherpa members -- be sure to download your complimentary Sample Webinar Plan, highlighting ways 
to plan, promote and conduct successful webinars. Click here to download
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31757

ID: 31749
Title: Online Ads for Inbound Calls: 5 Tactics to get Customers to Pick up the Phone
Date: Thursday, 4 November 2010
Summary: Even after the establishment of the National Do Not Call Registry, marketers are finding business success through 
the phone. Instead of reaching out, some are pulling more calls in. See the tactics a customer acquisition firm uses to drive 
high-quality telephone leads and sales through online advertising, and why this team focuses almost entirely on driving 
inbound calls.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31749
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ID: 31748
Title: Fostering Sales-Marketing Alignment: A 5-Step Lead Management Process
Date: Wednesday, 3 November 2010
Summary: Recent MarketingSherpa research has shown that B2B marketers face their most significant challenges when 
trying to generate high-quality leads. This, alongside the always complicated relationships with Sales, highlights the growing 
importance of proper lead management. Read on for five important lead management steps to help you maximize the 
efficiency -- and results -- of your sales funnel.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31748

ID: 31732
Title: Mobile Video Marketing: 4 Tactics to Get Started 
Date: Saturday, 23 October 2010
Summary: When it comes to mobile marketing, it's easy to feel left out. Some of the flashiest tactics seem to work only 
on smartphones. If a large portion of your audience does not own a smartphone, then you probably cannot justify an 
investment. But you're not entirely out of luck. Mobile videos can reach feature phone users, as well as smartphone users. 
Read on to see four mobile video tactics every marketer should consider.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31732

ID: 31731
Title: Crafting Relevant Email Messages: How to learn from your audience
Date: Tuesday, 19 October 2010
Summary: At our 7th annual B2B Marketing Summit in San Francisco, one of the biggest takeaways was to put yourself in 
your customers' shoes. Consumer marketers face the same challenge. For email marketers, that means getting the right 
"voice" in your email, which is essential to building relationships with subscribers. In this issue, we've taken an excerpt from 
our Best Practices in Email Marketing Handbook to show you how to gather feedback from your brand's most passionate 
advocates and help tweak your emails' voice.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31731

ID: 31725
Title: Chief Marketing Technologist: Finding the Right Person to Connect Powerful Tools with Effective Campaigns
Date: Thursday, 7 October 2010
Summary: Marketing with the most effective tactics increasingly means marketing with the latest technology. As innovation 
piles on top of innovation, how can your team ensure you're selecting and using solutions wisely? See why the CTO of a 
marketing software company says more marketing teams need managers who focus exclusively on marketing technology. 
Find out where he says you might find the right person for the job.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31725

ID: 31720
Title: Bridging the Gap: 5 Objectives for Improving Relations between Sales and Marketing (Part 2)
Date: Wednesday, 29 September 2010
Summary: With the first of two MarketingSherpa B2B Summits taking place in San Francisco in 2010, we felt the time 
was right to address one of the biggest challenges facing B2B marketers - alignment with sales. In the conclusion of this 
extensive excerpt from our B2B Lead Generation Handbook, we explore ways to establish a mutually beneficial relationship 
with sales - focusing on how strong communications can help you build your database and better understand the sales 
team's strategies, challenges and insights.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31720
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ID: 31713
Title: Proven Halloween Promos: 6 Ideas for Campaigns
Date: Tuesday, 28 September 2010
Summary: Halloween is becoming a major marketing holiday. It's always a good time to get your email marketing into 
the festive spirit, even if you don't sell a single scary product. Check out these six proven ideas we've pulled from classic 
MarketingSherpa articles. They describe both quick and powerful ways to add a dash of All Hallows' Eve to your email 
promos.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31713

ID: 31717
Title: Influence the Influencers: 5 Tactics to Generate Demand
Date: Saturday, 25 September 2010
Summary: Some customers research methodically before purchasing. If you knew where they researched and who they 
spoke to, could you influence their purchase decisions? Uncover these five tactics an influencer marketing expert uses to 
reach and woo key individuals. Find out why you should, perhaps counter-intuitively, not send them your brochures and 
newsletters.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31717

ID: 31709
Title: Connect with Generation Y: 5 Insights from Recent Research
Date: Thursday, 16 September 2010
Summary: The younger generation is the future, but if you're trying to reach consumers aged 11-31 with the same 
marketing messages and tactics from past decades, your company might not be around to see them take over. See the 
highlights from a consumer psychologist's year-long research project on Generation Y. Includes advice on how to reach this 
audience with marketing messages that will resonate.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31709

ID: 31705
Title: Creating Better Online Ad Campaigns: 5 Tactics
Date: Saturday, 11 September 2010
Summary: When times are good, marketing might run on autopilot. But when the budget axe starts swinging, it's time to 
look at every channel and ask, "How can we do better?" See the tactics a display advertising expert suggests to help your 
team get more value for its advertising dollar. Find out why ad networks might not be the silver bullet you're looking for.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31705

ID: 31701
Title: Page Tests Lift Site Registrations and Conversions: 3 Examples that Stopped Site-Design Bickering
Date: Wednesday, 1 September 2010
Summary: Sometimes your team can agree that a website needs changes, but how it should be changed is a different story. 
If team members have different thoughts on the right direction, it's time run tests and dig into the data -- because no one 
can argue with metrics. See the top three tests an international roommate-finding service ran to circumvent office conflict 
and redesign key pages. You'll find before-and-after images of all three tests, which increased memberships 8% and paid 
conversions 3%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31701
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ID: 31700
Title: Does Your Product Launch Call for a New Brand? 4 Tactics to Protect Your Reputation
Date: Tuesday, 31 August 2010
Summary: Your team is launching a new product that's going to expose your company to a new type of customer. But is 
the product right for your brand? Find out why one brand consultant says it's often smarter to create a new brand when 
broadening your product mix -- and how you should go about it. Also learn why she says advertising should not be part of 
your launch strategy.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31700

ID: 31697
Title: Boost Foot Traffic, Grow Lists, and More: 5 Tactics for Generating Offline Actions from Email
Date: Thursday, 26 August 2010
Summary: Your email campaigns can support offline goals, such as getting subscribers to respond via phone or in person. 
You just have to give them a good enough reason. See five email tactics that two experts suggest for motivating subscribers 
to take action away from their computers and connect with your brand offline. Includes tactics for gauging email's offline 
impact.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31697

ID: 31693
Title: Expand Selection and Enable New Marketing Campaigns with Drop-Shipping: 6 Tactics from eBags
Date: Wednesday, 18 August 2010
Summary: Selling from a product inventory can be limiting. Your team not only has to anticipate which products consumers 
want, but you can also get stuck with poor sellers at the end of the season. Read how an online retailer uses a nearly 
inventory-free system to sell more than 40,000 products from 536 brands, and how this system has improved its marketing. 
Includes metrics on the team's backorder rates and fulfillment speeds.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31693

ID: 31691
Title: Manage Your Affiliates' Social Marketing: 4 Tactics to Protect Your Brand and Encourage Proper Social Outreach
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2010
Summary: Social media marketing continues to increase in popularity, both among marketers and affiliates. Your team likely 
has rules for promoting in social networks -- but do your affiliates follow them? See why -- and how -- to keep an eye on 
your affiliates' social marketing practices, to ensure they're aligned with your brand and reputation. Find out which types of 
networks this expert says to avoid.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31691

ID: 31689
Title: Build Credibility and Sales with Small-Business Customers: 7 Lessons for Big Marketers from Rogers Communications
Date: Friday, 13 August 2010
Summary: Big businesses that want to attract small-business customers need to do more than simply tweak marketing copy 
and creative. Small businesses have unique product and service needs, and respond to different types of messaging. Read 
these lessons from the team at Canada's Rogers Communications, who spent the past three years retooling their strategy to 
serve small businesses. Includes advice for creating dedicated SMB marketing teams, developing new products, and getting 
involved with the small-business support network.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31689
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ID: 31687
Title: Tackling 'Taboo' Subjects: 5 Tactics from Kotex's New Marketing Strategy
Date: Wednesday, 11 August 2010
Summary: Fostering social change is not a common goal for brands. But if your audience is ready to discuss taboo subjects, 
your marketing can be a rallying point that dispels myths while boosting reputation and sales. See how Kotex determined 
that its customers were ready for frank messages about women's bodies and health. The team radically repositioned its 
marketing and has boosted Kotex's market share. Includes tips on conducting customer research and creating content that 
encourages discussion.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31687

ID: 31686
Title: Get Started in Mobile Marketing: 4 Insights to Guide Your Strategy
Date: Tuesday, 10 August 2010
Summary: Mobile marketing is becoming more attractive as smartphones and mobile Web browsing gain popularity. Many 
marketers are, or soon will be, experimenting in this channel for the first time. Before launching your first mobile marketing 
tests, consider these key insights from a mobile marketing expert. Includes a breakdown of mobile website categories, a list 
of mobile communication options and advice for planning your strategy.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31686

ID: 31682
Title: Tournament Lifts Site Registrations 580%: 4 Tactics to Use Special Events to Grow Audience
Date: Wednesday, 4 August 2010
Summary: Promoting special online events can boost website traffic and visitor engagement. And if your team has 
advertising partners, you can turn these promotions into revenue opportunities. See how an online games website 
developed one-day tournaments to build site traffic, subscribers and engagement, and then sold sponsorships to the 
tournaments. Includes creative samples of announcement emails, ads and the landing page.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31682

ID: 31680
Title: Choose the Right Ad Network: 5 Tactics to Understand Targeting and Reporting Options
Date: Tuesday, 3 August 2010
Summary: Marketers have more online display ad networks to choose from than ever. But with many of those networks 
using the same online inventory, you may be tempted to think they're all the same. Actually, they're not. Learn which 
key factors differentiate today's online ad networks, and how you can better choose which network to use. Includes key 
questions to ask, and what you can expect from reports and targeting. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31680

ID: 31675
Title: Adopt a Content Management System that Supports SEO Goals: 5 Tactics to Choose a New Platform
Date: Tuesday, 27 July 2010
Summary: A content management system is the foundation for your website's content. If the foundation isn't strong, it 
won't support some of your key marketing goals, such as SEO. Find out how to ensure your CMS update will incorporate SEO 
best practices and support your team's strategy. Includes tips on working with the IT team, and getting to the truth behind 
vendors' claims.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31675
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ID: 31673
Title: Email Testing Pitfalls: 7 Common Mistakes That Can Hurt Your Test Strategy
Date: Friday, 23 July 2010
Summary: Before you conduct your next email test, make sure you're not falling into a trap that can muddy your 
results or limit the gains you might otherwise achieve. We spoke with an email testing expert from our sister company, 
MarketingExperiments, to uncover common mistakes marketers make when running email tests. Read why good analytics 
and segmentation are crucial forerunners to testing, and why a blockbuster discovery from one test actually can be a risky 
thing for a marketing team. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31673

ID: 31672
Title: Webinar Promotion that Delivers: Use Email, Social, Viral Referrals and Video to Boost Attendance, Drive Lead Gen
Date: Thursday, 22 July 2010
Summary: The right webinar promotion strategy can be the difference between a lackluster event and a lead generation 
bonanza. We spoke with a team that's covering all the bases with a templated webinar communication plan that's driving 
live-event attendance and contributing to long-term lead generation. See how they combine outbound and automated 
email, a clever "refer-a-friend" campaign and an on-demand viewing option that's capturing contact info from 55% of 
viewers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31672

ID: 31671
Title: Drive In-Store Sales and Email Sign-ups with Mystery Gift Promo: 6 Steps
Date: Wednesday, 21 July 2010
Summary: What happens when you add a little mystery to a free-gift promotion? For one team, the result was a big jump 
in repeat customers that extended holiday-level sales by a full month. See how a national restaurant chain developed a 
"secret envelope" campaign that customers could only open during a return visit to reveal their prize. The first effort was so 
successful they now run it twice a year and are seeing a 15% redemption rate and a colossal ROI. Article includes creative 
samples and scheduling tips.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31671

ID: 31670
Title: How to Plan Landing Page Tests: 6 Steps to Guide Your Process
Date: Tuesday, 20 July 2010
Summary: We all want to find a change that will turn a lackluster landing page into a monster. Will it require a bigger 
button? Or perhaps a different image? Find out how to pick the right tests to improve your landing pages from an expert 
with years of experience. See why the most obvious test is not always the best to try.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31670

ID: 31666
Title: Forging Link-Exchange Partnerships to Boost SEO: 5 Tactics to Select Partners and Guide Strategy
Date: Tuesday, 13 July 2010
Summary: Creating great content and pitching bloggers might garner an occasional link, but how can you consistently build 
inbound links? One way is through link-exchange partnerships that forge ongoing relationships with relevant sites. Read 
these five tactics from an expert in forging strong link-exchange partnerships. Includes tips on how to evaluate potential 
partners, set guidelines for target pages and anchor text, alongside a golden rule you should never forget. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31666
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ID: 31662
Title: Combining Email, Search, Social and PR for a Content Marketing Campaign: 6 Tactics to Generate Surge in Visitor Traffic
Date: Thursday, 8 July 2010
Summary: Marketing teams often focus tactics and goals in a particular channel, overlooking how these channels can 
complement one another. With a bit of planning, a campaign can harness the strategic value of email, search, social media 
and other outlets for a single purpose. See how an online luggage retailer created a premium report based on a survey of 
e-newsletter subscribers and captured 5x more blog traffic. Includes six key tactics to combine the strengths of email, search, 
social media and PR. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31662

ID: 31656
Title: Creating Effective Brand Statements: 5 Insights to Improve Work from Agency Partners
Date: Tuesday, 29 June 2010
Summary: Your agency and consulting partners need to understand your brand before they can deliver valuable work. But 
how can you most clearly explain your brand's essence? See how to create effective brand statements that will help your 
agencies, internal teams and other partners develop better campaigns. Includes tips on distilling your brand position into 
one powerful phrase.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31656

ID: 31651
Title: Mobile Website Advice from Taco Bell: 5 Considerations to Reach More Mobile Devices
Date: Wednesday, 23 June 2010
Summary: Seemingly each day, we hear more talk of new mobile devices, and more consumers are making the switch to 
advanced smartphones that quickly browse the Web. Is your brand ready? We spoke with Taco Bell's team and several 
mobile site design experts to uncover what to do -- and what not to do -- when creating your mobile website. Find out why 
you might not want the most advanced mobile site possible.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31651

ID: 31648
Title: Measuring Social Media's Contribution to the Bottom Line: 5 Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 22 June 2010
Summary: Social media can improve website traffic, lead generation and sales -- but by how much? And how can you 
improve those results? The solution is through careful measurement of social media's contribution to your marketing goals. 
We spoke with an expert in social marketing analysis to uncover five tactics that can help you measure which online social 
interactions drive business results. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31648

ID: 31643
Title: Improve Your Facebook Profile to Increase Consumer Interaction: 4 Tactics
Date: Wednesday, 16 June 2010
Summary: You’ve had your Facebook brand page up for a while… so now what? Building graphic-based pages and adding 
navigational tabs to your Facebook profile can establish a richer presence, but you have to make sure your brand -- and 
your team -- are ready. See how Ace Hardware doubled Facebook interactions and spiked profile traffic 350% with a well-
designed and well-branded profile and strategy. Includes tips for working with developers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31643
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ID: 31642
Title: Follow the FTC's Street Team Guidelines: 4 Recommendations for Offline and Online Promos
Date: Tuesday, 15 June 2010
Summary: The FTC's updated Guidelines on endorsements and testimonials affected more than blogger relations and 
product claims. The guidelines also govern the use of street teams. Read how and when your street teams should make 
disclosures to avoid FTC scrutiny. Includes four recommendations from word-of-mouth marketing experts. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31642

ID: 31634
Title: Improve Revenue Attribution: 5 Insights to Recognize the Impact of Contributing Channels 
Date: Saturday, 5 June 2010
Summary: As marketers continue to add online channels, they need to know which ones best contribute to sales. Proper 
attribution is vital to getting the most from your marketing spend. We spoke with a Marketing VP for a home improvement 
retailer who believes many marketers are missing the mark on channel attribution. Find out why -- and what you can do to 
make sure you're counting the revenue contributions made by all channels. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31634

ID: 31633
Title: Reduce E-commerce Fraud: 5 Areas for Marketers and Fraud Teams to Target
Date: Wednesday, 2 June 2010
Summary: Purchases made with stolen credit cards and other forms of fraud can reduce your e-commerce profits and 
tarnish your brand. But you can fight fraud with some old fashioned teamwork. We asked several online fraud-prevention 
experts to describe how marketers and fraud-detection teams can collaborate to fight the problem -- without hampering 
marketing initiatives or the customer experience. Includes tips on communication between teams, and how to test the 
potential impact of fraud-prevention rules.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31633

ID: 31629
Title: Get Press Coverage for Customer Success Stories: 6 Tactics 
Date: Tuesday, 25 May 2010
Summary: The testimonial of a happy customer often carries more weight with prospects than any message your marketing 
team can create. And having these customers featured in the media is a great way to tell your brand's story. Read how 
LinkedIn's marketers find stories from happy customers and get them press coverage. Includes advice on: stories to avoid; 
matching a customer with the right reporter; preparing customers for interviews
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31629

ID: 31618
Title: Using Google's New Ad Sitelinks Feature: 5 Tactics to Make the Most of Additional Links in your PPC Ads
Date: Wednesday, 19 May 2010
Summary: Real estate on the first page of search results is scarce and valuable. Now, Google is giving some marketers 
four additional links for their PPC ads at the top of the page through its new Ad Sitelinks program. Read how one team 
took advantage of this new paid search advertising format, which helped them lift clickthrough rates 14%. Includes three 
important details to know about the program and five tactics to help with your own tests.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31618
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ID: 31615
Title: Discover the Best Time to Send Email: 4 Test Ideas
Date: Thursday, 13 May 2010
Summary: One of the most common questions marketers ask us is, "When is the best time to send email?" The hard 
truth: It depends. Your optimal send time depends on a lot of factors, such as your industry, segmentation, subscribers' 
preferences, and the nature of your message. Testing is a must, so here are four test ideas that have helped other marketers 
find better send times based on a variety of factors.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31615

ID: 31613
Title: Lift Long-Tail Search Traffic: 6 Tactics to Find and Test Niche Content Areas
Date: Tuesday, 11 May 2010
Summary: Long-tail search phrases can reveal a lot about what your visitors want -- and creating content to fill those needs 
can get more visitors to your site. See how the team at a personal health website finds and tests topics to capture more 
natural long-tail search traffic. Includes advice on: analyzing referring phrases; estimating potential traffic; measuring visitor 
satisfaction
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31613

ID: 31611
Title: Be Helpful, Attract Prospects: 6 Social Marketing Tactics
Date: Thursday, 6 May 2010
Summary: Still confused about what to do in social media? Try thinking about what your prospects need help with, 
and then show them how you can be the helper they're seeking. Check out these six social marketing tactics used by a 
professional services firm to show how helpful, responsive and accessible they can be. Includes tips on monitoring Twitter 
conversations, subscribing to LinkedIn Answers, and keeping tabs on journalists to get lots of free media mentions. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31611

ID: 31607
Title: Analyze PPC Data to Uncover Date-based Performance Trends: 6 Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 4 May 2010
Summary: The wealth of data available from paid search advertising contains important details about customer conversion 
behavior - such as specific keywords that perform better on certain days of the week, or weeks of the year. But it takes some 
effort to uncover these trends. We spoke with three paid search experts and learned six tactics to help you analyze your PPC 
data and find performance fluctuations. Includes advice on customizing reports, how much data to gather, and how to use 
your time wisely.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31607

ID: 31605
Title: Using an Employee Name in the 'From' Line: 6 Tactics to Supplement HTML Promo Emails
Date: Thursday, 29 April 2010
Summary: HTML promotions may perform the heavy lifting in your marketing strategy, but occasionally altering your 
approach can generate additional response. We've heard many marketers cite the value of sending simple, personalized, 
text-only notes to their subscribers. To learn more about this strategy, we spoke with a marketer who has seen personalized 
"From" lines generate a 50%-100% increase in open rate and a 10%-20% lift in CTR. We cover six tactics, such as how to 
choose a sender name, how to approach subject lines and body copy, and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31605
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ID: 31600
Title: Developing a Social Media Strategy: 6 Lessons from Kodak
Date: Wednesday, 28 April 2010
Summary: Consumers are talking about your brand in social media channels, and you need a strategy to engage in these 
conversations. Ignoring them - or jumping in without a plan - is a missed opportunity. Read six lessons a team at Kodak 
learned from more than two years' worth of social marketing efforts. Includes advice on when to engage in conversations, 
how to add value, and the importance of creating and sharing your company's social media policy. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31600

ID: 31599
Title: Interactive Video Ad Campaigns: 5 Tips to Use Enhanced Functionality for Improved Response
Date: Tuesday, 27 April 2010
Summary: Interactive video ads, which let users click on active links without leaving the hosting site, can capture even 
more attention than regular videos. However, not every publisher can host this type of video advertising. Read how a 
software company designed an interactive video ad campaign that made the most of the advanced functionality - achieving 
a 100% increase in CTR over their typical rich media ad - but was still flexible enough to run on sites that could not support 
interactive features.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31599

ID: 31590
Title: Boost Email Efforts with Your Blog: 3 Quick Tips
Date: Thursday, 15 April 2010
Summary: Is your company blog also working to support your email marketing efforts? The popularity of blogs with search 
engines, social networks and readers can transfer benefits to your email marketing efforts - if you integrate the channels. 
Take a look at these three simple ways to start using your blog to increase opt-ins and generate email content. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31590

ID: 31585
Title: Less is More: 4 Tactics to Simplify Newsletter Design and Get Better Results
Date: Thursday, 8 April 2010
Summary: Even without a major email redesign, there are always small changes that can be made to your existing template 
to improve performance. See how the marketing team at a major media company optimized their weekly entertainment 
email with a series of small changes that made incremental lifts in key metrics. Includes four tactics aimed at simplifying the 
template and clarifying calls-to-action. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31585

ID: 31583
Title: Marketing to Uncle Sam: 5 Preferences of Government Agency Buyers
Date: Tuesday, 6 April 2010
Summary: Government spending makes up one-fifth of the US economy. With the right marketing techniques, you can get 
Uncle Sam to spend some of that money with you. We spoke with a marketer who routinely sells to government agencies to 
learn how his team connects with those customers. Read five preferences displayed by government buyers, and information 
about how to become a GSA-approved vendor. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31583
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ID: 31578
Title: Use Research to Guide an E-commerce Site Redesign: 5 Tactics to Pinpoint Needed Improvements
Date: Wednesday, 31 March 2010
Summary: Redesigning your website can help boost its performance, but only if you're making the right changes. The 
research you put into your redesign will ultimately determine if you're making the right decisions -- so make sure you're 
researching well. See the five key areas a team from American Greetings Interactive looked at to redesign a recently-
acquired photo publishing site. Includes a list of 50 e-commerce site features used to help guide their decisions.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31578

ID: 31577
Title: Establish a Social Media Code of Conduct: 5 Actions to Protect Your Company's Reputation
Date: Tuesday, 30 March 2010
Summary: Recent changes in FTC guidelines have reinforced the importance of establishing policies to keep your social 
media and online marketing above-board and ethical. But those policies need to be followed. Read advice from a word-of-
mouth marketing ethics expert on creating and enforcing your team's social media marketing policies. Includes five actions 
to take now, and links to ethical codes and FTC guidelines.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31577

ID: 31574
Title: Email Design Tactics for Blocked Images: 3 Options
Date: Thursday, 25 March 2010
Summary: It's hard to believe that some email marketers still send HTML messages that make no provision for viewing/
readability when images are blocked. Yet, when a poorly designed message landed in our inbox, we realized it was time to 
reinforce simple tactics that let you convey your message even when recipients block your images. Includes advice on when 
to use text-only emails, writing ALT-text tags, and the benefits of table cells.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31574

ID: 31570
Title: Gather Competitive Intelligence: 5 Tactics to Research Your Marketplace
Date: Tuesday, 23 March 2010
Summary: Launching new products and designing marketing campaigns that stand out would be much easier if you knew 
your competitors' plans. While they are unlikely to send you a blueprint, there are ways you can gain insight. Check out 
these five tactics we gleaned from a competitive intelligence expert with more than 15 years of experience. We include 
tactics for interviewing customers, listening at industry conferences, and monitoring public information. We also explain 
why you should keep your strategy honest.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31570

ID: 31566
Title: Master the Art of Multivariate Testing: 7 Lessons from Avis Budget Group
Date: Wednesday, 17 March 2010
Summary: When used properly, multivariate testing can be one of the most valuable tools in your marketing skill set. Read 
seven key lessons that Avis Budget car rentals learned through years of multivariate testing. See which tests had an impact, 
and how they used testing to defuse tricky office battles. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31566
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ID: 31565
Title: Build Brand and Customer Loyalty Through One-to-One Communication: 7 Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 16 March 2010
Summary: A corporate-style branding effort requires a corporate-sized budget. But if fancy logos and mass advertising 
aren't in your budget, you can try building your brand one customer at a time. Read one marketer's recommendations 
for using personal communications to connect with your best customers. Through simple, low-cost tactics, you can build 
stronger relationships and establish a brand identity that's more than just an image.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31565

ID: 31559
Title: Find a Partner to Accelerate Website Registrations: 6 Tactics from Last.fm and Xbox 
Date: Tuesday, 9 March 2010
Summary: When you're trying to expand an audience, working with strong, relevant partners can deliver a boost well 
beyond what you can achieve through your own campaigns. Read how the online music service Last.fm partnered with 
Microsoft's gaming console brand Xbox to gain millions more registered users. Includes tactics on how the teams created a 
winning promotional strategy.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31559

ID: 31557
Title: Localize Your International Email Campaigns: 4 Proven Tactics
Date: Thursday, 4 March 2010
Summary: Preparation for our Germany Email Summit in 2010 got us thinking about the challenges of conducting 
international email campaigns. One of the most important issues is how to adapt email content for language and cultural 
differences in each country. So we went back to this article from our archive, which collects proven advice on email 
localization from experienced global marketers. Includes tactics for: Hiring translators; Using appropriate images; Adjusting 
tone for cultural differences. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31557

ID: 31555
Title: Launching an E-commerce Site with Social Networking: 7 Takeaways
Date: Wednesday, 3 March 2010
Summary: Generating traffic and customers for a new e-commerce site can be difficult. That's why two New Zealand-
based marketers built an online community of potential customers before they launched their etail store. Read how 
these baby clothing retailers developed a social media presence before they started selling products, and the lessons they 
learned about making the transition. Includes advice for migrating from socializing to selling, and stats on the community's 
contribution to revenue.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31555

ID: 31554
Title: Simple Redesign Doubles Social Sharing: 5 Insights
Date: Tuesday, 2 March 2010
Summary: Getting website visitors to share your content on social networks is a great way to boost traffic. But what's 
the best way to promote social sharing to your visitors? Find out how a travel insurance company doubled the amount of 
content visitors shared on third-party networks with a simple site redesign. We offer five insights they gleaned from this 
simple, eye-opening test.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31554
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ID: 31549
Title: Appeal to Cost-Conscious Customers: 4 Tactics to Expand Lower-Price Offerings Without Hurting Your Brand
Date: Tuesday, 23 February 2010
Summary: When your customers' buying habits shift, you have to respond or risk losing those customers for good. But it's 
vital to adapt without compromising your brand. Read how a healthy-living retailer responded to growing price sensitivity 
among its customer base by increasing the number of low-cost products they offered. We outline the four tactics they used 
to make the change, which helped boost their site conversion rate 11%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31549

ID: 31542
Title: Improve Attribution: 8 Steps to Measure the Impact of Your Marketing Efforts
Date: Tuesday, 16 February 2010
Summary: Although the industry has made vast improvements in attribution, it's hard to know the impact of every 
marketing dollar. Thankfully, database analysis techniques are giving some marketers more insight than ever. We spoke with 
an expert in marketing attribution to learn how he uncovers the marketing impact of murky channels. Take a look to gain 
insight, but be prepared: This will not be easy.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31542

ID: 31530
Title: Improve Your Email Programs: 5 Test Ideas
Date: Thursday, 11 February 2010
Summary: Need inspiration for your next email test? Here are five examples of successful tests shared by presenters at 
Email Marketing Summit 2010. Read on for five ideas you can incorporate into your 2010 testing plans. Includes tests to 
help improve: opt-in tactics; personalization; design and layout; video links; frequency
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31530

ID: 31512
Title: Email Makeover: 7 Email Optimization Tactics to Boost Revenue
Date: Thursday, 21 January 2010
Summary: Successful email marketing can sometimes entail tweaking a few key elements to create the best possible 
system. But with limited staff and campaign deadlines, marketers may struggle to find time for optimization. See how a 
retailer managed several small tests and tweaks that -- despite the economy -- helped lift email revenues 72% in 2009. 
Tactics include: subject line tests; segmentation; Facebook integration
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31512

ID: 31510
Title: Unifying Global Divisions for a Website Redesign: 6 Tactics to Manage the Process
Date: Wednesday, 20 January 2010
Summary: A strong corporate website is an invaluable tool for collecting leads and promoting your brand. But getting to this 
point is difficult when trying to unify far-reaching global divisions with existing websites of varying quality. See six key tactics 
a team used to consolidate several divisional websites into a new, unified corporate platform. Their approach to managing 
people, technology and content helped them finish the job on schedule, and create a site that's seen Web leads grow 200% 
since launch. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31510
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ID: 31500
Title: Email and Social Media Integration: 5 Strategies to Grow Audiences and Design Campaigns
Date: Thursday, 7 January 2010
Summary: Email subscribers and social media followers are among a marketer's best assets -- they represent consumers 
who want to communicate with your brand. But they don't necessarily want the same types of information. See how a 
consumer marketing team supplemented a strong email marketing program with social media tactics that grew audiences 
in both channels and delivered triple-digit traffic increases to specific Web content. Includes strategies for: surveying 
audiences; tailoring messages for each group; designing multi-channel campaigns
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31500

ID: 31496
Title: Banner Ad Test Drives Site Redesign: 4 Steps to 18% More Traffic
Date: Wednesday, 6 January 2010
Summary: Finding the right message for your website can be difficult when you're trying to appeal to multiple audiences, 
such as consumers, businesses and investors. This is when a good test can help. Read how a coffee company tested 
consumer messages in display ads and videos before incorporating them into a new website, resulting in an 18.5% lift in 
traffic.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31496

ID: 31494
Title: Create Text-Alert Programs that Connect with College Students: 4 Strategies
Date: Tuesday, 5 January 2010
Summary: College-age mobile users are among the most likely to sign up for SMS alerts. And an SMS subscriber base can 
be a valuable audience when approached wisely. Read how a restaurant chain used SMS alerts to drive store traffic and saw 
mobile-coupon redemption rates of 30% in college areas, compared to a 10% redemption rate for non-college areas.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31494

ID: 31467
Title: How Nike Used Interactive Video to Draw Crowds at Sporting Events
Date: Tuesday, 8 December 2009
Summary: When you sponsor a sporting event, your booth is rarely a main attraction. So it needs to stand out from the 
crowd -- and the entertainment -- to make an impression on consumers. See how Nike 6.0 got thousands of event attendees 
to take a break from the action at surfing/skateboarding/BMX events and spend some time in their branded tent. Their 
secret? A part-virtual, part-interactive video strategy.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31467

ID: 31465
Title: Personalized Emails, Website for Sales Agents Boost Response: 5 Strategies to Lift CTR 23%
Date: Wednesday, 2 December 2009
Summary: See how a cruise agency uses an automated, centralized email and website system that creates personalized 
communications for its 2,500 sales agents. Putting an agent's face and name on correspondence has lifted clickthroughs 
23%, and helped the team create a lifecycle of messages that includes pre-sale marketing and post-cruise "Welcome Home" 
emails to solicit trip reviews.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31465
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ID: 31460
Title: Improve Affiliate Performance: 5 Tips
Date: Tuesday, 1 December 2009
Summary: Whether you're just starting out in affiliate marketing, or looking for better results from your current program, 
see the strategies used by one affiliate marketing team who lifted their company's annual sales more than 400% in three 
years. The advice includes recommendations for: choosing networks; providing incentives; preventing fraud
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31460

ID: 31457
Title: Create Product Demo Videos that Get Social Media Attention: 6 Strategies to Increase Sales
Date: Wednesday, 25 November 2009
Summary: Looking for new source of traffic beyond the fierce battleground of the search engine results page? The 
combination of video content and social media can create a powerful new channel to reach potential customers. See the six 
strategies an online guitar accessory retailer used to create product demonstration videos and share that content with blogs, 
video sharing sites and other third parties. The strategy captures 65,000 video views a day, and has doubled annual sales.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31457

ID: 31446
Title: Adding Social Media Features to a Website: 6 Tactics to Enhance Traffic and Retention
Date: Tuesday, 10 November 2009
Summary: Social media can enhance your website, but you need to choose social media features that will provide a 
significant impact. Ineffective tactics can waste time and money, and might lessen internal support for the idea. See how 
one social media site thrives off interactive features, and how they've used these features to increase visibility without 
spending funds for advertising.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31446

ID: 31444
Title: Create and Manage a Team-Authored Blog: 8 Steps to Reap SEO Gains
Date: Thursday, 5 November 2009
Summary: A company blog is a great way to share your industry expertise with clients, and to create keyword-rich content 
for search engines. But creating a blog and encouraging multiple authors to contribute can be daunting. Read how a small 
consulting firm had nearly everyone in their company contribute to a corporate blog that now accounts for more than 50% 
of natural search-generated visits. Learn tips on identifying keywords, creating an editorial calendar and setting deadlines.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31444

ID: 31443
Title: Monthly Contest Doubles Email List Size: 4 Steps to Attract Names that Convert
Date: Wednesday, 4 November 2009
Summary: Contests are often used as a "quick fix" to grow an email list. But with a little more planning, you can design a 
campaign that offers more than a one-time lift, and targets quality names for your database. Read how an e-commerce 
marketer established a monthly contest targeting customers with a popular product offer. The campaign has more than 
doubled the size of their email list in eight months - and the new names are providing better response than those from the 
existing database.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31443
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ID: 31441
Title: Measure Paid Search Advertising's Contribution to Offline Sales: 4 Steps
Date: Tuesday, 3 November 2009
Summary: The ROI for search engine advertising includes more than direct online sales. Measuring your PPC ads' 
contribution to offline revenue is not always easy, though. See how a consumer marketer found a unique way to tie offline 
conversions to online searches, and has improved paid search ROI. Includes the key calculation you'll need to get there.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31441

ID: 31440
Title: Merge Email, Microsites and Social Media for Product Launch Success
Date: Thursday, 29 October 2009
Summary: Finding new twists on product launches can be difficult in this day and age. Most ideas have been worn out, 
making it harder to cut through the clutter and create brand awareness. See how an email and social media combo did the 
trick for a graphics technology vendor, and discover how they gained nearly 250,000 prospects into the sales funnel in only 
five weeks.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31440

ID: 31424
Title: Drive Search Traffic with Better Product Descriptions: 5 Steps
Date: Tuesday, 27 October 2009
Summary: Having high-quality content on your site is fantastic. But creating it is less exciting - and a lot of work. Find 
out how an apparel retailer manages his team of writers to build high-quality product descriptions. The keyword-rich 
descriptions have helped make natural search the top driver of site traffic. Includes tips for finding and managing writers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31424

ID: 31399
Title: Reformat, Reuse, Recycle: 5 Strategies to Stretch your Marketing Content
Date: Wednesday, 21 October 2009
Summary: Your marketing content library can be an incredible resource in lean economic times. You have opportunities to 
repurpose, reformat and reuse that content for new lead generation campaigns. We've collected five examples of clever 
content repurposing strategies that B2B marketers shared with us over the years. Includes tips on generating audio and 
video from text and finding new content for nurturing emails.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31399

ID: 31389
Title: Target Internal Site Links for Improved SEO: 7 Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 13 October 2009
Summary: SEO programs often focus on adding in-bound links. But don't forget that your website contains hundreds of 
internal links that affect search engine rankings. We spoke with one of the search industry's top linking experts to learn how 
to use internal links to improve SEO. Includes seven tactics, such as areas to test and assumptions to avoid. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31389
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ID: 31382
Title: Retail Technology Standards Explained: 3 Examples
Date: Tuesday, 6 October 2009
Summary: Anyone who's replaced technology knows the headache -- some systems do not work well with others. Read 
about a set of standards that are making it easier for retailers to switch in and out different types of technology, and to get 
more from their marketing data. Includes descriptions of three standards from a leading retail organization.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31382

ID: 31381
Title: Incentives, Re-engagement and Newsletter Content: 3 Email Tips from our Recent Summit
Date: Thursday, 1 October 2009
Summary: At MarketingSherpa's B2B Marketing Summit 2009 we heard a host of great tactics and case studies that can 
apply to all marketers -- whether you're targeting businesses or consumers. Here are three email-specific tips from the 
event that apply to all marketers managing email programs. Includes case study takeaways on using incentives to boost 
response rates and re-engaging unresponsive subscribers. Plus, we share research data on whether newsletter subscribers 
are receiving content that's relevant to them. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31381

ID: 31376
Title: Research-Driven Message Conveys Product Advantage: 5 Tactics to Lift Sales more than 10%
Date: Wednesday, 30 September 2009
Summary: If you want a marketing message that convinces customers your product is superior to competitors', few things 
can communicate more clearly than a simple statistic. See how a kitchen appliance manufacturer promoted research 
proving their product's effectiveness. The campaign lifted sales and website traffic more than 10%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31376

ID: 31375
Title: Adding Website Personalization: 5 Tactics to Manage the Process
Date: Tuesday, 29 September 2009
Summary: Personalized, customized websites that adapt to each user's profile can boost conversions. But adding those 
features and measuring impact is a complicated task. Learn how a web personalization expert at eBay delivered more 
customization and better measurement to the site. Includes tips for choosing which pages to personalize, and getting 
internal support.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31375

ID: 31369
Title: Transactional Email Overhaul: 5 Strategies to Revive an Older Program
Date: Thursday, 24 September 2009
Summary: Many marketers know the value of well-placed promotions in transactional emails, but the automated nature 
of those sends might make it tempting to simply set up a program and ignore it. See how a marketer is re-invigorating a 
transactional email program that had been on autopilot for too long. Includes strategies for targeting improvements by 
focusing on metrics, creative, segmentation and testing.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31369
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ID: 31368
Title: Collaborate with Data Analysts: 4 Strategies to Improve Relationships with IT
Date: Tuesday, 22 September 2009
Summary: Marketers often have too much of a good thing when it comes to data. Between web analytics, marketing 
automation software, email metrics and CRM systems, the sheer volume of data is daunting -- unless you have someone 
to help you analyze it. Learn how to build a closer relationship with your company's in-house statistical analysts to lift your 
results and better focus your efforts. Includes four strategies for connecting with these vital coworkers, and two common 
misconceptions.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31368

ID: 31363
Title: Inspire Interaction with Promo Emails: 4 Tactics to Boost Clicks, Encourage Social Sharing
Date: Thursday, 17 September 2009
Summary: Here's an article for marketers looking to get more out of their weekly email promotions or coupons. We 
interviewed a marketer from Chick-fil-A to learn how they made their promotional email program more interactive, and 
have built stronger relationships with subscribers. New content and features are generating an average 15% CTR, and 75% 
of subscribers said an email inspired them to visit a store. Plus, email drove the growth of a Facebook fan club from 25,000 
to 1 million in less than a year. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31363

ID: 31360
Title: Offering Alternative Payment Options: 3 Questions to Ask
Date: Tuesday, 15 September 2009
Summary: Credit cards aren't the only way for consumers to pay for online purchases. Should your site offer one or more of 
these alternate payment methods? Read this article for an introduction to the major types of alternative online payments. 
Includes an analysis of which options work best for different types of businesses, and three questions to ask before choosing 
a provider.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31360

ID: 31351
Title: Complimentary Download: Webinar Planning Timeline
Date: Thursday, 3 September 2009
Summary: Online events are in the spotlight now that many marketers' event budgets have been cut and prospects' travel is 
being restricted. Here's a tool to help you manage the process of creating webinars for lead generation. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31351

ID: 31347
Title: Take Control of Local Search Results: 5 Steps to Improve Accuracy and Boost Traffic
Date: Tuesday, 1 September 2009
Summary: Google Maps can be a prime channel to attract prospects looking for your business' location and service details. 
But if you're not providing the information yourself, the search engine can pull details from third-party online sources that 
might not be accurate. Take every effort you can to clear up confusion -- especially when the efforts are no-cost. See how 
a luxury hotel claimed and upgraded its local business listing on Google Maps. They now receive high placement for target 
keywords, and are pulling in more traffic.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31347
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ID: 31345
Title: Promotion Highlights Top Membership Tier: 8 Steps to get 70% of Customers into Long-Term Subs
Date: Thursday, 27 August 2009
Summary: Here's a great case study for marketers looking to drive more members into longer-term subscriptions. See how 
a marketer used a promotional gift to encourage customers to choose longer-term subscriptions during the launch of a paid 
membership service. The gift got 70% of customers to choose a two-year subscription, and recycling the gift offer several 
months after launch doubled conversions for an entire week. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31345

ID: 31342
Title: Office Depot Site Overhaul Lifts Conversions 10%: 7 Tactics to Target High-Impact Improvements
Date: Wednesday, 26 August 2009
Summary: Adding a new tool to your e-commerce site or refining your homepage design can boost conversions. But 
sometimes you need so many small tweaks that full site overhaul is in order. How can you target the most important 
elements during a redesign? Read how Office Depot developed a new site design that used updated tools and navigation to 
lift conversions 10% and reduced cart abandonment 18%. Includes samples of the data that drove the changes.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31342

ID: 31339
Title: Improve Search Visibility with Video: 5 Strategies
Date: Tuesday, 25 August 2009
Summary: Getting more than one organic link on a search results page can be difficult -- but powerful when accomplished. 
With the addition of image and video results, marketers are finding ways to boost their number of links on page one. Read 
how a marketer's video strategy is earning more links from results pages, and how referrals to his site from YouTube convert 
at a 12% rate.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31339

ID: 31325
Title: Mobile Success in a Down Economy: 5 Strategies to Improve Campaigns
Date: Tuesday, 18 August 2009
Summary: Mobile marketing is uncharted territory for many marketers. At the same time, the down economy is forcing 
marketers to optimize their efforts in every channel. A few guiding strategies from one of the mobile industry's pioneers can 
be helpful when navigating your way. We asked a mobile marketing expert to share five strategies for success, including: 
why you should always start a mobile campaign with an SMS strategy; how to segment your audience; how to use mobile to 
measure the reach of offline ads.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31325

ID: 31327
Title: Protect Your List Part 2: Generate High-Quality Names from Co-Reg, Sweeps, and List Rental
Date: Thursday, 13 August 2009
Summary: In 2009, we outlined three battles that email marketers may have to fight if they're being asked to generate more 
sales from their email list. One of the common concerns we've heard is the pressure to increase the size of your opt-in list 
-- at a potential cost to list quality. Co-registration, sweepstakes, and list rental can generate a lot of names relatively quickly. 
But unless you're following best practices, those tactics may backfire in the form of less-qualified names, higher complaints, 
and a ding on your email reputation. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31327
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ID: 31329
Title: Optimize your Site for Mobile Search: 5 Strategies
Date: Tuesday, 11 August 2009
Summary: The number of users searching the web from mobile devices is growing fast. Ensuring your website is visible to 
mobile searchers now will prevent you from scrambling to catch up later. We spoke with a mobile search expert to uncover 
five key strategies for getting your website ready for mobile searchers. Find out why the major search engines are not the 
only kings of mobile search, and why using optimized HTML content only won't always get you noticed. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31329

ID: 31318
Title: E-commerce Commissions for Retail Stores: 8 Strategies to Keep Independent Owners Happy
Date: Wednesday, 5 August 2009
Summary: E-commerce is a tricky proposition for marketers from a corporation that also has independent retail store 
owners who are contractually restricted to selling in a small region. Those store owners don't want to compete with their 
corporate parent's website. See how a marketer from a retail chain handled e-commerce without upsetting the brand's 
brick-and-mortar store owners. Includes the details of a unique commission system and a customized website design. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31318

ID: 31317
Title: Buying an Established Blog: Lessons from Consumers Union 
Date: Thursday, 30 July 2009
Summary: Blogs can lift search rankings while introducing your content to new readers. But what happens when a publisher 
purchases an existing blog? How do you find a good blog to acquire and integrate its content? Can you attract new 
subscribers? That's what Consumers Union, publisher of Consumer Reports, was hoping to find out when it purchased an 
edgy, consumer-focused blog called The Consumerist last year. We spoke to John Sateja, Executive VP, Consumers Union, 
and Mark Perton, Executive Editor, to get the answers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31317

ID: 31315
Title: Using LinkedIn for Lead Generation: 6 Lessons
Date: Wednesday, 29 July 2009
Summary: Marketers frequently cite LinkedIn as one of the most valuable social networks to incorporate in a marketing 
strategy. But even marketers who have LinkedIn on their radar screens still wonder how to participate. What works, what 
doesn't, and what should you expect? We asked a marketer who is using LinkedIn for lead generation, to share his lessons 
on joining groups, sharing marketing collateral, and qualifying the leads that come through the channel. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31315

ID: 31313
Title: Improve the Speed of Mobile Web Campaigns: 4 Factors that Affect Load Times
Date: Tuesday, 28 July 2009
Summary: The mobile Web infrastructure is in its infancy, which creates pitfalls for your mobile marketing campaigns. 
Several factors can drag down your performance and upset your customers. Find out which factors are most likely to slow 
down your mobile loading and response times, and how you can prevent them from irritating your audience. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31313
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ID: 31306
Title: Efficient Website Redesigns: 6 Tactics to Guide Your Process
Date: Tuesday, 21 July 2009
Summary: A website redesign is a heavy load for a marketing team, especially if you don't have much wiggle room in your 
budget and launch schedule. The solution is to make the process as efficient and effective as possible. See how a marketer 
in charge of redesigning the websites of dozens of his company's brands streamlined the process. He shares six tactics for: 
researching potential improvements; prioritizing goals; avoiding problems that will slow down a launch
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31306

ID: 31302
Title: How to Build an SMS Alert Campaign: 6 Steps and Lessons Learned
Date: Tuesday, 14 July 2009
Summary: SMS alerts can be a good way to engage an audience or remind fans of an upcoming event. But as a television 
channel's marketing team found out, alerts do not work for every product. See how the marketer behind the popular 
National Geographic Channel program "The Dog Whisperer" learned the ins and outs of an SMS alerts campaign that 
can attract and maintain a list of dedicated subscribers. Includes steps for building your own SMS campaign and links the 
regulatory agencies you will have to work through. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31302

ID: 31287
Title: How to Use Dynamic Pricing: Lessons Learned from the San Francisco Giants
Date: Tuesday, 30 June 2009
Summary: Ideally, prices should be set to maximize revenue. But if demand for a product changes, prices also have to change 
to reach total efficiency. How do you know if you're setting the best price possible? See how a major league baseball team 
tested dynamic pricing for tickets to home games. They sold 20% more tickets in sections where the dynamic pricing was 
offered -- but the program hasn't been a grand slam. Find out how they managed challenges, set prices and sold more tickets.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31287

ID: 31281
Title: Measure the Impact of Blogger Outreach: 9 Key Metrics
Date: Tuesday, 23 June 2009
Summary: The influence of blogs and other online media is too powerful for marketers to ignore when planning media and 
PR outreach, but these channels are different than traditional media. How do you set goals and measure your success? 
See which metrics an Internet media researcher considers the most important for evaluating the influence of blogs, online 
magazines, and more. We include nine metrics to evaluate, along with tips on demonstrating your success to your boss. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31281

ID: 31279
Title: Third-party Links and Email Deliverability: 4 Tips to Protect Your Reputation
Date: Thursday, 18 June 2009
Summary: Every domain you include in an email message has its own reputation, which can in turn impact your email 
reputation and deliverability. Read how a recent experience we had with a third-party link getting flagged as spam reminded 
us of the importance of checking links for potential deliverability issues. We've offered four tips on checking the URLs you 
include in your messages, with a focus on the explosion of URL-shortening services driven by social media. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31279
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ID: 31273
Title: How to Negotiate Trials and Lower-rates with Vendors: 5 Strategies
Date: Tuesday, 16 June 2009
Summary: With marketing budgets as tight as they are, it's especially important that you get the best possible return from 
your website infrastructure investments. One way to do that is to conduct full-featured trials of new systems before you 
buy them. Some vendors resist full-featured trials, but in this economy, buyers are in the driver's seat. We spoke with an 
e-retailer to learn his secrets for negotiating free trials and favorable terms from his site's technology vendors. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31273

ID: 31263
Title: Quick, Low-Cost Customer Interviews: 8 Steps to Develop New Marketing Collateral
Date: Thursday, 4 June 2009
Summary: Social networks, blogs and other Web 2.0 technologies make it easier for customers and prospects to share 
opinions on vendors. That trend puts additional pressure on marketers to develop relevant marketing content that speaks 
directly to prospects' interests and pain-points -- without a lot of additional marketing verbiage. In this article, we explain 
how a B2B marketer creates an alternative to the standard client case study that uses a customer's own words -- and only 
their own words. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31263

ID: 31221
Title: How to Redesign Your Site's Images to Attract Relevant Prospects
Date: Thursday, 7 May 2009
Summary: If your site's images are not optimized, numerous opportunities to attract visitors are wasted. To be a source 
of targeted traffic, images first have to be seen by search engines. And, if your images are not designed correctly, you are 
missing prospects who would arrive from: searches that include image results, image-specific search engines, and third-
party image-hosting sites. Find out the key factors to getting the most out of your site's images, and ultimately, enticing as 
many visitors as possible to your site. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31221

ID: 31200
Title: How to Cut Costs and Keep Customers Happy by Mining Calls 
Date: Wednesday, 6 May 2009
Summary: A call center fielding calls from unhappy customers is akin to a bucketful of lemons - not the best scenario, but 
one that you can use to your advantage. Find out how a natural gas company mined a sample of their incoming calls to 
improve their marketing and customer satisfaction, and cut costs by the million. Includes tips to avoid customer confusion, 
wasted time and website malfunctions.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31200

ID: 31211
Title: How Jelly Belly Increased Revenue 200% with Long-Tail Keywords 
Date: Wednesday, 29 April 2009
Summary: A good natural search strategy can pull traffic and revenue from searches for your top products, but a great 
one can capture even more through long-tail keywords that are super specific and lower-traffic. The best part? These 
terms don't have to be difficult to find. Find out how a major candy brand leveraged its on-site search data to find long-
tail opportunities in the engines. They're seeing a 200% increase in revenue through Yahoo! natural search alone. Includes 
creative samples of their optimized pages.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31211
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ID: 31188
Title: Beat the Challenges and Reap the Rewards of Investing in Yahoo! PPC
Date: Thursday, 23 April 2009
Summary: If higher return-on-ad-spend, great reps and display advertising aren't enough to convince you that you should 
disregard negative talk about buying ads on Yahoo!, read our primer. You'll see why marketers are choosing the network 
(hint: Yahoo! offers some perks Google does not, including its portal-style homepage). Also, find out what kind of innovative 
ads and desktop applications Yahoo! is testing. Includes advice on combating challenges, especially if you are struggling with 
interface while managing large campaigns. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31188

ID: 31185
Title: How to Nearly Double Conversions by Targeting Ads to Recent Visitors: 5 Steps 
Date: Wednesday, 22 April 2009
Summary: If visitors leave your site without purchasing, you are wasting the substantial amount you've spent to bring them 
there. Find out how one e-retailer reintroduced recent visitors to his website by enhancing brand credibility. Interested in 
nearly doubling your site's return conversions? Read on to see this brand's 5-step process, metrics to gauge performance 
and visuals of the ads they used.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31185

ID: 31177
Title: Fight Recession with Improved Telemarketing: New Data 5 Insights
Date: Wednesday, 15 April 2009
Summary: For the second consecutive year, we've gotten an exclusive look at new data that highlights how B2B marketers 
use telemarketing in their lead generation strategies. This article underlines five insights from this year's survey that show 
how marketers are adapting their strategies for the recession -- and which factors are critical to the success of telemarketing 
programs. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31177

ID: 31178
Title: Super Bowl Advertising: Lessons from a High-Budget Marketer
Date: Wednesday, 15 April 2009
Summary: Running a TV ad during Super Bowl can cost a mint. True, tens of millions will see your commercial, but will they 
act on it? Don't have a super-sized budget? No worries. Read on to find out how you can still use the tactics that Denny's 
used in their Super Bowl media buy. Hint: they include an exciting, easily communicated offer with broad appeal. Also, see 
how they pulled off the PR blitz to support the ad, and follow their example on how to use a multichannel approach to 
stretch the impact.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31178

ID: 31173
Title: How Xerox Uses Promo Products to Get Leads, Higher ROI Tips on Retaining Consultants
Date: Tuesday, 14 April 2009
Summary: Promotional products can enhance campaign results by getting people to act. Discover 6 strategies Xerox uses 
to incorporate promotional products effectively into direct-marketing campaigns. This how-to includes tips for choosing the 
right promotional consultant.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31173
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ID: 31172
Title: How to Get a PPC Budget You Deserve: 5 Steps 
Date: Thursday, 9 April 2009
Summary: Budgeting for paid search is not simple. Maintaining strong performance means being ready to deal with 
fluctuations of PPC ad costs which frustrate funds-strapped executives. Check out our 5 steps to estimating a PPC budget 
and tips on convincing executives and managing a budget between campaigns. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31172

ID: 31166
Title: How to Increase Sales by Choosing the Best Promotional Product for Your Campaign - 5 Steps
Date: Tuesday, 7 April 2009
Summary: Promotional products motivate people to take action. The right incentive might encourage them to meet with 
a sales representative, try a new product, or attend a trade show booth. We spoke to a few experts about how they've 
boosted leads and sales by choosing the right promotional products to relay a message. Check out our how-to for five steps 
to success, including examples of effective campaigns.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31166

ID: 31162
Title: How to Refine Your Database: 4 Important Variables to Track for Ultimate Segmentation Strategy
Date: Wednesday, 1 April 2009
Summary: Data is the lifeblood of a proper email segmentation strategy. But with so many database variables at your 
fingertips, how do you decide which ones to track? This article outlines the four most important variables to accommodate 
in your database structure. It also includes tips on establishing processes to collect and use that information.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31162

ID: 31149
Title: How to Maximize AdWords to Increase Conversions: 3 Processes
Date: Tuesday, 31 March 2009
Summary: Maximizing conversions from Google AdWords is at the top of marketers' checklists. But it's easy to get lost in all 
the data the program generates. Find out how one marketer increases AdWords conversions by applying three processes. 
This is a useful how-to article for anyone in a niche industry where one to three main keywords are the bread and butter.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31149

ID: 31144
Title: How to Keep Your Ardent Fans Happy and Constantly Engaged with Branded Browser Toolbars
Date: Thursday, 26 March 2009
Summary: Even your most devoted fans cannot spend their days glued to your site. So, how do you keep them abreast of 
your company's latest developments? A browser toolbar is one way to reach them while they are away from your domain 
but behind their computers. We asked two marketers who launched such toolbars in 2008 whether this option is effective 
at boosting marketing. Find out their answers and check out creative samples and results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31144
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ID: 31146
Title: How to Staff Talented SEOs In-house: 8 Tips
Date: Thursday, 26 March 2009
Summary: The process of finding and hiring a good SEO specialist can become complicated when inexperienced applicants 
posing as experts try to swindle you. Read on to discover our eight tips for vetting top SEO talent. Includes advice on what to 
look for, what questions to ask, and places to find your next natural-search guru.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31146

ID: 31137
Title: How to Tailor Ads to Demographic-based Preferences and 5 Tips for Motivating Mature Consumers
Date: Tuesday, 24 March 2009
Summary: If you advertise your products and services to broad demographics, you're in for a rude awakening. In this 
competitive marketplace, you need to segment your consumers into small sections of those demographics, based on 
their preferences, to see some ROI. Not sure how to proceed? We did the legwork for you, by interviewing a marketer 
who shares how she: conducted a survey to define the preferences of segments within a demographic; deciphered those 
preferences to determine which ads were more motivating for which segments; and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31137

ID: 31087
Title: Flash and SEO Primer, Part II: How to Get Flash Content into Search Results
Date: Thursday, 12 March 2009
Summary: The multimedia platform Flash has always been like a pariah in natural search. Full websites, navigation links, 
tools, and ads made from Flash can have great visual appeal to users, but can be virtually invisible to search engines. 
However, search and Flash are not totally incompatible. In the second half of this two-part series, discover an alternate way 
to get Flash indexed by search engines, and what Google's 2008 Flash announcement means for your website.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31087

ID: 31082
Title: How to Combine WOM and Email to Create Powerful Brand Advocates: 7 Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 10 March 2009
Summary: Tapping into the powerful word-of-mouth potential of engaged email subscribers takes time and energy, but 
it's well worth the effort. Find out how one marketer combines WOM and email to: get prospects to try new and existing 
products and services; get a new audience of email subscribers to opt-in; create and maintain a group of brand advocates; 
reach sales goals
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31082

ID: 31069
Title: Gauge Email's Impact on Indirect Sales: 5 Metrics to Monitor
Date: Thursday, 5 March 2009
Summary: Email marketing isn't just a direct sales source. Email promotions and newsletters sent to prospects are also 
enablers of delayed purchases and sales generated through other channels. Read how one marketer expanded the list of 
email metrics his team follows to assess their campaigns' impact on delayed or indirect sales. That data helps them plan 
campaigns, design subject-line tests, and segment lists to maximize campaign ROI. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31069
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ID: 31068
Title: 7 Useful Email Strategies for Consumer Marketers
Date: Thursday, 5 March 2009
Summary: If your marketing team is forced to do more with less, consider tweaking your email strategy and expanding it 
into other areas. Below we've outlined seven strategies that come directly from MarketingSherpa's case studies and how-to 
articles. Includes research statistics and choice bits from Sherpa's case studies.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31068

ID: 31067
Title: How to Market to Small-Medium Businesses - Follow These Five Lessons from Proven Campaigns 
Date: Wednesday, 4 March 2009
Summary: The small-medium business market comprises the majority of companies in the U.S. economy, making it an 
attractive target for B2B marketers. But, compared to enterprise clients, smaller companies have unique needs that your 
campaigns must accommodate. We've compiled a list of five lessons for marketing to small-medium business clients, based 
on successful campaigns. These tips can help you plan your strategy whether you're a marketer whose primary audience is 
SMBs, or one who balances enterprise-focused campaigns with those aimed at smaller clients. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31067

ID: 31064
Title: How to Increase Conversions by Assuring Customers with Green Address Bars
Date: Tuesday, 3 March 2009
Summary: To reveal their credit card numbers, customers need to feel comfortable. Give them any reason to hesitate, and 
your conversion rate is going to suffer. We interviewed an expert on turning Web address bars green to assure visitors that 
they're safe and on a secure connection. He says they're helping companies decrease abandonment rates across industries. 
Find out how.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31064

ID: 31062
Title: SEO and Flash Primer: How to Be Seen by Search Engines and Avoid Clash: Part I
Date: Thursday, 26 February 2009
Summary: While many brand marketers like Flash, most search marketers don't. Also, natural search and Flash often clash. 
In Part I of our two-part series on SEO and Flash, you'll find out if you should use the platform to build your website and 
other content. Plus, discover the best practices for optimizing Flash content for the search engines. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31062

ID: 31059
Title: Lead Scoring: 6 Strategies to Partner with Sales to Rank, ID Prospects
Date: Wednesday, 25 February 2009
Summary: Lead scoring helps marketers rank and identify the best prospects. But assigning scores requires the sales 
team's input. Here is how one marketer worked closely with the sales team to set up and refine a lead- scoring system. 
Six strategies, including: defining a sales-ready lead; establishing scores for different activities; testing your methodology; 
refining a system through ongoing collaboration.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31059
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ID: 31057
Title: How to Merge Brands: 8 Easy Steps to Gain Market Share
Date: Tuesday, 24 February 2009
Summary: As the economy struggles, opportunities for strategic acquisition increase. Stronger companies merge with 
weaker competitors to gain market share. We spoke with three experts about the most effective ways to merge brands. 
Find out how to address merger issues, such as: selecting which brand assets to keep and which to jettison; implementing 
internal and external messaging about the merger; refining the visual identity of the new brand. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31057

ID: 31052
Title: 7 Tips for Tough Economic Times from Subscription Marketing Pros 
Date: Wednesday, 18 February 2009
Summary: The recession puts more pressure than ever on subscription conversions and renewals. We spoke with 
subscription marketing pros on strategies for tough economic times. Here are their seven top ideas for adapting your 
marketing plan, including: new product development; pricing; billing procedures; copywriting. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31052

ID: 31047
Title: Branded PPC: Search Ads Can Offer Great ROI, Along with Some Challenges 
Date: Thursday, 12 February 2009
Summary: You have a solid SEO strategy. So, is bidding on your branded keywords for these affordable and flexible ads 
a waste of money? Branded pay-per-click keywords can offer great ROI, push down competitors' ads and present some 
challenges as well. Includes exclusive data from MarketingSherpa's 2009 Search Marketing Benchmark Guide.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31047

ID: 31046
Title: Check Your Email Reputation to Improve Deliverability with Easy, No-Cost Tools
Date: Wednesday, 11 February 2009
Summary: Boosting your email reputation - one of the most important factors in making sure your messages make it to 
inboxes - is often overlooked when trying to improve deliverability. A first step is to see how you score. Here are three no-
cost online scoring services to help you check up on your email reputation. And running a check is relatively easy to do.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31046

ID: 31042
Title: How to Centralize Control of Email Databases: 5 Lessons to Streamline Operations
Date: Thursday, 5 February 2009
Summary: Companies with multiple divisions and product lines often operate email databases in their own silos. 
Centralizing the control of those email databases under one team can streamline campaigns. Read about the benefits from 
a marketer who centralized multiple email databases. Includes five lessons on key aspects of the process, such as: staffing 
the database team; spelling out duties; encouraging collaboration between teams.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31042
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ID: 31036
Title: How to Create High-Conversion Content for Lead Generation: 5 Key Questions Answered
Date: Wednesday, 4 February 2009
Summary: Creating high-conversion content for lead generation drew almost 200 marketers to a MarketingSherpa webinar 
in February 2009. Time constraints prevented presenters from getting to every question asked, including five on creating 
specific types of content. We answer those questions on content here. Includes advice for strategies on creation and 
distribution, pertaining to: targeting whitepapers to stages of the buying cycle; role of e-books; sharing links to news articles 
and other third-party content.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31036

ID: 31033
Title: How to Market to Grandparents - QandA on Tips, Tactics and Results
Date: Tuesday, 3 February 2009
Summary: More than 70 million American grandparents spend about 50 billion a year on their grandchildren. That's quite a 
healthy market! Find out how to get the attention of these well-to-do grandparents. Three marketers answer questions and 
share tips, tactics and results on creative, email marketing, and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31033

ID: 31025
Title: 10 Proven Low-Cost Tactics for Boosting Email Opt-In Lists
Date: Wednesday, 28 January 2009
Summary:  An opt-in list is the cornerstone of an email marketing strategy. But the pressure on marketers to do more 
with less in 2009 means that low-cost techniques to grow your house list will be paramount. Here are 10 proven tactics 
culled from hundreds of past MarketingSherpa Case Studies to gather more opt-ins for your email marketing campaigns. 
Tactics include how to: boost referrals; establish co-registration barters and other marketing partnerships; optimize your 
registration pages; use offline channels for email address, and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31025

ID: 31011
Title: 6 Steps: Simple Referral Process Keeps Surge in Registrations Coming for UGC Site
Date: Thursday, 22 January 2009
Summary: A website redesign can give you a surge of registrations. But how do you keep new registrants coming? Listen to 
a marketer who simply asked for referrals during the registration process - and got a big boost in membership in a matter of 
weeks. Keeping the process simple avoided abandonments.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31011

ID: 30996
Title: How to Use Twitter to Push Your Products: Lessons from Woot
Date: Thursday, 15 January 2009
Summary: Can you promote your products through Twitter? Listen to a marketer for Woot, a discount e-retailer that does. 
Woot has attained an almost cult-like following for its 'one-day one-deal' product offers. Find out how they got started on 
Twitter and the strategy they use.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30996
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ID: 30998
Title: Lower CPCs: Identify Duplicate Search Pages to Drop Cost for Keywords
Date: Thursday, 15 January 2009
Summary: Does search ad competition get you down? Take a look at your competitors' ads. It could help to get you back up. 
Listen to a marketer who realized that several competitors were pitching the same products with the same information and 
shopping carts on the same results pages - a search engine no-no. He got the ads taken down, loosened up competition and 
lowered his CPC on some keywords by as much as 20%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30998

ID: 30987
Title: Borders' 'Magic Shelf' Mimics In-Store Browsing Online; Conversion Rate 62% 
Date: Thursday, 8 January 2009
Summary: Bring to your website a feature that customers love about your brick-and-mortar store. You won't need magic. 
See how an ebusiness marketer for Borders integrated an online browsing system that mimics shopping in their bookstores. 
Those customers convert about 62% higher.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30987

ID: 30907
Title: What Boosts Lead Scores Now: 7 Tips for Surviving an Economic Downturn
Date: Monday, 5 January 2009
Summary: Lead nurturing and scoring are among a marketer's best tools during an economic downturn. Even marketers 
who already manage a quality nurturing and scoring program need to adapt for economic conditions. We spoke with several 
experts to come up with seven tactics that can help you continue to find qualified prospects in tough times. They gave 
advice on: measuring lead quality; developing analytics to target your strongest prospects; and adapting content to attract 
highly qualified prospects. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30907

ID: 30968
Title: How to Use Social Media to Boost SEO: 5 Strategies
Date: Thursday, 18 December 2008
Summary: You've adopted SEO best practices for website architecture, content and inbound links. Where do you turn next? 
Social media channels can create keyword-rich content and links that boost your search rankings. Here are 5 strategies for 
generating conversations and links in the Web 2.0 world from a company that has achieved the top organic placement for 
several industry terms.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30968

ID: 30958
Title: Time Inc. Subscription Service: 8 Steps from Concept to Beta Launch
Date: Thursday, 11 December 2008
Summary: Creating a new business model for online subscriptions is always a challenge. You have no track record of 
consumer behavior to observe and no campaign data on which to base your marketing campaigns. Find out how the team 
that created Maghound - the magazine membership service - faced these challenges. Their tactics included years of market 
research and testing, leading to a beta launch about three months ago - another step in the research process. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30958
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ID: 30955
Title: Sharpen Your Autoresponder Program to Retain Customers, Boost Revenue
Date: Wednesday, 10 December 2008
Summary: Emailing recent customers a few product suggestions after a purchase encourages repeat sales. How do you 
capture even more revenue after you have an effective automated system in place? Find out how an eretail team tweaked 
an award-winning post-purchase email campaign to boost revenue per subscriber and the number of repeat customers. 
Includes sample emails and key factors.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30955

ID: 30956
Title: Video's Role in Your Marketing: 6 Proven Tactics to Support Lead Gen, Search, Product Launches
Date: Wednesday, 10 December 2008
Summary: The release of our first Video Marketing Benchmark Guide got us thinking about the role marketers see video 
playing down the road. So, we turned to the past to find tactics with proven results. TV and online channels are common 
tactics, but there are other options for incorporating video into your marketing mix. Here are six video tactics that can 
complement lead generation, email campaigns, and product launches. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30956

ID: 30950
Title: Optimize PPC Campaigns with Geotargeting: 5 Strategies to Focus on Searchers' Location
Date: Thursday, 4 December 2008
Summary: Geotargting can take your PPC campaign optimization to a new level. It can deliver the most relevant customized 
keyword lists, ad copy and offers to searchers in a specific geographic location. We spoke with an online apparel retailer who 
used geotargeting to enhance his national PPC campaigns. He analyzed which brands and keywords were most successful in 
major metropolitan markets to create campaigns that cut CPC 25% and cost per conversion 30%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30950

ID: 30945
Title: How to Optimize Your Email for Mobile Subscribers: 3 Simple Tactics, 2 Tips
Date: Wednesday, 3 December 2008
Summary: Optimizing emails for mobile devices doesn't have to take a lot of time and cost that much. The ROI could fit right 
into leaner economic times. Check out how a mobile-specific link in one brand's newsletters has more than tripled traffic. 
Includes 5 how-to tactics and creative samples. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30945

ID: 30938
Title: 4 Takeaways from MarketingSherpa's Newsletter Subject-Line Analysis
Date: Tuesday, 25 November 2008
Summary: MarketingSherpa recently pored over a year's worth of data on our weekly newsletter subject lines. We learned 
a lot about what we've been doing right, and what could use some improvement. Check out the four big takeaways and 
take advantage of our subject-line 'Aha!' moment.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30938
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ID: 30932
Title: How to Recruit Friends to Create 'Stickiness' for Your Website with Social Media Tactics
Date: Thursday, 20 November 2008
Summary: Social media and Web 2.0 efforts can create 'stickiness' on a website. But how do you make a website even 
'stickier' to bring customers back or to get them to stick around longer? Here's an answer from a marketer who partnered 
with 10 bands to build 'stickiness' for a mobile 2.0 service that has seen an increase in awareness and subscriptions. 
Includes creative samples and tips.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30932

ID: 30934
Title: 5 Newsletter Strategies that Work Now: Focus on Content, Subs, Ads, Web 2.0
Date: Thursday, 20 November 2008
Summary: B2B email newsletters face a broad advertising slump and challenges from social media and Web 2.0 
technologies. But they remain a strong business model for connecting advertisers with a targeted audience. Listen to some 
top enewsletter publishers to discover the content, subscriber acquisition and advertising strategies that work for them. 
Includes tips on: promoting performance-based advertising options; developing co-registration offers to generate revenue; 
providing must-read content; adapting to the rise of Web 2.0 and social media channels. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30934

ID: 30920
Title: Rethink Your Search Marketing Budget for '09: 5 Tactics to Defend Requests, Add Flexibility, Boost ROI
Date: Thursday, 13 November 2008
Summary: It's the fourth quarter of 2008, which means you're probably preparing your search marketing budget for 2009.
We asked a search marketing expert with in-house and agency experience to share her advice for creating a budget that will 
help you optimize your dollars. Includes tips on: creating goals based on the right metrics; managing SEO and PPC; setting 
aside money for testing; defending your budget requests.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30920

ID: 30905
Title: Google Knol Primer Part II: Strategies for Managing Content, Interacting with Community to Get Seen
Date: Tuesday, 4 November 2008
Summary: Editorial content has to be seen to have an impact. Content can't build credibility with your clients, drive more 
traffic to your website, or attract new customers unless it attracts an audience. In this second installment of a two-part 
series, discover strategies for managing your content on Knol - a new Google platform for content that can give you some 
quick search rankings. Includes best ways to avoid revision problems, get the community to react to your content, and reap 
measurable results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30905

ID: 30900
Title: How to Optimize Video Content for SEO: 7 Tactics to Improve Your Rankings
Date: Thursday, 30 October 2008
Summary: Online videos are hot! Web users watched more than 11 billion videos online in one month alone last summer, 
and more than half of viewers took some action after viewing them. See how a search marketing manager reaped substantial 
rewards after implementing SEO best practices to significantly increase daily views - and daily business - on his website.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30900
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ID: 30897
Title: Follow Zappos' Web 2.0 Steps to Build Email Newsletter Driven by User-Generated Content
Date: Wednesday, 29 October 2008
Summary: Mixing customer reviews into email campaigns improves response, according to MarketingSherpa. But many 
marketers still wonder to what extent UGC and email can be happily married. Check out how Zappos.com created a 100% 
UGC-driven newsletter that keeps their best shoe buyers engaged with the online retailer at little cost. Their newsletter 
strategy also drives their Web 2.0 tactics on Facebook and Twitter. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30897

ID: 30893
Title: Google Knol Primer: Strategies for Writing Content, Getting Started, Designing Layout
Date: Tuesday, 28 October 2008
Summary: Editorial content can build your credibility with clients, drive more traffic to your website and attract new 
customers. But your content has to be seen to work. In Part 1 of a two-part series, discover the ins and outs of Knol - a 
recently launched Google platform that can give you some quick search rankings and a new outlet for your content. Includes 
strategies for getting started, designing your layout, and writing the perfect article.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30893

ID: 30888
Title: How to Target Twitter: 8 Ways to Build a New Audience in this Niche Community
Date: Thursday, 23 October 2008
Summary: Publishers looking to social networks to connect with new audiences are finding Twitter, the short-form content 
platform, as a key channel to reach some of the most engaged networkers. We talked to publishers who have established 
successful Twitter presences to find out how to get started and become good citizens of the community. Includes tactics for: 
studying your potential audience; establishing a publishing strategy; growing your audience; supplementing your existing 
editorial and social-media efforts.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30888

ID: 30889
Title: How Landing Page Optimization Boosts DRTV Responses: Key Steps, Tests, Takeaways
Date: Thursday, 23 October 2008
Summary: Using television to drive online responses is still a work in progress for most organizations. Well-meaning TV 
commercials often push more prospects to the call center than to the Web. Check out how a Canadian tourism brand used 
direct TV and landing page optimization to increase their online lead generation by 21%. Includes two big steps, four tests, 
and two major takeaways. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30889

ID: 30884
Title: 12 Top Email Copywriting Tips to Raise Funds: Hint - Try YouTube
Date: Wednesday, 22 October 2008
Summary: Fundraising marketers have always leaned on great copywriting to get results from direct mail. Email is no 
different for them now. That's why you have to check out the dozen tips we got from a test-happy authority, who says that 
nonprofits are a microcosm of the rest of the marketing community. Includes how YouTube can inspire copy and a wealth of 
subject line know-how. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30884
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ID: 30883
Title: Attention Nonprofits: Tactics, Tips for You to Get, Use No-Cost Search Ads with a Google Grant
Date: Tuesday, 21 October 2008
Summary: You're a nonprofit marketer with a limited advertising budget. A Google Grant may be just the thing you need to 
get a ton of no-cost ads in the biggest search engine in the U.S. - even with some limitations and nuances to watch out for. 
Find out how your organization can get its hands on a Google Grant. Includes real-life examples, tips for applying, and ways 
to squeeze the most out of your no-cost ads.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30883

ID: 30864
Title: Should You Position Your Blog Behind a Subscription Barrier? 5 Guidelines
Date: Thursday, 9 October 2008
Summary: Blogs can generate leads, boost search-engine rankings and support an advertising strategy for publishers. So 
does it ever make sense to place your blog behind a subscription barrier? We spoke to a publisher who made his blog 
available only to subscribers of premium content. Here are tips on analyzing a blog in the context of your business model, 
target audience and the type of content you intend to publish, to determine whether a premium model is an option. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30864

ID: 30850
Title: How to Practice Defensive Branding: 6 Key Factors to Build Credibility, Swat Bad Buzz
Date: Tuesday, 30 September 2008
Summary: Consumer discussions on the Web have a long shelf life - they're not perishable like coffee-shop chats. That's 
why it's so important to keep online discussions about your brand as positive as possible. An online brand expert talks about 
six factors in maintaining your brand's online credibility -- the key driver to positive customer discussion. Includes tips for 
finding and responding to the good and the bad.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30850

ID: 30841
Title: How to Grow a Customer Forum into a Social Media Site: Add Hands-On Tools
Date: Tuesday, 23 September 2008
Summary: Online forums are so five years ago! They're a great starting point for dialogue, but today's consumers want 
more - think social media sites. Find out how a lawn and garden products company turned a forum-based community for 
customers into a social media site that's building customer interest, awareness and traffic.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30841

ID: 30821
Title: Make Testimonials, Reviews Work for You: 6 Tips that Boost Subscribers
Date: Thursday, 11 September 2008
Summary: Media coverage, third-party endorsements and customer testimonials can differentiate your online subscription 
product. They also can help convince visitors to give your service a try. Read about a subscription-based photo and video 
sharing service that has made PR and customer testimonials a big part of their visitor conversion strategy. Includes tips on: 
gaining recognition from technology vendors; targeting TV coverage; displaying customer testimonials. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30821
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ID: 30820
Title: Landing Page Site Redesign Passes Test: Conversions Lift 32.5%; ROI at 154%
Date: Wednesday, 10 September 2008
Summary: What do you do when you want to test landing pages and your goals run headlong into corporate design 
standards that restrict the changes you can test? Find out how a software marketer handled restrictions on landing pages by 
knowing what to test and when to push the envelope. The tweaks achieved a 32.5% lift in conversions.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30820

ID: 30817
Title: How Circuit City Uses How-To Videos to Boost Customer Loyalty
Date: Tuesday, 9 September 2008
Summary: Eretail websites usually promote products, not host content. But Circuit City is finding that customer-friendly 
how-to videos can boost loyalty, conversions and revenue. Get some tips from the retailer's early experiences with videos 
on their website. Includes how the metrics changed, ways to find ideas and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30817

ID: 30813
Title: Microsites Unite! How to Combine Sites While Boosting Search Traffic: 8 Tips to Get 83% Lift
Date: Thursday, 4 September 2008
Summary: Are you a victim of microsite creep? A multitude of dedicated URLs for specific campaigns or product lines make 
it hard to coordinate search activities and present a unified brand. But consolidating those sites into one URL poses its own 
risks - you don't want to lose the search placements and keyword coverage those microsites have carved out over time. 
Here are top tips from a marketer who unified multiple sites and got an 83% lift in organic traffic.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30813

ID: 30799
Title: 'Angie's List' Thrives on Trust: 6 Strategies that Attract Paid Subscribers
Date: Thursday, 28 August 2008
Summary: Subscription-based publishers face plenty of competitors with complimentary content. So, marketers must 
provide a clear, compelling case for the value of their premium products and services. Angie Hicks, Founder and CMO, 
Angie's List, talks about how she and her marketing team are growing membership 70% a year for their subscription-based 
consumer reviews and ratings site. Includes tips on: soliciting trustworthy user-generated content (UGC); supplementing 
UGC with value-added content and services; evolving a service to meet consumers' needs.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30799

ID: 30777
Title: 'Pimped-Out' Microsite Triggers Viral Explosion: Accounts Double; Sales Leap
Date: Wednesday, 20 August 2008
Summary: An intriguing marketing campaign can explode virally even when that's not the intent. It goes to show you that 
content can still be king when it comes to grabbing attention. Find out how a marketer created awareness around the world 
with an edgy campaign intended for a local market. Monthly sales jumped 80%, and the number of company accounts 
doubled.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30777
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ID: 30775
Title: How to Cope with a Shrinking Budget: 11 Steps for Going Frugal
Date: Tuesday, 19 August 2008
Summary: Your marketing budget takes a big hit. Is it time to throw up your arms in despair? No, it's time to get even more 
creative by focusing on lower-cost ways to get your job done. Find out how a marketing director took lemons and made 
lemonade for a plastic surgeon by focusing on patients already coming through the door. Includes 11 steps and 7 creative 
samples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30775

ID: 30767
Title: How to Use Networking Tactics to Generate New Business with Old Clients: 6 Tactics
Date: Wednesday, 13 August 2008
Summary: Networking is a valuable tool for meeting prospects for business relationships. But this tried-and-true marketing 
tactic can be just as valuable for doing business with old clients as well. Find out how a professional services firm networks 
to develop new opportunities with current clients and keeps them even if they move on to a new company. Includes 6 
tactics for never losing a client.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30767

ID: 30763
Title: How a Marketing Pro Wrote His First Book: 12 Tips for Making a Hard Job Easier
Date: Tuesday, 12 August 2008
Summary: Writing a book is a dream for many but a reality for just a few. Between jobs and family, there aren't enough 
hours in the day for most of us to sit down and write. Find out how a business owner, marketer and father found the time to 
write a book. Includes tips for organizing time, maintaining a writing schedule, and sharing the load to get the job done.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30763

ID: 30251
Title: MarketingSherpa Toolkit: How to Produce a Webinar
Date: Monday, 11 August 2008
Summary: If you haven't ever conducted a webinar, stop putting it off. They're one of the top two lead-generation tactics 
for B2B technology marketing, according to MarketingSherpa data. We've put together a toolkit with everything you need 
to get your webinar program up and running smoothly: from a tutorial explaining the process to a checklist, timeline, cost 
calculator, best practices and templated emails and registration pages. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30251

ID: 30758
Title: Landing Page Rules: Made to be Broken? Customized Strategy Boosts Paid Search: 4 Key Steps
Date: Thursday, 7 August 2008
Summary: Most marketers follow the rules for creating landing pages - with good reason. But some rules are meant to be 
broken. Find out how one marketer defies convention by creating dozens of landing pages customized by user information. 
New strategy and 4 steps to spawn impressive paid-search results - including a 65% boost in leads.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30758
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ID: 30759
Title: How to Coordinate Multiple Campaigns Without Competing Against Yourself: 5 Ways to Avoid Pitfalls
Date: Thursday, 7 August 2008
Summary: The challenges of search marketing multiply when you're running campaigns for multiple brands or divisions 
all at the same time. You don't want to compete against yourself for key terms or benefit one campaign at the expense 
of another. Find out how a state travel agency that manages search campaigns for thousands of private sector partners 
coordinated efforts that boosted website traffic 142% and clickthroughs to partner sites by 1,770%. Features 5 strategies for 
organizing an SEO campaign around a main portal and handling PPC advertising partnerships. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30759

ID: 30754
Title: Tailor List to Reach 'Exec Moms' - Bump Online Revenue 60%: 8 Strategies and Tips
Date: Wednesday, 6 August 2008
Summary: Is there a marketer out there who doesn’t want to zero in on customers with six-figure incomes? Check out how 
a women’s wear eretailer drives ‘executive moms’ to the website and into stores with targeted email messages. Segmenting 
this high-end demographic has bumped up online sales by 60%. Includes 5 simple strategies and 3 helpful tips.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30754

ID: 30733
Title: Lead Gen with Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and Blogging - 6 Key Takeaways
Date: Tuesday, 29 July 2008
Summary: Using a social media site can boost your lead generation. But how about generating leads by having a presence 
on multiple sites and by blogging? It takes focus and dedication. Find out how a B2B marketer uses a four-pronged social 
media strategy to build partnerships and double leads from two years ago. The ABCs of crafting a dedicated strategy for 
each with 6 key takeaways.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30733

ID: 30726
Title: Start with Subject-Line Length to Improve Pitches: 8 Dos, 4 Don'ts
Date: Friday, 25 July 2008
Summary: Shorter subject lines get better results in email marketing campaigns. But what about story pitches to journalists, 
who are barraged with email? Here is advice from a PR pro who experimented with subject lines to get editors' attention. 
Includes tips for getting pitches past spam filters and read by journalists.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30726

ID: 30718
Title: How to Ease the Pain of Website Redesign: Try 'Scrum' Project-Management System
Date: Tuesday, 22 July 2008
Summary: Website upgrades can turn your marketing upside down for a while. The rollout of new features or a redesign 
always takes far longer to complete than projected. An overhaul or a few tweaks of your website by IT, however, doesn't 
have to flummox you and your customers. There is a way that can make it easier and faster. Take a look at the project-
management system known as Scrum.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30718
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ID: 30706
Title: How to Measure Website Engagement: Calculate Scores for Every Visitor
Date: Tuesday, 15 July 2008
Summary: Your website can attract plenty of visitors, but how long do they stay and how many get truly engaged? There is 
a way to know. We talked to a Web analytics expert who measures visitor engagement and calculates a score you can use to 
segment your audience and measure the impact of a campaign. Find out which factors matter, which don't, and how to get 
started.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30706

ID: 30700
Title: How to Profit from Speedy Replies to Customer Inquiries: 6 Tactics to Lift Revenue 10%
Date: Wednesday, 9 July 2008
Summary: Many companies consider replying to customer emails only as a way to keep them happy -- not to boost 
revenue. That's a mistake. Check out how an e-retailer uses speed and special CRM tools and incentives to convert email 
inquiries into profit-making opportunities. Includes six tactics to reap 10% more revenue.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30700

ID: 30697
Title: How to Create an Online Video: Step-by-Step Guide to Make It Easy on You (and Your Budget)
Date: Tuesday, 8 July 2008
Summary: Shooting an online video is on many marketers' to-do lists. But the difficulties of the process, along with the high 
costs, impede many novices. Fear not. You can make a quality video on a tiny budget. Follow the steps in this guide to select 
the proper equipment, write a script, set up your shoot and shout, "Lights, camera, action!"
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30697

ID: 30693
Title: How to Find Your Social Media Fit: 6 Tips to Optimize Your Strategy
Date: Thursday, 3 July 2008
Summary: Users of Web 2.0 channels, especially social media sites, are tempting targets for subscription marketers. But 
you need to select channels that best fit your brand and develop a strategy keyed to those online communities. We asked a 
subscription marketer who has tackled that challenge to share some insights on social media marketing. Strategies include: 
setting goals and expectations; finding sites to target; creating a monetization metric. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30693

ID: 30675
Title: How to Build a Mobile Ad Campaign: 4 Crucial Elements to Include Mobile Ad Test
Date: Tuesday, 24 June 2008
Summary: Mobile advertising is becoming more mainstream every day. However, to take part, you must have a well-
conceived campaign. The founder of a major mobile portal sums up the strategies he teaches his advertisers to capture 
more value from their ads. He shares the four most effective elements of mobile advertising and tips on how to get double-
digit response rates to your mobile messaging.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30675
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ID: 30660
Title: Marketing to Tweens: Data, Spending Habits Dos and Don'ts to Reach This Fickle Age Group
Date: Thursday, 19 June 2008
Summary: The buying power of the tween market is estimated at more than 260 billion. If your company wants to reach 
preadolescents, our latest Special Report is for you. We interviewed successful tween marketers to compile key information, 
strategies and dos and don'ts. Includes what tactics are effective to reach this demographic, what the top tween websites 
are and how to stay out of trouble with COPPA.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30660

ID: 30650
Title: How to Go Viral on MySpace With 4 Easy-to-Try Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 17 June 2008
Summary: Viral marketing can strengthen your brand online, especially during tight times. Taking advantage of sites, such as 
MySpace, is a great idea. The social network thrives on shared content. We asked an expert about ways to make the most of 
MySpace and gain momentum, so that your message spreads. Includes four easy-to-follow tactics. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30650

ID: 30646
Title: 5 Ways to Market Products Faster With an Online Strategy That Doesn't Wait on Print
Date: Thursday, 12 June 2008
Summary: A long catalog print cycle shouldn't slow your product marketing. You can't have inventory sitting on warehouse 
shelves. A traditional mail-order marketer leveraged their website to bring new products to market while their catalogs 
were still in production. The new system has cut costs and lifted sales. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30646

ID: 30644
Title: Lead Generation Special Report: B2B Insights, Strategies and Tactics to Get More Leads 
Date: Wednesday, 11 June 2008
Summary: B2B marketing has undergone a revolution since 2000. MarketingSherpa has conducted tens of thousands of 
hours of peer-driven research in the field to produce a practical handbook that caps this transformation for you. Download 
this special 22-page PDF excerpt from Sherpa's all-new B2B Lead Generation Handbook. Includes six data charts and 
groundbreaking insights and tactics on: selecting the best media buys; search engine marketing and SEO tips; using Web 2.0 
promotions and videos; how to create great content.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30644

ID: 30636
Title: How to Mine Your Customer Service Department for Nuggets of Marketing Gold
Date: Tuesday, 10 June 2008
Summary: Your customer service department can be a goldmine for ideas. Leveraging this information can help your 
marketing in many ways, but you might not always be getting the support you need. We talked to an expert and author who 
implemented customer satisfaction systems for Amazon and others to improve marketing and profitability. Includes seven 
specific customer service strategies you can take to the bank. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30636
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ID: 30633
Title: How to Create and Distribute a Social Media Release
Date: Friday, 6 June 2008
Summary: Social media releases aren't meant to replace traditional press releases. But they can make your effort to 
disseminate news to journalists, bloggers and anyone else much easier. PR pro Todd Defren and his team at SHIFT 
Communications created the first template for an SMR. Includes four tips on how to create a social media release, three 
ways to distribute one and lots of useful links.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30633

ID: 30630
Title: How to Piggyback User-Generated Content Onto Site Redesign and Triple Revenue - Before and After
Date: Thursday, 5 June 2008
Summary: User-generated content can drive a great deal more traffic to your website, especially when you piggyback it 
onto a redesign. A publisher added social media tools and other UGC elements and ended up increasing revenue 300%. 
Plus, newsletter subscriptions are up more than six times. Includes before-and-after samples. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30630

ID: 30627
Title: Email Design 101: 6 Strategies for Your Swipe File That Really Work
Date: Wednesday, 4 June 2008
Summary: Discovering what design elements work best for individual emailers yields invaluable information. Fill up your 
swipe file with a half-dozen strategies to help you engage your subscribers better. Strategies include: how many characters 
should be in a subject line; designing for preview panes; putting copy and links around the header; rendering tips.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30627

ID: 30614
Title: 7 No-Cost SEO Tools to Help You Increase Your Website Traffic
Date: Wednesday, 28 May 2008
Summary: Want to improve your search marketing but don't have the money or the time? We talked to an expert who 
reveals 7 no-cost tools (plus one paid one) you can use to keep tabs on your competition, shorten research time and save 
money. Includes plenty of SEO tips, descriptions and hotlinks. Plus, how to avoid the ones that aren't worth your time.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30614

ID: 30602
Title: Test Results: Will Reminder Date in Subject Line Increase Article Readership?
Date: Thursday, 22 May 2008
Summary: If you're a subscription site that gives non-members limited access to certain content, can you encourage readers 
to take advantage before the allotted time expires? MarketingSherpa recently tested adding an expiration date to our own 
newsletter subject lines to see if it might encourage more opens and clicks, before our articles went behind the members-
only barrier. Read on to find out what we learned. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30602
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ID: 30593
Title: Special Report: How to Use Predictive Modeling to Pick Your Best Prospects and Boost ROI Up to 172%
Date: Tuesday, 20 May 2008
Summary: What if you could better predict which of your past customers are your best prospects to purchase again? You 
can with predictive modeling. See how you can use predictive modeling -- the Holy Grail of direct marketing -- to wrestle 
with and segment mounds of customer data. Our latest Special Report includes: modeling basics; a mini-Case Study with a 
172% ROI; vendors guide and useful links.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30593

ID: 30588
Title: Get Famous Using Twitter to Market Your Company and Yourself
Date: Friday, 16 May 2008
Summary: Twitter is a social networking and microblogging service that costs nothing for users to access and little effort to 
keep in touch with busy friends. It can also help you build your brand or brand you as an expert. Here's a guide to help you 
get started Tweeting. Includes 10 strategies to market your company and five to market yourself, plus lots of useful links. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30588

ID: 30584
Title: Coca-Cola's Top 5 Strategies to Build a Successful Rewards Program
Date: Wednesday, 14 May 2008
Summary: Loyalty programs are only effective if your customers actually use them. Your brand gets stronger the more often 
they interact with you. See how Coca-Cola boosted interaction with its My Coke Rewards program by switching to highly 
personalized and segmented emails. Their average clickthrough rate increased 46%, and member activity is up 57%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30584

ID: 30484
Title: MarketingSherpa Toolkit: How Subscription Marketers Can Monetize Web 2.0
Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
Summary: The Web 2.0 bandwagon has been rolling for some time. Visitors to your site expect to see blogs, video and 
social networking features. Yet, many subscription sites aren't sure which interactive features actually make money. In our 
latest Sherpa Kit, we answer that question and more: glossary of terms and checklists to get you started; making the most 
of widgets; cheat sheets for YouTube, user-generated content and blogging; lots of creative samples to swipe ideas. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30484

ID: 30485
Title: MarketingSherpa Toolkit: How Subscription Marketers Can Monetize Web 2.0 - Glossary
Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
Summary: AdWords: Google's paid advertising product, which offers pay-per-click and targeted advertising for text and 
banner ads (works in conjunction with Google's AdSense program).Avatar: Drawing or cartoon figure that is used in place of 
a picture to identify a user on blogs, message boards or other online venues. Block: Technical measure that prevents access 
to certain resources and information on the Internet. Blog: Short for Web log, an online journal or place for news updates, 
opinion statements and other commentary.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30485
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ID: 30486
Title: Sherpa Kit: How Subscription Marketers Can Monetize Web 2.0 - User-Generated Content Cheat Sheet
Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
Summary: We've covered specific issues related to user-generated content and Web 2.0 in general elsewhere in this 
toolkit. But for now, here's the important stuff you need to know. What is User-Generated Content?As the name implies, 
user-generated content (UGC) is created by site users - generally people who create outside of professional routines and 
practices - as opposed to those who create within an institutional or commercial context. What's In It For Me? Why bother 
with UGC? In a word: revenue. The main source of revenue is advertising.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30486

ID: 30487
Title: Sherpa Kit: How Subscription Marketers Can Monetize Web 2.0 - YouTube Cheat Sheet
Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
Summary: Create a YouTube channel to organize your videos. Most video-sharing sites offer free memberships to upload 
videos. On YouTube, each member's video contributions are organized into "channels," which act as your homepage on the 
service. Channel pages include: A description of the content creator - in this case, your business. A range of communication 
options, including the ability for users to email you, subscribe to your channel or share videos with friends. The channel's 
history on YouTube, including creation date, total number of videos added and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30487

ID: 30488
Title: Sherpa Kit: How Subscription Marketers Can Monetize Web 2.0 - Blog Cheat Sheet
Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
Summary: A blog is, perhaps, the most common Web 2.0 tactic used by online content providers (and businesses in general) 
today. It's also one of these easiest to get up and running. Here are the steps involved: choose Your Provider. You have 
several options: TypePad, Blogger, Blogspot and WordPress are among the most popular. The good news: Many of them are 
free or low-cost. (TypePad, for instance, offers a free 14-day trial. Plans start at 4.95/month. But you can display your own 
advertising to help recoup those costs.) 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30488

ID: 30489
Title: Sherpa Kit: How Subscription Marketers Can Monetize Web 2.0 - List of Vendors
Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
Summary: This is a list of companies who can help you with adding Web 2.0 elements to your site. AdSenseOnline 
advertising program operated by Google.http://www.adsense.comAdWordsOnline advertising program operated by 
Google.http://www.adwords.comAjax Metrics Free service that helps you track usage statistics in your Ajax applications. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30489

ID: 30490
Title: Sherpa Kit: How Subscription Marketers Can Monetize Web 2.0 - Additional Resources
Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
Summary: Social Media SitesDel.icio.us - bookmarking sitehttp://Del.icio.usDigg - bookmarking sitehttp://www.digg.
com Facebookhttp://www.Facebook.com Flickr - photo sharing sitehttp://www.flickr.com LinkedIn - business networking 
sitehttp://www.linkedin.com MeetUp - networking site where users coordinate in-person meetingshttp://www.meetup.
comMySpacehttp://www.myspace.com Naymz - professional networking sitehttp://www.naymz.comRyze - business 
networking sitehttp://www.ryze.com Technorati - tracks and ranks websiteshttp://technorati.com/ and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30490
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ID: 30491
Title: Sherpa Kit: How Subscription Marketers Can Monetize Web 2.0 - Creative Samples
Date: Thursday, 8 May 2008
Summary: Click here to see creative samples from companies using Web 2.0 and social networking:http://www.
marketingsherpa.com/cs/web2.0/study.html
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30491

ID: 30564
Title: Overwhelmed by Opt-in Typos? 4 Ways to Fix Misspelled Email Addresses
Date: Wednesday, 7 May 2008
Summary: When signing up for online offers or newsletters, prospects can enter any gobbledygook of an email address 
as long as it includes "@" and ".com" or ".org." That's not good for hard bounces. If misspellings or typos are causing hard 
bounces on 'Welcome' messages for you, we have help. Here are 4 proven test ideas to boost the quality of your email list 
and reputation.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30564

ID: 30552
Title: How to Optimize Landing Pages to Maximize Holiday Traffic Conversions
Date: Thursday, 1 May 2008
Summary: With Mother's Day, Father's Day and graduations approaching, that surge in Web traffic is too important to waste 
with a bad landing page. But testing during this time can be dangerous. Done wrong, you'll waste one of the most profitable 
times of the year. See how one marketer optimized a landing page to deliver a 35.4% higher conversion rate during one of 
their highest annual peaks in site traffic.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30552

ID: 30546
Title: How UNICEF Doubled Video Exposure With Social Media
Date: Wednesday, 30 April 2008
Summary: With limited marketing budgets, nonprofits are always struggling and looking for ways to stretch those dollars 
to boost their exposure and bring in more donations. See how UNICEF doubled the exposure for its video content using 
MySpace and other social media outlets, which cost nothing. Plenty of tips, steps and strategy for anyone to try yourself. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30546

ID: 30540
Title: How to Get Bloggers' Attention With Personalized Landing Pages and Videos
Date: Friday, 25 April 2008
Summary: Making a successful pitch to popular bloggers requires some thinking outside of the in-box. How about mailing 
a love letter? A marketer wrote a love letter and coupled it with personalized landing pages and videos to get mentioned in 
more than 175 blogs -- almost four times the number of his targets. Includes samples of letters, landing pages and videos. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30540
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ID: 30538
Title: Online Video Contests - How to Start Them, Promote and Track ROI Pitfalls to Avoid
Date: Thursday, 24 April 2008
Summary: Online video contests have become a new frontier for marketers exploring the ROI of user-generated content. 
Credit YouTube for their popularity. Here's a Special Report on what you need to know about running your own video 
contest. Includes: how to build a contest and measure it; four reasons for testing; five promotion tips and three pitfalls.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30538

ID: 30539
Title: How to Transform Your Subscription Site into a Paid Social Network - 6 Launch Tactics
Date: Thursday, 24 April 2008
Summary: With all the content available on the Internet, how do subscription sites compete? Perhaps Web 2.0 can help. 
One real estate site transformed itself into a complimentary news site for visitors and a social network for subscribers. 
Here's how to navigate the route from an all-pay news site to a social network with premium content and other Web 2.0 
features. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30539

ID: 30532
Title: How to Get Double-Digit Response From Customer Surveys - Copywriting and Subject Line Tips
Date: Wednesday, 23 April 2008
Summary: Online surveys can really add to your bottom line. You learn valuable information about your customers. Doing 
them right can make them even more informative and cost-effective. See how a software provider entices 12% of past 
customers and 31% of all new customers to complete their surveys. Includes a dozen tips to help you craft your survey and 
subject lines that will gather revenue-boosting responses.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30532

ID: 30524
Title: So, You Want to Be a Marketing Consultant: 10 Personality Traits You Need, 5 You Don't Quiz
Date: Tuesday, 22 April 2008
Summary: During the last economic downturn, many marketers turned to consulting as companies trimmed staff. Becoming 
a consultant, of course, is an option anytime, but is it right for you? Here are 10 traits of marketers who made the transition 
from corporate exec to independent consultant and 5 traits that say you really shouldn't even try. Plus, a Sherpa quiz to see 
if you have the right stuff. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30524

ID: 30501
Title: How to Assess Your Loyalty Program - 6 Steps
Date: Tuesday, 15 April 2008
Summary: Loyalty programs offer repeat-purchase benefits to customers and become especially important during a tight 
economy. But they're often viewed from the marketer's perception and leave the customer out. We've put together a six-
point checklist to help you assess your loyalty program, plus tips on how to put consumers first.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30501
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ID: 30502
Title: Special Report: Central and Eastern Europe - 19 Email Quirks, Tips and Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 15 April 2008
Summary: Are you looking to increase your international marketing? Central and Eastern Europe are prime areas -- if you 
can handle the challenges. In our latest Special Report, we've put together a compendium of what to watch for in the 
region. Plus, samples and stats from an email strategy that works in these developing countries.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30502

ID: 30482
Title: EMAIL UPDATE: Yahoo!'s Message-Blocking Filters: 4 Steps to Get Your Email Delivered
Date: Tuesday, 8 April 2008
Summary: Through much of February and March, email marketers fretted about Yahoo! sending legitimate messages into 
waiting queues for hours. And then, the problem reportedly was fixed. Not so. It's back. So, we talked to several experts to 
see what marketers can do immediately to fix this on their end. Here are 4 steps to cope with Yahoo!'s new filtering tweaks. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30482

ID: 30419
Title: How to Use Forums to Become a Thought Leader: 10 Steps to Make Your Brand Stand Out
Date: Wednesday, 26 March 2008
Summary: Establishing your brand as a leader in its field can make a real difference for your sales team when trying to 
convert prospects, especially if your brand is not well known or difficult to differentiate from your competition. See how a 
software firm focused on thought leadership to help get its brand to stand out in a crowded marketplace. Includes 10 steps 
for using client forums and mp3 distribution.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30419

ID: 30420
Title: Data Overload? Segmentation, Strategy Tests Increase ROI 377%
Date: Wednesday, 26 March 2008
Summary: N/A
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30420

ID: 30392
Title: How to Use Personas to Lift Revenue 500% in 7 Easy-to-Follow Steps
Date: Wednesday, 19 March 2008
Summary: Imagine if you could promote your products or services to only three types of people. It would make marketing 
so much more focused. With personas, you can do that. See how one marketer narrowed his customers into three distinct 
profiles and saw results, including a 500% increase in products sold in one major category.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30392
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ID: 30389
Title: How to Build an Online Street Team to Create Viral Buzz
Date: Tuesday, 18 March 2008
Summary: The sooner your devoted customers know about your new product the better. And "leaking" exclusive news to 
your biggest fans can quickly spread the word virally. Leveraging recommendations from these brand advocates to create 
buzz can also give you tons of new market research. Here's how to build your own online street team. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30389

ID: 30390
Title: How a Simple Text-Only Email Converted Dead Leads Into 36% More Customers
Date: Tuesday, 18 March 2008
Summary: Every marketer wishes they had a better conversion rate with prospects, but a few good leads always end up in 
a dead file. See how a marketing team targeted their dead lead file with a simple text-only email campaign that signed up 
36% more customers. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30390

ID: 30379
Title: How to Optimize Your PDFs to Increase Search Traffic: 10 Steps
Date: Tuesday, 11 March 2008
Summary: PDFs contain plenty of publishable content, but not all are created equal. If they're image-based, the content 
can't be indexed by search engines. However, there are ways to get SEO benefits from PDFs. Here are 10 steps to optimize 
your PDFs so you can drive more traffic to your website.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30379

ID: 30380
Title: How to Target European Customers: 5 Tips on Subject Lines, Content, Translation, ISPs
Date: Tuesday, 11 March 2008
Summary: Are you just getting started with email marketing on the other side of the Atlantic? Or do your international 
email campaigns need to be tweaked to lift ROI? An international hotelier has answers for email marketers setting their 
sights on customers abroad, including: subject lines that work (and don't) in different countries; how to mix global and local 
content for maximum impact; why text-only and HTML are needed; international deliverability advice 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30380

ID: 30376
Title: Handy Guide to Speaking Like a Pro: 15 Tips on Behavior, Visuals and Rehearsing
Date: Friday, 7 March 2008
Summary: Few of us are lucky enough to be great speakers. But that doesn't mean you can't speak eloquently and 
persuasively at summits and conferences, a skill that can position you as an industry expert. Here's an easy-to-use guide on 
becoming a much better public speaker. Includes 15 tips on behavior and practicing what you preach. Plus, how to avoid 
PowerPoint abuse. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30376
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ID: 30371
Title: How a Simple Email Increased Customer Reviews 1000%
Date: Tuesday, 4 March 2008
Summary: The more confident prospects are about your products, the more likely they'll become customers. An easy way 
to boost confidence is with customer-written reviews. See how one marketer used a simple email to generate more than a 
1000% increase in daily customer reviews at his company's website. Includes email and landing page samples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30371

ID: 30366
Title: How to Use Web 2.0 to Promote Your Content and Lift Revenue 200%
Date: Thursday, 28 February 2008
Summary: Web 2.0 encompasses a daunting range of new channels and technologies for content publishers. To discover 
the best fit for your online marketing mix, you need to test. Here's some guidance from a travel publisher who has already 
trekked into Web 2.0 territory. Traffic is up, and they've boosted online book revenue 200%. Includes top 5 lessons. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30366

ID: 30359
Title: How to Use Niche Keywords to Boost Search Traffic: 5 Steps to a 20% Lift
Date: Wednesday, 27 February 2008
Summary: Competition for generic search keywords is stiff. Even if your business revolves around a particular product or 
service, your website may not make the first search results page. What to do? Try niche keywords. The simple, inexpensive 
change boosted one marketer's traffic 20%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30359

ID: 30357
Title: How Sony Ericsson Markets (In)directly to Consumers: Secrets Behind Their Online Strategy
Date: Tuesday, 26 February 2008
Summary: If your website is designed solely to build interest and guide traffic to retail partners to complete conversions, 
you have many tactics to fall back on. But what if you have to market on multiple sites? Sony Ericsson markets through four 
different types of websites, including distributors and review sites. Here's how they do it -- with plenty of ideas and tips on 
how to influence consumers' buying decisions.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30357

ID: 30351
Title: 8 Tips to Add a Facebook App and Attract Millions of New Users
Date: Thursday, 21 February 2008
Summary: Social networking sites are boomtowns for many paid-content marketers. See how a Facebook application 
opened the doors to millions of potential customers for one marketer in less than five months. Includes how to build a 
simple application with viral marketing possibilities that can generate new ad revenue. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30351
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ID: 30350
Title: How to Get Your Product Placed Into Celebrity Gift Bags
Date: Thursday, 21 February 2008
Summary: Besides the movie stars who walked away smiling from Sunday's Academy Awards, others will end up earning 
Oscar-like rewards, too: marketers who got their products placed in celebrity gift bags. See how to get your brand into the 
hands of trendsetters at Oscar-type events and create a "wow factor" buzz among consumers. Plus, a mini-Case Study of 
one marketer who got his item into the gift bag trifecta: the Oscars, Grammys and Emmys. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30350

ID: 30324
Title: Sherpa Kit: Conducting an Email Audit
Date: Wednesday, 20 February 2008
Summary: Your email marketing works but it could be better. Maybe it's the content or your deliverability ... or something 
else. Admit it -- you're not sure what works and what doesn't. It's time for an email audit. An email audit might sound 
intimidating (let's face it, the word "audit" alone can be scary), but this can be a valuable tool to evaluate your email 
campaign(s). Here, we have everything you need to conduct an email audit.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30324

ID: 30347
Title: How to Get Back Opt-Outs: 7 Steps to Retain More Customers
Date: Tuesday, 19 February 2008
Summary: Marketers like to focus on statistics that show how many respondents opted into a campaign or how many 
consumers clicked through an email. But don't overlook those who opt out. Analyzing the behavior of customers who opt 
out can add much-needed information and, perhaps, re-engage them, too. Includes seven steps to lift customer retention 
rates and three measurements to determine if you really want them to stay. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30347

ID: 30342
Title: How to Pitch Marketing Bloggers: 25 Dos and Don'ts
Date: Friday, 15 February 2008
Summary: Pitching bloggers isn't easy -- especially if they're considered among the best in their business. Their in-boxes can 
bulge with emails. To have any chance of grabbing their attention, you should know many dos and don'ts of pitching them. 
And the pitch should start well before you write.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30342

ID: 30338
Title: Special Report: iPhones and Email Marketing - 10 Pros and Cons
Date: Wednesday, 13 February 2008
Summary: Everyone seems to have friends who won't stop talking about their iPhones. Indeed, last year's white-hot 
electronic device isn't simply a fad -- it's a game-changer for marketers who target wireless users. In our latest Special 
Report, we have answers for emailers, including: how the iPhone renders email; is file size an issue; how to really get an 
iPhone user's attention
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30338
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ID: 30339
Title: How to Drive More Traffic to Your Blog on Weekends
Date: Wednesday, 13 February 2008
Summary: Many B2B bloggers have a problem: Most of their readership disappears on the weekends. Who wants to read 
industry news and analysis when they could be skiing, golfing or going to the beach? One blogger bucked that trend with a 
content strategy that reflects the spirit of the weekend, and traffic is up 400%. Leads for the company have increased, and 
they've solidified their position as a thought leader. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30339

ID: 30323
Title: Don't Make These Common Green Marketing Mistakes
Date: Tuesday, 5 February 2008
Summary: Hyping your business or products as environmentally friendly can attract eco-concerned consumers and boost 
overall customer affinity. But beware! It holds just as many risks. You could get slapped with "greenwashing" your brand. 
Here's how to stay on the good side of hyper-sensitive green consumers and craft a message that makes everyone happy. 
Plus, lots of hotlinks to helpful resources. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30323

ID: 30316
Title: How to Build Your Own Analytics System: 6 Steps to Get Data You Can Trust
Date: Thursday, 31 January 2008
Summary: Metrics can be a savior for e-retailers. They can help provide some of the most efficient marketing ever -- if 
they're accurate. But how can you tell?See the fixes (and hard lessons learned) two marketers followed to assess and bring 
their systems in-house. Since then, they've cut costs and say they are spending more wisely.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30316

ID: 30308
Title: How to Build a Social Networking Site That Complements Your Subscription Business - 6 Strategies
Date: Thursday, 24 January 2008
Summary: Social networking sites offer marketers new online communities of like-minded users. But there are real 
challenges (and opportunities) in building a community around a product or service. See how a DVD rental marketer 
lets movie buffs write blogs, post reviews and upload videos. The site has attracted more than 10 times the number of 
subscribers to its paid service while providing a new pool of prospects for the subscription marketing team.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30308

ID: 30298
Title: Special - Click Now to Get Your Complimentary Copy of Sherpa's 2008 Wisdom Report
Date: Wednesday, 16 January 2008
Summary: Here's your copy of Sherpa's 2008 Wisdom Report, featuring 101 real-life stories and tips from marketers like 
yourself. A special thanks to the hundreds of MarketingSherpa readers who contributed their lessons learned and best 
tactics from 2007 for our sixth annual report. The editorial team pored over the stories to come up with the "best" ones. 
Includes strategies on using email, Web 2.0 and top tests.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30298
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ID: 30296
Title: Starter Kit for Grassroots Campaigning: 5 Tactics to Improve Results With Web 2.0, Email and Mobile
Date: Tuesday, 15 January 2008
Summary: Traditional campaign tactics have been joined by online strategies to elect political candidates and influence 
ballot measures. A website is especially effective to generate contributions. We talked to two online campaign managers 
about how they use social networks, email and text messaging to generate donations and get out the vote. Includes a 
practical guide with tips to jumpstart your effort. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30296

ID: 30279
Title: Sherpa 101: How to Use Digg to Go Viral - 10 Strategies to Making It Part of Your Marketing Strategy
Date: Tuesday, 8 January 2008
Summary: For marketers on a tight budget, viral marketing can be a cost-effective alternative. But execution relies on 
referrals and word of mouth, so it's difficult to measure the impact. There are places, though, where content can go to 
flourish. Like Digg.com -- a social media website that can serve as a launch pad for a surge in your Web traffic. Learn how 
Digg.com works and how to craft content that "diggers" will love to discover and share.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30279

ID: 30272
Title: 10 Best Practices to Increase Email Response Rates for Fundraising
Date: Wednesday, 2 January 2008
Summary: It's a new year -- a perfect time for nonprofits to take a serious look at their email marketing. Does your program 
need to be overhauled? You're asking for donations, not offering products, so the approach must be different from that 
of retail marketers. We asked an expert for his top 10 tips on the nuances of email marketing for nonprofits and ways to 
increase conversion rates. One simple change he made lifted response 66%. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30272

ID: 32078
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Less than one-third of organizations are sending relevant email
Date: Tuesday, 20 December 2011
Summary: The importance of sending relevant email messages is frequently discussed by email marketers at conferences, 
webinars and on blogs. However, how many organizations achieve this objective? To answer this question, we surveyed 
more than 2,735 marketers marketers for our 2012 Email Marketing Benchmark Report and asked how their organizations 
were sending email communications based on four key areas: relevant content, sending time, segmentation of subscribers, 
and the clarity of the conversion goal in the email. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32078

ID: 32074
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Biggest budget increases expected in inbound marketing
Date: Tuesday, 13 December 2011
Summary: Marketing programs aim to deliver against three types of outcomes: increase revenue, reduce cost, and/or 
improve customer satisfaction and loyalty. Many organizations find that PPC, SEO and other complementary inbound 
marketing tactics drive results in these areas. However, will this translate into increased budgets for these programs over 
the next 12 months? This chart reveals the answer to that question, from a survey of more than 1,500 search marketers. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32074
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ID: 32068
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Tried-and-true tactics rank high in B2B marketing budgets
Date: Tuesday, 6 December 2011
Summary: In challenging times, firms must test new strategies and tactics to improve marketing effectiveness. Businesses 
need to maintain agility and adapt to an evolving marketplace, but cannot sacrifice tried-and-true tactics that have driven 
their lead generation programs for years. To learn how B2B organizations balance the two, we asked survey participants 
to indicate the percentage of budget they allocate for a variety of inbound and outbound tactics. In this chart, find out the 
results from more than 1,700 of your B2B marketing peers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32068

ID: 32062
Title: Marketing Research Chart: The impact of email marketing maturity on email protocols 
Date: Tuesday, 29 November 2011
Summary: How systematic are organizations in their approach to email marketing? What protocols are used by the most 
seasoned and strategic of email marketers? To answer these questions, we surveyed more than 2,700 marketers about their 
email marketing processes. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32062

ID: 32059
Title: Marketing Research Chart: SEO tactics used by organizations with and without SEO processes
Date: Tuesday, 22 November 2011
Summary: We learned that 29% of organizations claim to have adopted a systematic and strategic approach to planning, 
executing and measuring SEO efforts and programs. But how does this translate to a tactical level? Do these organizations 
use SEO tactics to a greater degree than organizations without a process in place for SEO? In a word, yes. In this chart, we 
illustrate these gaps, featuring survey results from more than 1,500 search marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32059

ID: 32055
Title: Marketing Research Chart: The promise of social marketing ROI driving client investment
Date: Tuesday, 15 November 2011
Summary: Agencies and consultancies are on the front lines of social media innovations. We asked how their clients 
perceived the promise of social media investments to produce a measurable ROI for 2011. Find out their answers in this 
marketing research chart, based on survey results from more than 3,300 marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32055

ID: 32051
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Solutions and providers for sending house email lists
Date: Tuesday, 8 November 2011
Summary: What percentage of email marketers turn to advanced solutions providers to deliver their campaigns? We asked 
more than 1,000 organizations this question to find out how many practitioners turn to hosted Email Service Providers 
(ESPs), and which firms continue to deliver their email marketing campaigns via in-house tools. This marketing research 
chart looks at their answers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32051
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ID: 32046
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Testing is vital to create an optimization culture 
Date: Tuesday, 1 November 2011
Summary: A comprehensive testing process is a major element of the most successful LPO campaigns. We wanted to 
discover how frequently CMOs used LPO in their marketing efforts, and how often testing was employed as a major part of 
these strategies. Find out the results from a survey of more than 2,600 marketers in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32046

ID: 32040
Title: Marketing Research Chart: PPC objectives in the next 12 months
Date: Tuesday, 25 October 2011
Summary: PPC is repeatedly asked to contribute to website traffic, leads, conversions and increasing revenue. New 
opportunities in local search and mobile are quickly evolving, making PPC's implementation even more complex for 
marketers. How do marketers prioritize? This chart will reveal which PPC objectives are considered most important by more 
than 1,500 search marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32040

ID: 32036
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Social CRM is increasingly important for managing social customer relationships
Date: Tuesday, 18 October 2011
Summary: Organizations recognize social media as a channel instrumental for marketing, communications and sales. 
However, incorporating social media data with CRM systems, in a way that enables more relevant, customer-driven 
interaction, can be an extremely complex integration process. This chart -- based on survey results of more than 3,300 
marketers -- looks at the percentage of organizations integrating social marketing data with their CRM systems.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32036

ID: 32031
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Most challenging Marketing-Sales funnel processes 
Date: Tuesday, 11 October 2011
Summary: The process of optimizing the Marketing and Sales funnel can be a tiresome task. However, breaking the 
funnel into small stages, marketers can reveal opportunities for improvement. Each organization will approach the project 
uniquely, but it may be helpful to understand which funnel process will be the most demanding. In this chart, find out which 
Marketing-Sales funnel processes were found to be most challenging by more than 1,700 B2B marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32031

ID: 32026
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Difficulty in execution of PPC tactics is not barrier to usage
Date: Tuesday, 4 October 2011
Summary: "Taking the easy way out" is not the modus operandi for PPC marketers. Given their focus on achieving and 
increasing measurable ROI, marketers are willing to execute many difficult PPC tactics because they are effective. This chart 
looks at the usage, effectiveness and difficulty levels of various PPC tactics, as rated by more than 1,500 search marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32026
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ID: 32022
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top barriers to overcoming B2B marketing challenges
Date: Tuesday, 27 September 2011
Summary: Traditional perceptions of Marketing can cripple to success. Organizations traditionally view Sales as the revenue 
engine. Marketing teams must work more diligently to barter for much-needed investments. A critical bartering key is for 
marketers to demonstrate their contribution to revenue and overall success. Before demonstrating that contribution, they 
need to overcome their barriers to success. In this chart, find out what barriers exist for more than 1,700 B2B marketers 
when it comes to overcoming their top challenges.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32022

ID: 32017
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top email campaign elements routinely tested to optimize performance - Part 2 of 2
Date: Tuesday, 20 September 2011
Summary: As organizations begin to test and optimize individual elements of their email campaigns, it is important to 
consider the behavior and motivations of their subscribers. A previous chart showcased email campaign elements routinely 
tested, with specific attention to subject lines, messages and calls-to-action. Here, we complete our review of this chart by 
looking at layouts, images, send times and autoresponders. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32017

ID: 32011
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top email campaign elements routinely tested to optimize performance - Part 1 of 2
Date: Tuesday, 13 September 2011
Summary: Carefully testing and optimizing each component of an email campaign is important for communicating value to 
the reader and reducing any apprehensive feelings. This chart takes a deeper look at email campaign elements marketers 
routinely test to optimize performance, with specific attention to subject lines, messages and calls-to-action. Next, we'll look 
at layouts, images, send times and autoresponders.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32011

ID: 32006
Title: Marketing Research Chart: To what extent are marketers integrating social media?
Date: Tuesday, 6 September 2011
Summary: Integrating social media with other marketing tactics is about finding synergies and exploiting these 
relationships. This chart - based on survey results of more than 3,300 marketers -- looks at the percentage of organizations 
incorporating social media into the marketing mix, and the scope of the integration. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA32006

ID: 31999
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Managing LPO in-house
Date: Tuesday, 30 August 2011
Summary: Landing page optimization campaigns are complex. The most sophisticated strategies require experience with 
content management, technology and statistical design. We wanted to discover which marketers were managing their 
entire LPO practices in-house, and which were turning to outside agencies for supplemental expertise. Find out the results 
from a survey of more than 2,600 marketers in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31999
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ID: 31989
Title: Marketing Research Chart: SEO budgets for 2012
Date: Tuesday, 23 August 2011
Summary: Who doesn't like to get the biggest bang for the buck? We wanted to learn more about how organizations 
allocate budgets to maximize high-quality leads. Find out the results from a survey of more than 1,500 marketers in this 
chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31989

ID: 31984
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Allocation of B2B marketing budgets
Date: Tuesday, 16 August 2011
Summary: Between website design, email campaigns, social media and more, it can be challenging to determine which 
marketing tactics will maximize your limited budget. In this chart, we review the 2011 B2B budget allocations of more than 
900 marketers. How do you compare?
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31984

ID: 31978
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top challenges to implementing testing as part of LPO
Date: Tuesday, 9 August 2011
Summary: Marketers struggle to implement testing as a part of their landing page optimization (LPO) strategy. We wanted 
to discover which aspects of a testing culture they found the most challenging. Find out the results from a survey of more 
than 2,600 marketers in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31978

ID: 31972
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Formalizing SEO processes adds up to large gains
Date: Tuesday, 2 August 2011
Summary: Organizations that routinely follow a formal process and thorough guidelines for SEO practices and programs 
reap the biggest benefits in terms of organic traffic conversion rates and lead quality. In this chart, see the results from our 
survey of more than 1,500 search marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31972

ID: 31968
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Regulating employee use of social media for marketing purposes
Date: Tuesday, 26 July 2011
Summary: This chart looks at the implementation of social media policies across organizations. We asked marketers to 
share the status of their social media policy for employees representing their brand online. According to the survey results 
of more than 3,300 marketers, when it comes to written policies, the responses split closely between companies that 
executed a formal policy and those that did not feel it was necessary.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31968
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ID: 31963
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Email deliverability metrics improving ... slightly
Date: Tuesday, 19 July 2011
Summary: Email marketers face a myriad of challenges to ensure their organization's email reaches a subscribers inbox. We 
wanted to learn if common deliverability issues were improving or worsening over the past 12 months. Find out the results 
from a survey of more than 1,100 marketers in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31963

ID: 31956
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top SEO objectives
Date: Tuesday, 12 July 2011
Summary: With its ability to influence website traffic, lead generation, and online sales, search engine optimization is 
critical to an organization's success. We wanted to learn more about the specific objectives marketers set out to achieve in 
the next 12 months. Find out the results from a survey of more than 1,500 marketers in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31956

ID: 31950
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top data analysis challenges for landing page optimization
Date: Tuesday, 5 July 2011
Summary: Data analysis is one of the top expertise gaps challenging LPO. We wanted to learn more about specific 
challenges marketers face in these areas. Find out the results from a survey of more than 2,600 marketers in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31950

ID: 31946
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top email marketing metrics, tracked by email maturity phase 
Date: Tuesday, 28 June 2011
Summary: When selecting email marketing metrics, identifying what to measure and understanding a metric's purpose 
are the first steps. Selected metrics should be actionable, helping organizations consistently make improvements and 
gain necessary budget approvals. This chart takes a deeper look at the top email marketing metrics tracked and used by 
organizations.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31946

ID: 31941
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top tactics for effective social media marketing
Date: Tuesday, 21 June 2011
Summary: This chart looks at social marketing tactics from many perspectives: which social media tactics organizations use, 
how difficult the tactics are to implement, and the effectiveness of these tactics. According to the survey results of more 
than 3,300 marketers, when it comes to usage, "fast and easy" trumps tactical effectiveness. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31941
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ID: 31936
Title: Marketing Research Chart: In-house expertise challenges to landing page optimization
Date: Tuesday, 14 June 2011
Summary: The creative and analytical skills needed for successful landing page optimization (LPO) are often under-
resourced and under-prioritized in many organizations. We surveyed more than 2,600 marketers to learn what they 
consider to be their organizations' most significant and challenging in-house expertise gaps. Find out what they said in this 
chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31936

ID: 31937
Title: Email Optimization and Testing: 800,000 emails sent, 1 major lesson learned
Date: Tuesday, 14 June 2011
Summary: What happens when you send 800,000 email messages to your audience and let more than 200 marketers 
optimize the landing page for the email campaign? Well, MarketingSherpa, MarketingExperiments and HubSpot teamed up 
to find out by running a live email campaign test during the first-ever Optimization Summit. In this unique case study, we 
hear from Austin McCraw, a lead analyst on the test, as he gives a play-by-play through the test's two-day duration. You'll 
see testing isn't as easy as it looks. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31937

ID: 31930
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Best metrics for delivering marketing value to the C-Suite
Date: Tuesday, 7 June 2011
Summary: Conveying Marketing's value to the C-Suite can be challenging. It's easy for this group to see marketing spend, 
but difficult for them to measure the impact of that budget. Sales is often credited with revenue generation, but in order for 
Marketing to have success, gain the budgets they need and secure their jobs, they need to demonstrate the department's 
impact on revenue. In this chart, learn more about the tactics marketers use to deliver value to the C-suite.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31930

ID: 31925
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Firms continue to substantially increase social marketing budgets
Date: Tuesday, 31 May 2011
Summary: Budgets for online tactics continue to grow, with social media benefiting most from this continued shift to online 
spending. MarketingSherpa found that for every one organization decreasing social marketing spending in 2011, more than 
32 organizations would be increasing. Based on this positive indicator, we wanted to take a more specific look into these 
percentage changes. Find out the results from more than 3,300 marketers in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31925

ID: 31919
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top website objectives to determine optimization priorities and tactics
Date: Tuesday, 24 May 2011
Summary: Defining the goal of a website is an important first step in optimization. We wanted to learn more about which 
processes were the primary objectives for organizations' websites. In this chart, find out the results from a survey of more 
than 2,600 marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31919
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ID: 31914
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top metrics used for measuring social marketing impact
Date: Tuesday, 17 May 2011
Summary: The goal of social media monitoring is to gain a better understanding of the potential target audiences in 
your social sphere, where they are and what interests them. Monitoring will also help benchmark important metrics for 
social media objectives. We wanted to learn more about what organizations track to quantify the impact of social media 
marketing. Find out the results from a survey of more than 3,300 marketers in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31914

ID: 31908
Title: Marketing Research Chart: CMO confidence in social media's ability to produce ROI
Date: Tuesday, 10 May 2011
Summary: Marketers are accountable for demonstrating that the tactics they choose positively contribute to the firm's 
bottom line. We wanted to understand how CMOs and senior marketing executives perceive social media marketing's ability 
to produce a return on investment. In this chart, find out the results from a survey of more than 750 CMOs.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31908

ID: 31903
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top social media objectives for 2011
Date: Tuesday, 3 May 2011
Summary: As social media continues to grow as a popular marketing tactic, we want to learn more about the objectives 
marketers are targeting with this channel. We asked more than 3,300 marketers to indicate the most important social media 
marketing objectives they hope to achieve in 2011. Find out the results in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31903

ID: 31896
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Top metrics used in evaluating and optimizing marketing performance
Date: Tuesday, 26 April 2011
Summary: We wanted to learn how B2B marketers were evaluating and optimizing their marketing performance, so we 
asked more than 900 marketers which key performance metrics helped them evaluate marketing ROI. The results are 
included in this marketing research chart. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31896

ID: 31892
Title: Marketing Research Chart: The positive impact of media personalization
Date: Tuesday, 19 April 2011
Summary: How often do B2B organizations personalize media and what impact does it receive? In this marketing research 
chart, we show how the majority of B2B organizations are personalizing marketing materials to some degree. We also 
uncover how higher levels of personalization lead to higher performance in email nurturing campaigns.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31892
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ID: 31893
Title: Email Marketing: Double-send strategy boosts donations 55%
Date: Tuesday, 19 April 2011
Summary: It happens all the time. A person goes through their inbox, reads a subject line and deletes the message. Had 
the subject line been different, would the person have opened, clicked and converted? See how one nonprofit garnered 55 
percent more donations by sending an email twice -- first to all subscribers, and then with a new subject line to subscribers 
who did not open. Check out the results metrics from both messages. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31893

ID: 31883
Title: Marketing Research Chart: Using social media as a list growth tactic
Date: Tuesday, 12 April 2011
Summary: What social sharing buttons do organizations use in their email campaigns? We asked more than 1,000 
organizations this question to find out what buttons they add to enable recipients to share the email content with their 
networks and followers. This marketing research chart looks at their answers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31883

ID: 31877
Title: New Chart: Top factors used in lead score calculations
Date: Tuesday, 5 April 2011
Summary: We asked more than 900 B2B marketers to share what information they use in their lead scoring methodologies. 
In this chart, learn the most commonly used factors in lead scoring calculations. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31877

ID: 31879
Title: Email Marketing: LEAPS methodology for improving performance
Date: Tuesday, 5 April 2011
Summary: There is a staggering amount of information available on how to improve your email marketing. It can be a 
challenge to know which tactics will give you the best results. Some sources offer opinions, while others offer research. 
Check out the LEAPS methodology with five research-based fundamentals to improve your program, created by Jeffrey Rice, 
Research Analyst at MarketingSherpa.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31879

ID: 31871
Title: New Chart: Most effective email list growth tactics
Date: Tuesday, 29 March 2011
Summary: Email marketing strategies have matured and are no longer strictly about increasing the number of subscribers. 
Today, the priority lies in building a quality list of names. We asked more than 1,100 marketers to indicate the level of 
effectiveness of each list growth tactic used by their organization. See the results in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31871
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ID: 31872
Title: Email Optimization: Improve response with 5 insights from 10,000 tests
Date: Tuesday, 29 March 2011
Summary: Email tactics may shift over time, but the psychology of email remains. Email optimization goes beyond best 
practices and addresses the psychological reasons why some subscribers respond to marketing emails, while others delete 
them. Find out which factors help your email marketing, which hurt it, and how you can focus your messages to improve 
results. This article is based on advice from Dr. Flint McGlaughlin, Managing Director (CEO) of MECLABS.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31872

ID: 31865
Title: New Chart: Chief requirements for B2B lead qualification
Date: Tuesday, 22 March 2011
Summary: We asked more than 900 B2B marketers to share what information is required in their organizations before leads 
are passed to Sales. In this chart, learn the most commonly used lead qualification requirements.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31865

ID: 31863
Title: B2B Marketing: The FUEL methodology outlined
Date: Wednesday, 16 March 2011
Summary: The B2B Marketing/Sales funnel is complex and covers lead generation through the actual sale. Too often, B2B 
marketers focus on lead generation in quantity, but neglect elements such as qualifying and nurturing those leads. Elements 
that provide Sales with prospects who are ready to buy. Jen Doyle, MarketingSherpa's Senior Research Analyst, has created 
a practical, four-stage step-by-step methodology for B2B marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31863

ID: 31862
Title: New Chart: Top tactics for developing effective B2B marketing content
Date: Tuesday, 15 March 2011
Summary: We asked nearly 1,000 B2B marketers to tell us the most effective tactics helping them to develop marketing 
content and messaging. In this chart, discover which content development strategies ranked the highest among B2B 
marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31862

ID: 31856
Title: New Chart: B2B ranking of email tactics by effectiveness and effort required
Date: Tuesday, 8 March 2011
Summary: In this chart, find out how nearly 1,000 B2B marketers graded various email tactics based on effectiveness and 
effort required. The chart also shows the most popular tactics executed.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31856
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ID: 31858
Title: Email Marketing Basics: 29% sales lift from simple landing page
Date: Tuesday, 8 March 2011
Summary: A less-than-stellar email marketing program might seem like a big mess - but it's really a big opportunity. Adding 
a few best practices can yield huge improvements. See how a food redistributor changed its helter-skelter email promotions 
into a simple ordering process, added some basic customization and increased sales. Now, more internal resources are 
flowing to the marketing team's projects, as well.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31858

ID: 31852
Title: New Chart: Direct mail rated as an effective tactic by many B2B organizations 
Date: Tuesday, 1 March 2011
Summary: Although inbound marketing tactics are growing in popularity, outbound marketing tactics are still key 
components to many successful B2B marketing plans. In this chart, find out how nearly 1,000 B2B marketers perceive the 
effectiveness of an old standby -- direct mail.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31852

ID: 31847
Title: New Chart: What it takes to personalize email
Date: Tuesday, 22 February 2011
Summary: We surveyed more than 1,000 businesses about what data they collect and use for email personalization. A 
delicate balance is struck between granting a marketer's wish list and not asking for so much information that it creates 
friction for the customer. This chart looks at data collected and how companies are using it.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31847

ID: 31843
Title: New Chart: Top tactics organizations use to improve email relevancy
Date: Tuesday, 15 February 2011
Summary: Targeting recipients with highly relevant content is the most significant challenge to email marketing 
effectiveness. This chart takes a deeper look at the top email relevancy tactics used by organizations.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31843

ID: 31831
Title: Email Marketing: Triggered content for on-site searchers
Date: Tuesday, 8 February 2011
Summary: Featuring your company's content in an email newsletter is great, but your content can do more -- especially if 
you have a lot of it. Find out how a travel website designed triggered emails -- based on subscribers' on-site searches -- that 
achieve open and clickthrough rates which more than double those of its weekly newsletter. Includes creative samples and 
metrics from their best sends.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31831
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ID: 31832
Title: New Chart: Changes in 2011 email marketing budgets
Date: Tuesday, 8 February 2011
Summary: Have your email marketing budgets increased, decreased or stayed the same for 2011? Take a look at this chart 
to learn how the changes planned for your 2011 email marketing budget compare to those of more than 1,100 marketers. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31832

ID: 31820
Title: Email Marketing Summit 2011: 7 takeaways to improve results
Date: Tuesday, 1 February 2011
Summary: That's it for this year -- we capped off another great Email Marketing Summit and passed on some of our favorite 
insights from 45 presenters to our readers. Check out these seven takeaways pulled from the hundreds presented. Here's a 
good recap for attendees and some helpful insights for those who couldn't make it.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31820

ID: 31824
Title: New Chart: Best website design, management and optimization tactics for 2011
Date: Tuesday, 1 February 2011
Summary: We asked nearly 1,000 B2B marketers to identify which website design, management and optimization tactics 
were very effective, somewhat effective or not effective. Find out which tactics topped the list as the most effective in this 
chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31824

ID: 31817
Title: New Chart: Changes to the Marketing Budget Landscape in 2011
Date: Tuesday, 25 January 2011
Summary: As marketing strategies evolve from outbound to inbound tactics, there is also a shift in the ways in which 
money and resources are spent. We asked more than 1,100 marketers how they foresaw budgets changing in 2011 for the 
following marketing tactics. Find out the results in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31817

ID: 31810
Title: New Chart: Social media tactics for B2B
Date: Tuesday, 18 January 2011
Summary: The rapidly growing popularity of social media has many B2B marketers changing their marketing mix to include 
it. What are the most commonly used B2B social marketing tactics? Find out in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31810
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ID: 31809
Title: Special Report: Marketing Wisdom for 2011
Date: Monday, 17 January 2011
Summary: The MarketingSherpa "Marketing Wisdom for 2011" special report is now available as a complimentary PDF 
download for readers, and features a wealth of real-life stories of success and lessons learned from the MarketingSherpa 
community.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31809

ID: 31804
Title: New Chart: Most effective email marketing objectives by channel
Date: Tuesday, 11 January 2011
Summary: The channel and complexity of the sale will determine the effectiveness of email marketing objectives. We 
asked more than 1,100 marketers to identify the effectiveness of email in achieving marketing and sales pipeline objectives, 
starting with "building brand awareness" through "improving customer retention."
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31804

ID: 31793
Title: New Chart: PPC performance tactics for the B2B marketer
Date: Tuesday, 4 January 2011
Summary: We wanted to learn more about the PPC tactics B2B marketers were using and why. We asked more than 900 
B2B marketers what SEO tactics they used, which were the most effective, and which required the greatest level of effort. 
Results are analyzed in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31793

ID: 31792
Title: SherpaBlog Audience Picks: The most-Tweeted blog posts from December 2010
Date: Monday, 3 January 2011
Summary: To see our audience's picks for December 2010, check out the most-Tweeted posts from our team of writers and 
reporters, covering notable topics in content marketing, social media and email marketing deliverability.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31792

ID: 31790
Title: MarketingSherpa's Take on B2B in 2010: Part two -- marketing automation and lead generation content
Date: Wednesday, 29 December 2010
Summary: This past year has been challenging in the B2B marketing world. Marketers were asked to generate higher-quality 
leads with increasingly limited resources. To continue our end-of-year review, part two of our 2010 B2B wrap-up highlights 
two areas of significant interest to B2B marketers -- marketing automation and lead generation content.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31790
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ID: 31788
Title: New Chart: What marketers are really trying to achieve with email
Date: Tuesday, 28 December 2010
Summary: Are you curious as to how your 2011 email goals compare with fellow marketers? More than 1,100 marketers 
were asked to identify the level of importance for a group of email objectives ranging from "engaging social media 
audiences" to "increasing sales revenue." See how they responded in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31788

ID: 31789
Title: Email Trends 2010: Proven tactics and test ideas
Date: Tuesday, 28 December 2010
Summary: In part two of our year-end review, we're closing out one year of email articles that feature proven tactics and 
tests to improve your results. We included links to ten articles on topics such as design, reputation, timing and testing.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31789

ID: 31787
Title: MarketingSherpa's Take on B2B in 2010: Part one -- lead nurturing and social media
Date: Friday, 24 December 2010
Summary: This past year has been fairly challenging in the B2B marketing world, as many marketers were asked to generate 
higher-quality leads with increasingly limited resources. To close 2010 we are giving you the first in a two-part series 
highlighting four areas of particular interest to B2B marketers in 2010. This week features lead nurturing and social media 
B2B. Next, we'll cover marketing automation and lead generation content.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31787

ID: 31785
Title: New Chart: Challenges to email marketing effectiveness
Date: Tuesday, 21 December 2010
Summary: What are the most significant challenges to email marketing effectiveness? From delivering highly relevant 
content to improving email deliverability and quantifying email marketing ROI, find out which challenges topped the list in 
this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31785

ID: 31786
Title: Email Trends 2010: Improve relevance, test emerging channels
Date: Tuesday, 21 December 2010
Summary: Another year has come and gone and email marketing remains a strong and reliable channel. Likewise, marketers 
have continued to improve their results. Here, we look back on one year of email marketing articles to highlight three trends 
from 2010. This piece includes links to nine of the year's best articles on segmentation, personalization, triggered messages 
and social integration.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31786
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ID: 31784
Title: Consumer Marketing Trends from 2010: Social is here to stay, mobile is on the way
Date: Saturday, 18 December 2010
Summary: Here, we look back on one year of consumer-marketing newsletters to highlight three key trends from 2010 -- 
complete with 10 links to the year's best articles. Take a look to find social marketing advice from Kodak, a Twitter contest 
that helped boost sales 150%, and a mobile-page test that cut bounces 22%.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31784

ID: 31781
Title: New Chart: Top tracked email metrics
Date: Tuesday, 14 December 2010
Summary: One of email marketing's greatest strengths is the ability to get detailed data for tracking and reporting on 
campaign performance. However, if not collected and analyzed wisely, the sheer volume of data can be overwhelming. For 
this chart, we asked more than 1,100 email marketers which email metrics their organizations followed. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31781

ID: 31780
Title: Inbound Marketing: Looking back on a year of Great Minds articles
Date: Thursday, 9 December 2010
Summary: Starting in January, MarketingSherpa will transition its Great Minds newsletter to focus on the hot topic of 
inbound marketing. This means you can expect top-quality articles and case studies on tactics including social media 
marketing, SEO, page optimization and more. Here, we look back on the last year of Great Minds newsletters, to highlight 
the top 12 inbound marketing articles we published in 2010. Take a look to see what we had in store for 2011. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31780

ID: 31773
Title: New Chart: Top tactics for delivering relevant email content
Date: Tuesday, 7 December 2010
Summary: Which tactics for improving email relevancy are the most effective, the most widely used and the most difficult 
to execute? From trigger-based email campaigns to behavioral segmentation, see how various tactics line up in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31773

ID: 31771
Title: SherpaBlog Audience Picks: The most Tweeted blog posts from November 2010
Date: Monday, 6 December 2010
Summary: In a new feature for MarketingSherpa, we're highlighting the previous month's most Tweeted posts from 
SherpaBlog. To see our audience's picks for November, check out the most tweeted posts from our team of writers and 
reporters, as well as guest posts by frequent MarketingSherpa contributor Jeanne Jennings, and Email Summit 2011 keynote 
speaker David Meerman Scott.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31771
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ID: 31766
Title: New Chart: Chief challenges to email marketing success
Date: Tuesday, 30 November 2010
Summary: We asked more than 1,100 email marketers what are the major hurdles in creating effective email 
communications. Were their responses different if they were a B2B or B2C marketer? In this chart we have segmented data 
by channels, providing you with some key insights.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31766

ID: 31767
Title: Launching a Newsletter: Update from previous MarketingSherpa Email Award winner
Date: Tuesday, 30 November 2010
Summary: Here is a great example of how one team took the lessons learned from its award-winning newsletter launch and 
introduced another traffic- and revenue-driving publication. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31767

ID: 31761
Title: New Chart: Perceptions of Email Marketing ROI at Budget Time
Date: Tuesday, 23 November 2010
Summary: How is email marketing ROI perceived at budget time, and how do the perceptions of strategic email marketers 
differ from those in the trial phase? Check out this chart to find out the answers from more than 1,100 email marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31761

ID: 31755
Title: New Chart: Email Marketing's Place in the Budget
Date: Tuesday, 16 November 2010
Summary: We asked nearly 1,500 email professionals where email marketing is listed in their organizations' budgets. In this 
chart, we'll examine if organizations keep email as a separate line item or not, and if yes, under which marketing budget -- 
online, lead generation or other.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31755

ID: 31756
Title: 2010 Email Award Winner Campaign Updates: Video in emails and new product launches
Date: Tuesday, 16 November 2010
Summary: To give readers some inspiration, we reached out to last year's Email Awards entries to find out how they've 
updated their award-winning campaigns. Included are two great examples we found of marketing teams pushing their 
efforts even further.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31756
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ID: 31750
Title: New Chart: SEO Tactics for the B2B Marketer
Date: Tuesday, 9 November 2010
Summary: We wanted to learn more about the SEO tactics B2B marketers were using and why. So we asked more than 900 
B2B marketers which SEO tactics they used, which were the most effective, and which required the greatest level of effort. 
Results will be analyzed in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31750

ID: 31745
Title: New Chart: Perceptions of Email Marketing at Budget Time
Date: Tuesday, 2 November 2010
Summary: We asked nearly 1,500 email marketers how email marketing is perceived by their organizations at budget 
time. In this chart, we'll provide the responses, from those who view email as affordable, to those that perceive email as a 
powerful tool worthy of an increased investment.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31745

ID: 31734
Title: New Chart: B2B Marketers Showing High Levels of Marketing Maturity
Date: Tuesday, 26 October 2010
Summary: We wanted to learn more about the processes that B2B organizations use to execute their marketing practices, 
so we asked more than 900 B2B marketers in our recent B2B study. In this chart, learn how B2B marketing maturity varies 
by an organization's size.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31734

ID: 31730
Title: New Chart: Expected Changes in B2B Marketing Budgets for 2011
Date: Tuesday, 19 October 2010
Summary: We asked more than 900 B2B marketers how they expected their marketing budgets to change for 2011. Learn 
which marketing tactics are receiving an increased level of investment, and which are not in this chart, including social 
media, email marketing, direct mail and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31730

ID: 31726
Title: New Chart: Top Challenges for B2B Marketers from 2009 to 2010
Date: Tuesday, 12 October 2010
Summary: What are your greatest challenges as a B2B marketer? In this chart, see the latest data on B2B marketing 
challenges to find out which challenges are becoming more pertinent to organizations over time. Learn which challenges 
top the list, including generating a high volume of leads, generating high-quality leads and marketing to a lengthening 
sales cycle.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31726
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ID: 31727
Title: Email Marketing: 'I am not dead yet'
Date: Tuesday, 12 October 2010
Summary: News of email marketing's demise has been around for years. Whether it comes from industry panels, news 
sources or simple word-of-mouth from current email practitioners, popular opinion would have you believe that this tactic 
is on its last legs of viability. In her latest Sherpa blog post, email expert Jeanne Jennings discusses a number of eye-opening 
proof points that show email marketing is not only "alive," but may just be healthier than ever before. Read more
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31727

ID: 31724
Title: Marketing Webinar Optimization: Five Questions to Ask Yourself about Webinars
Date: Wednesday, 6 October 2010
Summary: What's the difference between a webinar and a website? The last four letters. At first, this seems like a bad 
joke, but take a step back from your website and webinar, look at the big picture, and you'll quickly find that they both 
have the same goal -- a conversion. In his latest Sherpa blog post, Daniel Burstein, Associate Director of Editorial Content 
for MarketingSherpa and MarketingExperiments, discusses five important questions to ask yourself before conducting a 
webinar, to make sure you're providing value for attendees. Click here to read more
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31724

ID: 31722
Title: New Chart: Perceptions of Social Media at Budget Time
Date: Tuesday, 5 October 2010
Summary: We asked more than 2,300 marketers to describe how social media was perceived by their organizations at 
budget time, and this chart includes their responses. Find out what percentages of organizations intend to increase social 
media budgets both liberally and conservatively in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31722

ID: 31719
Title: New Chart: The Effectiveness of Social Media for B2B
Date: Tuesday, 28 September 2010
Summary: What B2B marketing tactics are effectively achieved through social media? From influencing brand awareness 
and reputation to increasing online sales, find out which tactics topped the list in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31719

ID: 31716
Title: Bridging the Gap: 5 Objectives for Improving Relations between Sales and Marketing (Part 1)
Date: Wednesday, 22 September 2010
Summary: The relationship between sales and marketing is one of give and take. But how is an ideal partnership achieved? 
We searched our library and found in-depth information to address one of the biggest challenges facing B2B marketers 
- alignment with sales. In Part 1 of an extensive two-part excerpt from our B2B Lead Generation Handbook, we begin to 
explore five objectives to help you research, build and nurture strong relationships with your sales team.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31716
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ID: 31712
Title: New Chart: How is PPC Perceived at Budget Time?
Date: Tuesday, 21 September 2010
Summary: We asked more than 2,000 search marketers how pay-per-click (PPC) was perceived by their organizations at 
budget time. See this chart to find out what percentages of organizations are increasing budgets liberally, conservatively or 
not at all, and what this means for PPC marketers in the upcoming year.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31712

ID: 31708
Title: New Chart: The Effectiveness of PPC Objectives
Date: Tuesday, 14 September 2010
Summary: What are the most effective objectives for pay-per-click (PPC) marketing? From increased lead generation and 
online sales revenue to improved brand or product reputation, learn which objectives were rated as the most effective by 
more than 2,000 search engine marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31708

ID: 31704
Title: New Sherpa Research: PPC Marketing Benchmarks for 2011
Date: Wednesday, 8 September 2010
Summary: We surveyed more than 2,000 marketers to learn how they're adapting their PPC marketing strategies to deal 
with local search, mobile search, social media and other emerging technologies. Get the highlights of that research in this 
18-page PDF excerpt from MarketingSherpa's 2011 Search Marketing Benchmark Report -- PPC Edition. Your complimentary 
download includes six new charts that cover topics such as: perception of PPC marketing at budget time; effectiveness of 
PPC for specific goals; the impact of social media on PPC clickthrough rates; and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31704

ID: 31703
Title: New Chart: Increasing Reach through Social Sharing
Date: Tuesday, 7 September 2010
Summary: In this chart, we analyze the perceptions marketers have of social sharing in achieving a number of email 
marketing objectives, such as extending the reach of email content to new markets, increasing brand reputation and 
awareness, and increasing the ROI of email programs.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31703

ID: 31699
Title: New Chart: B2B Marketing-to-Sales Processes
Date: Tuesday, 31 August 2010
Summary: In this chart, you'll learn what tactics are most commonly used by B2B organizations to manage their marketing-
to-sales processes, such as the scoring or rating of leads, collaborating with sales to define sales-ready leads, having a 
process for nurturing leads that are not sales ready, and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31699
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ID: 31695
Title: New Chart: The Testing of Email Elements
Date: Tuesday, 24 August 2010
Summary: We asked 1,493 marketers about which email elements their organizations performed -- or plan to perform -- 
A/B split or multivariate testing, in order to improve the effectiveness of their email marketing campaigns. Check out this 
chart to learn which email elements are most commonly tested.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31695

ID: 31690
Title: New Chart: The Use of Social Marketing Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 17 August 2010
Summary: What social marketing tactics are most often used by organizations for marketing purposes? From participating 
on social networks, blogs, microblogs and more, find out which tactics top the list as the most commonly used for marketing 
purposes in this chart.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31690

ID: 31688
Title: Complimentary Download: Automated Email ROI Worksheet
Date: Thursday, 12 August 2010
Summary: The strong performance of transactional email and other automated messages can far outweigh the cost to 
implement or expand these programs. But to explain this to your bosses, you'll need to show the numbers. Download this 
complimentary worksheet to calculate your team's automated email ROI. By plugging your metrics into this table, you'll 
quickly see which programs are achieving the best results -- and which areas need improvement. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31688

ID: 31685
Title: New Chart: B2B Marketing Challenges -- Your Input Can Help!
Date: Tuesday, 10 August 2010
Summary: In this chart, we review the greatest challenges B2B marketers faced in 2009, and how your participation in the 
2010 B2B Marketing Benchmark Survey can help identify new tactics to address these challenges, as well as challenges B2B 
marketers will face in the upcoming year.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31685

ID: 31679
Title: New Chart: Email Newsletter Response Rates 
Date: Tuesday, 3 August 2010
Summary: We wanted to know how the performance of B2B email newsletters compares to the performance of B2C email 
newsletters, so we asked nearly 1,500 marketers. Check out this chart to learn how B2B email newsletters compare to B2C 
email newsletters in open rate, clickthrough rate and conversion rate.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31679
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ID: 31674
Title: New Chart: The Length of B2B Sales Cycles from Lead Generation to Sales Conversion
Date: Tuesday, 27 July 2010
Summary: What is the average length of your B2B sales cycle from lead generation to sales conversion, and how does it 
compare to the lengths of your peer's sales cycles in the B2B marketing community? Check out this chart to view the length 
of B2B sales cycles, according to more than 1,000 B2B marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31674

ID: 31669
Title: New Chart: Social Marketing Maturity and the Social Marketing ROAD Map
Date: Tuesday, 20 July 2010
Summary: Which phase of social marketing maturity is your organization in today and where would you like it to be? In this 
chart, find out how your organization compares to more than 2,000 others in terms of social marketing maturity, and which 
Social Marketing ROAD Map elements are priorities for each phase of social marketing maturity.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31669

ID: 31665
Title: New Chart: The Expected Future Impact of Search Innovations
Date: Tuesday, 13 July 2010
Summary: Recent search engine innovations have changed the SEO landscape as we know it. What impact will personalized, 
real time, mobile and video search have on an organization's SEO campaigns in the next 1-5 years? In this chart, you'll learn 
which innovations are expected to have the greatest impact.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31665

ID: 31659
Title: New Chart: The Allocation of SEO Budgets
Date: Tuesday, 6 July 2010
Summary: How are small, medium and large organizations allocating SEO budgets differently? In this chart, you'll learn 
what portion of SEO budgets various SEO expenses are taking for small, medium and large organizations, in regards to staff 
salaries, agency expenses, analytics programs and purchasing inbound links.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31659

ID: 31658
Title: Welcome Messages: Are You Making a Good First Impression on New Opt-ins?
Date: Monday, 5 July 2010
Summary: Jeanne Jennings checks in with another report from our Email Essentials Workshop Training tour. This time, she's 
sharing her thoughts on an often overlooked, but nonetheless critical asset to your email programs -- the welcome message 
to new subscribers. Read her new blog post about making your welcome messages more engaging for new subscribers, 
while supporting bottom-line goals such as generating clickthroughs and sales. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31658
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ID: 31657
Title: New Sherpa Research: Search Engine Optimization Marketing Benchmarks for 2011
Date: Wednesday, 30 June 2010
Summary: Few marketing channels are evolving as rapidly as search engine marketing, which is why this year we decided to 
break our annual Search Marketing Benchmark Guide into two editions -- one dedicated to search engine optimization and 
one dedicated to pay-per-click search advertising. Download this 19-page PDF excerpt from MarketingSherpa's 2011 Search 
Marketing Benchmark Report -- SEO Edition for an overview of how 2,194 search marketers are handling their tactics, 
metrics and budgets. Includes seven new charts.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31657

ID: 31654
Title: New Chart: The Efficiency of SEO Objectives by Primary Market
Date: Tuesday, 29 June 2010
Summary: this chart depicts the efficiency of SEO against various marketing objectives including increasing revenue, lead 
generation, brand or product awareness and more. See how B2B and B2C organizations differently perceive the efficiency of 
these SEO objectives.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31654

ID: 31647
Title: New Chart: Outsourcing for Key Marketing Functions
Date: Tuesday, 22 June 2010
Summary: In this chart, we'll take a look at the outsourcing plans for key marketing functions including search engine 
optimization, email design and content development, social media and more. You will learn what percentage of 
organizations are currently outsourcing various key marketing tactics and which tactics are the most likely to be outsourced 
in the future.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31647

ID: 31645
Title: Lead Nurturing and Management QandA: How to Handle 5 Key Challenges
Date: Friday, 18 June 2010
Summary: A lead nurturing and management strategy is always a work-in-progress. And the inevitable challenges 
and questions you face along the way are great opportunities to improve your results. This QandA addresses five key 
challenges raised by the audience during a recent MarketingSherpa and Eloqua webinar on lead management optimization. 
Whether you're just getting started, or an experienced marketer looking to improve your strategy, take a look at these 
recommendations from MarketingSherpa, MarketingExperiments, InTouch and Eloqua. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31645

ID: 31644
Title: The Preview Pane and Image Blocking: Avoiding the Pitfalls of This Dangerous Combination 
Date: Thursday, 17 June 2010
Summary: Jeanne Jennings is halfway through MarketingSherpa's nationwide Email Essentials Workshop Training tour and 
has checked in with a tale from the road -- and advice for maximizing the limited real estate offered by email client preview 
panes. Read her new blog post about the importance of developing email creative that works for recipients who use 
preview panes and image blocking. Includes an example and design tips to pull readers into your messages. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31644
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ID: 31641
Title: New Chart: Marketing Budgets by Organization Size
Date: Tuesday, 15 June 2010
Summary: In this chart, we'll take a look at marketing budgets as a percentage of total gross revenue for various 
organization sizes. What is your marketing budget and what percentage of your gross revenue does it represent? Check out 
this chart to see how your budget compares to other organizations of your size. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31641

ID: 31640
Title: Last Chance: Enter Your Campaign for MarketingSherpa's 2010 Viral and Social Marketing Hall of Fame
Date: Friday, 11 June 2010
Summary: You have only one day left to nominate your campaign for MarketingSherpa's 2010 Viral and Social Marketing 
Hall of Fame. The deadline for entries is Friday, June 18 at 5:00 p.m. EST. Don't miss your chance to be recognized for a viral 
or social marketing campaign that delivered blockbuster results. Use this form to share the details about your campaign. 
As a reminder, this year we've expanded our traditional Viral Marketing Hall of Fame program to encompass all social 
marketing initiatives. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31640

ID: 31635
Title: New Chart: Highly Effective Email Marketing Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 8 June 2010
Summary: In this chart, we'll take a look at email tactics that were rated highly effective by B2B and B2C marketers. Learn 
how various tactics were rated, including delivering content relevant to segment, email to house lists, email to rented lists 
and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31635

ID: 31632
Title: New Chart: Integrating Social Media with Other Marketing Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 1 June 2010
Summary: The benefits of integrating social media with other marketing tactics far exceed the benefits of utilizing social 
media alone. We wanted to find out how many organizations were integrating social media with online marketing tactics, 
offline marketing tactics or both. Check out this chart to see our results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31632

ID: 31628
Title: New Chart: Targeting and Measuring Social Media Objectives
Date: Tuesday, 25 May 2010
Summary: For this chart, we're taking a look at the targeting and measuring of social marketing objectives, such as 
increased website traffic, lead generation and sales revenue. We've segmented this chart by social marketing maturity to 
see which group of social marketers is the most consistent in their tracking.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31628
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ID: 31619
Title: Is it Time for B2B Marketers to Give Facebook Another Look? 3 Trends to Consider
Date: Wednesday, 19 May 2010
Summary: Facebook doesn't play a big role in most B2B marketers' social strategy. Instead, blogs, Twitter or professional 
networks like LinkedIn command the most attention. But this may be changing. Read three trends that might make B2B 
marketers revisit Facebook as a potential channel in their social marketing mix. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31619

ID: 31616
Title: New Chart: Who is Outsourcing Social Marketing Responsibilities?
Date: Tuesday, 18 May 2010
Summary: As social media's use for marketing purposes grows, we want to know how many companies are outsourcing 
different social marketing responsibilities, including content creation and strategic planning. this chart reveals what 
percentages of our respondents are outsourcing different social marketing responsibilities.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31616

ID: 31614
Title: Gauge Your Social Marketing Maturity: An Excerpt from MarketingSherpa's Social Marketing ROAD Map Handbook
Date: Wednesday, 12 May 2010
Summary: It's time to move beyond trial-and-error in social media and get serious about creating an effective social 
marketing strategy. Download this 16-page excerpt from our new Social Marketing ROAD Map Handbook to start your 
strategic planning process. You'll find three data charts and three questions to help determine your organization's level of 
social marketing maturity. Plus, there's a definition of the Sherpa ROAD Map methodology.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31614

ID: 31612
Title: New Chart: How is Social Media Perceived at Budget Time?
Date: Tuesday, 11 May 2010
Summary: In order to determine how social media was being perceived by organizations at budget time, we asked more 
than 2,300 marketers to give us their input. Take a look at this chart to see how many organizations are increasing their 
social media budgets.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31612

ID: 31606
Title: New Chart: How Effective is Email Marketing?
Date: Tuesday, 4 May 2010
Summary: We asked more than 1,400 marketers for their opinions on how the effectiveness of email for marketing 
purposes was changing. Their answers may surprise you. Check out this chart to see the results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31606
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ID: 31598
Title: New Chart: Marketers Rank B2B Challenges
Date: Tuesday, 27 April 2010
Summary: What are the greatest challenges that B2B marketers are facing? From generating high-quality leads and a high 
volume of leads to generating public relations buzz, see which challenges topped the list.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31598

ID: 31591
Title: New Chart: What Search Capabilities are having a Positive Effect?
Date: Tuesday, 20 April 2010
Summary: We asked search engine marketers to what degree various search capabilities positively affected their PPC or SEO 
efforts, including local and mobile search. Take a look at this chart to see how your peers weighed in on search capabilities.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31591

ID: 31592
Title: Special Report Part 2: Social Media and SEO - 7 Tactics to Boost Rankings and Generate Links 
Date: Tuesday, 20 April 2010
Summary: Search engines are starting to index the content users create on social media sites - and marketers are taking 
advantage. In part two of this Special Report, we've compiled seven tactics marketers are using to reap SEO benefits 
from their social marketing activities. Includes advice for: optimizing social media profiles; conducting keyword research; 
generating inbound links; coordinating your search and social teams
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31592

ID: 31587
Title: New Chart: Marketers Weigh in on Importance of Email Marketing Objectives 
Date: Tuesday, 13 April 2010
Summary: What objectives do email marketers work hardest to achieve? In this chart, we'll show you what email marketing 
objectives were ranked as the most important by your peers. From customer retention to lead generation to driving online 
or offline sales, see which objectives topped the list.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31587

ID: 31588
Title: Special Report: Social Media's Impact on SEO - 5 Trends to Guide an Integrated Strategy
Date: Tuesday, 13 April 2010
Summary: Social media exerts a growing influence on search engine results pages, and marketers who have integrated 
social media in their SEO strategies are already seeing the benefits. Early movers are attracting more inbound links and 
claiming more page-one real estate. We're diving into the details of social/SEO integration in this two-part Special Report. 
This installment features five key trends marketers must understand when integrating SEO and social marketing. Includes 
data from our 2010 Social Media Marketing Benchmark Report and examples from marketers. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31588
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ID: 31582
Title: New Chart: Keyword Research Tactics Ranked by Efficiency
Date: Tuesday, 6 April 2010
Summary: Keyword research should be the foundation of any search engine marketing campaign, but what is the best way 
to go about researching and defining your target key terms? this chart will show you the most highly rated keyword research 
tactics, so you can start researching with greater efficiency.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31582

ID: 31576
Title: New Chart: How Effective is Local Search?
Date: Tuesday, 30 March 2010
Summary: We wanted to better understand how local search was perceived in terms of effectiveness by search engine 
marketers. Check out this chart to see your peers' opinions on local search. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31576

ID: 31571
Title: Special Report: 8 Criteria for Choosing a Lead Scoring/Marketing Automation Vendor
Date: Wednesday, 24 March 2010
Summary: If you've decided your team is ready to adopt lead scoring or marketing automation, then the next big decision 
is choosing a vendor. While there are many great programs to choose from, you must find one that best fits your needs. In 
part two of our lead scoring Special Report, Emily W. Salus, Sr. Marketing Manager, CollabNet, highlights eight key criteria to 
consider when evaluating vendors. Along the way, she provides a handy list of questions to ask yourself -- and the vendors 
-- to lock in to the best match for your organization. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31571

ID: 31569
Title: New Chart: Search Engine Marketers Rank SEM Challenges
Date: Tuesday, 23 March 2010
Summary: What are the greatest challenges search engine marketers face in search engine optimization and pay per click 
advertising? From increased competition to tracking ROI, see which challenges made the top of the list.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31569

ID: 31567
Title: Special Report: When to Adopt Lead Scoring, and How to Justify the Investment
Date: Wednesday, 17 March 2010
Summary: B2B marketers considering a lead scoring and marketing automation solution typically wrestle with two major 
issues: How do I know if I need it -- and if I do, how can I attain budget for it? We tapped Emily W. Salus, Sr. Marketing 
Manager, CollabNet, to answer these questions. She first shared her experience in implementing lead scoring at 
MarketingSherpa's 2009 B2B Marketing Summit. In the first installment of a two-part Special Report, she explains how to 
know when you're ready to adopt lead scoring and marketing automation.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31567
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ID: 31564
Title: New Chart: How Do Your Search Conversion Rates Compare?
Date: Tuesday, 16 March 2010
Summary: Do you wonder how your search conversion rates measure up when compared to other search marketers? Check 
out this chart to see typical conversion rates for sponsored advertising (PPC), organic search (SEO) and online shopping 
engines, broken out by conversion type.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31564

ID: 31558
Title: New Chart: How Effective is Social Media in Achieving Target Business Objectives?
Date: Tuesday, 9 March 2010
Summary: We wanted to find out the effectiveness of social media in terms of achieving various target business objectives, 
such as increasing brand or product awareness and increasing sales revenue. See the responses we received from more 
than 2,000 marketers in this chart. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31558

ID: 31553
Title: New Chart: What Social Media Marketing Objectives are Organizations Targeting and Measuring?
Date: Tuesday, 2 March 2010
Summary: Organizations have various objectives in utilizing social media, from increasing website traffic to reducing 
customer support costs. What social media marketing objectives are you targeting and measuring? See how your answers 
compare to our survey results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31553

ID: 31552
Title: Making Social and Email Work Together
Date: Saturday, 27 February 2010
Summary: This month, we welcome email marketing expert Jeanne Jennings as a guest blogger for MarketingSherpa. 
Jeanne will be teaching MarketingSherpa's Email Essentials Workshop Training class in 10 cities from March through August, 
and will be blogging about her experiences along the way. In her first post, she examines recent studies that reveal how 
symbiotic the relationship between email and social media actually is. http://sherpablog.marketingsherpa.com/email-
marketing/making-social-and-email-work/
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31552

ID: 31551
Title: Special Report: Marketing Wisdom 2010 - Complimentary PDF Download 
Date: Wednesday, 24 February 2010
Summary: Your copy of MarketingSherpa's 2010 Wisdom Report is ready to download. This year's edition features 70 real-
life stories and lessons from marketers just like you who weathered last year's brutal economy. Click here to download your 
complimentary PDF of the 2010 Wisdom Report Special thanks to the MarketingSherpa readers who contributed stories and 
quotes for this eighth annual Report. We read through all of them to compile the best advice on topics such as social media, 
search, email, lead generation, testing, and more. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31551
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ID: 31548
Title: New Chart: What Social Metrics are Organizations Monitoring and Measuring?
Date: Tuesday, 23 February 2010
Summary: Monitoring and measuring the impact of social media is a vital step in any social marketing campaign. We asked 
more than 2,000 marketers what metrics they use to monitor and measure impact, and here's what we found.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31548

ID: 31541
Title: New Chart: How are Organizations Performing Social Media Practices?
Date: Tuesday, 16 February 2010
Summary: We wanted to learn more about the processes organizations use to execute common social media practices, 
including monitoring activity, defining plan objectives and strategy, and executing across various platforms. Here's what we 
learned.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31541

ID: 31525
Title: New Chart: How Much of the Online Budget is Social Media Getting?
Date: Tuesday, 9 February 2010
Summary: We wanted to know how organizations allocated their online marketing budgets for each of the following tactics, 
including personnel, media and other direct costs. This is what we learned.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31525

ID: 31521
Title: New Chart: Social Marketers Preparing for the Challenges Ahead
Date: Tuesday, 2 February 2010
Summary: We asked more than 2,300 social media marketers how they thought important challenges to social marketing 
effectiveness would change in 2010. Here's what we found.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31521

ID: 31517
Title: New Chart: Comparing the Quantity and Quality of B2B Search-Generated Leads
Date: Tuesday, 26 January 2010
Summary: The sales team is calling for not just more leads, but better leads. And while SEO generates the highest rates in 
both categories, it is paid search that enables marketers to control the timing and placement of search result listings.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31517
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ID: 31509
Title: New Chart: The Long Road from B2B Lead Generation to Sales Conversion
Date: Tuesday, 19 January 2010
Summary: Marketers face lengthy time spans as they progress from lead generation to conversion, making it difficult to 
nurture prospects while moving them through the pipeline. This chart highlights the percentages of leads in each stage of 
the pipeline that are likely to advance to the next stage.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31509

ID: 31502
Title: New Chart: What's Motivating the Social Relationship Between Consumers and Companies?
Date: Tuesday, 12 January 2010
Summary: Working with Survey Sampling to access a nationally representative sample of consumers, this year's Popular 
Media Study explores social media usage, and how it may affect the relationship people have with commercial interests.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31502

ID: 31495
Title: New Chart: Perceptions about Social Media are Changing
Date: Monday, 4 January 2010
Summary: Social media is gaining respect at a critical time - when budgets are being formulated. And this attitude 
adjustment is having a major effect on marketing spending.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31495

ID: 31491
Title: B2B Recap for 2009: Lead Nurturing Overhaul, Social Media Strategy, SEO, and More
Date: Wednesday, 30 December 2009
Summary: We continue our look back at 2009. Despite the challenges brought about by the recession, marketers managed 
to do more with less, demonstrating resolve and creative thinking through revealing case studies, best practices and new 
insights. Below, you'll find links to five B2B articles from 2009 that show how marketers tackled their top challenges and 
pursued their priorities for the year, including: optimizing lead nurturing campaigns to deal with a long sales cycle; adding 
social media to the marketing mix; improving SEO through corporate blogging
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31491

ID: 31492
Title: B2C Year-in-Review: Social Media Success, Creative Promotions, Mobile Tests, and More
Date: Wednesday, 30 December 2009
Summary: We continue our look back at 2009, with a focus on how B2C marketers adapted to the challenges of the 
recession and gained new insights into emerging channels, such as social media and mobile marketing. Here are links to five 
B2C articles from 2009 that show how marketers can boost conversions even when consumer spending is down, and can 
optimize existing tactics while testing new campaign strategies.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31492
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ID: 31493
Title: EmailSherpa 2009 in Review: Social Sharing, Segmentation, Optimizing Autoresponders, and More
Date: Wednesday, 30 December 2009
Summary: We continue our review of 2009 newsletters, with a look at how email marketers adapted to economic 
conditions and optimized their tactics. Here are links to five EmailSherpa articles from 2009 that reflect the most significant 
trends in email marketing. Topics include: integrating email with social media; optimizing autoresponders and transactional 
email programs; database segmentation strategies; attracting high-quality subscribers from list-growth campaigns
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31493

ID: 31489
Title: New Chart: Aligning Social Marketing Objectives with Corresponding Metrics
Date: Tuesday, 29 December 2009
Summary: Aligning social marketing objectives with their corresponding metrics is important because it enables an 
organization to measure its progress in achieving the objectives and proving ROI.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31489

ID: 31490
Title: Great Minds 2009 in Review: New FTC Rules, Surviving the Recession and More
Date: Tuesday, 29 December 2009
Summary: As 2009 winds down, we are reflecting on one of the most turbulent economic years in recent memory. Despite 
the challenges brought about by the recession, marketers managed to do more with less, demonstrating resolve and 
creative thinking through revealing case studies, best practices and new insights. Below, you'll find links to five Great Minds 
articles from 2009 that show how marketers continued to adapt to new challenges, finding inventive ways to achieve 
perennial goals, such as: linking PPC campaigns to offline conversions; negotiating with vendors; and more. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31490

ID: 31485
Title: New Chart: 2010 Social Marketing Budgets Defy Economic Concerns
Date: Tuesday, 22 December 2009
Summary: Chances are your overall marketing budget was hit hard by the economy in 2009 and the prospect of recovering 
a substantial portion of these funds in 2010 is not very likely. Still, there is good news for social media marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31485

ID: 31474
Title: New Chart: Social Marketing Maturity is in Transition from Trial to Strategic
Date: Tuesday, 15 December 2009
Summary: Which phase of marketing maturity is your organization in today? Where do you want to be? How will you get 
there from here? These are important questions because the more mature an organization's social marketing, the more 
strategic and effective it becomes.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31474
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ID: 31468
Title: New Chart: 
Date: Tuesday, 8 December 2009
Summary: Marketers agree that tracking email-to-website conversions is a far more important metric than tracking open 
and click rates. But what exactly is a conversion? This is where marketers disagree.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31468

ID: 31459
Title: New Chart: Opt-In Email Lists Still Growing, Slowly but Surely
Date: Tuesday, 1 December 2009
Summary: This past year was particularly challenging for email marketers attempting to grow their lists. Yet, the trend 
indicates that marketers tasked with this difficult situation have achieved surprisingly positive results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31459

ID: 31455
Title: New Chart: How Merchants Manage the Affiliate Search Marketing Dilemma
Date: Tuesday, 24 November 2009
Summary: Competition between companies and their affiliates is natural. Affiliates can be very effective at creating 
revenue-generating traffic through search so there's an inherent tension in the system. See the main attitudes/policies with 
which merchants attempt to deal with this issue.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31455

ID: 31450
Title: New Chart: How Agencies View Client Search Marketing Budgets
Date: Tuesday, 17 November 2009
Summary: Today, many marketers have been forced to make sacrifices to accommodate smaller budgets. This decrease in 
elastic budgets has caused many companies to run out of available money when they need it most, reducing their ability to 
meet consumer demand for their keywords.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31450

ID: 31445
Title: New Chart: Email Spending Sped Up as the Economy Slowed
Date: Tuesday, 10 November 2009
Summary: Email has not only been spared the ax that fell heavily on most marketing budget line items, it seems to have 
actually benefited from the down economy. This boon wasn't skewed by a few email-reliant sectors, it occurred in every 
industry participating in our benchmark survey.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31445
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ID: 31442
Title: New Chart: Do Email Tactics That Take More Work Get a Bigger Payoff?
Date: Tuesday, 3 November 2009
Summary: In today's economy, it is common for marketing departments to be understaffed and overburdened. This 
problem makes the amount of time and effort required to implement a tactic nearly as important a consideration as the 
effectiveness of the tactic.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31442

ID: 31425
Title: New Chart: The Benefits of Sharing Email Content with Social Media Sites
Date: Tuesday, 27 October 2009
Summary: "Social sharing" allows email recipients to share email content on popular social networks and other social media 
sites. Combining targeted email with the reach of social media opens a wealth of new opportunities for marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31425

ID: 31416
Title: New Sherpa Research: Email Marketing Benchmarks for 2010
Date: Thursday, 22 October 2009
Summary: Email marketing continues to evolve. We surveyed 1,493 email marketers to find out how they're managing 
traditional email tactics while adapting to new opportunities like social media. Download this 16-page PDF excerpt from 
MarketingSherpa's 2010 Email Marketing Benchmark Report for a highlights overview. The report features six charts that 
share new data on: anticipated challenges for 2010; changes in email budgets; tactics that work; social media's influence on 
email
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31416

ID: 31393
Title: New Chart: Email is Social, and it's not Going Anywhere
Date: Tuesday, 20 October 2009
Summary: When consumers want to share something from the Internet with their friends or family, such as a video, link 
or article, what methods do they use? While social media is gaining ground on email, the latter still dominates as a sharing 
tool.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31393

ID: 31395
Title: FTC's New Endorsement Guidelines: 6 Key Areas to Examine
Date: Tuesday, 20 October 2009
Summary: The FTC's new Guides on testimonials and endorsements, which take effect on Dec. 1, are a hotly debated topic. 
Cut through the hype and find out how the Guides might impact your marketing. We highlight six key areas that every 
marketer should examine to ensure they're not crossing the line into deceptive practices. Includes advice for playing it safe 
when using bloggers for endorsements and product reviews.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31395
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ID: 31390
Title: New Chart: Measurement Mandatory for Search Marketers
Date: Tuesday, 13 October 2009
Summary: Just as the web democratized media access to a mass audience for any advertiser-free or cheap methods 
for measuring search media have also now become available to anyone. Search marketing has always been a numbers-
intensive endeavor, so it's no surprise that search marketers have quickly adopted analytics into everyday use.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31390

ID: 31358
Title: New Chart: Past Email Challenges to Increase in Importance Next Year
Date: Tuesday, 6 October 2009
Summary: During the past 12 months, email marketers have faced the extraordinary challenge of increasing email 
effectiveness to offset decreasing demand. The first step to overcoming important challenges in the future is to identify and 
prioritize what they were in the past. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31358

ID: 31357
Title: New Chart: The Art and Science of Keyword Research
Date: Sunday, 27 September 2009
Summary: Finding the most effective keywords to use in search engine marketing is part art and part science, and has been 
a chief concern of marketers since the practice began. It's imperative that marketers know and use the same language used 
by the market they wish to attract, and emphasize those words that lead to the highest conversion levels.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31357

ID: 31359
Title: MarketingSherpa's Viral Marketing Hall of Fame 2009: Top 7 Campaigns
Date: Wednesday, 23 September 2009
Summary: We're excited to introduce the inductees to MarketingSherpa's fifth annual Viral Marketing Hall of Fame. See 
how seven marketers planned and executed campaigns that built their own buzz and pushed KPIs higher and higher. 
Includes screenshots, campaign summaries, and Sherpa analysis on seven campaigns from companies such as Disney, 
Microsoft and Atlassian. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31359

ID: 31356
Title: New Chart: Business Technology Websites Benefitting from Continuous Improvement
Date: Tuesday, 22 September 2009
Summary: Marketers continue to give themselves better grades on their websites and how well they are managed. Business 
technology clearly stands out as the sector that is much more likely (in some cases twice as likely) to manage its website 
capabilities at a high level.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31356
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ID: 31352
Title: New Chart: Conversions are a "User-Defined Event" for Search Marketers
Date: Tuesday, 15 September 2009
Summary: The most important consideration when defining a conversion event is that it matches your organization's most 
important strategic goals and is realistic enough to produce actionable data.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31352

ID: 31349
Title: Special Report: How to Conduct Email Surveys - Tips to Lift Response and Write Subject Lines 
Date: Thursday, 3 September 2009
Summary: With the economy still shaky, consumer confidence gyrating, and the timing of a recovery uncertain, it's hard 
to know what your customers want from your products and services these days. One solution: Ask them, using an email 
survey. Here's a special report from our archives to help you make the most of email surveys. We've compiled a list of best 
practices to make your survey engaging enough to get your customers to take part. Plus, we include advice on writing 
effective subject lines and tips on lifting your response rates.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31349

ID: 31346
Title: New Chart: Social Media's Place in the Elite Marketing Trio
Date: Tuesday, 1 September 2009
Summary: Social media has rapidly evolved to become a member of an elite trio of interactive marketing tactics - "Email, 
Search and Social". But we wanted to know how marketers ranked these tactics in importance to each other, and who they 
thought would emerge as the alpha dog of the pack moving forward.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31346

ID: 31343
Title: 2010 Budget Planning: Now is the Time to Invest in Email 
Date: Thursday, 27 August 2009
Summary: As marketers start to plan for 2010, budgets remain a battleground. So we're offering this timely chart from our 
most recent Email Marketing Benchmark Guide to demonstrate the importance of a well-funded email program. The data 
says: Keep email off the chopping block.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31343

ID: 31333
Title: New Chart: Achieving High ROI from Second-Tier Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 25 August 2009
Summary: this chart offers a combined look at how marketers rated the performance of several secondary tactics, such 
as rental email lists, 3rd party lead purchases, list appending and 2nd tier search. Even though most marketers give these 
tactics low marks, there's an important "but" that we've observed in study after study. In every case, there will be a group 
of marketers who have found above average value. Anywhere from 5%-20% of respondents (circled in the chart below) will 
report that these normally under-performing tactics were a home run. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31333
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ID: 31332
Title: New Chart: Trend Analysis: Email Performance Since 2001
Date: Tuesday, 18 August 2009
Summary: We've been studying email trends for a long time, and this chart goes back to the beginning, tracing the 
relationship between email practice and email success. In one form or another, we've asked the basic question about how 
well email was performing since our first survey in 2001. This chart highlights some trends and key takeaways.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31332

ID: 31326
Title: B2B Viral Campaigns that Delivered: 6 Examples
Date: Wednesday, 12 August 2009
Summary: We put the best B2B viral marketing campaigns in the spotlight at our 2009 B2B Marketing Summit -- which 
means we're still looking for nominations for this year's Viral Marketing Hall of Fame. So we thought we'd give you some 
inspiration. We've collected six B2B campaigns that were honored in our Viral Hall of Fame to demonstrate how the tactic 
can apply to your lead generation strategy. Each write-up includes a description of the campaign's goals, seeding strategies, 
results, and tons of creative samples. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31326

ID: 31330
Title: New Chart: Generating High-Quality Leads is B2B Marketer's Number One Challenge
Date: Tuesday, 11 August 2009
Summary: The call from the sales force is not "Give us more leads," it's "Give us better leads." Marketing is aware of this 
issue, as this chart shows, and is responding to the challenge. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31330

ID: 31322
Title: Protect Your List: How to Fight 3 Internal Battles over Email Strategy
Date: Thursday, 6 August 2009
Summary: We're roughly halfway through the six-city tour of our Email Marketing Essentials workshop, which has allowed 
for in-depth conversations with email marketers about the state of the industry. Along the way, we've noticed repeated 
questions about common internal battles email marketers must fight. Marketers under pressure to squeeze more revenue 
from their email lists have been defending against "quick fix" strategies that can sacrifice the long-term health of their 
database. In this article, we outline how to fight key battles over email frequency, and more. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31322

ID: 31319
Title: New Chart: Website Upgrade for a Successful Holiday Season
Date: Wednesday, 5 August 2009
Summary: It's summertime, when many marketers are taking a well deserved break, but e-commerce folks are hard at 
work, gearing up for what is projected to be an improved holiday season over 2008 with growth up approximately 9%, and 
significantly more in some sectors. Here's a look at our top three tactics to improve website conversions, as rated by nearly 
1,500 e-commerce marketers in April to help you prep for shoppers' return to the Internet.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31319
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ID: 31312
Title: New Chart: Information Sources for Large Purchase Decisions Changing
Date: Tuesday, 28 July 2009
Summary: Driven by economic circumstances, the buying process for large and complex purchases is changing. Marketers 
who are aware of changing buyer behaviors, such as the use of information resources, will be better able to align their 
selling process with the buying process to improve effectiveness.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31312

ID: 31310
Title: New Search Marketing Research: Marketers Reveal What Works Now
Date: Friday, 24 July 2009
Summary: Search marketing is evolving at a rapid pace, and we've got the latest data on how search marketers are adapting 
to the changes. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31310

ID: 31308
Title: New Chart: Hiring Skilled Search Marketers Is Becoming Easier
Date: Thursday, 23 July 2009
Summary: It continues to get easier to find and retain skilled SEM staff. As the industry matures, more people have more 
experience. While this is good for the health of the industry, it may mean smaller salaries for SEM specialists.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31308

ID: 31290
Title: New Chart: Multimedia Driving Skeptics to Become Social Media Release Converts
Date: Wednesday, 15 July 2009
Summary: A primary advantage of a social media release (SMR) is the variety of multi-media content that can be used 
to engage an audience. A substantial portion of marketers who employ SMRs put this advantage to use with outstanding 
results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31290

ID: 31289
Title: New Chart: Lines Between Display Ads, Search, and Social Blurring Rapidly
Date: Wednesday, 8 July 2009
Summary: New to the list of Pay-Per-Click (PPC) providers this year is Facebook. While not a search engine, it offers 
contextually targeted PPC text ads in a way similar to the Google content network. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31289
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ID: 31295
Title: Combine Social Media with Traditional Tactics: 3 Campaign Examples from IBM
Date: Tuesday, 7 July 2009
Summary: As the number of social media channels continues to grow, it can be daunting to figure out which tools suit 
which purposes for marketing. See how an IBM VP combines social media with traditional tactics for product development, 
event promotion, and demand generation. Includes lessons learned and highlights from three campaigns.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31295

ID: 31293
Title: The Value of an Online Community: 5 Unexpected Benefits 
Date: Thursday, 2 July 2009
Summary: Striking the right tone in your social media marketing efforts requires a delicate balance. You don't want to turn 
off prospects by being overly promotional in these channels, but you also want your efforts to support marketing goals. See 
how one software marketer struck that balance when creating an online community for its target audience of developers. 
They've avoided using it as a direct marketing channel, and in the process were surprised by five big benefits of creating and 
managing the community. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31293

ID: 31277
Title: New Sherpa Research: 2,638 B2B Marketers and Buyers Reveal Lead Gen Strategies That Work
Date: Wednesday, 1 July 2009
Summary: Lead generation stands at an economic cross road -- between recession and recovery. Find out what B2B 
marketers, decision makers and influencers said about the tactics that work now. Download this 16-page PDF excerpt from 
MarketingSherpa's 2009-2010 B2B Marketing Benchmark Report. The report features six charts highlighting new data on: 
marketers' outlook on a potential economic recovery; social media adoption by B2B marketers; buyers' use of information 
during a complex purchase process; managing the pipeline from lead generation to sales conversion
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31277

ID: 31272
Title: New Chart: How Well Managed is the Hub of Your Marketing Strategy?
Date: Tuesday, 30 June 2009
Summary: The foremost change in B2B marketing during the past decade or so has been the emergence of a company's 
website as the primary point of contact with prospects and customers. The website has also become an extremely efficient 
platform for integrating and automating the lead generation process. As a result, the role of a company's website has 
been elevated from simply a spoke in the marketing mix wheel to the hub of the marketing strategy. The following chart 
represents a snapshot of how well B2B websites are being managed.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31272

ID: 31271
Title: New Chart: Search is Generating the Bulk of B2B Leads - But How Good are They?
Date: Tuesday, 23 June 2009
Summary: The success of a marketing program is too often judged by the quantity, rather than the quality, of leads 
produced. But when it comes to converting leads to revenue, the sales force will tell you that more isn't necessarily better - 
better is better.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31271
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ID: 31280
Title: New Sherpa Research: New Data on Subscription Content 
Date: Thursday, 18 June 2009
Summary: How are paid content publishers managing in the recession? We recently partnered with the Specialized 
Information Publishers Foundation to survey marketers in the online subscription industry about current challenges and 
opportunities. The following Special Report outlines key results of that research. Includes 10 new data charts and insights 
into: the top challenges facing paid content publishers; the state of subscriber acquisition and retention rates changing 
sources of revenue; plans for marketing investments, including a look at Web 2.0 technologies. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31280

ID: 31270
Title: New Chart: Managing the B2B Marketing-to-Sales Process
Date: Tuesday, 16 June 2009
Summary: Which best practices are marketers NOT using to effectively manage their marketing-to-sales process? The one 
that stands out here is the ability to hand leads back to marketing when they have proven not to be sales worthy. These 
are usually qualified prospects that simply aren't ready to purchase. And not having process to handle this is a missed 
opportunity by allowing these future sales to fall through this gaping crack in the pipeline.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31270

ID: 31269
Title: Reporting Metrics, Integrating Social Media and More: 5 Questions from our Email Workshop
Date: Thursday, 11 June 2009
Summary: Any time a marketer faces a question about their email campaigns, they shouldn't feel like they're alone. 
Chances are good that other marketers, somewhere, are wrestling with the same challenge. In this article, we answer five 
questions that were raised when we hosted an email marketing workshop with a small group of marketers. Includes advice 
on: reporting metrics to your boss; when to adopt a social media strategy; dealing with an aging demographic.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31269

ID: 31267
Title: Simple Registration Form Changes To Lift Conversions: 5 Ideas to Test 
Date: Wednesday, 10 June 2009
Summary: Making the most of limited resources often means generating incremental improvements from your proven 
tactics, rather than testing big new campaign strategies. Content registration forms are one of the best places to look 
for simple changes that can boost conversion rates. We've combed through some of our best past case studies and B2B 
research to highlight five registration form tweaks that have given marketers more bang for their buck. Consider these tests 
when looking for your own ways to improve campaign response. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31267

ID: 31245
Title: New Chart: Every Ad Has A Purpose-A Look At Strategy vs. Online Ad Tactic
Date: Tuesday, 9 June 2009
Summary: Even the much maligned pop-up ad can be effective (and possibly even appreciated by consumers) when the 
tactic aligns with a strategic purpose that makes sense. We asked a few hundred online advertisers what strategy their 
advertising is focused on, and the types of ads they use, in order to see which ad types are favored for each strategy.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31245
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ID: 31264
Title: When a Blog Isn't Enough: Expanding Customer Interaction with a Branded Social Network
Date: Tuesday, 9 June 2009
Summary: Social media helps marketers create more interaction with their customers. But sometimes, adding a single 
element -- like a blog or a forum -- isn't enough. Read how an outdoor sporting goods brand used insights from their blog to 
create a social network for their customers. They share their thoughts on the value of social media to consumer brands, and 
offer advice on designing a network and promoting it in multiple channels. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31264

ID: 31261
Title: Analyzing Customer Motivation to Create Campaign Incentives that Resonate
Date: Wednesday, 3 June 2009
Summary: Few strategies can pay off like the classics: doing research, segmenting your audience, and discovering why they 
like you. Once you know your customers' motivations, you can design more relevant marketing campaigns. Read how the 
marketing team at an online community used customer research to identify key motivators for their customer segments. 
Then, they used that research to develop a campaign that's helping drive 200% more registrations every month.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31261

ID: 31244
Title: New Chart: Marketers Want More Interactivity in Video Ads
Date: Tuesday, 2 June 2009
Summary: When we asked a sample of marketers using video advertising, either online or on TV, what effect various tactics 
would have on their video ads, greater interactivity and creating more versions for more consumer targets proved to be the 
most popular. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31244

ID: 31260
Title: How to Measure SEO Effectively: 7 Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 2 June 2009
Summary: Once you adopt search-engine optimization best practices for your website, it can take weeks before the changes 
are indexed by search engines. Then you have to measure their impact. How can you tell if a lift in performance is due to 
your SEO, or the result of another marketing campaign? We've outlined seven tactics to help you measure the real impact 
that SEO has on your website. Includes advice for monitoring metrics, managing your timing, and deciding when to dig 
deeper.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31260

ID: 31243
Title: New Chart: Online Tests for Video Ads Still Not Common
Date: Tuesday, 19 May 2009
Summary: We asked marketers currently creating video advertising for television or the internet to tell us what information 
they use to inform the design of new ads. We found that previous results and market research are used by the majority of 
respondents, but those actively testing video ads online before they roll out big-budget TV campaigns are in the minority.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31243
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ID: 31240
Title: Localize Your International Email Campaigns: 4 Proven Tactics 
Date: Thursday, 14 May 2009
Summary: Different email laws aren't the only challenges marketers face when creating multi-national email campaigns. 
They also must adapt email content for language and cultural differences in each country. Recent news about Canada's anti-
spam regulation got us thinking about those other campaign localization challenges. So in this piece, we've collected proven 
advice on email localization from experienced global marketers. Includes tactics for: hiring translators; using appropriate 
images; adjusting tone for cultural differences
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31240

ID: 31232
Title: How to Be More Accountable for Your Marketing Efforts: 4 Solutions to Top Challenges
Date: Tuesday, 12 May 2009
Summary: With budgets under pressure, management may expect marketers to be more accountable for their campaigns. 
But don't fret -- establishing a process to provide greater accountability for your marketing efforts can give you the metrics 
you need, when you need them, and help you improve your campaigns. We dove into the topic of marketing accountability 
with a senior director of marketing operations from Wal-Mart. She shared the four biggest challenges to establishing a 
culture of accountability in your marketing department.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31232

ID: 31234
Title: New Chart: New E-commerce Research - Website Tactics that Boost Conversion
Date: Tuesday, 12 May 2009
Summary: This just in from our recent E-commerce Benchmark Report. Many of the ways of positively affecting conversion, 
customer return and shopping cart size fall into two camps; information and technology. The good news is that many of the 
tactics revolving around the former aren't expensive to implement at least in raw dollars. In general, we find that some of 
the most basic elements of marketing are still the most important - product copy, brand trust and creating an environment 
where logically associated products are offered.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31234

ID: 31223
Title: Canada's Anti-Spam Bill: 5 Key Differences from CAN SPAM
Date: Wednesday, 6 May 2009
Summary: A new anti-spam bill in Canada has that nation poised to establish rules for commercial email communications 
-- and penalties for violations. Marketers need to prepare themselves for any changes in their practices should this bill 
become law. This article highlights five key differences between the Canadian bill and the CAN SPAM act. It also offers tips 
on how to check your database for Canadian addresses, and to check whether your existing procedures meet the more 
stringent rules of the proposed regulation.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31223

ID: 31218
Title: Create Brand Consistency for All Channels: 7 Strategies for Building a Brand Standards Website
Date: Tuesday, 5 May 2009
Summary: Marketers in large organizations often struggle to ensure communications from other departments present a 
consistent brand message. How is the sales team using the logo on their PowerPoints? What language is being used on 
press releases? What template should that letter CFOs office use? See how the marketing team at The Wharton School got 
everyone on the same page by creating a brand standards website, complete with how-to guidelines and downloadable 
resources that maintained brand consistency across all channels of communication. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31218
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ID: 31219
Title: New Chart: How Accurately Can You Gauge the ROI of Social Media Tactics?
Date: Tuesday, 5 May 2009
Summary: Marketers are under constant pressure to measure everything they do. The result is often a default to tactics that 
are more easily and accurately measurable, regardless of their effectiveness. This is especially true in social media marketing 
which often requires qualitative measurement rather than quantitative metrics that are more familiar to online marketers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31219

ID: 31186
Title: New Sherpa E-commerce Benchmark Results 2009: 1,418 E-commerce Marketers Surveyed 
Date: Thursday, 30 April 2009
Summary: MarketingSherpa's 2009 E-commerce Benchmark Report was just published. Here's your official Sherpa Reader 
download hotlink to the Executive Summary PDF, which includes 7 key findings
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31186

ID: 31206
Title: New Chart: E-commerce - It's Not All About Price
Date: Tuesday, 28 April 2009
Summary: In lean economic times, it's natural for consumers to place a great emphasis on price, and retailers have 
implemented drastic price reductions to maintain cash flow and clear shelves. Even so, there are tactics and tools which can 
increase revenues without further decreasing slim margins. Take a look at this chart and our analysis to find out what they 
are and why they work.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31206

ID: 31182
Title: New Chart: Internet Video Gains Popularity with TV Viewers
Date: Tuesday, 21 April 2009
Summary: To better predict whether or not consumers would adopt the practice of watching TV programs online, we 
asked a sample of 1,438 regular Americans what they watch, how they watch it, and why. We expected some pretty big 
skews in attitudes toward watching TV over the Internet once we divvied up the sample by age. While we saw some 
definite differences in usage, when we looked at some of the driving factors behind this, the different age groups showed a 
surprising degree of uniformity.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31182

ID: 31179
Title: MarketingSherpa's 2009 Email Awards Gallery: Get Inspired by These Exceptional Campaigns
Date: Thursday, 16 April 2009
Summary: Once again, we've compiled the year's best email campaigns in our 2009 Email Awards Gallery. This year's gallery 
features 43 campaigns that delivered exceptional results in categories that include welcome letters, newsletters, B2B and 
B2C promotions and email contests. Winning brands include Dell, Pizza Hut, Wells Fargo, Sprint, British Airways and Duke 
University.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31179
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ID: 31174
Title: New Chart: Majority of Marketers Believe No Experience is Needed to be a Social Media Expert
Date: Tuesday, 14 April 2009
Summary: Two-thirds of marketers who work for organizations that have not used any form of social media marketing 
or PR consider themselves "very knowledgeable" or "somewhat knowledgeable" about this emerging strategy. Their 
overconfidence in unproven ability can doom social media initiatives to failure.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31174

ID: 31167
Title: New Chart: Marketers Disclose Viral Video Costs
Date: Tuesday, 7 April 2009
Summary: We asked more than 1,000 marketers who are actively using video in their efforts about their campaigns. 
Viral video is a hot topic, since the promise of free distribution is a tempting one. Find out what we learned about the 
relationship between their budgets and campaigns' success.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31167

ID: 31150
Title: New Chart: Anticipate Consumers' Interests in Your Niche Content
Date: Tuesday, 31 March 2009
Summary: Self-produced content plays a role in every product and service niche. Whether you sell to consumers or the 
enterprise, you probably produce multiple pieces of content that are delivered through your website, blogs, syndication 
services, RSS, email and Twitter, just to name some of the most popular conduits. The pressure to be 'thought leaders' has 
become one of marketing's basic functions at many organizations. So, to help you out, we asked content marketers, what is 
it that sparks a change in content?
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31150

ID: 31136
Title: New Chart: Follow Our 3 Steps to Turn Your Opt-in into a Subscriber 
Date: Tuesday, 24 March 2009
Summary: At Email Summit 2009, we presented the audience with this chilling chart. It's a little tough to decipher, but the 
bottom line is this: over 50% of respondents reported that of all the email they received from legitimate companies, they 
had asked only for 25% of it or less. Nearly 20% responded that they hadn't asked for any of it. So, is opt-in a misnomer? 
Perhaps. Read on to discover how you can get your opt-ins to become true subscribers. Includes three easy steps.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31136

ID: 31118
Title: New Chart: The Real Culprit Behind Unsubscribes 
Date: Tuesday, 17 March 2009
Summary: In the opening session of Email Summit 2009, we spent some time looking at the challenges facing email 
marketing. Year after year in our email benchmark survey, the top challenge is identified as 'Inbox clutter' and its effect on 
all email communications. "Delivering on the promise of relevance to our list" comes in a distant second (17% compared to 
36% for clutter). So, marketers seem to agree, but are they right?
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31118
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ID: 31063
Title: New Chart: Are Clients and Agencies Integrating Social Media into the Marketing Mix?
Date: Tuesday, 3 March 2009
Summary: On average, about 80% of marketers are integrating social media with other communications tactics. But clients 
and their agencies disagree on whether social media is being integrated into the mix with both online and offline tactics.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31063

ID: 31058
Title: New Chart: Search Budgeting for Efficiency - 2 Valid Reasons
Date: Tuesday, 24 February 2009
Summary: Recent Sherpa speaking gigs at industry-specific conferences led to an interesting observation. We noticed huge 
variations, within any industry, in the understanding and use of online marketing. For some, the online revolution embodies 
profound positive changes; for others, the Internet threatens long-established business models and some companies 
themselves. Sherpa readers tend to fall into the former camp, but everyone can benefit from the answers to a few of the 
best questions we heard. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31058

ID: 31048
Title: New Chart: Best Social Media Use - Boosting Brand Reputation, Awareness
Date: Tuesday, 17 February 2009
Summary: Social media marketing and PR is best at branding. More than 90% of marketers agree, according to exclusive 
research in MarketingSherpa's Social Media Marketing and PR Benchmark Guide. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31048

ID: 31044
Title: Exclusive Sherpa Research: Social Media Marketing and PR Benchmarks, Best Practices, Tactics for Any Budget
Date: Tuesday, 17 February 2009
Summary: Social media marketing and public relations is emerging as a practice at a critical time. The economic recession 
has marketers exploring new tactics to generate revenue with minimal investment. But what do you really know about 
social media marketing and PR? Do you know its ROI? Do you know what works? Can you even define it? Now you 
can! We've pulled together the latest research and best practices into a 225-page study that is our first on social media 
marketing and PR. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31044

ID: 31043
Title: New Chart: Social Media: Most Effective Tactics Are the Most Difficult to Measure Quantitatively
Date: Tuesday, 10 February 2009
Summary: The most effective social media tactics are the most difficult to measure quantitatively. Don't employ less 
effective tactics for the sake of measuring ROI. Consider the value of qualitative factors to gauge more effective tactics.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31043
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ID: 31039
Title: Special Report: Marketing Wisdom 2009 - Download Your Complimentary PDF of Real-Life Lessons Learned
Date: Friday, 6 February 2009
Summary: Your free copy of Sherpa's Marketing Wisdom 2009 report is ready for you. It features a new collection of some 
of the best real-life lessons learned last year by marketers just like you worldwide. Click to download your PDF: http://www.
surveygizmo.com/s/100441/marketing-wisdom-report-2009-submission-form Thanks to the hundreds of MarketingSherpa 
readers who contributed stories on email, search, social media and much more for this seventh annual report. The Editorial 
team pored over those stories to come up with the "best" test results and practical advice.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31039

ID: 31040
Title: New Data: Challenges, Top Tactics for Publishers in 2009
Date: Thursday, 5 February 2009
Summary: Publishers faced serious challenges in 2008 with the onset of the recession. That's clear from our latest survey of 
marketers. Here are their top four insights, which provide a snapshot of the challenges marketers at publishing companies 
say they face this year: adding Web 2.0 elements to websites; proving the worth of ad impressions to advertisers; focusing 
on innovation versus standardization; developing sites for mobile users. Includes tactics from two marketers as they view 
the recession in 2009.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31040

ID: 31037
Title: New Data: Year-End Survey Shows ROI and Budgets by Tactic
Date: Wednesday, 4 February 2009
Summary: MarketingSherpa and ad:tech collaborated on another year-end survey of more than 1,200 marketers. Here are 
some of the most intriguing results about their plans this year for marketing during a recession. Three charts offer looks at 
which tactics provided great ROI and how marketers are adjusting their budgets in 2009.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31037

ID: 31035
Title: New Chart: Lack of Knowledge Seen as Most Significant Barrier to Social Media Adoption
Date: Tuesday, 3 February 2009
Summary: Lack of knowledge is seen as the major barrier to adopting a social media marketing strategy. This lack of 
experience can create missteps that might scare marketers away from social media - despite education that comes fast 
when adopting a social strategy.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31035

ID: 31023
Title: New Research: Lead-Generation Automation Use, Challenges, Benefits
Date: Wednesday, 28 January 2009
Summary: B2B marketers answered questions about their use of marketing-automation software in our recent year-end 
survey. Here is how they assess their use of the tools, the most common impediments to getting good results, and the 
major benefits after they achieve expertise. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31023
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ID: 31021
Title: New Chart: Top B2C Tactics in '09: Email, SEO and Paid Search Rank Highest in ROI
Date: Tuesday, 27 January 2009
Summary: Consumer marketers rank house email, SEO and paid search the highest for return on investment. Many 
marketers plan on boosting budgets for these online tactics this year, with display ads taking the biggest hit.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31021

ID: 31008
Title: New Survey Data: B2B Marketers' Priorities and Pain Points for 2009
Date: Wednesday, 21 January 2009
Summary: B2B marketers are adapting to the recession. That's clear from our latest survey of marketers about their 
priorities and pain points for 2009.Here are their top 5 insights on marketing in a recession. Five data charts provide a 
snapshot of conditions and areas of focus for this year, such as: dealing with lengthening sales cycles; doing more with less; 
Web 2.0 and social media marketing; focusing on lower-cost, high-impact lead gen tactics
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31008

ID: 31009
Title: New Survey Data: Email's ROI Makes Tactic Key for Marketers in 2009 
Date: Wednesday, 21 January 2009
Summary: The recession is putting increased emphasis on ROI in marketing campaigns. So, email stands out as a key tactic 
for marketers this year. We've put together three new data charts from recent surveys that gauged marketers' priorities and 
concerns. They offer insights into why email will be so important this year and how to handle challenges, such as increased 
inbox competition and limited testing budgets. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31009

ID: 31007
Title: New Chart: B2B Marketers' Priorities for 2009: Part 2
Date: Tuesday, 20 January 2009
Summary: Here is a second look at the highest priorities in 2009 for B2B marketers from firms with significant revenue, and 
at the difficulty they attach to each tactic/goal.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA31007

ID: 30999
Title: No-Cost Resources for PR Pros: Top 10 Email Newsletters, 6 Content-Rich Sites, Popular Blogs 
Date: Friday, 16 January 2009
Summary: Much has changed in public relations since MarketingSherpa first published "25 Best Free Online Resources for 
PR Professionals" in 2002. So, it's time for an update. Here are the Top 10 email newsletters you might want to subscribe 
to, six content-rich sites and links to some well-read blogs. Our list includes-newsletters on crisis communications, tips and 
strategies; resources on measuring PR campaigns; site that's a social media platform;useful sites for job seekers
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30999
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ID: 30993
Title: New Chart: What Are Top Priorities for Marketers at Biggest B2B Organizations in 2009? 
Date: Wednesday, 14 January 2009
Summary: B2B marketers for firms with significant revenue show their highest priorities for 2009 and the degree of 
difficulty they attach to each tactic/goal.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30993

ID: 30984
Title: MarketingSherpa's 2008 Email Awards Gallery: Results-Driven Creative You Can Emulate
Date: Wednesday, 7 January 2009
Summary: We've extended the deadline for submissions to our 2009 Email Marketing Awards competition until January 
16. Here's the complete gallery of 2008 award recipients to inspire you to submit your best email campaign examples for 
potential recognition. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30984

ID: 30981
Title: New Chart: Most Marketing Executives See Economy Turning Around in 2010
Date: Tuesday, 6 January 2009
Summary: Most marketers - in small and large businesses - look at 2010 as the year the recession begins fading away and 
we see significant growth. Their opinions are important because they spend money, and their collective psychology can 
help to fuel a revival in all industries.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30981

ID: 30454
Title: Special Report: Marketing During an Economic Downturn - New Data and Key Insights
Date: Monday, 5 January 2009
Summary: We're seeing the signs: consumer spending is down, the stock market is on a roller coaster and everyone is using 
the "R" word. In part 1 of a two-part Special Report, we reveal 8 new data charts and 10 key insights for B2B and consumer 
marketers, including: whose marketing budgets are shrinking the most; what tactics are getting the biggest budget 
increases; your CFO's view on the budget
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30454

ID: 30492
Title: Special Report: Marketing During a Downturn, Part 2
Date: Monday, 5 January 2009
Summary: In an economic downturn, it's clear: no efforts or resources can be wasted. Marketers really need to focus on 
the industries, customers and regions that offer the most cost-effective ROI. In Part 2 of our Special Report on marketing 
during an economic downturn, we reveal strategies that B2C and B2B marketers are using right now to improve their 
ROI. Includes: finding more leads with low-cost tactics; up-selling and cross-selling to existing customers; getting tangible 
results with Web 2.0
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30492
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ID: 30863
Title: New Research from Sherpa: 1,763 Marketers Reveal Top Strategies for Email in Economic Downturn
Date: Monday, 5 January 2009
Summary: Almost 1,800 marketers - 45% more than last year - responded to our annual request for real-life email 
marketing data for the 6th edition of MarketingSherpa's Email Marketing Benchmark Guide. Thanks to everyone who 
participated. Download this special 14-page PDF featuring research highlights, four practical data charts, and an eyetracking 
heatmap. New data and stats feature: email's resurgence as a marketing tactic during the economic downturn; marketers' 
attitudes toward email budgets and correlation with performance; eyetracking heatmap, and more.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30863

ID: 30910
Title: Special Report: Online Strategies from Real Estate Marketers: Tactics to Survive a Struggling Economy
Date: Monday, 5 January 2009
Summary: Many marketers are in a tough position right now with those in real estate working in a particularly depressed 
industry in today's economy. It's definitely survival of the fittest. Here is the first installment of a two-part Special Report 
on online real estate marketing tactics and strategies that are helping them survive a struggling economy. Marketers in all 
industries can cherry-pick from this report. Part I focuses on search sites, lead buying and lead nurturing.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30910

ID: 30921
Title: Special Report II: Online Strategies from Real Estate Marketers - Try Blogs, SEO, Social Media
Date: Monday, 5 January 2009
Summary: Here is Part II of our Special Report on online strategies from real estate marketers -among the hardest hit during 
an economic downturn. Marketers in all industries can cherry-pick from their survival tactics and strategies, which embrace 
Web 2.0. Part II focuses, in particular, on the use of blogs and social media sites to improve SEO and generate and nurture 
leads. Includes 11 steps to creating a blog.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30921

ID: 30976
Title: New Chart: Viral Campaign ROI Starts with Realistic Assessment of Costs
Date: Monday, 29 December 2008
Summary: You must have a realistic perception of the cost of viral marketing to assess ROI. A popular misconception among 
more newbie marketers: Viral is free. Veteran marketers know you get what you pay for.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30976

ID: 30977
Title: Special Report: How To Defend Your '09 Marketing Budget, Part I: 5 Preparatory Tactics
Date: Monday, 29 December 2008
Summary: You've drafted your 2009 marketing budget - and you're convinced the integrated plan you crafted will get a 
great ROI. Now you've got to defend every line item with chief executives who expect you to justify every expenditure. Are 
you ready? Get started by reading our two-part Special Report on defending your budget. Part I outlines tactics that can 
help prepare you for budget scrutiny. Among those tactics: take advantage of your relationship with the CEO and other 
decision makers; pre-sell new marketing initiatives for the upcoming year.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30977
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ID: 30978
Title: Special Report: How To Defend Your Marketing Budget, Part II: Meeting Tips Challenging Scenarios
Date: Monday, 29 December 2008
Summary: You need to defend your 2009 marketing budget with chief executives who expect you to justify every expense. 
How do you cope with these budget meetings -- often tinged with challenging scenarios and office politics? Part II of our 
Special Report on defending your budget offers plenty of common-sense practical tactics and tips for these face-to-face 
budget sessions. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30978

ID: 30962
Title: New Chart: What is Viral Good For? Marketers' Experience Guides Their Views
Date: Tuesday, 16 December 2008
Summary: Viral marketing pros can teach us a lot about what the word-of-mouth tactic can be good for. Branding is a lock, 
for instance. But viral is not seen as a direct sales channel.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30962

ID: 30948
Title: New Sherpa Research: Exclusive Video Marketing Tactics, Strategies for Any Budget
Date: Tuesday, 9 December 2008
Summary: You're a savvy, experienced online marketer. But even you can use some help working video into your marketing 
mix and budget. Here you go! We've researched the state of video marketing for you. The results are compiled in our first-
ever 'Video Marketing Benchmark Guide: Practical data for driving video results on Internet, mobile, and TV'. The 382-page 
book is for marketers who say: "I get it, but what do I do about it?" 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30948

ID: 30953
Title: New Chart: Paid Search Tops List of Marketing Tactics for Viral Success
Date: Tuesday, 9 December 2008
Summary: Take a sneak peek at some data from our first Video Marketing Benchmark Guide. You'll get an idea of the 
promotion tactics' effect on viral success. All tactics get "mixed results" but paid search definitely tops the field.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30953

ID: 30944
Title: New Chart: Spending in Recessionary Economy: Travel, Contracts, Staff to Take Hits
Date: Tuesday, 2 December 2008
Summary: The crush of a recessionary economy is pushing marketing departments to reevaluate their spending plans. 
Expect travel, vendor contracts and staff to take the biggest hits.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30944
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ID: 30937
Title: New Chart: Marketers Cutting Offline Tactics in Recessionary Economy
Date: Tuesday, 25 November 2008
Summary: All marketing tactics get more scrutiny during a recessionary economy. Here is a glance at how marketers expect 
to tailor their traditional offline tactics when evaluating their spending.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30937

ID: 30925
Title: New Chart: Marketers Tailoring Digital Tactics in Recessionary Economy
Date: Tuesday, 18 November 2008
Summary: Every marketing tactic gets more scrutiny when budgets face the sting of a struggling economy. Here is a glance 
at how marketers expect to tailor their investments in digital tactics during a downturn.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30925

ID: 30918
Title: Buying Leads: Resource List Updates, Including 19 Business Lead Service Providers Tutorial Link
Date: Wednesday, 12 November 2008
Summary: Here is an updated tutorial on Buying Business Leads containing a list of service providers offering raw materials 
and additional qualification services to help marketers launch and manage their lead-generation campaigns. This list 
contains new pricing information and descriptions of service offerings and additional vendors in four categories: business 
contact list providers, online business contact databases, vendor matching services, and telemarketing.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30918

ID: 30914
Title: New Chart: Two Shifts Speed Up in Bad Economy - From Offline and Brand to Online and Direct Tactics
Date: Tuesday, 11 November 2008
Summary: This week featured two charts because two trends we were examining had been moving in lockstep for some 
time in marketers' eyes. As economic forces affect planning and budgets, cuts for offline and brand tactics seem to be 
accelerating.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30914

ID: 30906
Title: New Chart: Special Primer on How to Find the Most Common Survey Flaws
Date: Tuesday, 4 November 2008
Summary: We take a break from the norm to look at the topic of survey accuracy - considering the role surveys play 
in marketing as well as presidential elections. Marketers read survey results all the time. But results can be inaccurate 
- especially outside of professional and academic research. Here's a primer on how to find the most common flaws in 
surveys. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30906
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ID: 30892
Title: New Chart: Hard Times Are Prime Time to Build Brand Awareness, Trust
Date: Tuesday, 28 October 2008
Summary: Here's a look at some trends in marketing budgets, and the impact of these trends over the next few quarters. 
This initial Chart of the Week reflects on the results of our recent research into the impact of the struggling economy on 
marketing. We'll share more charts from this research over the next several weeks.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30892

ID: 30880
Title: New Chart: Now is the Time to Invest in Email - Not Put It on the Chopping Block
Date: Tuesday, 21 October 2008
Summary: Self-produced content plays a role in every product and service niche. Whether you sell to consumers or the 
enterprise, you probably produce multiple pieces of content that are delivered through your website, blogs, syndication 
services, RSS, email and Twitter, just to name some of the most popular conduits. The pressure to be 'thought leaders' has 
become one of marketing's basic functions at many organizations. So, to help you out, we asked content marketers, what is 
it that sparks a change in content?
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30880

ID: 30875
Title: PDF: Dozen Key Questions Answered on Latest CAN-SPAM Provisions
Date: Wednesday, 15 October 2008
Summary: Three email pros answered 12 questions during a recent webinar on what marketers need to know about the 
latest provisions for CAN-SPAM. Here is a transcript of that session.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30875

ID: 30873
Title: New Chart: Optimize All Your Web Pages for Niche Searchers Seeking Relevant Results
Date: Tuesday, 14 October 2008
Summary: Niche searchers dig deeper on the Web to find landing pages with the most relevant results. Use long-phrase 
searches from your log files to optimize results for any search.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30873

ID: 30859
Title: New Chart: Slow Rate of Adopting an International Email Focus Creates Big Marketing Opportunities
Date: Tuesday, 7 October 2008
Summary: International email marketing remains a low priority for most marketers - even as they add more and more 
overseas names to their lists. This slow response may create some big opportunities for marketers who think globally.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30859
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ID: 30849
Title: New Chart: Web 2.0 Technology Means Fewer Page Views: Is It Worth It?
Date: Tuesday, 30 September 2008
Summary: Page views can decline when publishers utilize Web 2.0 technology on their websites, which can hurt ad sales. 
But content quality can rise significantly to enhance the user experience. A key: separate your advertising delivery system 
from page views. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30849

ID: 30840
Title: New Chart: Top Tactics to Boost Online Ad Response Rates
Date: Tuesday, 23 September 2008
Summary: Different design tactics can boost the response rates to your online advertising. Results for the third chart in this 
four-part series focus on seven top design tactics. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30840

ID: 30836
Title: Long-Tail Keywords Dead? We Answer This Question and 14 Others on SEO
Date: Thursday, 18 September 2008
Summary: Marketers who participated in Sherpa's recent teleseminar, "New Research: Search Engine Marketing 2008-
2009," submitted questions about their own tactics. Our research team couldn't answer all those questions during the 
presentation, so they've answered them here. Includes tips on key search marketing tactics, including: using benchmarks for 
CPC rates; role of Share of Voice in your metrics mix; benefits of long-tail keywords; managing rising keyword costs
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30836

ID: 30829
Title: Banner Ad Size and Click Rate: Bigger a Bit Better, But It's Clicks that Count
Date: Tuesday, 16 September 2008
Summary: In Week 2 of our four-week focus on online advertising, we look at click rates for standard-size banner ads. Bigger 
ads do a bit better, but size has little impact on the click rate. It's the clicks that count.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30829

ID: 30818
Title: New Chart: Test for ROI to Get Best Bang for Your Online Advertising Bucks
Date: Tuesday, 9 September 2008
Summary: Online advertising was the focus of Chart of the Week for four weeks. This chart looks at tests to help you 
determine how to spend your money. Base your decision on the way you determine all of your marketing: potential ROI. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30818
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ID: 30812
Title: Special Report: Marketing to Moms, Part II: Tap into Mommy Power
Date: Thursday, 4 September 2008
Summary: The buying power of mothers tops 2.1 trillion a year, and they control 85% of household income. Is it any 
wonder moms are among the most coveted consumers in the U.S. market? Part II of our Special Report on marketing to 
moms includes: tips on creating effective email campaigns for mothers; components of successful messaging strategies; 
segmenting the market; info on mom panels; marketing to mothers of color.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30812

ID: 30808
Title: Members List Going to the Dogs? Simple Email-Postcard Strategy - Not Incentive - Brings Back 15%
Date: Wednesday, 3 September 2008
Summary: Retaining members who start to stray is always a challenge. Using an incentive to try to bring them back may 
actually devalue a membership. Find out how a trade organization used an email-postcard combination - incentive not 
included - to boost their retention rate by more than 15%. Includes 5 tactics and 3 creative samples. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30808

ID: 30805
Title: New Chart: Craft Your Blog for Maximum Impact: 3 Absolutes to Make it a Must-Read
Date: Tuesday, 2 September 2008
Summary: Blogs are written for many reasons. Each usually has a goal. Whatever your blog's goal, there are a few absolutes 
in blogging. These absolutes can make your blog a must-read or a waste of time for your readers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30805

ID: 30798
Title: Special Report: Marketing to Moms, Part I: Use Blogs, Events to Conquer the Mommy Market
Date: Thursday, 28 August 2008
Summary: Mothers are among the most coveted consumers in the U.S. market. Their buying power tops 2.1 trillion 
annually. They control 85% of household income. Part I of this Special Report will show you how to interact with and 
advertise to mom bloggers, and use events to get the attention of all mothers. Includes tips, stats, and plenty of examples.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30798

ID: 30796
Title: Podcast: Interview with Jason Billingsley, VP Innovation, Elastic Path Software
Date: Wednesday, 27 August 2008
Summary: Jason Billingsley, Elastic Path Software's vice president for innovation, talks about his B2B Demand Generation 
Summit presentation, "How an Integrated Social Media Program Doubled Lead Volume at Elastic Path Software." Billingsley 
provides insight into how marketers can take advantage of blogging and tie their blogs into their marketing strategies. 
He brings with him the experience gained from launching a blog on a shoestring and making it the most subscribed-to 
e-commerce blog online. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30796
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ID: 30792
Title: New Chart: Weak Dollar Means Time Is Right to Chase Overseas Revenue
Date: Tuesday, 26 August 2008
Summary: The time to chase overseas revenue is now - with the dollar still weak. Conducting business abroad may seem 
daunting. But countries with stronger currencies want to "Buy American." The Internet can put your business - big or small, 
with or without overseas operations - on an equal footing with larger competitors.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30792

ID: 30779
Title: Special Report: Missing Links? 7 Traffic-Building Tips to Boost SEO
Date: Thursday, 21 August 2008
Summary: Links are a powerful influence on the Web. Linking to the right site can channel plenty of high-quality traffic your 
way; the right mix can ensure first-page search results for your site. Not every link-building tactic is safe -- some could earn 
you a dismal search ranking. Here are 7 tips on best tactics, steps to avoid, and ways to get more powerful links to your site.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30779

ID: 30776
Title: New Chart: Match Your Metrics to the Best Prospects in the Purchase Funnel
Date: Tuesday, 19 August 2008
Summary: Metrics can help you locate where your prospects lie in your purchase funnel. But you need to focus on the right 
metrics for your organization - those that you can rely on for the most meaningful and accurate information and insight.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30776

ID: 30773
Title: Essential Guide to PR 2.0: Social Media Dos, Don'ts
Date: Friday, 15 August 2008
Summary: PR 2.0 isn't about using social media to pitch clients to major blogs, publications, or TV shows. It's about using 
social media to build relationships with key influencers. Here is a guide to using Web 2.0 in your PR strategy.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30773

ID: 30772
Title: Special Report: Group Subscriptions to Online Content: New Data and Tips on Top Strategies
Date: Thursday, 14 August 2008
Summary: Group subscriptions or site licenses can help publishers reach customers who may not subscribe as individuals 
and retain them as readers. But how much longer does a group subscription last and how are companies accommodating 
them? This special report looks at some of the key issues in group subscription marketing. It includes three new data charts 
on retention, discounting strategies and sales tactics. It offers tips on choosing the right approach for your own efforts.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30772
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ID: 30765
Title: New Chart: Email Gets Little Respect at Budget Time - Despite Its Low Cost and Efficiency
Date: Tuesday, 12 August 2008
Summary: Email still gets little respect at budget time. It's so efficient and inexpensive that it often gets taken for granted. 
Most organizations spend just enough to "stay on top of the medium" - despite an increase in spending showing a boost in 
results.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30765

ID: 30757
Title: Lead Nurturing Best Practices: New Data, Charts, Tips to Put More Punch in Your Cultivation Tactics
Date: Wednesday, 6 August 2008
Summary: Only a small percentage of the leads you generate are likely to be "sales-ready" - especially during tough 
economic times. So, nurturing prospects for conversion down the road is a critical process. Sherpa partnered with Eloqua 
and ON24 to survey more than 1,000 marketers about best practices for nurturing leads. Here are the results, featuring 3 
new data charts and practical advice to make sure your nurturing adheres to best practices.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30757

ID: 30753
Title: New Chart: Email Recipients Give New Meaning to 'Spam': 3 Takeaways
Date: Tuesday, 5 August 2008
Summary: Many more email recipients are hitting the 'spam' or 'junk' button for 'legitimate' emails simply because 
the content does not interest them. As a result, they are giving a new definition to spam without worrying about the 
consequences to senders with excellent reputations, products and marketing practices.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30753

ID: 30742
Title: 10 Marketers Reveal Top Holiday Lessons, What They're Testing Now
Date: Thursday, 31 July 2008
Summary: It's not too early to look at improving your last holiday season -- especially with more consumers than ever 
expected to shop online because of gas prices. Check out what 10 e-commerce marketers deem to be the biggest 
opportunities to turn 2007 holiday defeats into victories. Includes loads of tips and practical lessons, such as: timing 
multivariate tests; emailing men vs. emailing women; including cross-sells in emails; improving CRM; upgrading 
personalization; 5 intriguing dos and don'ts
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30742

ID: 30729
Title: New Chart: Fending Off 'Banner Blindness' - Make Some Simple Changes to Your Advertising
Date: Tuesday, 29 July 2008
Summary: 'Banner blindness' will slash the impact of just about any email and online ad over time. But the good news is 
that you can lift the effectiveness of your advertising by making a few rather simple changes. Three key takeaways from 
Sherpa eyetracking research.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30729
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ID: 30727
Title: Five Most Neglected Metrics: Go Beyond Clicks and Conversions to Optimize Campaigns
Date: Thursday, 24 July 2008
Summary: Focusing on clicks and conversions can obscure the real indicators of a campaign's success. For a more complete 
picture, try these neglected metrics. We pulled together a Top-5 list from MarketingSherpa's Search Marketing Benchmark 
Guide and experienced marketers who volunteered their favorites and tips on implementing them. Two major themes 
emerged: analyzing visitor behavior before and after a click; putting conversions into context to determine ROI.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30727

ID: 30719
Title: New Chart: Service Tops Price for Customer Loyalty
Date: Tuesday, 22 July 2008
Summary: Customers and vendors differ on the primary reasons for parting a company. Vendors cite price pressure; 
customers say that it's the service that pushed them away. The key takeaway from this chart: price does not play a major 
role in achieving customer loyalty. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30719

ID: 30709
Title: Special Report: Primer on Marketing to Canadians - Part II
Date: Thursday, 17 July 2008
Summary: Here is Part II of our Special Report on marketing to Canadians. Knowing how to reach this audience can have a 
significant impact on your bottom line - with e-commerce sales increasing 26% to 62.7 billion from 2006 to 2007, according 
to a recent Statistics Canada report. Check out our 7 tips for Canada-friendly websites, 5 tactics for online advertising, 5 
email newsletter strategies, 7 pointers for search and direct mail. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30709

ID: 30705
Title: New Chart: Attendees Share Webinar Turnoffs - Find Out Which Ones Top the List
Date: Tuesday, 15 July 2008
Summary: Webinars are marketing mainstays. They should hold their place at the table as long as you meet the needs of 
attendees. Here are the top 6 reasons attendees say they bail on a webinar. Avoid these turnoffs and you'll see plenty of 
return visitors to your webinars.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30705

ID: 30702
Title: Special Report: Marketing to Canadians
Date: Thursday, 10 July 2008
Summary: It's time to start thinking about marketing to Canadians. The Canadian dollar is strong; most Canadians shop on 
the Internet, and online ad and keyword-search rates are favorable. Here's part one of our Special Report on how to market 
north of the American border. Includes major challenges, survival tips, promotion examples and plenty of practical tips for 
making websites appeal to Canadian consumers and be in accordance with Canadian regulations.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30702
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ID: 30701
Title: New Search Research From Sherpa: 1,928 Marketers Reveal Top Strategies to Increase Search ROI
Date: Thursday, 10 July 2008
Summary: MarketingSherpa's fifth annual Search Marketing Benchmark Guide has been completely rewritten and 
re-researched. Here's your download link to the executive summary PDF, which includes new data from 1,928 search 
marketers highlighting: budgeting for search strategy; impact of search advertising on brand metrics; results based on 
location of searchers; inroads of analytics behind Google; most under-used metrics by search marketers 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30701

ID: 30698
Title: New Chart: What Search Marketers Don't Pay Attention to ... But Should
Date: Tuesday, 8 July 2008
Summary: Measuring conversions based on key performance indicators and return on investment are the two most 
underused metrics in search marketing. As search prices rise, marketers who want to maximize and balance spending 
should consider evaluating search by these metrics.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30698

ID: 30695
Title: Email Marketing Summit Transcript 2008
Date: Monday, 7 July 2008
Summary: In Feburary 2008, more than 800 marketers gathered in Miami for MarketingSherpa's 3rd annual Email 
Marketing Summit -- the world's largest gathering of its type. Plenty of practical presentations, panels and workshops gave 
folks a lot to take away with them on "what works" and "what's next" in email. Here is the complete set of transcripts from 
the show. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30695

ID: 30689
Title: New Chart: Let Content Determine Podcast Length
Date: Tuesday, 1 July 2008
Summary: Most B2B podcasts run 20 minutes or less -- with 15 minutes just about the median, according to a 
MarketingSherpa study of 150 B2B sites. But, more importantly, what we discovered is that content should dictate the 
duration of your podcast. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30689

ID: 30685
Title: Rainmaking - 20 Simple Tactics to Gather and Pitch Leads
Date: Friday, 27 June 2008
Summary: Attracting new clients -- rainmaking -- is critical for most marketing firms and consultants. It all starts with 
rounding up enough high-quality leads. We talked to a consultant for consultants about rainmaking: how to find more leads, 
build relationships and make your pitch. Includes 20 tips to help you improve your rainmaking ability.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30685
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ID: 30683
Title: Special Report: Online Keyword Research Guide: 5 Tips and 9 Useful Tools
Date: Thursday, 26 June 2008
Summary: MarketingSherpa launches its new Search newsletter with a Special Report on keyword research tools. These 
tools provide marketers with deep lists of relevant keywords, search volume, ad pricing, competition and demographic data 
to fine-tune their marketing strategies. Includes the scoop on nine online keyword research tools and five takeaways from 
experienced search marketers who use this data regularly.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30683

ID: 30684
Title: Exclusive Data: Most-Active Affiliates Offer Inside Scoop on Top 5 Networks
Date: Thursday, 26 June 2008
Summary: Sherpa has brand-new exclusive data from the country's most-active affiliate marketers with the inside scoop 
on the top five affiliate networks. PartnerCentric surveyed its top partners to discover what they think about networks 
and much more. Includes seven new data charts with information on: who gets the worst customer service rating; why 
technology is so important; affiliate marketers feel shorted on attention from networks; emergence of Pepperjam
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30684

ID: 30678
Title: CAN-SPAM Update: Have You Complied With the New Rules Yet?
Date: Wednesday, 25 June 2008
Summary: Is your email compliant? Not sure? We have the nitty-gritty on what the new provisions mean to email 
marketers. The updates include: good news (what didn't change); five major provisions to review; definition of a sender; 
how to handle re-subscribes
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30678

ID: 30671
Title: New Chart: Why Marketers Should Think Twice Before Changing Email Based on Open Rates
Date: Tuesday, 24 June 2008
Summary: The open rate for email is not what it seems. In fact, the stalwart of email marketing metrics is flawed because 
image blocking reduces the ability to measure an open rate. So, it's limited in its usefulness for email marketers. This is why 
email marketers should think twice before making changes to their strategies and programs based solely on open rates. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30671

ID: 30649
Title: New Chart: Is Paid Search Getting Too Expensive?
Date: Tuesday, 17 June 2008
Summary: Search marketing continues to show good ROI despite rising costs. And those marketers who enhance their 
knowledge of analytics will see their investment in both, search engine optimization and paid search, yield positive returns. 
In our latest chart, we break down the value for SEO and PPC marketing and answer the question: Is paid search becoming 
too expensive? 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30649
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ID: 30647
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch a Tech Product to PC Magazine
Date: Friday, 13 June 2008
Summary: PC Magazine is recognized as the industry leader for reviews of everything from desktop computers to cell 
phones to digital cameras and other high-tech items. Here are 6 dos and 4 don'ts to help get your product in front of PC 
Magazine's editors and analysts. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30647

ID: 30637
Title: New Chart: Transactional Emails - a Missed Opportunity
Date: Tuesday, 10 June 2008
Summary: Your customers open and read transactional emails - shipping notices, receipts, statements, etc. - far 
more regularly than typical communications. That's why it is a missed opportunity for many marketers who don't add 
complementary products or offers to these service messages. However, if used incorrectly, few tactics have the potential to 
sour a permission email relationship as quickly. See three steps to create a transactional email with a purpose. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30637

ID: 30624
Title: New Chart: Why You Must Pay More Attention to Your 'About Us' Page
Date: Tuesday, 3 June 2008
Summary: The buying cycle includes at least four distinct phases. Each involves important information about your company 
and its products and services. This is why you can't overlook the importance of your 'About Us' pages, especially during the 
key negotiation phase. Although it might not solely make a purchase, a bad 'About Us' page can definitely stop a purchase 
from happening.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30624

ID: 30625
Title: MarketingSherpa's Viral Marketing Hall of Fame 2008: Top 10 Campaigns and Results Data
Date: Tuesday, 3 June 2008
Summary: If you're in need of some viral marketing inspiration, look no further. Here are this year's inductees into 
MarketingSherpa's Viral Marketing Hall of Fame. The top entries in our fourth annual contest ranged from expensive 
to frugal, complex to simple. Victors include General Mills, Columbia Sportwear, VIBE Media and VeriSign. See how the 
campaigns worked, what they looked like and how well they performed.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30625

ID: 30621
Title: PR Interview: 5 Tips to Reach Small Businesses - How to Pitch John Jantsch's Duct Tape Blog
Date: Friday, 30 May 2008
Summary: Are you a marketer needing to reach small businesses? Go no further than John Jantsch and his Duct Tape 
Marketing blog. Jantsch has hundreds of thousands of readers and a reputation for being the "World's Most Practical Small 
Business Expert." Here are 5 tips on how to pitch your product, service or news to him.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30621
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ID: 30619
Title: Special Report: New Data for Online Publishers - Which Subscription Tactics Work Best?
Date: Thursday, 29 May 2008
Summary: What conversion rate are trial offers getting these days? Which marketing channels deliver the best traffic for 
online subscription sites? What impact is Web 2.0 having on the industry? In our latest Special Report on the state of online 
subscriptions, we have those answers and more. Includes 12 new data charts and key analysis. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30619

ID: 30611
Title: New Chart: Shoppers Choose Different Routes to Purchase Your Products and Search for Information
Date: Tuesday, 27 May 2008
Summary: You need to think like your customers if you want to retain them. New research data can help you keep bringing 
traffic back to your site. Different search options for different visitors with differing purchase priorities are the answer. 
More navigation options can help you hang onto your customers. Our latest chart, an eyetracking heatmap, tells you where 
shoppers' eyes actually look. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30611

ID: 30596
Title: New Sherpa Research: 6,618 Tech Buyers Tell Us What Marketing Works and What Doesn't (PDF Report)
Date: Wednesday, 21 May 2008
Summary: Find out what 6,618 technology marketers, decision makers and influencers told MarketingSherpa about what 
works for lead generation. Download this special 15-page PDF report for 6 practical charts and an eyetracking heatmap with 
surprising stats on: building the bionic registration page; how to get video to go viral; making direct mail work
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30596

ID: 30592
Title: New Chart: Ecommerce Marketers Don't Take Advantage of Online Tools
Date: Tuesday, 20 May 2008
Summary: E-commerce marketers don't use the tools that can help them cater to their customers better. When the 
economy tightens, knowing your customers becomes even more important. Tools, such as segmentation, preference 
centers, personas and Web analytics can help you zero in on their wants and needs. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30592

ID: 30581
Title: New Chart: Should Tech Marketers Hide Prices?
Date: Tuesday, 13 May 2008
Summary: Here is an updated tutorial on Buying Business Leads containing a list of service providers offering raw materials 
and additional qualification services to help marketers launch and manage their lead-generation campaigns. This list 
contains new pricing information and descriptions of service offerings and additional vendors in four categories: business 
contact list providers, online business contact databases, vendor matching services, and telemarketing. It includes a link to 
the tutorial, 'Buying Leads - How to Select Vendors, Available Services and...
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30581
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ID: 30582
Title: Branding Strategies - 4 Factors to Get More From Online Ads
Date: Tuesday, 13 May 2008
Summary: Metrics are sharpening direct response marketing online and increasing the impact of branding. But branding 
is far from an exact science and still hard to measure. Its cost is especially hard to justify when the economy gets tight. 
We talked to the developer of a major ad network to find out which factors are most important when evaluating online 
branding. Includes tips on ad placement, segmentation and timing. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30582

ID: 30568
Title: PR Interview: How to Pitch to Ladies' Home Journal
Date: Friday, 9 May 2008
Summary: Is your target audience working women with children? Age 30 and over? Married? With some college education? 
Then Ladies' Home Journal is a publication you should be pitching to. Here are 5 dos and 3 don'ts to reach its 4.2 million 
subscribers.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30568

ID: 30560
Title: New Chart: Tech Buyers Don't Always Tell the Truth on Registration Forms
Date: Tuesday, 6 May 2008
Summary: You are invited to join MarketingSherpa Research Director Stefan Tornquist today, Oct. 30 at 2:00 - 2:30 p.m. 
Eastern time (11:00 - 11:30 a.m. Pacific time) for an exclusive teleconference: 'Email in the Downturn: Looking Ahead to 
2009.' This 30-minute teleseminar is a complimentary service to our readers. (We don't accept sponsors or ads.) Stefan will 
present new research from the recently released sixth edition of Sherpa's annual Email Marketing Benchmark Guide and 
examine common internal email problems, including how a poor email attitude can result in a...
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30560

ID: 30548
Title: New Data on Best Telemarketing Tactics: 5 Tips to Improve Your Lead Gen Calls
Date: Wednesday, 30 April 2008
Summary: Telemarketing can be a big contributor to your lead generation strategy. So, any improvements you make to 
your telemarketing efforts can really boost ROI. We have exclusive new data that highlights some of the key techniques of 
marketers with top-notch telemarketing strategies. Includes 5 top tips you can use immediately to generate more leads.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30548

ID: 30544
Title: New Chart: Online Publishers Feel Effects of Economic Downturn
Date: Tuesday, 29 April 2008
Summary: Welcome to the second issue of MarketingSherpa's Chart of the Week. Each week, our goal is to bring you 
something useful and interesting in two minutes by presenting a bite-sized piece of Sherpa research and the lessons we 
learned from it. Feel free to post the link or grab the image ... Sherpa's Chart of the Week is yours to use in your blog, 
presentations or simply for reference. this chart analyzes how paid content sites expect to handle the economic downturn.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30544
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ID: 30386
Title: New Chart: Display Ads Do Work - and They're Getting Better
Date: Tuesday, 22 April 2008
Summary: Welcome to MarketingSherpa's Chart of the Week. Our goal is to bring you something useful and interesting 
in just two minutes by presenting a bite-sized piece of MarketingSherpa research and the lessons we learned from it. Feel 
free to post the link or grab the image ... Sherpa's Chart of the Week is yours to use in your blog, presentation or simply for 
reference.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30386

ID: 30409
Title: New Research From Sherpa: 577 Marketers Reveal Top Strategies to Improve Online Ads 
Date: Tuesday, 25 March 2008
Summary: Thanks to all the Sherpas who responded to our survey for real-life data for our new Online Advertising 
Handbook and Benchmarks. This Handbook is our first-ever in-depth look at what works (and what doesn't) in online 
advertising. We think it's the most comprehensive of its type out there. Download this special 12-page PDF report for 
five practical data charts and new insights featuring stats on: what tests and tactics get the best ROI; eyetracking analysis 
showing why ad placement is so critical; ad spending and budgets -- how much is enough.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30409

ID: 30391
Title: New Data: How to Maximize Impact of Email Newsletter Ads - 4 Takeaways on Ad Recall, Forwards and More
Date: Wednesday, 19 March 2008
Summary: Ads in third-party newsletters can generate plenty of leads. But you should focus on an ad campaign's longer-
term effect -- not simply immediate clicks. A new study by a professional association offers 4 takeaways for marketers 
wanting to maximize the impact from enewsletter ad campaigns. Among the findings: trust and believability go much 
further than tantalizing incentives. 
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30391

ID: 30322
Title: Top 12 Email Newsletter Mistakes Nearly Everyone Makes - Complimentary Download
Date: Tuesday, 5 February 2008
Summary: Are you guilty of making one of the top 12 most common email newsletter mistakes? Probably. Our new 43-
page report details each mistake and how to fix it, including mistakes in: utterly deficient segmentation; lame 'Welcome' 
messages; repeating ad types.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30322

ID: 30315
Title: Exclusive Data: How to Design Your Newsletters - 5 New Action Charts
Date: Wednesday, 30 January 2008
Summary: How many "action items" should you include in your email newsletter? What's more important in crafting an 
email: the content itself or the device your recipients will use to view the email? We have exclusive new data on: Top factors 
to get subscriber attention; How newsletter presentation affects time to action; What newsletter format works best to 
spread virally.
URL: http://mecla.bs/MSHA30315
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Become a Research Partner

The foundation of the MECLABS research comes from Research Partnerships, where we work with companies of various 
types to help improve conversion rates. Actual test results have seen increases in revenue of 364%.

How does a Research Partnership work?

The arrangement is simple: you gain significant results, and we gain valuable data to power our knowledge base 
and resources. Research Partnerships focus on improving subscription, lead generation and e-commerce offers, while 
providing:

 •   Access to a team of industry experts who have collaboratively conducted thousands of online tests
 •   Knowledge and understanding through a thorough analysis of the focus area
 •   Strategically planned and executed series of microtests, to minimize risk while determining the impact of 
                    these recommendations
 •   Accurately measured and tracked results to determine the impact on your ROI

The goal of a MECLABS Research Partnership is to guide you through testing the most efficient ways to maximize traffic 
and increase conversion rates. Research areas include:

 •   Social media marketing
 •   Mobile marketing
 •   Email marketing
 •   Website and landing page optimization
 •   Search marketing
 •   Online marketing (subscription, lead generation and e-commerce)

If you think you might be a good fit for our research programs, please contact us. We’ll be in touch to talk about how the 
MECLABS methodology can help you optimize your sales and marketing funnels.

 
Take our certification courses

Join more than 2,000 marketers who have received their professional certification in several marketing disciplines. 
Based on 15 years of testing experience and marketing research, we have developed a series of online certification 
courses that provide expert analysis, research and in-depth training. Our students continue to report immediate results 
from the optimization techniques they’ve learned in our courses and applied to their own online marketing campaigns.

Each certification course is:

 •   Online and on-demand - view, rewind, fast-forward, or replay each course session at your convenience
 •   Accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
 •   Filled with case studies from companies in the B2B, B2C, lead generation, e-commerce and subscription
      markets
 •   Research-based with proven methodologies in specific areas of expertise
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 •   Upon completion of each course and successfully passing the exam, you will become a Certified Marketer in 
      that particular area and will receive a digital seal for use on your website or resume.

Company training programs by the experts at MECLABS

When you need training for your entire team, a private training workshop is a great solution. Our team can come to you 
and deliver a curriculum that is tailored to your organization. These workshops can involve a full spectrum of services – 
from professional certification to an in-depth analysis of your organization’s online marketing strategy.

As these sessions can vary substantially depending on your requirements, we ask that you contact us to discuss the 
details. Our team will prepare a no-obligation quote that is tailored to your individual needs.

 
Sponsor or attend our annual Summits and Workshops

Our Summits aim to help marketers overcome their top challenges with actionable, vendor-neutral training grounded 
in rigorous research and science. You’ll hear no vendor sales pitches from the stage. Instead, our attendees learn from 
brand-side marketers sharing case studies with data-based results.

Our events feature expert training in methodologies and best practices that have been gleaned from extensive research 
and testing. Every session is designed to help you improve your marketing skills and keep current on the latest trends.

Contact our teams

If you would like to learn about how to get more value from our research, or how the MECLABS methodology can help 
you optimize your sales and marketing funnels, please contact our laboratory: 

1-800-517-5531
info@meclabs.com

1300 Marsh Landing Parkway
Suite 106
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250

Engage with MECLABS
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to acknowledge and express our gratitude to those who have made the completion of this Research Catalog possible.

We would first like to thank all of the Research Partners who have teamed up with us to conduct hundreds of revealing 
experiments. Without them, we would not have such an extensive list of Test Protocols. 

Additionally, we want to show our appreciation to all the sources and vendors who have contributed to our articles and 
publications. With their help, we have been able to share more than 3,000 case studies, how-to articles and blog posts 
with the marketing community.

We are also grateful for our sponsorship partners, who have helped provide educational funding for our Web clinics, 
webinars, publications, and events so that we can better serve marketing professionals.

Lastly, we would like to thank all of the MECLABS employees, past and present, for their hard work and dedication. From 
the InTouch leads group, to the research analysts of MarketingExperiments, to the MarketingSherpa editorial content 
team, to the MECLABS office support staff, this Research Catalog would not exist without all the employees who have 
contributed in a multitude of ways.
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SAMPLE: 2012 B2B MARKETING BENCHMARK REPORT – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
RESEARCH AND INSIGHTS ON ATTRACTING AND CONVERTING THE MODERN B2B BUYER 
The pressure for B2B marketers is on. Modern B2B buyers have an increasing tendency and capacity to research 
purchasing decisions online long before they engage with Sales. They are empowered with information, and are 
reluctant from a persistently struggling economy.  Winning over modern B2B buyers requires organizations to 
revolutionize their marketing approach, and the barriers to success are vast.  

Facing great scrutiny, we must act on the buyer’s terms, tie all activities into 
revenue, and continually optimize performance. Overall success will depend 
on our ability to influence change throughout organizational levels, and build 
strategies for buyer-centric lead generation and funnel optimization. 

In this 2012 edition of the B2B Marketing Benchmark Report we will examine 
the top challenges B2B marketers are facing, the barriers that exist in 
preventing success, and best practices in overcoming them to attract and 
convert the modern B2B buyer. 

Information and collective wisdom of 1,745 B2B marketers 

More than 1,700 B2B marketers shared their knowledge and results in one of 
the most extensive studies in the industry – the MarketingSherpa 2011 B2B 
Marketing Benchmark Survey. Now, you can use this valuable knowledge to 
benchmark your organization’s practices and performance against other organizations like yours, and learn top 
tactics and strategies to optimize campaign performance. 

Benchmark data from multiple lenses, organized for quick reference 

The 2012 B2B Marketing Benchmark Report is a comprehensive reference guide containing more than 150 charts 
with analytical commentary, hundreds of informative insights from your peers, several abridged case studies of 
real-life social marketing success stories, and more. To help you quickly locate the information most relevant to 
your marketing situation, we have segmented data throughout this report by  

• Average of all respondents  
• Key industry sectors 
• Organization size 
• Phases of marketing maturity 

Highlights of this year’s study 

• The Strategic priorities of CMOs and senior marketing executives for B2B marketing 
• How organizations allocate B2B marketing budgets and key performance indicators 
• Top tactics B2B marketers use to generate leads including social media, email marketing and more 
• The opportunities that exist for B2B marketers in funnel optimization for lead generation ROI 

Benchmark Report  

MarketingSherpa Benchmark 
Reports guide strategic 
decisions and tactical planning 
by providing marketing 
executives and practitioners 
with the comprehensive 
research data and insights 
needed to compare an 
organization’s practices and 
performance against industry 
benchmarks. 

SAMPLE

Selected excerpts from our Benchmarks and Handbooks:
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KEY FINDING: THE B2B MARKETING ENVIRONMENT IS INCREASINGLY CHALLENGING 
The effects of a continually struggling economy and evolving buyer behavior are apparent in the indications of B2B 
marketers’ greatest challenges. In last year’s B2B Marketing Benchmark Report, we learned that nearly all 
challenges had increased in pertinence from 2009. This trend has continued through 2011, as we learn that the 
majority have increased yet again.  

Chart: B2B marketing challenges growing in pertinence

 

Top challenges of generating high-quality leads and generating a high volume of leads have held strong as the top 
two positions from 2010 to 2011, and marketers are struggling to 
achieve a balance of quality and quantity.  

Contrary to the trend of increasing challenges, the number one 
challenge of generating high-quality leads has actually decreased in 
pertinence from last year’s response. As lead qualification tactics have 
begun to gain traction, and marketers are beginning to embrace the 
screening of leads prior to sales team delivery, some are now falling 
back on their second greatest challenge – volume.  

  

33% 

39% 

33% 

27% 

37% 

35% 

69% 

34% 

41% 

36% 

36% 

37% 

44% 

78% 

33% 

38% 

38% 

40% 

41% 

49% 

74% 

Marketing to a growing number of 
people involved in the buying process 

Marketing to a lengthening sales cycle 

Generating public relations "buzz" 

Competing in lead generation across 
multiple media, from podcasts to paid 

search to webinars to print ads 

Generating perceived value in 
"cutting-edge" product benefits 

Generating a high-volume of leads 

Generating high-quality leads 

2011 
2010 
2009 

Source: ©2011 MarketingSherpa B2B Marketing Benchmark Survey  
Methodology: Fielded June 2011, N=1,745 

Data Highlights 

*Majority of challenges are still increasing. 
*Exception is top challenge of lead quality, 
which has decreased in pertinence.  
*Last year’s focus on quality has led some 
marketers back to volume this year. The 
greatest challenge is achieving balance. 

SAMPLE
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KEY FINDING: INCREASING CHALLENGES APPARENT IN TACTICAL EFFECTIVENESS 
We further exemplify the challenges of the B2B marketer by analyzing the effectiveness of various marketing 
tactics or channels, as indicated by survey participants. The dramatic decline of tactical effectiveness from 2010 to 
2011 is indicative of marketers’ dissatisfaction of overall quality and quantity of leads generated. 

Chart: Changes in the effectiveness of B2B marketing tactics

 

We asked survey participants to indicate the effectiveness of various marketing tactics in 2010 and 2011, allowing 
participants to indicate “very effective,” “somewhat effective,” or “not effective” for each tactic. This chart shows 
the level of response indicating “very effective” in 2010 and 2011, for each tactic.  

In 2011, B2B marketers experienced severe declines in the tactical effectiveness for many of their marketing 
channels, when compared to the previous year.  Multiple tactics declined by 50 percent or more. Times are tough 
and it is becoming more critical than ever for marketers to improve results. And it is becoming hauntingly evident 
that it’s time for change.  In this report, we analyze the strategies and tactics of top performing, high maturity B2B 
organizations, so you can learn from their success and apply proven tactics to increase the effectiveness of your 
campaigns.  

6% 

6% 

6% 

13% 

13% 

16% 

19% 

20% 

26% 

29% 

31% 

10% 

16% 

22% 

31% 

35% 

23% 

43% 

25% 

40% 

36% 

50% 

Print advertising 

Social media 

Direct mail 

Public relations 

Telemarketing 

Paid search (PPC) 

Virtual events / webinars 

Trade shows 

Email marketing 

Search engine optimization 
(SEO) 

Website design, management 
and optimization 

2010 
2011 

Source: ©2011 MarketingSherpa B2B Marketing Benchmark Survey  
Methodology: Fielded June 2011, N=1,745 
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KEY FINDING: LEAD GENERATION IS TOP PRIORITY, CONVERSION IS GREATEST CHALLENGE 
Amidst the struggle to increase effectiveness, marketers align priorities accordingly for the upcoming year. It is 
natural for marketers to prioritize lead generation, as we learned that balancing quality and quantity of leads are 
top challenges. The following key finding chart examines the importance of sales conversion, and its close relation 
to lead generation.    

Chart: B2B marketing priorities vs. challenges

 

While lead generation presents a greater priority, and converting qualified leads presents a greater challenge, 
response levels are relatively similar for the priority and challenge of both tactics. This demonstrates their 

interdependence.  

Marketers now prioritize lead conversion over branding, reputation 
and awareness, despite its traditional connotation as a “Sales 
responsibility.” Marketers are realizing the importance of supporting 
conversion as a marketing function by incorporating funnel 
optimization strategies to accelerate sales pipeline performance. 

  

22% 

37% 

40% 

38% 

52% 

48% 

18% 

36% 

44% 

45% 

57% 

60% 

Lead hand-off and 
management 

Lead qualification and 
scoring 

Lead nurturing 

Branding, reputation 
and awareness 

Converting qualified 
leads into paying 

customers 

Lead generation 

Priority 
Challenge 

Source: ©2011 MarketingSherpa B2B Marketing Benchmark Survey  
Methodology: Fielded June 2011, N=1,745 

“Lead qualification. Too much time is 
spent following up on leads that have 
low probability of becoming sales.” 

          -Marketer insight on challenges 

SAMPLE
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KEY FINDING: B2B MARKETERS CRAVE SUFFICIENT RESOURCES FOR SUCCESS ENABLEMENT 
The challenges of the B2B marketer are on the rise, and barriers to success are inhibitive. External forces are 
certainly at play, but internal barriers exist as well. What can we do internally to overcome these challenges and 
rise above the competition? The following chart analyzes barriers that exist in preventing marketers from 
overcoming their greatest challenges. To succeed, we must precisely identify and address these barriers within our 
organizations, and develop solutions. 

Chart: Lack of resources presents greatest barrier to B2B marketing success

 

Traditional perceptions of Marketing are crippling to success. Organizations traditionally view Sales as the revenue 
engine, and marketing teams must work more diligently to barter for investments in their departments. To receive 
these much-needed investments, it is critical for marketers to demonstrate their contribution to revenue and 
overall success. This benchmark report analyzes key strategies for accomplishing this demonstration of value.   

62% 

39% 

35% 

32% 

32% 

31% 

30% 

27% 

26% 

25% 

25% 

19% 

17% 

Lack of resources in staffing, 
budgeting or time 

Lack of ability to stop executing and 
think strategically 

Limited ability to develop content 

Lack of sufficient insight on target 
audience 

Lack of alignment between Sales and 
Marketing 

Lack of reliable data to drive decisions 

The economic climate 

Lack of clarity on goals and objectives 

Not enough education of Marketing 
staff on best practices 

Lack of a clear value proposition 

Lack of insight in competitive 
research 

Lack of support from IT 

Difficulty gaining buy-in or support 
from the C-suite for new strategies 

Source: ©2011 MarketingSherpa B2B Marketing Benchmark Survey  
Methodology: Fielded June 2011, N=1,745 
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KEY FINDING: TRIED-AND-TRUE TACTICS ARE VALUED IN THE ALLOCATION OF BUDGETS 
In challenging times, we must test new strategies and tactics to improve marketing effectiveness. We need to 
maintain agility, and adapt to an evolving marketplace, but cannot completely sacrifice tried-and-true tactics that 
have driven our lead generation programs for years. When we analyze the allocation of B2B marketing budgets, we 
learn that marketers are investing in traditional tactics that have been standbys for past success. 

Chart: The average allocation of B2B marketing budgets

 

We asked survey participants to indicate the percentage of marketing budget 
they allocate to each of the above tactics, including personnel, media and 
other direct costs. We learned that marketers are investing in tried-and-true 
tactics such as trade shows, website marketing, and email, and are allocating 
the greatest slices of their budgets to these tactics.    
 
Trade shows moved from the seventh most effective tactic last year to the 
fourth position this year. This perceived increase in effectiveness has led to 
significant investment. Meanwhile, the top three slices of B2B marketing 
budgets remains consistent year-over-year.  

7% 

7% 

8% 

9% 

9% 

9% 

10% 

12% 

13% 

13% 

16% 

21% 

Virtual events / webinars 

Marketing automation 

Telemarketing 

Public relations 

Search engine optimization 
(SEO) 

Social media 

Direct mail 

Print advertising 

Paid search (PPC) 

Email marketing 

Website design, management 
and optimization 

Trade shows 

Source: ©2011 MarketingSherpa B2B Marketing Benchmark Survey  
Methodology: Fielded June 2011, N=1,745 

Data Highlights 

*Marketers value tried-and-
true tactics: Tradeshows, 
website and email 
*These top three slices remain 
consistent year-over-year 

SAMPLE
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KEY FINDING: FUNNEL OPTIMIZATION PRESENTS GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR MARKETERS 
Marketers have prioritized the support of sales conversion over traditionally marketing-owned priorities, such as 
branding, awareness and reputation. The marketplace has grown to accept sales conversion as a Marketing and 
Sales function, and not Sales alone. However, marketers are struggling to gain maturity in funnel optimization 
tactics that support conversion.  

Chart: B2B marketers show high levels of maturity at top of the funnel, not at the bottom 

 

We asked survey participants to indicate the type of processes they use to execute the above tactics, whether it is 
formal, informal or nonexistent. We learn that B2B marketers are showing significantly greater levels of maturity in 

lead generation and qualification than overall funnel optimization.  

There is a short window of time for marketers to capitalize on this 
trend, get ahead of the curve, and establish their companies and 
themselves as industry leaders. By gaining maturity in funnel 
optimization strategies, marketers will be able to accelerate sales 
pipeline performance. They will become true contributors to their 
organization’s success, leaders in the industry, and champions over 
the competition.  

16% 

29% 

22% 

19% 

31% 

37% 

34% 

37% 

41% 

29% 

41% 

46% 

38% 

25% 

30% 

41% 

23% 

13% 

Funnel 
optimization 

Lead hand-off / 
management 

Lead nurturing 

Lead scoring 

Lead qualification 

Lead generation 

No process or guidelines 
currently 

Informal process, few 
guidelines, sporadic 
performance 
Formal process, thorough 
guidelines, routine 
performance 

Source: ©2011 MarketingSherpa B2B Marketing Benchmark Survey  
Methodology: Fielded June 2011, N=1,745 

“This isn’t a challenge – it’s an 
opportunity. That old tagline “Just do it” 
pretty much sums up the process – make 
the calls, send the emails, JUST DO IT. The 
tools work if you use them, but nothing 
works if you don’t follow through.” 

       -Marketer insight on funnel challenges 

SAMPLE
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SAMPLE: 2012 EMAIL MARKETING HANDBOOK – INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 
Today, marketers are under more pressure to amplify brand awareness, deliver qualified leads, and increase online 
transactions, even as the numbers of communication channels exponentially expand and marketing budgets 
tighten. Complicating matters further, marketing strategies have shifted from command and control methods to 
more open and inclusive tactics.  

In this network model, a brand is no longer separated from the conversation; 
rather it is expected to participate. These discussions are not scripted, rather 
organic and free flowing. Many marketing mavens find it difficult to 
communicate concisely in a world of multitasking and always-on-the-move 
consumers whose attention spans perpetually shrink. Nevertheless, the old 
adage, “Tell me and I forget; show me and I remember; involve me and I 
understand,” still rings true today.  

As marketing practitioners adapt to this changing landscape, many of their 
traditional tactics will need modifying to flourish. The task to build a healthy 
ecosystem in which community members spontaneously interact and share 
valuable information requires that all the communication points are linked, 
transparent and not easily manipulated. Fortunately, email marketing is well-
suited to integrate with a multitude of existing and emerging communication 
channels to deliver precise value in this ever-evolving environment.  

To accelerate email and their overall marketing performance, marketers 
must overcome obstacles to work synergistically with a variety of 
communication channels and data centers to assist the customer along the 
path to purchase. This is reflected in the recently published 2012 Email 
Marketing Benchmark Report. Marketers from Fortune 500 companies to small “mom-and-pop” stores told us the 
email marketing processes in most need of improvement were: 

1. Using email for funnel optimization 
2. Integrating email data with other data systems 
3. Achieving or increasing measurable ROI 
4. Integrating email with other marketing tactics 
5. Growing and retaining subscribers 

ACCELERATING THE SPEED AND ACCURACY OF EMAIL MESSAGES 
To help you survive and thrive in this marketing ecosystem, we have uncovered the best practices to give your 
organization the sustenance to increase the speed and accuracy of its email communications. Inside 
MarketingSherpa’s Email Marketing Handbook: Second Edition, you will find the latest research, charts and case 
studies for elevating email marketing effectiveness. The chapters are arranged to quicken your email marketing 
program’s iteration development.  

The worksheets and exercises included are designed to help you prioritize and fine-tune your message when 
adding lifecycle communications or promoting the latest mobile app. Our goal is to have this handbook become 
your trusted resource for executing meaningful email communications.  

The content of this handbook is based on eight years of research from surveying more than 10,000 marketers and 
numerous interviews with practitioners to document their successes (and, at times, failures) for our case studies 

Handbooks 

MarketingSherpa handbooks 
provide research-supported 
best practices for improving the 
performance of marketing 
programs, and serve as 
curriculum for self-instructed 
and professional career 
advancement training 
programs. Handbooks include 
case studies, processes, best 
practices, worksheets and data 
to support recommended 
practices. 

 SAMPLE
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and how-to articles. Additionally, the frank conversations with attendees at Summits, workshops and various 
online media platforms have provided insight into the latest email marketing challenges. Students’ candor has 
directed our research into mobile design, social integration and the endlessly evolving ISP strategies for user-
friendly and spam-free mailboxes. 

ASSESS YOUR EMAIL MARKETING MATURITY  
At the core of our research is the documentation and examination of proven processes of successful marketing 
departments. Best practices and sales and marketing intuition are not enough to build strong relationships with 
customers. Rather, it takes a measurable and repeatable methodology by which people, process and technology 
are aligned to effectively engage customers from introduction to conversion.  

MarketingSherpa segments its email marketing benchmark data into three maturity phases: Trial, Transition and 
Strategic. This practice enables researchers to examine the differences in email marketing performance by 
organizations in each phase of maturity, and demonstrate the benefits of improving email processes. 

Each phase characterizes how systematic an organization is in its approach to email marketing. The process it uses 
to plan, execute, measure and report on email marketing programs determines an organization’s maturity phase. 
Instituting formal and repeatable email processes has been a priority for marketers for some time. While many 
firms have made progress, the following chart shows there is more work to do.   

Chart: Overall email marketing maturity assessment reveals opportunity for improvement 

 

MarketingSherpa’s 2012 Email Marketing Benchmark Report made a clear correlation between the phase of an 
organization’s email marketing maturity and the effectiveness of its email programs. The following chart 
demonstrates organizations in the Strategic phase are twice as likely to find email  effective in driving website 

Strategic 
phase  

We have a 
formal process 
with thorough 
guidelines we 

routinely 
perform  

26% 

Transition 
phase  

We have 
informal 

process with a 
few guidelines 

we sporadically 
perform  

42% 

Trial phase  
We do not have 

a process or 
guidelines for 

performing 
email marketing  

32% 

Source: ©2011 MarketingSherpa Email Marketing Benchmark Survey  
Methodology: Fielded July 2011, N=2,735 
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traffic, increasing lead generation, qualifying leads, improving customer retention, and most importantly, 
increasing sales revenue in comparison to their Trial phase foes. 

Chart: CMO view of email effectiveness on business objectives by ROI maturity phase 

Q. How EFFECTIVE is email marketing at achieving the following business objectives for your organization?

 

Effectiveness is a key difference between organizations in each phase of email marketing maturity. Email is clearly 
more effective at achieving the objectives of organizations in the Strategic phase than it is for organizations in less 
mature phases. This disparity creates a sound business case for investing in the necessary marketing education and 
training to advance from your current phase of email marketing maturity to the next. 

  

10% 

10% 

13% 

14% 

16% 

17% 

24% 

19% 

25% 

38% 

25% 

14% 

18% 

20% 

22% 

27% 

21% 

28% 

32% 

36% 

25% 

41% 

41% 

42% 

39% 

40% 

43% 

55% 

46% 

63% 

Supporting offline marketing programs 

Qualifying leads 

Increasing lead generation 

Increasing sales conversion/ revenue 

Improving customer retention 

Supporting online marketing programs 

Building brand awareness or reputation 

Driving website traffic 

Nurturing prospects 

Completing post-sales transactions  

Strategic phase 

Transition phase 

Trial phase 

Source: ©2011 MarketingSherpa Email Marketing Benchmark Survey  
Methodology: Fielded July 2011, N=2,735 
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COMPLETE YOUR EMAIL MARKETING MATURITY ASSESSMENT 
Before we begin to discuss refining email marketing processes, it may be helpful to conduct a quick assessment to 
determine your current processes. This will enable you to identify the current strengths and weaknesses in your 
execution.   

To complete the worksheet, circle one number in each row that corresponds with the column heading that best 
describes the process you use for each tactic. For example, circle 5 in the first row if your organization has a formal, 
documented process with thorough guidelines that is routinely performed for overall execution of list generation 
campaigns. If your organization has not begun to formulate a process for this tactic, circle 1. After circling one 
number in each row, subtotal each column and combine columns for your total score. Matching this score to the 
phase shown in the bottom row will determine where your organization is now in the email marketing maturity 
lifecycle. 

 

Email Marketing 
Maturity 
Process Benchmark 

Organization does not have 
a process or guidelines for 
performing email 
marketing. 

Organization has an 
informal process with a 
few guidelines it 
sporadically performs. 

Organization has a 
formal process with 
thorough guidelines it 
routinely performs. 

Tracking email's impact 
on the Marketing-Sales 
funnel and ROI  

1 3 5 

Integrating email with 
other marketing tactics  1 3 5 

Creating relevant 
messages (content, 
segmentation, timing) 

1 3 5 

Building a list of 
subscribers  1 3 5 

Maintaining list hygiene 
and monitoring 
deliverability statistics  

1 3 5 

Testing, analyzing and 
optimizing email 
communications 

1 3 5 

Subtotals    

Total    

Email Marketing 
Maturity 

Trial Phase: 6–10 Transition Phase: 12–18 Strategic Phase:  20–30 

 

To delve deeper into the statistics, we separated these six protocols found in most email marketing processes. 
How does your organization compare to this benchmark chart? 

SAMPLE
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Chart: List growth found to be most advanced email marketing process 
Q. Please select the statement that best describes the process your organization uses to plan, execute and measure 
the performance of the following activities.

 

The chart above reveals marketers are most likely to have strategic processes in place for list building and list 
hygiene maintenance. The intuitive philosophy of “the money is in the list” may drive more organizational 
processes to ensure a healthy list of quality and active subscribers.  

The complexity of reaching a target audience with meaningful messages is moving firms to find more repeatable 
processes to create relevant content and join conversations across multiple communication channels. These two 
areas are most prominent in the Transition phase. Marketers in the Trial phase of testing and funnel optimization 
have a tremendous opportunity for growth. Implementing testing procedures can quickly enhance the 
effectiveness and efficiency of an email program. While optimizing email to have a greater impact on the 
Marketing-Sales pipeline will enable email marketers to justify the channels value to an organization. 

The analysis of mature email marketing programs allowed us to uncover barriers preventing subscriber 
engagement and identify keys to successful communications.  We will share the email best practices throughout 
this handbook. Keep in mind, the steps identified are interrelated, so even small improvements in one area will 
positively influence the others. For instance, the steps taken to build a quality subscriber list will pay dividends in 
your ability to create engaging content and ensure reliable delivery. 

  

SAMPLE
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BUILD A PERFORMANCE STRATEGY TO BEST ENGAGE CUSTOMERS 
As we mentioned earlier, adhering to best practices is only a starting point. Your subscribers are constantly 
interrupted by advertising messages and may even be experiencing email fatigue. It will be a combination of your 
insights, innovation and systematic dedication to continuous improvement that will determine the email strategies 
implemented to best engage customers on their terms. 

USE YOUR INSIGHTS TO FACILITATE CONVERSATION  
Every customer is an individual with unique preferences. Each of the marketing tactics in your arsenal has distinct 
qualities, and it is your job as a marketer to tailor them to your audience. Again, best practices are a good place to 
start, but do not discount the breadth of knowledge you already possess from your customers, your products and 
the competition. Your company’s core values and brand voice will also guide you in manufacturing meaningful 
communications. 

TAKE RISKS TO BUILD UPON BOTH CURRENT AND NEW APPROACHES 
Email marketing is a mature and trusted tactic, as reflected in MarketingSherpa’s 2012 Email Benchmark Report, 
which notes that 73% of companies recognize that email either currently produces or will produce ROI, and are 
increasing their email budgets in 2012. 

As marketers, we strive for alignment with our sales team. On some days, we will need to evangelize the latest 
marketing tactics to meet a customer’s preference. At other times, we will defend the current e-marketing 
strategy, urging colleagues not to add one more link, picture or offer in communications by explaining there is a 
high price to pay for clutter. 

These are the moment-to-moment judgments of knowing when to innovate and when to be risk-averse.  Only you 
know what is best for your company. Investigating different approaches to try to outperform your current 
marketing initiatives is essential. When we actively seek out key performance indicators and which areas need 
improvement, upholding our strategy will be easier.  

CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT OF IMPROVEMENT THROUGH TESTING 
The idea is that you will continuously experiment in small increments, moving from best practices, to 
customization and testing, and then repeat the process. The goal is not perfection, but rather ongoing 
improvement — giving you the freedom to try new tactics while meeting your ship dates. 

As this email process is formalized and repeated, a culture of testing and optimization will cultivate to enable you 
to go beyond best practices, and truly understand what works best for your community, organization and 
customers. 

Again, the course structure encourages the expansion and iteration of your email marketing campaigns. Our 
process starts with identifying how to aid the subscriber at each step in the path to purchase and is never quite 
complete as the journey ends with testing and optimizing the message. Please find a quick summary of the six 
stages to accelerate your email marketing performance below.  

SAMPLE
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MARKETINGSHERPA’S SIX STEPS FOR ACCELERATING EMAIL MARKETING PERFORMANCE 
  
Identify impact 
and purpose  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Integrate email 
with other 
marketing 
tactics 

Email provides instant feedback on campaigns success from open rates, and 
clickthroughs that marketers crave. The movement of the customer towards 
conversion in the Marketing-Sales pipeline is the true measurement of success. In this 
section, learn steps to assess and prioritize placement in the path to purchase where 
email can have the most impact on your bottom line. You will better able to 
demonstrate the value of your email marketing programs to C-suite and senior 
leadership. 
 
Combining email with other tactics in your marketing toolkit can create positive 
synergy and tangible benefits to your entire program The two most frequently 
discussed marketing topics are social media and the fast adoption rates of 
smartphones and tablets. Learn the evolving best practices to leverage the power of 
social media for sharing content and generating list growth. Develop email messaging 
strategies to meet the new requirements on smaller screens and for mobile lifestyles. 
 
In this section, learn the three keys to relevancy; contagious content, segmentation 
and real-time communications. First, align your internal resources to churn out 
content consistently and recognize opportunities to streamline processes. Next, 
combine available data found in your CRM, social CRM and accounting software with 
your email database to identify opportunities to help customers. Finally, establish 
processes that allow communications to be sent at their peak of pertinence. 
 
In this section, learn how to develop a strategy to build a quality list of brand 
evangelists for your company based on your resources and target audience. Examine 
your current subscribers. Discover if they are engaged and receiving email they 
determine relevant. Design a robust preference page including opt-down options, and 
even ask recipients to unsubscribe. Then turn your attention to adding new 
subscribers with a mix of offline and online tactics right for your brand. We’ll teach 
the latest methods to systematically grow a core group of fervent fans.  
 
All of a marketer’s effort will be for naught, if their messages do not reach the 
recipient’s inbox. Understanding your relationship with ISPs and how your reputation 
affects your deliverability success is the first step. Next, take strategic action on your 
methods for handling complaints, list hygiene, relevant content and sending 
permanence to protect your reputation. Maintain best practices from diligent lead 
capture to legal compliance. Implementing repeatable deliverability processes will 
give you an edge in the ever-changing email landscape. As new regulations roll out 
and webmail providers enhance their filters to prioritize emails in their customers’ 
inboxes your team will keep pace. 
 
Well-intentioned marketers read business books, watch webinars and attend 
seminars to keep up to date on the latest marketing trends and best practices. While 
this can generate new ideas or reinforce old convictions, the only way to truly 
understand what works for your organization and your customers is to continuously 
test and optimize your email messages. In this chapter we will outline the process, 
including testing methodologies and preparation practices. In addition, discover 
which email messaging elements are most popular and effective to trial. 

 
 
 
Create relevant 
content 
 
 
 
 
 
Maintain and 
grow quality lists 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Monitoring list 
hygiene and 
deliverability 
statistics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Test and 
optimize 
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SAMPLE: 2011 SEARCH MARKETING SPECIAL REPORT – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
AGENCY PERSPECTIVES ON CREATING A RICH END-USER SEARCH EXPERIENCE 
A rich end-user experience has become a hallmark of search marketing. Searchers now receive instant, real-time, 
personalized and local information. Blended search supports these developments by generating results pages that 
include not only blue links, but also video, images, news, press releases, customer reviews and real-time social 
media content.  

To achieve good organic rankings and ensure that they are found in all 
search formats, organizations must be ever-savvy with the creation and 
optimization of content and digital assets. Those that do so create and 
capitalize on a rich end-user search experience.  

It comes as no surprise that agencies and clients rated content creation as 
the most effective SEO tactic. Content marketing also sits at the intersection 
of search and social – two important components in successful inbound 
marketing programs. 

This Special Report looks at SEO tactics and other search engine 
optimization considerations from the unique and valuable perspective of 
agencies. Agencies can offer many benefits to client organizations either 
considering or choosing to outsource their SEO programs.  

External SEO companies have a steady eye on emerging SEO strategies, which is an important consideration as SEO 
evolves. Reputable SEO companies will also have tools at their disposal to ensure they get results, not to mention 
repeat business. Many of these tools could be cost-prohibitive for in-house groups, and come with a learning curve 
to use effectively. One of the most important benefits an agency provides is experience with working within an 
industry vertical. Through trial and error, agencies have learned which SEO techniques and tactics are most 
effective, thereby saving time, resources and money.  

Highlights of this report include: 

• Clients’ perceptions on the ability of SEO to produce a return on investment at budget time 
• Budget forecasts for clients’ SEO program expenditures  
• Organic rankings for targeted key terms on client campaigns, including insights into the best methods for 

improving rankings 
• Most effective SEO tactics for achieving a client’s marketing objectives, backed with examples from 

successful campaigns 
• Suggested approaches for developing a link building strategy and choosing link partners 
• Ad network and format effectiveness, including tips on selecting an ad network 

  

 
Special Reports 

MarketingSherpa Special 
Reports provide marketing 
executives with concise 
research, insights and 
actionable advice, derived from 
unique market segments for 
guiding strategic and tactical 
decision making. 

SAMPLE
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Selected sample of our test protocol:

Planning

MECLABS LLC © - All Rights Reserved
ID: Test Protocol Summary

1. Hypothesis

1.1) Based on analysis, what are the 
problems with the control?

1.2) What is the best way to overcome these 
problems?

2. Question

2.1) Primary Research Question

3. Variables

2.1) What is the (independent) variable?

2.2) What are the (Treatment) values?  

2.3)
How does each treatment serve to test 
the validity of the hypothesis and anser 
the Primary Research Question?  

4. Metrics

3.1)

Metrics Notes
Conversion Rate
Order Page Click-through Rate

5. Validaty Threats

4.1)

Validity Threat Types Considered (Y/N)
History effect No
Instrumentation effect No
Selection effect No
Sample Distortion effect No
Other Validity effect No

6. Sample Size

I.  Minimum Sample Size Estimation

Metric
Estimated 
Quantity

Projected Conversion rate 3.00% 6.09% Projected success rate ().  (e.g., Conversion rate, CTR, …)

Minimum relative difference you wish to detect: 10.00% Want to be able to detect changes of this size or more (bigger=longer test)
Resulting absolute size difference: 0.30% 0.66% Max. acceptable error (E)
Statistical significance level: 5.0% = 95.0% Desired Statistical Level of Confidence (LoC)       
concluding there is a difference, due to sampling 

Number of standard deviations for this 1.959964 1.959964 (the z-value for Std. Normal distribution)
Required standard deviation: 0.001531 0.003382 (E / z)  [i.e., Std-Err / z-value for selected Level of Confidence]
Expected p(1-p) 0.029100 0.057225335

Number of observations per treatment: 12,421 5002 n = (p(1-p) * (z(Estimated minimum sample size required for validity)

Metric Quantity
Arrival rate (arrivals/day) 2,000 Total traffic level est.(arrivals/day)
Number of treatments 2
Number of Sample success observations/day 60 #arrivals * projected success rate (p)
Estimated minimum acceptable sample size (# obs.) 24,841 (#Obs/Treatment) * (#-Treatments)
Estimated minimum test duration (days) 12 (#arrivals required) / (projected #arrivals-per-day)

II.  Test Duration Projection

TPXXXX_

< Describe the potential for Instrumentation Effect validity threat and what can be done to minimize it > 

2.2)

Have you considered the impact of these validation threats?  

What must we measure in order to determine the best performing value?

< Describe the potential for History Effect validity threat and what can be done to minimize it > 

Multi-step process doesn't match visitor expectations, don't know time requirement or number of steps up front.  Doesn't capture email addresses for marketing, 
basket recovery.

2 steps vs 3 steps vs 4 steps, specifying 4 steps up front vs specifying nothing, accordion style ajax vs automatic expander treatment, simple radio buttons with text vs 
product discount chart

Number of Steps in process, Clarity of steps up front, type of Ajax implemented, Payment Chart

Simplify process showing steps required, increase steps of process to capture email, incorporate technology to increase visitor participation.

Which flow will have a higher conversion rate?
Which flow will have a higher order page clickthrough rate?

Secondary Research Question Which flow will have a higher Landing Page clickthrough rate?

---  Pre-Test Estimation  ---

Foreknowledge of steps will encourage visitors who start the process also finish, nothing surprises them.  Ajax technology allows us to capture emails on all orders 
once they reach the billing step, not just on complete orders.

Describe Possible Threats For This Test

< Describe the potential for Selection Effect validity threat and what can be done to minimize it > 
< Describe the potential for Sample Distortion Effect validity threat and what can be done to minimize it > 
Home Page (which is driving traffic), is changing CTA in Bar 1 test.  Ex. Get Home Delivery, Subscribe Now, etc.

Total Conversions / Total Visits to Order Page
Total Conversions / Total Visits to Landing Page

u = 2q + t + m+ 2v + i ©  

SAMPLE
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ID: TPXXXX_

Control ID1: Optimized ID2 Optimized ID3:
URL: https://www.nytimesathome.com/hd/101?MediaCode=XXXXX&CMP=XXXXX URL: https://www.nytimesathome.com/hd/142?MediaCode=XXXXX&CMP=XXXXX URL: https://www.nytimesathome.com/hd/144?MediaCode=XXXXX&CMP=XXXXX

<Briefly describe the significant problems or optimization opportunities identified during your analysis of the Control.> < How does this treatment test the hypothesis about proposed optimization problems of the Ctrl? > < How does this treatment test the hypothesis about proposed optimization problems of the Ctrl? >

SAMPLE

Screenshots
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Screenshots - continued

Optimized ID4: Optimized ID4:
URL: https://www.nytimesathome.com/hd/145?MediaCode=XXXXX&CMP=XXXXX URL: https://www.nytimesathome.com/hd/146?MediaCode=XXXXX&CMP=XXXXX

 

< How does this treatment test the hypothesis about proposed optimization problems of the Ctrl? >

SAMPLE
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Optimization Background Info

ID TPXXXX_ Optimization Background Information

1. Path Overview (review the traffic split and the page in its path from ad to final action)

2. Review Test Procedure

2.1) Testing Platfrom and Tracking System:

2.3) Changes and observations during the 
test:

3. Review metrics

3.1)
Test Data Collection Period:

Sampling 
began

Sampling 
Ended

Duration 
(Days)

Prd Length 
(Days)

Control 5/17/2011 1
Experimental Sub-group 1
Experimental Sub-group 2

3.2) Test Summary

Treatments CR To Del Opt To Del Info
To Bill 

Info To Conv
Del Opt to 

Conv
Add'l Emails 

Captured
T0- ID101 5.91% 33.51% 17.65% 17.65% N/A
T1- ID142 Accordion Basic 6.45% 32.18% 51.67% 49.14% 78.91% 20.04% 326
T2 -ID144 Accordion w/Delivery Table 6.23% 32.08% 49.65% 50.53% 77.35% 19.40% 347
T3 - ID145 Expander Basic 5.79% 39.40% 18.26% 80.43% 14.68% 267
T4 - ID146 Expander w/Delivery Table 6.10% 38.93% 19.68% 79.59% 15.66% 298

3.3) Test Details

Funnel Analysis

Usage Note: 
Insert additional columns, if needed, before 
column (AL).  

Deposit test data on this worksheet.  If 
sample data is available, then enter it 
into columns G:AK.  If ONLY aggregate 
data is available, then enter it in column 
E.
Test Outcome Data Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11 Period 12 Period 13 Period 14 Period 15 Period 16 Period 17 Period 18 Period 19 Period 20 Period 21 Period 22 Period 23 Period 24 Period 25 Period 26 Period 27 Period 28 Period 29 Period 30 Period 31 Period 32 Period 33
(You may alter Treatment names, and Step 

names below)
No-Sample 

Total
Validation 

Total 5/17/11 5/18/11 5/19/11 5/20/11 5/21/11 5/22/11 5/23/11 5/24/11 5/25/11 5/26/11 5/27/11 5/28/11 5/29/11 5/30/11 5/31/11 6/1/11 6/2/11 6/3/11 6/4/11 6/5/11 6/6/11 6/7/11 6/8/11 6/9/11 6/10/11 6/11/11 6/12/11 6/13/11 6/14/11 6/15/11 6/16/11 6/17/11 6/18/11

T0- ID101 
Visitors 18991 685 713 652 602 554 688 765 693 701 657 708 533 638 655 797 729 658 604 544 727 735 676 787 703 600 584 785 818
Visitors 18991 685 713 652 602 554 688 765 693 701 657 708 533 638 655 797 729 658 604 544 727 735 676 787 703 600 584 785 818

Delivery Options 6363 256 293 268 232 186 244 274 227 230 216 196 165 195 209 257 214 226 184 172 242 229 204 309 245 192 199 250 249
Delivery Info

Billing Info
Conversion 1123 53 53 53 40 32 41 54 48 33 38 42 31 32 36 33 31 34 22 25 45 35 35 53 56 40 37 42 49
Conversion 1123 53 53 53 40 32 41 54 48 33 38 42 31 32 36 33 31 34 22 25 45 35 35 53 56 40 37 42 49

Conversion Rate 5.91% 7.74% 7.43% 8.13% 6.64% 5.78% 5.96% 7.06% 6.93% 4.71% 5.78% 5.93% 5.82% 5.02% 5.50% 4.14% 4.25% 5.17% 3.64% 4.60% 6.19% 4.76% 5.18% 6.73% 7.97% 6.67% 6.34% 5.35% 5.99%
Diff. in Sample Mean v. Control 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

T1- ID142 Accordion Basic
Visitors 18920 677 709 657 601 546 687 756 686 705 651 703 539 633 645 790 731 663 606 545 723 733 668 787 703 595 577 786 818
Visitors 18920 677 709 657 601 546 687 756 686 705 651 703 539 633 645 790 731 663 606 545 723 733 668 787 703 595 577 786 818

Delivery Options 6089 246 264 250 208 176 255 255 229 223 222 202 148 185 194 256 245 200 187 153 209 239 194 277 230 171 189 233 249
0.52 Delivery Info 3146 139 153 135 100 92 145 123 113 117 105 102 69 97 100 135 109 109 100 75 110 124 102 138 117 93 98 128 118

Billing Info 1546 68 80 76 61 51 69 52 57 59 51 48 32 49 45 68 59 58 46 37 42 52 53 68 61 49 41 54 60
Conversion 1220 56 67 59 49 40 56 44 45 48 41 41 24 43 31 50 51 48 29 24 33 44 39 48 49 43 36 41 41
Conversion 1220 56 67 59 49 40 56 44 45 48 41 41 24 43 31 50 51 48 29 24 33 44 39 48 49 43 36 41 41

Conversion Rate 6.45% 8.27% 9.45% 8.98% 8.15% 7.33% 8.15% 5.82% 6.56% 6.81% 6.30% 5.83% 4.45% 6.79% 4.81% 6.33% 6.98% 7.24% 4.79% 4.40% 4.56% 6.00% 5.84% 6.10% 6.97% 7.23% 6.24% 5.22% 5.01%
Diff. in Sample Mean v. Control 0.53% 0.53% 2.02% 0.85% 1.51% 1.55% 2.19% -1.24% -0.37% 2.10% 0.51% -0.10% -1.36% 1.78% -0.69% 2.19% 2.72% 2.07% 1.14% -0.19% -1.63% 1.24% 0.66% -0.64% -1.00% 0.56% -0.10% -0.13% -0.98%

T2 -ID144 Accordion w/Delivery Table
Visitors 19036 690 712 660 609 547 689 765 694 703 665 710 539 632 651 816 728 661 605 543 733 741 672 792 702 593 583 783 818
Visitors 19036 690 712 660 609 547 689 765 694 703 665 710 539 632 651 816 728 661 605 543 733 741 672 792 702 593 583 783 818

Delivery Options 6107 258 268 244 202 183 240 268 235 221 179 182 154 200 194 286 206 188 186 167 242 210 192 296 231 185 196 241 253
0.5 Delivery Info 3032 136 134 131 99 81 128 139 118 98 90 95 96 101 83 139 97 104 96 72 111 102 101 132 110 90 94 120 135

Billing Info 1532 78 68 67 54 36 70 66 65 47 41 49 49 45 44 68 41 51 49 37 53 51 49 63 51 57 54 68 61
Conversion 1185 63 50 54 44 33 45 52 54 41 34 41 42 31 41 51 30 33 32 30 37 42 37 47 39 46 39 51 46
Conversion 1185 63 50 54 44 33 45 52 54 41 34 41 42 31 41 51 30 33 32 30 37 42 37 47 39 46 39 51 46

Conversion Rate 6.23% 9.13% 7.02% 8.18% 7.22% 6.03% 6.53% 6.80% 7.78% 5.83% 5.11% 5.77% 7.79% 4.91% 6.30% 6.25% 4.12% 4.99% 5.29% 5.52% 5.05% 5.67% 5.51% 5.93% 5.56% 7.76% 6.69% 6.51% 5.62%
Diff. in Sample Mean v. Control 0.31% 1.39% -0.41% 0.05% 0.58% 0.26% 0.57% -0.26% 0.85% 1.12% -0.67% -0.16% 1.98% -0.11% 0.80% 2.11% -0.13% -0.17% 1.65% 0.93% -1.14% 0.91% 0.33% -0.80% -2.41% 1.09% 0.35% 1.16% -0.37%

T3 - ID145 Expander Basic
Visitors 18962 676 703 658 610 555 680 761 694 696 666 713 534 634 648 798 728 662 602 536 731 736 673 790 713 585 582 780 818
Visitors 18962 676 703 658 610 555 680 761 694 696 666 713 534 634 648 798 728 662 602 536 731 736 673 790 713 585 582 780 818

Delivery Options 7471 295 320 294 270 227 279 312 302 261 272 246 191 237 249 314 261 266 202 177 295 272 266 345 285 215 221 269 328
#### Delivery Info

Test & Target

2.2) Source(s) of Test Traffic (channels): 100% of ID101 (NYT Home Page Traffic)
< Briefly describe any constraints or situation-specific boundaries  that apply to this test.  (Technical & Management) >

Overrides 
Sample data 
(if Present)

Figures 
used for 

Validation

Important Usage Note:  The Test Validation tool reads sample data directly from the table below, so you should use caution if alteration of the table structure is 
necessary in order to unambiguously reflect the test conversion path.  Please contact the Director of Sciences with any testing situation that cannot be accomodated 
within these constraints.    

< Briefly describe any notable events and/or actual variances from the original baseline test plan (e.g., midstream removal or addition of Treatments, discontinuities in the data due technical or practical 
considerations -- whether planned or unplanned, significant historical events that could affect the volume, nature or distribution of arriving traffic.  > 

Notes
< use this row to record the specifics of the test data collection period -- Start, End and length of each Sample-period. >
< use these fields to document any intra-test treatment changes, such as mid-stream removal or addition to treatments, gaps or other 

ID142 has highest overall Conversion Rate
ID145 & ID146 have highest zip completion
ID142 & ID144 have highest Delivery Options to Conversion completion
Billing to Completion ~ 80%

Order Path 

Order Path 
 (B) 

Traffic 

Landing  Page 

Partner Traffic 

 Control Page 
ID101 

50% Optimized Page 
ID147  

(B) 

50% Order Path 
 (A) 

Funnel Analysis (chart) Period Conversion Rate per Treatment (chart) 

0.00% 
1.00% 
2.00% 
3.00% 
4.00% 
5.00% 
6.00% 
7.00% 
8.00% 
9.00% 

10.00% 

5/
17

/1
1 

5/
18

/1
1 

5/
19

/1
1 

5/
20

/1
1 

5/
21

/1
1 

5/
22

/1
1 

5/
23

/1
1 

5/
24

/1
1 

5/
25

/1
1 

5/
26

/1
1 

5/
27

/1
1 

5/
28

/1
1 

5/
29

/1
1 

5/
30

/1
1 

5/
31

/1
1 

6/
1/

11
 

6/
2/

11
 

6/
3/

11
 

6/
4/

11
 

6/
5/

11
 

6/
6/

11
 

6/
7/

11
 

6/
8/

11
 

6/
9/

11
 

6/
10

/1
1 

6/
11

/1
1 

6/
12

/1
1 

6/
13

/1
1 

Conversion Rate 

T0- ID101  

T1- ID142 Accordion Basic 

T2 -ID144 Accordion w/Delivery Table 

T3 - ID145 Expander Basic 

T4 - ID146 Expander w/Delivery Table 
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Optimization Background Info - continued
Usage Note: 
Insert additional columns, if needed, before 
column (AL).  

Deposit test data on this worksheet.  If 
sample data is available, then enter it 
into columns G:AK.  If ONLY aggregate 
data is available, then enter it in column 
E.
Test Outcome Data Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8 Period 9 Period 10 Period 11 Period 12 Period 13 Period 14 Period 15 Period 16 Period 17 Period 18 Period 19 Period 20 Period 21 Period 22 Period 23 Period 24 Period 25 Period 26 Period 27 Period 28 Period 29 Period 30 Period 31 Period 32 Period 33
(You may alter Treatment names, and Step 

names below)
No-Sample 

Total
Validation 

Total 5/17/11 5/18/11 5/19/11 5/20/11 5/21/11 5/22/11 5/23/11 5/24/11 5/25/11 5/26/11 5/27/11 5/28/11 5/29/11 5/30/11 5/31/11 6/1/11 6/2/11 6/3/11 6/4/11 6/5/11 6/6/11 6/7/11 6/8/11 6/9/11 6/10/11 6/11/11 6/12/11 6/13/11 6/14/11 6/15/11 6/16/11 6/17/11 6/18/11

T0- ID101 
Visitors 18991 685 713 652 602 554 688 765 693 701 657 708 533 638 655 797 729 658 604 544 727 735 676 787 703 600 584 785 818
Visitors 18991 685 713 652 602 554 688 765 693 701 657 708 533 638 655 797 729 658 604 544 727 735 676 787 703 600 584 785 818

Delivery Options 6363 256 293 268 232 186 244 274 227 230 216 196 165 195 209 257 214 226 184 172 242 229 204 309 245 192 199 250 249
Delivery Info

Billing Info
Conversion 1123 53 53 53 40 32 41 54 48 33 38 42 31 32 36 33 31 34 22 25 45 35 35 53 56 40 37 42 49
Conversion 1123 53 53 53 40 32 41 54 48 33 38 42 31 32 36 33 31 34 22 25 45 35 35 53 56 40 37 42 49

Conversion Rate 5.91% 7.74% 7.43% 8.13% 6.64% 5.78% 5.96% 7.06% 6.93% 4.71% 5.78% 5.93% 5.82% 5.02% 5.50% 4.14% 4.25% 5.17% 3.64% 4.60% 6.19% 4.76% 5.18% 6.73% 7.97% 6.67% 6.34% 5.35% 5.99%
Diff. in Sample Mean v. Control 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

T1- ID142 Accordion Basic
Visitors 18920 677 709 657 601 546 687 756 686 705 651 703 539 633 645 790 731 663 606 545 723 733 668 787 703 595 577 786 818
Visitors 18920 677 709 657 601 546 687 756 686 705 651 703 539 633 645 790 731 663 606 545 723 733 668 787 703 595 577 786 818

Delivery Options 6089 246 264 250 208 176 255 255 229 223 222 202 148 185 194 256 245 200 187 153 209 239 194 277 230 171 189 233 249
0.52 Delivery Info 3146 139 153 135 100 92 145 123 113 117 105 102 69 97 100 135 109 109 100 75 110 124 102 138 117 93 98 128 118

Billing Info 1546 68 80 76 61 51 69 52 57 59 51 48 32 49 45 68 59 58 46 37 42 52 53 68 61 49 41 54 60
Conversion 1220 56 67 59 49 40 56 44 45 48 41 41 24 43 31 50 51 48 29 24 33 44 39 48 49 43 36 41 41
Conversion 1220 56 67 59 49 40 56 44 45 48 41 41 24 43 31 50 51 48 29 24 33 44 39 48 49 43 36 41 41

Conversion Rate 6.45% 8.27% 9.45% 8.98% 8.15% 7.33% 8.15% 5.82% 6.56% 6.81% 6.30% 5.83% 4.45% 6.79% 4.81% 6.33% 6.98% 7.24% 4.79% 4.40% 4.56% 6.00% 5.84% 6.10% 6.97% 7.23% 6.24% 5.22% 5.01%
Diff. in Sample Mean v. Control 0.53% 0.53% 2.02% 0.85% 1.51% 1.55% 2.19% -1.24% -0.37% 2.10% 0.51% -0.10% -1.36% 1.78% -0.69% 2.19% 2.72% 2.07% 1.14% -0.19% -1.63% 1.24% 0.66% -0.64% -1.00% 0.56% -0.10% -0.13% -0.98%

T2 -ID144 Accordion w/Delivery Table
Visitors 19036 690 712 660 609 547 689 765 694 703 665 710 539 632 651 816 728 661 605 543 733 741 672 792 702 593 583 783 818
Visitors 19036 690 712 660 609 547 689 765 694 703 665 710 539 632 651 816 728 661 605 543 733 741 672 792 702 593 583 783 818

Delivery Options 6107 258 268 244 202 183 240 268 235 221 179 182 154 200 194 286 206 188 186 167 242 210 192 296 231 185 196 241 253
0.5 Delivery Info 3032 136 134 131 99 81 128 139 118 98 90 95 96 101 83 139 97 104 96 72 111 102 101 132 110 90 94 120 135

Billing Info 1532 78 68 67 54 36 70 66 65 47 41 49 49 45 44 68 41 51 49 37 53 51 49 63 51 57 54 68 61
Conversion 1185 63 50 54 44 33 45 52 54 41 34 41 42 31 41 51 30 33 32 30 37 42 37 47 39 46 39 51 46
Conversion 1185 63 50 54 44 33 45 52 54 41 34 41 42 31 41 51 30 33 32 30 37 42 37 47 39 46 39 51 46

Conversion Rate 6.23% 9.13% 7.02% 8.18% 7.22% 6.03% 6.53% 6.80% 7.78% 5.83% 5.11% 5.77% 7.79% 4.91% 6.30% 6.25% 4.12% 4.99% 5.29% 5.52% 5.05% 5.67% 5.51% 5.93% 5.56% 7.76% 6.69% 6.51% 5.62%
Diff. in Sample Mean v. Control 0.31% 1.39% -0.41% 0.05% 0.58% 0.26% 0.57% -0.26% 0.85% 1.12% -0.67% -0.16% 1.98% -0.11% 0.80% 2.11% -0.13% -0.17% 1.65% 0.93% -1.14% 0.91% 0.33% -0.80% -2.41% 1.09% 0.35% 1.16% -0.37%

T3 - ID145 Expander Basic
Visitors 18962 676 703 658 610 555 680 761 694 696 666 713 534 634 648 798 728 662 602 536 731 736 673 790 713 585 582 780 818
Visitors 18962 676 703 658 610 555 680 761 694 696 666 713 534 634 648 798 728 662 602 536 731 736 673 790 713 585 582 780 818

Delivery Options 7471 295 320 294 270 227 279 312 302 261 272 246 191 237 249 314 261 266 202 177 295 272 266 345 285 215 221 269 328
#### Delivery Info

Overrides 
Sample data 
(if Present)

Figures 
used for 

Validation

Important Usage Note:  The Test Validation tool reads sample data directly from the table below, so you should use caution if alteration of the table structure is 
necessary in order to unambiguously reflect the test conversion path.  Please contact the Director of Sciences with any testing situation that cannot be accomodated 
within these constraints.    

Billing Info 1364 59 53 65 54 50 48 52 65 33 52 40 27 48 49 50 53 44 44 37 59 48 41 60 46 38 40 54 55
Conversion 1097 49 41 58 39 41 44 40 54 31 39 33 19 41 46 36 44 39 36 28 45 34 31 45 39 34 27 43 41
Conversion 1097 49 41 58 39 41 44 40 54 31 39 33 19 41 46 36 44 39 36 28 45 34 31 45 39 34 27 43 41

Conversion Rate 5.79% 7.25% 5.83% 8.81% 6.39% 7.39% 6.47% 5.26% 7.78% 4.45% 5.86% 4.63% 3.56% 6.47% 7.10% 4.51% 6.04% 5.89% 5.98% 5.22% 6.16% 4.62% 4.61% 5.70% 5.47% 5.81% 4.64% 5.51% 5.01%
Diff. in Sample Mean v. Control -0.13% -0.49% -1.60% 0.69% -0.25% 1.61% 0.51% -1.80% 0.85% -0.25% 0.07% -1.30% -2.26% 1.45% 1.60% 0.37% 1.79% 0.72% 2.34% 0.63% -0.03% -0.14% -0.57% -1.04% -2.50% -0.85% -1.70% 0.16% -0.98%

T4 - ID146 Expander w/Delivery Table
Visitors 19055 693 712 659 611 548 688 757 704 701 664 715 535 632 656 830 728 664 607 543 724 739 669 795 705 591 588 783 814
Visitors 19055 693 712 659 611 548 688 757 704 701 664 715 535 632 656 830 728 664 607 543 724 739 669 795 705 591 588 783 814

Delivery Options 7419 297 319 280 249 212 287 324 283 278 263 243 194 233 273 310 289 259 218 203 264 274 237 325 272 226 229 295 283
#### Delivery Info

Billing Info 1460 61 63 58 48 47 53 62 57 53 48 53 41 47 52 55 55 60 41 44 60 55 47 63 42 46 32 56 61
Conversion 1162 55 56 49 43 36 43 60 43 42 38 41 30 33 43 45 44 38 32 32 45 44 37 45 31 38 27 41 51
Conversion 1162 55 56 49 43 36 43 60 43 42 38 41 30 33 43 45 44 38 32 32 45 44 37 45 31 38 27 41 51

Conversion Rate 6.10% 7.94% 7.87% 7.44% 7.04% 6.57% 6.25% 7.93% 6.11% 5.99% 5.72% 5.73% 5.61% 5.22% 6.55% 5.42% 6.04% 5.72% 5.27% 5.89% 6.22% 5.95% 5.53% 5.66% 4.40% 6.43% 4.59% 5.24% 6.27%
Diff. in Sample Mean v. Control 0.18% 0.20% 0.43% -0.69% 0.39% 0.79% 0.29% 0.87% -0.82% 1.28% -0.06% -0.20% -0.21% 0.21% 1.06% 1.28% 1.79% 0.56% 1.63% 1.30% 0.03% 1.19% 0.35% -1.07% -3.57% -0.24% -1.74% -0.11% 0.28%

T5 - Descr.
T6 - Descr.
T7 - Descr.
T8 - Descr.
T9 - Descr.
T10 - Descr.
T11 - Descr.
T12 - Descr.
T13 - Descr.
T14 - Descr.

Billing Info 1364 59 53 65 54 50 48 52 65 33 52 40 27 48 49 50 53 44 44 37 59 48 41 60 46 38 40 54 55
Conversion 1097 49 41 58 39 41 44 40 54 31 39 33 19 41 46 36 44 39 36 28 45 34 31 45 39 34 27 43 41
Conversion 1097 49 41 58 39 41 44 40 54 31 39 33 19 41 46 36 44 39 36 28 45 34 31 45 39 34 27 43 41

Conversion Rate 5.79% 7.25% 5.83% 8.81% 6.39% 7.39% 6.47% 5.26% 7.78% 4.45% 5.86% 4.63% 3.56% 6.47% 7.10% 4.51% 6.04% 5.89% 5.98% 5.22% 6.16% 4.62% 4.61% 5.70% 5.47% 5.81% 4.64% 5.51% 5.01%
Diff. in Sample Mean v. Control -0.13% -0.49% -1.60% 0.69% -0.25% 1.61% 0.51% -1.80% 0.85% -0.25% 0.07% -1.30% -2.26% 1.45% 1.60% 0.37% 1.79% 0.72% 2.34% 0.63% -0.03% -0.14% -0.57% -1.04% -2.50% -0.85% -1.70% 0.16% -0.98%

T4 - ID146 Expander w/Delivery Table
Visitors 19055 693 712 659 611 548 688 757 704 701 664 715 535 632 656 830 728 664 607 543 724 739 669 795 705 591 588 783 814
Visitors 19055 693 712 659 611 548 688 757 704 701 664 715 535 632 656 830 728 664 607 543 724 739 669 795 705 591 588 783 814

Delivery Options 7419 297 319 280 249 212 287 324 283 278 263 243 194 233 273 310 289 259 218 203 264 274 237 325 272 226 229 295 283
#### Delivery Info

Billing Info 1460 61 63 58 48 47 53 62 57 53 48 53 41 47 52 55 55 60 41 44 60 55 47 63 42 46 32 56 61
Conversion 1162 55 56 49 43 36 43 60 43 42 38 41 30 33 43 45 44 38 32 32 45 44 37 45 31 38 27 41 51
Conversion 1162 55 56 49 43 36 43 60 43 42 38 41 30 33 43 45 44 38 32 32 45 44 37 45 31 38 27 41 51

Conversion Rate 6.10% 7.94% 7.87% 7.44% 7.04% 6.57% 6.25% 7.93% 6.11% 5.99% 5.72% 5.73% 5.61% 5.22% 6.55% 5.42% 6.04% 5.72% 5.27% 5.89% 6.22% 5.95% 5.53% 5.66% 4.40% 6.43% 4.59% 5.24% 6.27%
Diff. in Sample Mean v. Control 0.18% 0.20% 0.43% -0.69% 0.39% 0.79% 0.29% 0.87% -0.82% 1.28% -0.06% -0.20% -0.21% 0.21% 1.06% 1.28% 1.79% 0.56% 1.63% 1.30% 0.03% 1.19% 0.35% -1.07% -3.57% -0.24% -1.74% -0.11% 0.28%

T5 - Descr.
T6 - Descr.
T7 - Descr.
T8 - Descr.
T9 - Descr.
T10 - Descr.
T11 - Descr.
T12 - Descr.
T13 - Descr.
T14 - Descr.

Supplementary Test Data  (Additional 
performance attributes by Treatment)

No-Sample 
Total

Validation 
Total 4/12/2011 4/13/2011 4/14/2011 4/15/2011 4/16/2011 4/17/2011 4/18/2011 4/19/2011 4/20/2011 4/21/2011 4/22/2011 4/23/2011 4/24/2011 4/25/2011 4/26/2011 4/27/2011 4/28/2011 4/29/2011 4/30/2011 5/1/2011 5/2/2011 5/3/2011 5/4/2011 5/5/2011 5/6/2011 5/7/2011 5/8/2011 5/9/2011 5/10/2011 5/11/2011 5/12/2011 5/13/2011 5/14/2011

Direct Mail
101

Visits
OP Visits

Conversions
Conversion Rate #VALUE! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

147
Visits

OP Visits
Conversions

Conversion Rate #VALUE! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Display

101
Visits

OP Visits
Conversions

Conversion Rate #VALUE! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
147

Visits
OP Visits

Conversions
Conversion Rate #VALUE! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

NY Times
101

Visits
OP Visits

Conversions
Conversion Rate #VALUE! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

147
Visits

OP Visits
Conversions

Conversion Rate #VALUE! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Organic

101
Visits

OP Visits
Conversions

Conversion Rate #VALUE! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
147

Visits
OP Visits

Conversions
Conversion Rate #VALUE! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

PPC
101

Visits
OP Visits

Conversions
Conversion Rate #VALUE! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

147
Visits

OP Visits
Conversions

Conversion Rate #VALUE! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
T5 - Descr.
T6 - Descr.
T7 - Descr.
T8 - Descr.
T9 - Descr.
T10 - Descr.
T11 - Descr.
T12 - Descr.
T14 - Descr.

5. Test elements for variables

5.1)        Motivation of the User
5.2)        Value Proposition 
5.3)        Incentive
5.4)        Friction
5.5)        Anxiety 

6. Prioritize the page elements

6.1)        Size:  
6.2)        Color:  
6.3)        Motion: 
6.4)        Shape
6.5)        Position

SAMPLE
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Validation

Validation 1 of 2

MarketingExperiments Test Validation Tool

ID: Test Validity for: Projected Conversion rate

Metric: Visitors to Conversion Do not enter data here -- All test data is recorded on the Optimization Background Info. Worksheet

Treatment-ID Samples (n) Successes Failures Rate% Absolute Difference
Relative 

Difference LoC Significant
G55 T0- ID101 18,991 1,123 17,868 5.91%
G62 T1- ID142 Accordion Basic 18,920 1,220 17,700 6.45% 0.5% 9.0% 97% YES
G69 T2 -ID144 Accordion w/Delivery Table 19,036 1,185 17,851 6.23% 0.3% 5.3% 92% NO
G76 T3 - ID145 Expander Basic 18,962 1,097 17,865 5.79% -0.1% -2.2% 34% NO
G83 T4 - ID146 Expander w/Delivery Table 19,055 1,162 17,893 6.10% 0.2% 3.1% 62% NO
G90 T5 - Descr.
G97 T6 - Descr.
G10 T7 - Descr.
G11 T8 - Descr.
G11 T9 - Descr.
G12 T10 - Descr.
G13 T11 - Descr.
G13 T12 - Descr.
G14 T13 - Descr.
G15 T14 - Descr.

Total 94,964 5,787 89,177 6.09% Required Sample Size 25009
p-Value ( Should be less than significance level set in the sample size estimation table) 0.0621 Estimated Days Remaining Sufficient

Estimated minimum sample size: 24841 Observations
Actual sample size: 94964 Observations

Estimated Test Duration 12 Days
Actual Test Duration 28 Days

Sufficiency and Conclusiveness
Tests to see if sufficient variation exists, and if the results are conclusive. (Based on significance level used in the sample size estimation table.)
Sufficient variation? NO Conclusive results? YES Desired Level of Confidence 95%

Interpretation

TPXXXX_

I. Statistically Significant Variation Determination

---  Test Data Sufficiency Determination  ---

<Observations and Interpretation from Sciences Team>

6.3) Suggested Follow-On Tests 

Increase size and clarity of ID142.  Add in additional color and imagery, similar to ID101 which was the long standing 
control.  

< Describe the nature and cause(s) of any differences between the estimated sample size and the actual 
sample size >

< Describe the nature and cause(s) of any differences between the estimated test duration and the actual 
test duration >

New Technology - Accordion - is interesting to new users, possibly spurring them to complete the process, or at least go 
deeper out of curiosity.

Try adding different value messaging around the process: Pulitzer Prizes, Award Winning Journalism, Free Digital 
Access

<Suggestions from Sciences Team>

What insights can we gain from this test?

6.1) Objective Interpretation based on Test Data

ID142 - Accordion Basic - Outperformed Control by 9% relative Conversion Rate.

ID142 - Accordion Basic - Underperformed Control by 4% relative 1st step Clickthrough Rate.
Test was conclusive and partner forwarded all NYTimes.com channel traffic to new control.  

6.2) Expert Speculation on Possible causes of the Test 
Outcome

Clearly articulating number of steps in the process reduced anxiety.  Offset the slight increase in friction.  Simple 
process test, nothing flashy, just got people through the process as quickly as possible.

SAMPLE
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Validation - continued

Validation 2 of 2

Mean = (p)
Xhigh = (p) + {z * SQRT(p(1-p) / n)}

Statistical Level of Confidence : Confidence intervals by treatment Xlow = (p) - {z * SQRT(p(1-p) / n)}

Note: Confidence intervals are shown for each treatment if detail data is present.("1")
Source of STD (1=Experimental samples, 2=Binomial Approx.) 1  <------- If only aggregate data is available, then the Binomial Approximation is used. ("2")
Treatments StDev/StdErr High Low Mean

c T0- ID101 1.17300% 8.21% 3.61% 5.91%
2 T1- ID142 Accordion Basic 1.35632% 9.11% 3.79% 6.45%
3 T2 -ID144 Accordion w/Delivery Table 1.14889% 8.48% 3.97% 6.23%
4 T3 - ID145 Expander Basic 1.15923% 8.06% 3.51% 5.79%
5 T4 - ID146 Expander w/Delivery Table 0.90633% 7.87% 4.32% 6.10%
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

[Pairwise comparison of treatment performance & Test for Conclusiveness]

Samples (n) % Traffic Successes Success Rate (p)
T0- ID101 18,991 50% 1,123 5.91%   (Success rate of Control treatment)
T1- ID142 Accordion Basic 18,920 50% 1,220 6.45%   (Success rate of best-performing experimental treatment)
Summary Value 37,911 100% 2,343 1.09:1   Performance ratio between treatments
Success rate Standard Error 0.00247346   (standard error of difference in success proportions)
Success rate difference 0.53% (Treatment success rate) - (Control success rate)
Success rate test statistic 2.162459221  (rate-diff / StdErr) [i.e., # Std-Err's between treatmt rates]

Sample Sufficiency Test

Standard Deviation of the difference in success proportions (xb-xa) 0.247%

Statistical significance threshold for the difference in proportions (d) 0.273% (d-Critical) = ("z-score" of Actual success-rate diff for Control vs. best treatment)
Significant/Conclusive? Is the test conclusive at the 95.0% Statistical Level of Confidence (LoC)? YES

CI(high) CI(low) Mean Rel-Perf
8.21% 3.61% 5.91% LESSER
9.11% 3.79% 6.45% GREATER

(1-p)
Max Min Avg n stdev treatmt paired

0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 28                 0.00% t1
2.72% -1.63% 0.544% 28                 1.27% t2 96.87%

II. Sample Sufficiency & Test Conclusiveness Determination

CONCLUSIVE

Validation Status

Success-rate Diff. in Sample Means

(Sample size is sufficient when this value is less than d-Critical, below)

8.21% 
9.11% 

8.48% 
8.06% 7.87% 

3.61% 3.79% 3.97% 
3.51% 

4.32% 

5.91% 
6.45% 6.23% 

5.79% 6.10% 

0.00% 

1.00% 

2.00% 

3.00% 

4.00% 

5.00% 

6.00% 

7.00% 

8.00% 

9.00% 

10.00% 

T0- ID101  T1- ID142 Accordion Basic T2 -ID144 Accordion w/Delivery Table T3 - ID145 Expander Basic T4 - ID146 Expander w/Delivery Table 

High - Mean - Low Expected Values (confidence level) 

SAMPLE
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Validation Notes
Validation Notes

1 of 2

SAMPLE
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Appendix - MECLABS Test Protocol Database sampling

Validation Notes - continued

Validation Notes

2 of 2

SAMPLE

Validation Notes

1 of 2
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Test Protocol Summary

MECLABS LLC © - All Rights Reserved
ID: Test Protocol Summary

1. Question

1.1) Primary Research Question

2. Hypothesis

2.1) Based on preliminary analysis, what 
are the problems with the control?

2.2) How will these issues be addressed?

3. Treatments 

2.1)
What is the variable?

2.2) What are the values?  

2.3)
How does each treatment propose to 
change these values to answer the 
primary research question?  

4. Metrics

Metrics Notes
Conversion Rate Total Conversions / T     
Order Page Click-through Rate Total Conversions / T     

5. Validation

4.1)
Validity Threat Types Considered (Y/N)

History effect No
Instrumentation effect No
Selection effect No
Sample Distortion effect No
Other Validity effect No

4.2)

Estimated minimum sample size: 24841 Observations
Actual sample size: 94964 Observations

4.3)

Estimated Test Duration 12 Days
Actual Test Duration 28 Days

Home Page (which is driving traffic), is changing CTA in Bar 1 test.  Ex. Get Home Delivery, Subscribe Now, etc.

Sample Size

Describe Possible Threats For This Test
< Describe the potential for History Effect validity threat and what can be done to minimize it > 
< Describe the potential for Instrumentation Effect validity threat and what can be done to minimize it > 
< Describe the potential for Selection Effect validity threat and what can be done to minimize it > 
< Describe the potential for Sample Distortion Effect validity threat and what can be done to minimize it > 

< Describe the nature and cause(s) of any differences between the estimated test duration and the actual 
test duration >

Test Duration

< Describe the nature and cause(s) of any differences between the estimated sample size and the actual 
sample size >

TPXXXX_

Which flow will have a higher conversion rate?

1.2) Secondary Research Question
#REF!

Which flow will have a higher order page clickthrough rate?

Multi-step process doesn't match visitor expectations, don't know time requirement or number of steps up front.  Doesn't capture email addresses 
for marketing, basket recovery.

Simplify process showing steps required, increase steps of process to capture email, incorporate technology to increase visitor participation.

Validity Threats

Number of Steps in process, Clarity of steps up front, type of Ajax implemented, Payment Chart

2 steps vs 3 steps vs 4 steps, specifying 4 steps up front vs specifying nothing, accordion style ajax vs automatic expander treatment, simple 
radio buttons with text vs product discount chart

Foreknowledge of steps will encourage visitors who start the process also finish, nothing surprises them.  Ajax technology allows us to capture 
emails on all orders once they reach the billing step, not just on complete orders.

u = 2q + t + m+ 2v 

SAMPLE
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6. Metrics and Results

5.1)

Treatment-ID Samples (n) Successes Failures Rate% Absolute Difference
Relative 

Difference LoC Significant
T0- ID101 18991 1123 17868 5.9%
T1- ID142 Accordion Basic 18920 1220 17700 6.4% 0.5% 9.0% 97% YES
T2 -ID144 Accordion w/Delivery Table 19036 1185 17851 6.2% 0.3% 5.3% 92% NO
T3 - ID145 Expander Basic 18962 1097 17865 5.8% -0.1% -2.2% 34% NO
T4 - ID146 Expander w/Delivery Table 19055 1162 17893 6.1% 0.2% 3.1% 62% NO
T5 - Descr.
T6 - Descr.
T7 - Descr.
T8 - Descr.
T9 - Descr.
T10 - Descr.
T11 - Descr.
T12 - Descr.
T13 - Descr.
T14 - Descr.
Total 94,964 5,787 89,177 6.1% Required Sample Size 25009
p-Value ( Should be less than significance level set in the sample size estimation table) 0.0621 Estimated Days Remaining Sufficient

Sufficiency Test
Tests to see if sufficient variation exists, and if the results are conclusive. (Based on significance level used in the sample size estimation table.)
Sufficient variation? NO Conclusive results? YES Desired Level of Confidence 95%

7.Interpretation

What are the test results?

6.2) Expert Speculation on Possible 
causes of the Test Outcome

Clearly articulating number of steps in the process reduced anxiety.  Offset the slight increase in friction.  Simple process test, nothing flashy, 
just got people through the process as quickly as possible.
<Observations and Interpretation from Sciences Team>

6.3) Suggested Follow-Up Tests 

Increase size and clarity of ID142.  Add in additional color and imagery, similar to ID101 which was the long standing control.  

<Suggestions from Sciences Team>

6.1) Objective Interpretation based on 
Test Data

ID142 - Accordion Basic - Outperformed Control by 9% relative Conversion Rate.

ID142 - Accordion Basic - Underperformed Control by 4% relative 1st step Clickthrough Rate.

Test was conclusive and partner forwarded all NYTimes.com channel traffic to new control.  

What insights can we gain from this test?

SAMPLE
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Selected sample of a research briefing:
MarketingExperiments Research Journal

Volume 1, Issue 3 – Copyright © 2010 MarketingExperiments. All rights reserved.6

{Keyword} Business Software 
Award-Winning Business Software. 
Fully Integrated. Free Trial. 
www.XXXXXXXXXX.com/Business

Business Software Suite 
#1 On-Demand. 6459+ World Clients 
Award Winning Solution. Free Trial 
www.XXXXXXXXXX.com/Business

The Compounding ROI of 
Sequential Conversion Increases:  
How one company took a small gain and 
multiplied it tenfold

By Daniel Burstein 
and Austin McCraw

Contributors 
Jimmy Ellis, Pamela 
Markey, Flint 
McGlaughlin, Jon 
Powell

As a marketer, the impact of a single successful test can be very fulfilling. But how valuable is it 
to run one triumphant test? Or even several tests that are not connected to each other in any 
meaningful way?

Serious ROI gains can only be found by using the testing-optimization cycle. Running a valid test 
with a hypothesis, learning from that test, optimizing based on that new knowledge, testing 
again, and then continuously repeating.

But how do you create a strategy to ensure that you not only learn from each test, but run tests 
that will build on and benefit each other? In other words, how do you get the most out of each 
test?

The impact of a single test is even greater when it is part of a holistic testing strategy. Properly 
applied, the compounding effect of individual but strategically connected conversion gains 
creates a significant ROI potential.

In this research article, we will take a look at how you can conduct holistic experimentation in 
your company. Let’s begin by taking exploring an experiment – in this case we’re actually talking 
about a series of tests that sought to optimize an entire sales funnel – and see what our research 
analysts discovered…

July 8, 2010

Experiment ID: (Protected)
Location: MarketingExperiments Research Library
Test Protocol Number: TP1214

Re search Notes: 
Background: A leading software provider 
Goal: To increase total leads captured 
Primary research question: Which process will generate the most leads? 
Approach: Radical redesign of the complete lead-generation process focusing on strengthening 
the communication of the value proposition 

HOLISTIC EXPERIMENTATION

Experiment #1: Before and After 

Original Optimized

SAMPLE
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Volume 1, Issue 3 – Copyright © 2010 MarketingExperiments. All rights reserved.
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Original landing page

The PPC ad drove traffic to a landing page. So after optimizing the PPC ad, our research 
analysts focus on optimizing that landing page…

After analyzing this page 
our researchers identified a 
few areas that were ripe for 
experimentation. Much like the 
PPC ad, this page uses vague 
language to communicate the 
value, yet it is not connected 
to the messaging in the PPC ad 
which may confuse visitors who 
have an expectation based on 
the PPC ad that they click on.

There are three objectives 
competing for the visitor’s 
attention, plus many navigation 
links leading off the page. The 
long paragraphs are difficult to 
scan in the first seven seconds 
the visitor spends on this page. 
In addition, the main calls to 
action are in the right-hand 
column out of the visitor’s main 
eye path. Is it clear to the visitor 
where he or she is expected to 
click?

Experiment #2: Landing Page

The first experiment simply focused on optimizing a pay-per-click (PPC) advertisement. The original 
ad used only vague qualitative statements like “Award-Winning” and “Fully integrated.”

The optimized ad used specific quantitative statements like “#1 On-Demand” and “6459+ World 
Clients” to communicate the value.

21% Increase in Overall Conversion
The optimized PPC ad obtained 21% more clicks. 

Results:

Every marketer already knows that she must ensure her ads sticks out from competitors. Yet so 
many PPC ads offer only vague qualitative statements that often aren’t very different from what a 
competitor is stating…perhaps right next to your ad!

Use specificity to differentiate your offering and communicate your value proposition.

But the PPC ad is only one part of the sales funnel, so let’s look at the next experiment in this 
series…

Marketing Optimization | The Compounding ROI of Sequential Conversion Increases
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MarketingExperiments Research Journal

Volume 1, Issue 3 – Copyright © 2010 MarketingExperiments. All rights reserved.8

Optimized landing page

The optimized version uses 
quantitative language similar to 
the optimized PPC ad. Awards 
are shown prominently with 
testimonials. Paragraphs are 
broken up and more digestible. 
Distracting navigation has been 
removed. Three calls to action 
have been reduced to one and 
put in the main column.

54% Greater click-through rate
The optimized PPC ad obtained 54% more clicks. 

Results:

The optimized landing page generated a 54% greater click-through rate . So by optimizing the 
PPC ad, first we drove more traffic to the landing page. Then by optimizing the landing page, we 
converted a greater number of that traffic (with no additional media spend). But, our research 
analysts did not stop there…

Experiment #3: Form Page

Original form

Our Research Analysts then optimized 
the form page that the previous 
landing page drove traffic to…

This page is emphasizing the free trial 
aspect of the offer, however, any value 
other than that is gone. The Research 
Partner had stopped trying to sell and 
just assumed that the customer is 
convinced.

Also, there is little connection to either 
the landing page or the PPC ad.

SAMPLE
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Volume 1, Issue 3 – Copyright © 2010 MarketingExperiments. All rights reserved.
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97% Increase in Overall Conversion
The optimized form page generated 97% more submissions 

Results:

The optimized form page generated 97% more submissions by continuing to communicate the 
overall value proposition from the optimized PPC ad and landing page. 

The original page was emphasizing the free trial value of this offer, but any value outside 
of that was lost. They had stopped trying to sell and just assumed that the customer was 
convinced by this point in the sales process. Essentially, the value proposition was no longer 
communicated when you landed on the form page.

This is a very common mistake. Many of us heavily communicate the value proposition on 
the landing page, but you must communicate the value proposition all the way through, 
every step in the buy path, every step of the process, and then even remind them of it on the 
confirmation page.

Our Jacksonville Beach headquarters is just a few blocks from the ocean so perhaps surf fishing 
is a fitting analogy. First you put your bait on, then cast into the surf, wait to feel the fish on the 
line, and then set the hook in the fish’s mouth.

Once you set the hook, you don’t put the pole down in the sand, walk up the beach, sit in your 
chair, and just wait for a red bass to swim in. You have to keep pinching on the line or else the 
fish will escape. And you keep that fish on the line all the way through the process until the fish 
is beached.

For this form page, the tension was off the line, there was slack in the link, and therefore the 
form was not producing. 

These three experiments each drove an impressive gain. Now let’s look at the math to 
determine the compounding effect of these sequential gains…

Optimized form 

The free trial is emphasized, but is not 
the only value being communicated. 
The optimized page continues 
to communicate the value using 
quantitative language from the PPC 
ad and landing page. Testimonials 
have also been added and the privacy 
policy has been moved closer to the 
area of concern.

Marketing Optimization | The Compounding ROI of Sequential Conversion Increases
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MarketingExperiments Research Journal

Volume 1, Issue 3 – Copyright © 2010 MarketingExperiments. All rights reserved.10

272% Increase in Overall Conversion
The optimized path increased the conversion rate by 272.2%

Holistic Experimentation  Results:

Metric Control Treatment Relative 
Difference

PPC Advertisement 0.89% 1.08% -3.5%

Landing Page Clickthrough 7.17% 11.06% 124%

Form Completion 15.84% 31.25% 7.17%

Impression-to-lead Conversion  .009%  .033% 7 .17%

What you need to understand: In this series of experiments, a 272% increase in conversion led 
to 268% more projected revenue and, when combined with the corresponding 66% reduction in cost-per-
acquisition, the optimized path produced more than four times more monthly profit (a 302% increase).  

You must remember that experimentation is a continual process. How much do you really learn by running one test? 
Or several tests that have no meaningful connection? As Rabbi Fred Scherlinder Dobb has said (in a very different 
context), “Our answers are ever-evolving, ever-tentative, just as science emphasizes working hypotheses over fixed 
facts.” So too must we never settle for the results of a single test, and continually seek to discover what really works 
for each part of our funnel in an ever-changing economy.

What we discovered 

The impact of a single test is greater when it is part of a holistic testing strategy. Properly 
applied, the compounding effect of individual, but strategically connected conversion gains 
creates a significant ROI potential. 

Editor’s note: The above example assumes constant lead quality and no interaction among 
variables.

Key     
Principle:

30%        60%             80%      
274% (net gain)

The compounding 
effect of connected 
conversion gains

SAMPLE
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Compounding gains vs . independent gains 

Independent testing results in averaged gains. For example, when you optimize category 
pages for three unrelated product categories. In that case, the net impact on the business is 
the weighted average gain across tests. Using the above numbers, that would only result in a 
57% gain. 

Compounding occurs when you optimize the individual stages of a single-series process (e.g., 
a conversion path), such that the gains from one test affect the input to all of the subsequent 
(or “downstream”) stages.  In that case, using the above numbers, you would have realized a 
274% net gain.

So, clearly, it is to your benefit to conduct holistic optimization, instead of conducting 
individual tests in a vacuum. Which, logically brings up this key question…

 
 

How can we ensure that we are getting the most from our optimization efforts?

STEPS TO HOLISTIC EXPERIMENTATION

Step One: Consider your entire conversion path 

It is all too easy to focus on a landing page at the exclusion of your overall funnel. After all, if 
you follow industry blogs and speakers, landing page optimization is always a very hot topic. 
But, as the saying goes, if all you have is a hammer, every problem looks like a nail.

To achieve holistic experimentation, you must expand your toolbox and consider your entire 
conversion path. For online conversion paths, this includes four key stages:

1 . The Channel:

 (e.g., emails, PPC ads, banner ads, offline media, etc.) 

Key 
Question:

Net Impact of Compounding Gains

= [(1)*(1+T1%)*(1+T2%)*(1+T3%)] – 1
= [(1)*(1.30)*(1.60)*(1.80%)] – 1
= [3.744] – 1  
= 2.744
= 274% (net gain)

Net Impact of Independent Gains

= Average[T1%,T2%,T3%]
= (0.3+0.6+0.8)/3
= (.56666)
= 56 .7% (net gain)

30%        60%             80%      
274% (net gain)

Marketing Optimization | The Compounding ROI of Sequential Conversion Increases

Independent Paths
60%

30%  

80%                       56 .7% (net gain)SAMPLE
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MarketingExperiments Research Journal

Volume 1, Issue 3 – Copyright © 2010 MarketingExperiments. All rights reserved.12

2 . The Conversation:

  (e.g., landing pages, product pages, etc.) 

3 . The Exchange:

  (e.g., form paths and pages, shopping carts, etc.)

 4 . The Satisfaction:

  (e.g., receipts, thank-you pages, additional offers, etc.) 

Step Two: View your metrics as a tool to detect hidden leaks

Think like a plumber. Analyze your site metrics to identify hidden “leaks” in revenue and 
conversion. Let’s take a look at a recent experiment to discover exactly how to find those leaks…

Background:

Initially when we approached this Research Partner’s value exchange process, we wanted to 
optimize the entire conversion path. However, technical constraints prevented us from doing so.

Instead we looked for the most effective place to test. When we analyzed the metrics, the credit 
card submission page stood out as low-hanging fruit for immediate return due to it having the 
highest lost revenue per cart (more than double any other step).

Experiment ID: (Protected)
Location: MarketingExperiments Research Library

Test Protocol Number: TP1305

Re search Notes: 
Background: A website that sells retail and wholesale collector items 
Goal: To increase conversion rate
Primary research question: Which treatment will produce the highest conversion rate? 
Approach: A/B variable cluster split test that focused on reducing anxiety through credibility 
indicators, copy, and re-organization of existing page elements

HOLISTIC EXPERIMENTATION

SAMPLE
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Only half of their customers paid with a credit card, the other half paid by check or money 
order. But since the product is a commodity with a price that changes often throughout 
the day, customers were buying at a set market price and needed to provide a credit card 
to secure their order at that price, even if they would later send in a check.

But when our researchers analyzed the page, they found that this complex buying process 
wasn’t being communicated clearly. Specifically, there was unclear reasoning as to why 
the credit card is required when the payment method is different (check, money order, 
etc).

In addition, the Purchase Agreement Terms’ complexity could cause confusion and 
concern as well. And there were no indicators of the security of entering credit card 
information.

Control:

Marketing Optimization | The Compounding ROI of Sequential Conversion Increases
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Treatment:

So MarketingExperiments research analysts created a treatment page with a clearer explanation 
of why a credit card is required and assuring customers that it will not be charged.

Third-party security indicators were also added as well as a “Satisfaction Guarantee.”

5% Increase in total conversion
The new credit card page increased transactions by 4.51%

Results:

Design Conversion Rate

Control 82.33%

Treatment 86.04%

Relative Difference 4 .51%

SAMPLE
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What you need to understand: The new credit card page increased transactions by 4.51%. 
This increase in the sales funnel meant a projected $500,000+ in revenue a year for this organization.

Step Three: Determine what tests to run and in what order

One of the most common questions we get asked is, “Where should I test first?”

In general, the earlier you test in your funnel, the easier and quicker the tests are to run and 
validate (due to higher traffic).

The deeper in your funnel you run your tests, the harder they are to run – both 
technologically (due to possibly having to change a shopping cart) and in terms of getting 
enough traffic to validate your tests. 

However, improving conversion deeper in the funnel is likely more lucrative. As we saw in the 
above experiment, a 4.51% relative difference on a credit card page resulted in $500,000+ in 
more revenue.

One more caveat when optimizing early in your funnel. Let’s say you were to optimize your 
channel before optimizing your landing page, for example, attracting a greater number 
of traffic, but sending that traffic to an inferior landing page. In certain industries, where 
prospects are especially perishable, you might lose the possibility of business with that 
potential customer forever.

Perishable prospect losses are incurred when the nature of your product or your prospects 
are such that if they arrive and have a bad experience, then they are likely to remember the 
experience (and you) and never come back. You might alternatively call this “burning bridges” 
with your prospects.  

Merchants at the greatest risk are those:

•	 For whom the average order value (and consequently the value of each prospect) is 
high.

•	 For whom the number of competitors is comparatively low; increasing the likelihood 
that prospects will remember and associate a negative experience with you. 

The Channel

The Conversation

The Exchange

The
 Satisfaction

Testing elements early in the conversion 
process allows for more traffic and 
subsequently the potential to run tests 
quicker and gain reliable results
 
 
 

Testing elements further in the 
conversion process has greater potential 
revenue impact , but may require a 
larger investment.

Marketing Optimization | The Compounding ROI of Sequential Conversion Increases
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•	 In markets small enough that the pool of available prospects could appreciably 
diminish in a finite period. 

•	 In markets with strong peer networks or communities, where one “bad experience” 
could translate to many lost prospects.   

So what is the right answer to the “Where should I test first?” question. To find the right 
answer, you must first ask the right questions. And this question is not one we can answer in 
this research article – because the answer is different for every company.

Determining what to test first is a factor of two deeper questions that only your company can 
answer…

Q: Where can you get the greatest gain for the least amount of investment?

(How to find the) A: Conduct an ROI analysis of the different parts of your funnel with expected 
value computations to help you determine the cost and impact of optimizing different parts of 
your sales funnel.

Q: Where can you get the greatest gain for the least amount of investment?

(How to find the) A: Your answer lies in a design of experiments, based on analysis of your data 
and your cost per acquisition for each customer, to help you maximize immediate return as you 
understand customers and drive higher traffic and revenue. 

The impact of a single test is greater when it is part of a holistic testing strategy. Properly 
applied, the compounding effect of individual but strategically connected conversion gains 
creates a significant ROI potential.

To conduct holistic experimentation, you must consider the entire conversion path, view your 
metrics as a tool to detect hidden leaks, and determine what tests to run and in what order. 
If you conduct your testing with this strategy, you will be able to monetize your analyses and 
realize impressive gains from compound testing.

As Carl Sagan has said, “It is the tension between creativity and skepticism that has produced 
the stunning and unexpected findings of science.” This is true for marketing experimentation 
as well. While the creativity in advertising and marketing is often touted and quite celebrated, 
don’t overlook the skepticism that you must bring to your entire funnel. By testing throughout 
the buy process in an interconnected fashion, you can channel that creativity to make the 
greatest impact where it matters most – the bottom-line.

For examples of how to apply these discoveries on your website, 
feel free to watch the replay of a recent Web clinic where Flint 
McGlaughlin and the MarketingExperiments team conducted live 
optimization on audience submissions.  

Bottom Line:

SAMPLE
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Selected samples of our interviews and case studies:

MarketingSherpa email beat case study:
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MarketingSherpa email beat case study continued...

SAMPLE
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MarketingSherpa email beat case study continued...

SAMPLE
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MarketingSherpa email beat case study continued...

SAMPLE
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MarketingSherpa email beat case study continued...

SAMPLE
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MarketingSherpa email beat case study continued...

SAMPLE
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MarketingSherpa email beat case study continued...

SAMPLE
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MarketingSherpa email beat case study continued...

SAMPLE
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MarketingSherpa email beat how-to article:

SAMPLE
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MarketingSherpa email beat how-to article continued...
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MarketingSherpa email beat how-to article continued...
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MarketingSherpa email beat how-to article continued...
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MarketingSherpa email beat how-to article continued...
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MarketingSherpa email beat how-to article continued...
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MarketingSherpa email beat how-to article continued...
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat case study:

SAMPLE
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat case study continued...
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat case study continued...
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat case study continued...
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat case study continued...
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat case study continued...
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat case study continued...
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat case study continued...
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat how-to article:
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat how-to article continued...
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SAMPLE

MarketingSherpa B2B beat how-to article continued...
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat how-to article continued...
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SAMPLE

MarketingSherpa B2B beat how-to article continued...
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MarketingSherpa B2B beat how-to article continued...
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SAMPLE

MarketingSherpa B2B beat how-to article continued...
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MarketingSherpa consumer marketing beat case study:

SAMPLE
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SAMPLE

MarketingSherpa consumer marketing beat case study continued...
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MarketingSherpa consumer marketing beat case study continued...
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SAMPLE

MarketingSherpa consumer marketing beat case study continued...
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MarketingSherpa consumer marketing beat case study continued...
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Call for Research Partners
You can achieve significant marketing gains while participating 

in a field test of the MECLABS research findings

Our average test last year inside of one of the world’s largest banks produced a 108% conversion 
increase. This is not uncommon   – many of our partners see triple-digit sales increases. In fact, most 
test protocols in this catalog are the results of field experiments conducted with major partners, 
such as The Royal Bank of Canada, The New York Times, Cisco and Macquarie Telecom.

How does the program work?
 
Rather than depend on universities for grant money, MECLABS partners with key companies and 
conducts major experiments. The arrangement is simple: you gain significant results (increased 
conversion, higher-quality leads, more effective campaigns) and we gain valuable data to power our 
knowledge base. The cost of the research is (often) paid for by the ROI of the increase. Rigorous 
science can produce a dramatic gain.
 
Essentially, we create a micro-research lab inside your group and then conduct R&D to improve 
your marketing results. Companies often invest in R&D on the product side, but rarely on the 
marketing side, and so their marketing efforts suffer from underperformance.

What research areas are you interested in?
 
Currently, we are searching for research partners to assist in the following concentrations:
 
• E-commerce performance
• Subscription growth and retention
• Lead generation capture and management (including nurturing)
 
Drawing from more than 10,000 path tests, we are able to formulate a design of experiments that 
increases your understanding of the customer and helps you better predict their behavior. This leads 
to dramatic improvement.

201%
Conversion

189%
Conversion

124%
Conversion

137%
Conversion

54%
Conversion



Call for Research Partners
You can achieve significant marketing gains while participating 

in a field test of the MECLABS research findings

Will you share my proprietary company information?
 
Your specific research results are not shared without your permission (we execute a mutual NDA). 
We are seeking to glean principles not specific points of competitive advantage. You will have 
control over you data and over the paths or pages we create for you.
 
What kinds of companies are you looking for?

Less than 10% of the candidates for this program can be approved, but there is a straight-forward 
application process and we invite you to participate. We prefer to maintain a portfolio of research 
partners representing both large- and medium-sized companies across a diverse group of industries.

How can I find out more?
 
• If you would like to find out more just email info@MECLABS.com 
• You can see a step-by-step example of how we worked with a research partner; look at the 

research briefing in the appendix on page 359
• You can read about our research methodology on page 5

The Research Partner Application Process Overview

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The MECLABS Application 
Review: The team looks for 
alignment in industry and 
project focus and potential 
for growth.

The Sciences Team reviews 
the data to determine if the 
initiative fits into our research 
agenda and provides their 
recommendation.

The terms of the Research 
Proposal are agreed 
upon and the Research 
Partnership officially begins.

We contact you to discuss your 
application. The goal is to get 
a better understanding of your 
research challenges and objectives.

MECLABS drafts the research 
proposal which helps 
articulate, deliverables, 
timelines, objectives and costs.

Work begins: The MECLABS 
Research Team conducts 
preliminary forensic data 
analysis, summary competitive 
analysis and other key 
deliverables to initiate the 
research project and gain the 
“quick wins” that will fuel the 
ongoing discovery.

Submit your 
Research Application



FREE Access to $15 million of Research
Join many of the top marketers from around the world as we 

work together to discover what really works in marketing.

MECLABS is the world’s largest independent research institution focused exclusively on marketing 
and sales. The Institution’s discoveries, heuristics and methodologies power the marketing 
performance of companies all over the world.

These discoveries are also studied and disseminated through the MarketingExperiments and 
MarketingSherpa websites and research subscriptions. Our goal is to serve the marketing 
community with research, data, and information to help them better perform their jobs, and 
improve marketing discipline on a global scale.

This library of research, rooted in a consistently high level of scientific rigor of experimentation, is 
available for FREE through MarketingSherpa.com and MarketingExperiments.com:

• Case studies and interviews
• Research briefings and journals
• Web clinics and multimedia lectures

• Charts, tables and studies
• How-to articles and creative samples
• Marketing tools and templates

Activate your FREE subscription to more than $15 million in marketing research 
MarketingSherpa.com/subscribe • MarketingExperiments.com/subscribe

B2B Marketing
Demand generation and lead nurturing 
case studies

Best of the Week
Marketing case studies and research

Consumer Marketing
Product marketing and  
e-commerce case studies

Email Marketing 
Case studies and how-to articles

Inbound Marketing
Social media, SEO, content marketing

Marketing Chart of the Week
Learn from your peers

MarketingExperiments Journal
High-level research updates direct from 
the optimization lab



Practical Handbooks and Benchmark Reports
Scientific marketing research and how-to guides based on surveys of over 1,200 

companies and more than 10,000 real-life experiments and case studies.

Our researchers and analysts have one central goal - to help both new and seasoned 
marketers to optimize their marketing programs.  

Our publications help you learn the foundational principles that are the core of successful 
campaigns and increase your effectiveness with new ideas and concepts that have 
been proven to work in real-world scenarios.

Visit MECLABS.com/training to learn more:

• B2B Marketing
• Email Marketing
• Optimization
• Search Marketing
• Social Marketing

• 30-Minute Marketer – ‘Quick-hit’ tactics
• Benchmark Reports – In-depth research
• Handbooks – How-to guides
• Special Reports – Topical analysis

Topics Formats

http://meclabs.com/training/
http://meclabs.com/training/publications/browse-by-topic/b2b-marketing
http://meclabs.com/training/publications/browse-by-topic/email-marketing
http://meclabs.com/training/publications/browse-by-topic/optimization
http://meclabs.com/training/publications/browse-by-topic/search-marketing
http://meclabs.com/training/publications/browse-by-topic/social-marketing
http://meclabs.com/training/publications/browse-by-publication-type/30-minute-marketer
http://meclabs.com/training/publications/browse-by-publication-type/benchmark-reports
http://meclabs.com/training/publications/browse-by-publication-type/handbooks
http://meclabs.com/training/publications/browse-by-publication-type/special-reports


Marketing Training: Online, Live and On-site
Overcome your top marketing challenges with 

hands-on help from leading experts

The MECLABS group of companies – including  
MarketingSherpa and MarketingExperiments –  
provide foundational and tactical training  
designed to provide practical solutions to  
your marketing needs.

Join thousands marketers who have received their professional certification in several 
marketing disciplines. Based on 15 years of testing experience and marketing research, we 
have developed a series of online certification courses that provide expert analysis, research 
and in-depth training. 

Our students continue to report immediate results from the optimization techniques they’ve 
learned in our courses, and applied to their own online marketing campaigns.

Our online certification courses, live training workshops and on-site team training sessions 
are based on:

• Hundreds of statistically-valid optimization tests by the MECLABS team
• In-house marketing research of more than 1,200 companies per year to stay current on 

what is, and isn’t, working for B2B and consumer marketers
• Case studies from interviews with more than 1,000 brand-side marketers

Upon completion of each course and successfully passing the exam, you will become a 
Certified Marketer in that particular area and will receive a digital seal for use on your 
website or resume.

Visit MECLABS.com/training to learn more:

• B2B Marketing
• Email Marketing
• Optimization
• Online Testing 
• Social Marketing

• Online – On-demand convenience
• Workshops – Live, hands-on training and  
   direct interaction with our lab researchers
• On-site – Tailored to your team’s needs,  
   at your location

Topics Formats

http://meclabs.com/training/
http://meclabs.com/training/online-course
http://meclabs.com/training/training-workshops
http://meclabs.com/training/onsite-training/company-training-programs/overview


Current Research Highlights
15 years of research
10,000 pages/paths 
1 billion emails 
5 million phone calls 
36,980 company benchmarks
3,831 charts and tables 
150+ hours of multimedia lectures
100+ conferences
43 different publications
•  24 Benchmark Reports
•  9 Handbooks
•  10 Special Reports 
328 test protocols 
76 research briefings 
1,027 interviews and case studies

Visit our Training and Publications Center to access this research 
MECLABS.com/training

1300 Marsh Landing Parkway Suite 106
Jacksonville, FL 32250

MECLABS.com


